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Summary

This thesis examines theoretical explanations for why military interventions 

have taken place in the ‘long-decade’ following the end o f the Cold War. 

International relations paradigms are evaluated in terms o f whether their theoretical 

precepts provide a potential logical motivation for intervention in each case, based 

upon the available physical evidence and rational modelling. For the first time the 

importance o f normative justifications for intervention will be assessed in terms of 

the likelihood of them forming the actual motivation for key decision-makers to 

make the decision to intervene, using the very rational and empirical methods 

utilised by critics o f new world order claims and that have hitherto been shunned by 

its advocates. This thesis will attempt a measurement o f the fit between theoretical 

models and empirical evidence in the form o f analysis o f case studies o f 

“humanitarian intervention” or normative war fighting; a category particularly apt 

for study, as it can be made to fit with the world-views o f all competing paradigms.

In addressing why states have intervened militarily in other states (or 

refrained from doing so) in the post-Cold War ‘long-decade,’ three competing 

hypotheses will be tested; that state-centric rational considerations cause military 

intervention-, that non-state-centric normative considerations cause military 

intervention', and that the post-Cold War New World Order represents a shift from  

international system to world society. Thus the three possible answers to this 

research question are: [1] That there has been no change in the way states decide to 

intervene, that the world is still very much a power political world in which states 

and statesmen act purely according to the dictates o f national interest, and the
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question o f legitimacy is irrelevant as states will not intervene for genuine 

humanitarian reasons if no national interest is involved. [2] That the question of 

legitimacy and genuine humanitarian concern have become key considerations for 

whether or not states intervene. [3] That legitimacy and humanitarian concern is 

sometimes a key consideration, and its salience is often dependent on previous 

actions or inactions and feedback with regard to prior policy from the internal and 

external operating environments.

In the interests o f exploring both ‘method of agreement’ and ‘method of 

difference’ approaches to case study comparison, we have a pair o f cases with 

different causal variables but similar outcomes, and an alternate pair with similar 

causal variables but different outcomes. The Kosovo case study features in both 

dyads, so the actual structure o f comparison between the three case studies is more 

triangular in nature. The cases occurred at the beginning, middle and end o f an era 

when a supposed new world order came about, but are also all significant in their 

own right. The two cases o f intervention represent two o f the largest instances o f 

‘peace-time’ military deployment by members of the Euro-Atlantic community. The 

case o f non-intervention represents one o f the most horrendous instances o f human 

rights abuse in modem history.

The findings reject the contention that there has been no change in the way 

states decide to intervene; they also refiite the notion that the question o f legitimacy 

and genuine humanitarian concern have become key considerations for whether or 

not states intervene; but embrace the claim that the salience o f legitimacy and 

humanitarian concern is often dependent on previous actions or inactions and 

feedback from the internal and external operating environments.
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Chapter 1: When States Intervene

Introduction

This thesis considers whether either o f the dominant orthodoxies 

adequately explains the motivations behind military intervention in the long 

decade following the end o f the Cold War. This is an important research question, 

as should either world view or ‘paradigm ’ offer a comprehensive explanation o f 

the rationale for going to war in the modem world, prediction o f the occurrence o f 

such interventions, and amelioration o f the worst consequences o f confrontation 

become more feasible. Prediction in diplomacy is based on the assumption that the 

states and statesmen with which one deals are rational to the extent that they 

engage in ‘goal-seeking behaviour,’ and that they can be expected to act in 

furtherance o f a hierarchy o f preferred outcomes while taking into account 

associated costs and benefits.

If  one knows the hierarchy o f preferred outcomes o f one’s negotiating 

partners, and can calculate the costs and benefits that they are likely to incur while 

in pursuit o f  any particular course o f action, it becomes possible to predict what 

they are likely to do, or even influence their decision-making. Future-prediction 

models tend to fall into two intellectual traditions, liberal modernist or idealist 

hypotheses, and structural-realist geopolitical hypotheses. These two schools o f 

thought essentially agree upon the rationality o f participants, but disagree about the 

nature o f the operating environment facing policy makers and thereby structuring 

their decision-making.

The basic liberal argument is that at some point the world radically 

changed, forcing a re-evaluation o f the nature o f international interaction. Hence 

this position can also be termed modernism. In the brave new liberal world, the 

logic o f cooperation takes over from the logic o f competition and survival o f the 

fittest. Thus, inevitably, rational decision-makers will feel a greater impetus 

towards peace rather than war. The power-political theories we will consider 

contend that the central conditions o f the nature o f power and interaction do not 

change, although the distribution o f power and the geopolitical codes o f countries 

do fluctuate over time. Thus prediction in international relations is based upon the 

analysis o f long-term trends concerning stable, measurable elements o f national
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power within states, and the logical consequences o f their power relationships with 

one another. In other words, as there has been no great change in the nature o f how 

states and statesmen deal with one another, we must return to consider the default 

position of international relations, the state of nature. These models consider the 

struggle for supremacy among states, or hegemony, to be inevitable, and that the 

logic o f survival in a hostile world forces states and their decision-makers to focus 

upon maximizing their power.

First we must evaluate the contemporary international security 

environment, as it forms the operating environment within the framework o f which 

decision-makers reach their conclusions. We need to consider whether the post- 

Cold War New World Order truly represents the evolution or embodiment o f 

liberal sentiment, or rather a continuing state o f nature with a gloss o f liberal 

rhetoric. A brief evaluation o f the contemporary operating environment follows in 

the next section. However, this introductory chapter also raises the concern that the 

dichotomous nature o f the contemporary debate on the nature o f the New World 

Order blinds us to a more nuanced and systemic interpretation that while more 

complicated offers a more accurate and enduring analysis o f the process o f military 

intervention decision-making.

Therefore this chapter also explores the various dichotomies o f analysis o f 

the contemporary world with regard to the decision to intervene militarily in the 

affairs o f other states. A more inclusive and comprehensive approach will produce 

more fiuitful dialogue that avoids the confrontational shortcomings of debates 

concerning realism versus idealism (as an operating environment), legality versus 

legitimacy (as a normative structure), state-centricity (sovereignty) versus non- 

state-centricity (citizenship) (regarding human rights and intervention) and rational 

egocentricity versus socially constructed constraints (with regard to freedom of 

decision-making). Finally, in a section on research questions and methodology, 

this chapter introduces a number o f testable hypotheses, and provides an outline o f 

chapters to come.

The New World Order?

In the 1970s, in response to the financial and communications revolutions 

o f the 1960s, a number o f writers felt that the old power political concerns o f 

classical realism no longer adequately explained the world (if indeed they had ever
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done so). Not only was change perceived as possible, but also, many felt, the 

modem world provided ample evidence that it had occurred. Edward Morse 

claimed that modernization ‘represents nothing less than the complete 

transformation o f international relations,’ and that a ‘profound sense that the social 

order o f the twentieth century is qualitatively different from anything that preceded 

it in human history’ had gained a wide acceptance in the preceding seven or eight 

decades. He also noted that this notion was nothing new, but rather had been 

asserted by essayists, novelists, and even statesmen from the onset o f the twentieth 

century.' Indeed, many liberal modernists trace their heritage back to the idealistic 

liberal internationalists of the early twentieth century whose ideas came to 

dominate the international community after the First World War.

Since the ‘realist’ dominance o f the 1950s and 1960s, thought about 

international order reform and its influence upon the domestic policies o f 

constituent states has experienced a resurgence; ‘to such an extent that we might be 

tempted to equate the intellectual mood of the present time with the utopian 

impulse o f the post-1918 decade.’ This process has picked up speed since the fall 

o f communism. There is now considered to be perhaps a greater chance o f 

securing the post-First World War utopian aims o f liberal internationalism in the 

contemporary environment o f international normative consensus; but only if  an 

international order is constructed that reflects a concern with legitimacy on the one 

hand but that recognizes and responds to structural dangers on the other. W ith the 

end o f the Cold War, a number o f theorists have advanced the hypothesis that an 

image o f world politics consistent with that portrayed by Woodrow Wilson eighty 

years ago has now become applicable and appropriate. ‘W ilson’s ideas and ideals 

now appear less unrealistic and more compelling. Old ideas are new a g a i n . T h e  

advocates o f such a worldview would tend to adhere to an optimistic (one might 

even say idealistic) vision o f the inevitable march o f democracy leading to a 

peacefiil global community administered by shared values and the rule o f law.

The ideas that structure the logic o f liberal modernism have changed little 

over the last century. Although the world has changed dramatically during this

' Edward L, Morse, Modernization and the Transformation o f  International Relations. New York; 
Free Press, 1976, p. xiii.
 ̂Walter Carlsnaes, Ideology and foreign Policy: Problems o f  Comparative Conceptualism, Oxford: 

Basil Blackwell, 1986, p. 8.
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time, the liberals claim that it has only done so in a way that reinforces their basic 

assumptions about its nature, and that even if  some of their assumptions may be 

seen as premature in the past, they are so no longer. Francis Fukuyama declaring 

the ‘end o f history’ in 1989,'' and the former US President George Bush, in a State 

o f the Union Address in January o f 1991, declaring a ‘New World O rder... to 

achieve the universal aspirations of mankind -  peace and security, freedom and the 

rule o f l a w , c a u s e d  a great stir and helped revitalize debate in this area, but they 

were essentially referring to liberal tenets that were decades, or even centuries old.

John O ’Neal and Bruce Russet, two recent contributors to the tradition, 

trace its foundations to three basic tenets first proposed by Immanuel Kant, that 

‘republican constitutions’ (in modem terms, ‘democracies’), a ‘commercial spirit’ 

o f  international trade, and a federation o f independent republics would provide the 

basis for perpetual peace. In their modem formulation this equates to the 

hypotheses that ‘(1) democracies will use force less frequently, especially against 

other democracies; (2) economically important trade creates incentives for the 

maintenance o f peaceful relations; and (3) intemational organizations constrain 

decision-makers by promoting peace in a variety of ways.’*̂

For many therefore, the New World order is the fiilfilment o f Kant’s vision 

o f  ‘perpetual peace’ in that no competing ideology can now hope to challenge the 

dominant democratic paradigm, thus all states are moving inexorably towards 

eventual membership of the democratic club. Membership o f this club, once it 

becomes all-encompassing, precludes further armed conflict between states as 

democracies tend not to fight each other because power rests in the hands o f the 

people, and it is the people who suffer in times o f war. It is also felt that greater 

openness within and between states in the intemational community reduces one o f 

the chief causes o f war, that of conflict through misunderstanding, miscalculation 

and distrust. Finally commitment to liberal-democratic norms is seen as decreasing

 ̂ Charles W. Kegley, Jr. Controversies in International Relations Theory: Realism and the 
Neoliberal Challenge. New York; St. M artin’s Press, 1995, p. 10.

See Francis Fukuyama, ‘The End o f  History?’ in The National Interest, 16, (Summer 1989), and 
The End o f  H istory and the Last Man. New York: The Free Press, 1992.
 ̂ Philip Ross, ‘A Non-Liberal Approach to the Concept o f  an ‘International O rder”  (247-263) in 

A lexander Mosely and Richard Norman eds. Human Rights and Military Intervention. Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 1992, p. 247.
 ̂John R. O ’Neal and Bruce M. Russett, ‘The Kantian Peace: The Pacific Benefits o f  Democracy, 

interdependence, and International Organizations, 1885-1992.’ (1-37) World Politics, Vol. 52, 
N o .l. (Oct., 1999) pp. 1-5.
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both the causes of war (statesmen become aware that they may secure more 

through cooperation with other Hberal regimes than could be achieved through 

conflict) and the motivation to settle grievances through violence; as taking your 

nation into war becomes seen as policy failure rather than heroics. In a recent 

overview o f the literature by the RAND organization, intended to improve the 

understanding o f Army intelligence analysts o f the potential for the rise of a peer 

competitor to the United States and to construct a framework for thinking 

systematically about the emergence o f such a competitor, it was found that on the 

whole:

o Democratic states loci<ed in disputes witii each other choose more peaceful m eans o f  
resolution than other pairings o f  states, 

o  Democratic great powers do not initiate preventative wars.
o  Democratic institutions place constraints on the ability o f  leaders to fight other

democracies, or simply make them  reluctant to  choose war. Constitutional and legal 
restraints on executive action in democratic states, as well as the existence o f  free public 
debate, are a bulwark for peace as they give democracies sufficient tim e to w ork through
disagreem ents peacefully, and limit the independence o f  leaders, who also need to
consider re-election.

o Norms shared by democratic states cause them to view each other as pacific and 
unthreatening. Democracies believe that other dem ocracies are reasonable, predictable 
and trustworthy. ‘Consequently, they will be disinclined to fight other dem ocracies 
because they perceive that their intentions will always be pacific. In other words, 
democracies establish an atm osphere o f “live and let live” with each other that results in a 
fundamental sense o f stability.’ 

o  Democracy tends to foster econom ic interdependence, which reduces the likelihood o f  
war.’

A number o f ‘pulls’ acting on transitional states have led to increased 

optimism about the possible fulfilment o f this enlightenment project. Peoples o f 

these countries (particular in Europe, Latin America and Asia) are increasingly 

'westernised' in their outlook, even to the extent o f claiming (in the cases o f  the 

former Soviet satellites o f East-Central Europe) that ‘[i]f it had not been for ‘the
o

system ’, we would have been like the W est.’ They, and the regimes representing 

them, have allowed considerable penetration o f their societies by western media, 

cultural and economic organizations. Private organizations (from satellite 

television operators to car manufacturers), foreign state operations (fi'om the BBC 

to overseas aid), and multi- and non-governmental organizations (from the World 

Bank to Save the Children) offer a constant diet o f the advantages o f belonging to

’ Thom as S. Szayna et al. The Emergence o f  Peer Competitors : A Framework fo r  Analysis. 
Arlington: RAND, 2001, pp. 148-151
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the democratic club, and put pressure on transitional regimes to move in a 

direction acceptable to this club.

Many countries have experienced what Whitehead has referred to as 

influence through consent, or linkage politics.^ If  the West were to rely upon 

forced democratisation there would be no escape from the famous philosophical 

paradox concerning the notion o f being ‘forced to be free.’ However, transitional 

regimes are on the whole, ‘freely’ choosing democracy because o f the attraction o f 

the West. Such ‘democracy by convergence’ dictates that the most fundamental 

question concerns ‘how an almost universal wish to imitate a way o f life associated 

with the liberal capitalist democracies of the core regions (the wish for modernity) 

may undermine the social and institutional foundations o f any regime perceived as 

incompatible with these aspirations.’ Furthermore, there is the possibility that ‘the 

same international democratisation effects will also serve to generate the consent 

and broad-based support needed to bolster fragile new democracies.’ '®

Giving further support to the notion o f a peaceful world community o f 

shared interests and norms governed by the rule o f law are the various aspects o f 

‘globalisation.’ Chief among these are the components o f economic integration and 

interdependence that make it inherently unprofitable and thus irrational to fight 

major wars (multinational corporations, the twenty-four hour global stock market, 

trans-national capital flows, etc.) Finally, environmental and social challenges 

facing humanity as a whole (global warming, ecological diversity, the ozone layer, 

the energy resources crisis, Malthusian population concerns, AIDS and drugs) may 

increase the pressure for cooperation rather than competition among the various 

political subdivisions o f humanity in the interest o f species survival.

Should this method of democratic encouragement not be sufficient, there 

lurks in the wings a more forceful argument for playing by western rules. The 

W estern victory in the Cold War was as much military as economic or cultural. 

The United States and its allies now possess an overwhelming preponderance o f 

military force with which to ensure that their world-view prevails. The W est has in 

the past shown that it is not above imposing democracy upon countries that show

* Adam Przeworski, Democracy and the market, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1991, p. 
188.
’ Laurence W hitehead ed.. The International Dimensions o f  Democratization: Europe and the 
Americas, New York: Oxford University Press, 1996, p. 15. 

ibid. p. 21.
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tardiness in transition. According to Whitehead, approaching two-thirds o f the

democracies existing in 1990 owed their origins, at least in part, to deliberate acts

o f imposition or intervention from without." For Richard Davy, the West to a

certain extent imposed even the Gorbachev ‘revolution.’ The 1975 Helsinki Final

Act, which set up the CSCE regime, also set up an international framework that

worked to systematically undermine the Soviet totalitarian vision. ‘In short, a

decade before Gorbachev, the West set out in treaty form all the essential

principles he would subsequently embrace.’ On this view it was not just the

general ‘vitality and attractiveness’ o f the Western polity, but rather a specific

coherent set of Western requirements, incentives, and reassurances embodied in an

international treaty that shaped M oscow’s foreign policy options in response to the
• • 12 • •Soviet Union’s systemic crisis. In addition, Davy contests, the actions and 

strength o f the West at this time served to stimulate the re-emergence and 

evolution o f civil society in transitional countries.

The demise of the United Nations Security Council stalemate between 

ideologically diametrically opposed veto holders has increased the likelihood o f 

intervention in support o f democratic transition. The West appears to be in a 

position to dominate militarily, economically, politically, and even morally, and 

the positions taken up by the dominant states in the international system have 

always had a major impact upon regime and policy formulation in structurally 

dependent states. Even should the West not choose to implement a programme of 

direct intervention in support o f democracy, it is still in a strong position to impose 

its wishes through its effective control o f multinational organizations which 

transitional states feel a strong imperative to join. Membership o f such exclusive 

clubs can be made conditional upon candidates adopting regimes with which the 

W est feels comfortable. The lengthy exclusion o f China from the World Trade 

Organization and Turkey from the European Union provide good examples o f such 

a policy. President Clinton noted that ‘multilateral action holds promise as never 

before’ and that there now exists an opportunity to ‘reinvent the institutions of 

collective security.’ '̂

"  ib id , p. 9. 
ibid. pp. 377-8 .
K eg ley , Op cit, 1995, p. 12.
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European political leaders recognized that the collapse o f the Eastern bloc 

represented both a threat and opportunity.''* ‘While the Warsaw Pact and Comecon 

confirmed the realist predictions by disappearing almost overnight, and while 

NA TO’s raison d ’etre is clearly fundamentally challenged by the structural 

changes in the system, many believed that the European Community’s hour has 

come with the end o f the Cold W ar.’ '  ̂ There were geopolitical calls for the 

European Union to fulfil its destiny and come to represent the whole o f  the 

continent after which it was named and not just the Western ha lf Furthermore, 

with the demise o f the great Heartland power, the USSR, and the partial 

withdrawal o f the great insular power (in M ackinder’s terms), the United States, 

renewed efforts were made to build the Union’s political strength into something 

approaching that o f its economy. Certainly Article J. 1 o f the Treaty on European 

Union (commonly known as the Maastricht Treaty), which introduced the 

Common Foreign and Security Policy seemed to ‘talk the talk,’ promising ‘to 

safeguard the common values, the fundamental interests, and the independence o f 

the Union,’ to ‘strengthen the security o f the Union and its member states in all 

w ays,’ to ‘preserve peace and strengthen international security’ and to ‘'promote 

international cooperation and develop and consolidate democracy and the rule o f  

law and respect fo r  human rights and fundamental freedoms.'^'^

However, one should not place too great emphasis upon the progress that 

global democratisation has made in recent years. While many countries have been 

embroiled in regime transition, this has not necessarily led to democratic 

consolidation. Samuel Huntington is correct to warn us that waves o f 

democratisation are usually followed by corresponding (if more limited) waves of 

counter-democratic authoritarianism. Democratisation tends to follow a two-step-
17 •forward, one-step-back pattern. In particular, states undergoing a regime 

transition are at their most volatile, a danger to their own people and to their 

neighbours. Not all transitions from authoritarian rule result in democracy.

Likewise, one should not rely too greatly upon the continued integration of 

the global economy. Many analysts are o f the opinion that the process is about to

Desmond Dinan, Ever Closer Union? Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1994, pp. 465-466.
Christopher Hill, The Actors in E urope's Foreign Policy, London: Routledge, 1996, p. 291.
Elfriede Regelsberger et al eds, Foreign Policy o f  the European Union: From EPC to CFSP and  

Beyond, London: Lynne Rienner, 1997, p. 1.



move into reverse, with increased tariff barriers placed in the way of free trade, 

increased economic regionahsm and attempts at regional autarchy, perhaps even 

going as far as the development o f exclusive regional trading blocs. Even if  this 

were not the case, there is no guarantee that economic interdependence would lead 

to the elimination o f conflict. As far back as the beginning o f the Twentieth 

century, writers such as Norman Angell pointed out that warfare was no longer a

rational instrument o f policy for this very reason, yet the century saw the bloodiest
• • • 18 and most destructive wars m the history o f mankind. Statesmen may not always

act rationally, or may act according to a different rationality from that o f economic
*

well-being. Likewise, global threats to m ankind’s existence may not engender co

operation. Indeed, it could be argued that Malthusian competition for limited 

resources is more likely to lead to a cutthroat world embodying Darwinian notions 

o f ‘survival o f the fittest.’

This world-view has led to the emergence o f an alternative multi-polar 

vision o f the future, that o f a world divided into competing politico-economic 

blocs. This is not a new concept. The German geopolitician, general and professor, 

Karl Haushofer, provided perhaps the most (in-)famous exposition o f this view as 

a justification for German expansion during the Nazi period.''^ Haushofer’s pan

regions foresaw the world being divided into a number o f autarkic political and 

economic zones, within each o f which a single great power would hold sway and 

exploit the resources o f vassal states and regions, excluding the influence and 

participation o f its great power rivals. The model for these regions would be the 

role played by the United States in the Americas under the Monroe Doctrine. 

Indeed, contemporary versions o f this vision have referred to these regions as 

‘Monroes.

The theoretical underpinning for this approach is the belief that hard ‘geo

economics’ functioning as instruments o f national policy are not played out in 

terms o f ‘win-win’ cooperation, but rather as aspects o f a zero-sum game. States 

are more interested in relative economic positioning and getting a larger share o f

Samuel P. Huntington, The Third Wave: Democratization in the late twentieth century. Norman, 
Oklahoma: University o f  Oklahoma Press, 1991, p. 25.

Norman Angell, The Great Illusion, New York: G.P. Putnam, 1911.
Brendan Howe, Geopolitics, Geopolitik, and Nazi Foreign Policy. Canterbury, Kent: University 

o f  Kent at Canterbury, 1993.
Peter J. Taylor, ed., Political Geography o f  the Twentieth Century: A G lobal Analysis. New 

York: Halsted Press, 1993.
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the cake, than they are in increasing the size o f the cake so that all may benefit 

albeit to a lesser extent. Such economic realism does appear to be backed up by 

evidence o f state behaviour, and would also be supported by any moves toward 

economic regionalism as the ideology o f free trade is undermined by competition 

for limited resources.

Where we draw the geopolitical line is o f crucial importance. As pointed

out by Ole Tunander, this question represents a synthesis o f a ‘Bipolar Friend-Foe
21Structure’ and a ‘Hierarchical Cosmos-Chaos Structure.’ There has always been

a tendency to perceive the ‘oriental’ Russian and the Muslim Turk as less

European than other races inhabiting the continent, and in the post-Cold War world

we already see moves designed to exclude these and additional ‘others’ from frill

participation. There is a growing perception on both sides o f the divide between

the Euro-Atlantic cosmos (the socio-economic and geopolitically interlinked core

o f Western states in Western Europe and North America from here on called the

Atlantic Community) and the peripheral chaos, that it is the early twentieth century

vision o f Rudolph Kjellen, rather than that o f President Wilson, which is becoming

enshrined in the new world order. It is by no means certain that the Western core

will accept all its peripheral suitors. ‘Reason has its limits, and the transferring o f

reason to the alien world presupposes a possible common code, a possible

enlightened, transparent world beyond the shadows of Otherness.... The existence

o f a Wall [or geopolitical division between cosmos and chaos] speaks o f the limits
22o f universalism and about the “Other” as a frindamental concept.’

Thus we must consider the exclusion o f certain states, which wish to 

become part o f the core, to be not only a possibility, but rather a probability. What 

then is likely to happen to the process of democratic transition within these 

countries? First and foremost, it is likely that ultimately, a point will come where 

such countries will cease to model themselves upon the states by which they have 

been rebuffed. Excluded from one cosmos, it is likely that they will attempt to 

create an alternative one. This may take the form of an alternative form of 

democracy, but there is no guarantee that this will be the case. It may be based on 

the Chinese model o f ‘Socialism with Chinese characteristics.’ Alternatively, it

Ola Tunander, ‘Intoruduction’ in Ola Tunander, Pavel K, Baev and Victoria Ingrid Einagel eds, 
G eopolitics in post-w all Europe: Security, Territory and Identity. London : Sage, 1997, p. 17, 

ibid p. 27.
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may be based upon a concept similar to that o f ‘Asian values’ adopted by a number 

of regimes in Southeast Asia, although perhaps with the substitution o f ‘Slavic 

values’ in East-Central Europe. Perhaps even the long-awaited pan-Arab or Islamic 

unity cosmos might finally materialize in concrete form.

Whatever the case, if the ideological blueprint o f W estem/universalist 

democracy is rejected, it is likely that what emerges in its place will be less 

democratic, and maybe even hostile to the West and its values. Furthermore, if one 

state sets foot upon such a path, there is every chance o f the contagion process 

acting in reverse. ‘It should never be forgotten that relatively neutral transmissions 

o f information may just as well serve to promote an anti-democratic as a pro- 

democratic c o n t a g i o n . T h i s  could involve not only the transmission o f material 

favourable to the newly evolving less than democratic cosmos, but also 

transmission o f images concerning the democratic good life from which individual 

states, societies or regimes might perceive themselves to be irredeemably 

excluded.

Additionally, the willingness o f the West to pay for the New World Order 

has proven remarkably short lived. First, there has been considerable pressure upon 

the major protagonists to cash in on the ‘peace dividend.’ Second, with the (at least 

temporary) abeyance o f the Soviet threat, other security considerations command 

the attention o f the West -  one o f the reasons why the crisis in Former Yugoslavia 

proved such a failure o f collective security policy was that unfolding events in the 

G ulf distracted attention. Finally, the removal o f a common enemy has led the 

major Western powers to look toward their own particular interests and compete 

with each other for primacy, further undermining support for collective action or 

individual responsibility. Whitehead highlights the last problem as deserving o f 

particular attention, for much depends upon the degree to which the main 

international actors can remain united in their support for democratic 

consolidation, whether their attention becomes distracted by crises elsewhere, and 

whether the objective of democracy promotion remains harmonious with other 

externally desired objectives.^'*

The consensual process of democratic transition is also under threat. The 

W estern way of life only exerts a positive attraction as long as it is perceived to be

W hitehead, Op cit, 1996, p. 8. 
ibid. pp. 381-383.
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desirable and preferable to other alternatives. Should the capitalist democratic 

world system enter a pronounced downturn this may no longer be the case, 

particularly if increased inter-regional competition should lead to a new wave o f 

protectionism and shrinkage o f global trade. Furthermore, the promised benefits of 

democratic transition have been slower to materialize within transitional states 

than many may have hoped. Something o f an expectancy gap has developed, and 

may lead to a degree o f discontent sufficient to undermine or even reverse the 

liberalization that has already taken place. The process o f democratic transition 

itself is a source o f considerable uncertainty and hardship. Some groups are bound 

to lose out, at least in the short term. Support for transition is only generated by the 

general optimism that ultimately all will benefit; the hope that even if this is not 

the case, then at least the majority will do so; and the common belief held by most, 

that they will form part o f this majority.

As pointed out by Pridham, such uncertainty may be exciting and creative, 

‘but if  it becomes too generally threatening, or if  it lasts too long without fruitfiil
• 25outcome, then the chances o f an authoritarian relapse becomes very great.’ More 

than any other form of government, democracy depends for its legitimacy upon the 

consent of a majority of those governed. In order to generate and maintain such 

consent, democracy must provide what the majority o f  people want. Stable 

democracy derives from roots in political culture but is shaped and nurtured, 

particularly in its early years, by the performance o f the democratic regime.^® It is 

not necessary here to enter into the debate about which sort o f regime is more 

likely to promote development and economic success. All that is necessary is to 

recognize that democracy is dependent to a certain extent for its survival upon 

economic factors, and that to some degree it has failed to fulfil the expectations o f 

the citizens o f a number o f developing states within this arena. As mentioned 

above, this is in part due to the unrealistic initial expectations o f people in the first 

place. However, that does not make the threat to democratic consolidation any less 

real. Maravall notes that ‘there is evidence to suggest that citizens’ political

Geoffrey Pridham ed., Encouraging Democracy: The International Context o f  Regime Transition  
in Southern Europe, New York: St. M artin’s Press, 1991, p. 5.

Larry Diamond, Juan Linz, and Seymour Martin Lipset, (ed.), ‘introduction: What Makes for 
D em ocracy?’ In Politics in Developing Countries: Comparing Experiences with Democracy, 2"'' 
Edition, B o u ld er: Lynne Rienner, 1995, p. 10.
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perceptions vary in accordance with economic circumstances and that these, in 

turn, have important consequences for democratic politics itself.

Many developing states are currently in what Przeworski terms the ‘valley 

of transition,’ facing four potential outcomes: [1] Reforms may advance under 

democratic conditions. [2] Reforms may advance through dictatorship. [3]

Democracy may survive by abandoning reforms. [4] Both reforms and democracy
28may be undermined. The inevitable costs o f transition include corruption, 

inflation, underemployment o f capital and labour, allocative inefficiencies and 

distributional effects. ‘[E]ven if revolutions unfurl universalistic slogans, they alter 

distributions o f income and welfare. If any group expects to be worse o ff in 

absolute terms under the new system, it is likely to oppose the transition.

The liberal project has thus not been completed, nor is it close to 

completion. Therefore universalistic claims are at best premature. Again liberalism 

may show itself to be perilously close to utopianism. In the absence o f a universal 

community o f democratic states, even Kantians acknowledge that perpetual peace 

is not attainable, as non-democratic states will continue to wage war upon each 

other and upon democratic states, while democratic states will continue to launch 

‘just w ars’ or crusades against their undemocratic rivals. As a result, the 

reawakening o f the liberal paradigm has also led to the reinvigoration o f the first 

great debate in international relations theory between realism and idealism. 

Liberals continue to emphasize how much has changed, while realists claim 

nothing has, and that the natural state o f affairs between states remains the ‘state o f 

nature’ or a war o f all against all. For this reason we consider the nature o f wars 

waged in the post-Cold War period to quantify the degree o f change (if any) in 

motivation, justification and action.

The Problems

Current debates in international relations theory are often conflicts between 

dichotomous and diametrically opposed views o f the world. Mutual exclusivity 

makes dialogue difficult and theoretical development unlikely. This thesis will 

attempt a synthesis o f dichotomous parts in order to create an environment for

Jose Maria Maravall, Regimes, Politics, and Markets: Democratization and econom ic change in 
Southern Europe and Eastern Europe, New York: Oxford University Press, 1997, p. 201.

Przeworski, Op cit, 1991, p. 138.
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understanding and debate. Once common ground has been estabhshed, it will 

attempt a measurement o f the fit between theoretical models and empirical 

evidence in the form o f analysis o f case studies o f ‘humanitarian intervention’ or 

normative war fighting. This category o f conflict is particularly apt for study, as it 

can be made to fit with the world-views o f all the competing paradigms. The main 

dichotomies that will be studied are:

• Realism versus Idealism

• Legality versus Legitimacy

• State-centricity (Sovereignty) versus Non-state-centricity (Citizenship)

• Rational Egocentricity versus Socially Constructed Constraints

Realism  versus Idealism

Realism perceives the international environment as an anarchic society 

governed by a balance o f power, rejecting questions o f ‘right’ in favour o f an 

amoral evaluation of an objective criterion termed ‘national interest.’ However, 

realism does not consistently reject such normative considerations, particularly in 

the context o f military intervention. National interest itself is a normative and 

essentially contested concept rather than an objective criterion. Thus, as a moral 

argument, realism amounts to a claim that the reasons for overriding the 

constraints o f ordinary morality in emergency situations are themselves moral.^*  ̂

Therefore, the first set o f justifications for military intervention considered 

throughout the thesis concern a cost benefit analysis o f the interests o f the 

intervening national societies: military security, integrity o f political life, and its 

citizens’ well-being.^'

E.H. Carr, commenting on the inter-war liberal order, emphasised that the 

failure to universalise the democratic norm doomed the fledgling international 

society to conflict. Only if  republican governments were thrown up by domestic 

societies across the globe, rather than artificially imposed upon them, could 

perpetual peace be achieved. ‘When the theories o f liberal democracy were 

transplanted, by a purely intellectual process, to a period and to countries whose

ibid. p. 160.
See Terry Nardin, ed., The Ethics o f  War and Peace: Religious and Secular Perspectives, 

Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press 1998.
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practical needs were utterly different from those o f  W estern Europe in the 

nineteenth century, sterility and disillusionm ent were the inevitable s e q u e l . I n  

the new liberal environm ent contem porary realists also em phasise the im possibility 

o f im posing more than the m ost rudim entary form o f  international order. 

‘Rationalism  can create a utopia, but cannot m ake it rea l.’^̂

The realist position is a pessim istic, cynical one, but one that supporters 

claim  reflects a true picture o f  the w ay states interact. For realists, in a condition o f 

international anarchy, or at best a very lim ited international system  o f  m inim al 

rules to ensure coexistence, the ‘rational’ policy is to pursue goals w ithout care to 

the costs that m ight be incurred by others, and to m axim ize one’s chances o f  

achieving ends in the face o f  opposition through the pursuit o f  power. This results 

in a w ar o f  all against all w ith no collective production o f  goods (i.e. security) 

(lessons draw n from consideration o f  Thom as H obbes’ state o f  nature by classical 

realists such as Hans Morgenthau^^). Realist literature em phasises the role played 

by national interest both in m otivating states to intervene, and in assessing w hether 

such interventions are justified, or as put by M cCarthy, recognition o f  the prim acy 

o f  the national interests becom es ‘both the dictate o f  prudence and the moral 

obligation o f  politicians.’ Indeed: ^No sort o f interventionary activity is 

problem atic from a Hobbesian viewpoint, because there can be no binding 

principles in states’ relations with each other.’ Thus any ‘hum anitarian’ 

interventions that take place are purely a reflection o f  the national interest o f  the 

intervening states and any lessening o f  the suffering o f  individuals in the target- 

state a fortunate by-product.

However, other realist theories o f  the state indicate recoil from the 

starkness o f  H obbes’ m oral theory. Intervention is in fact a difficult subject for 

such realists to deal with. Realists are usually loath to m ake norm ative claim s 

about ‘righ t’ and ‘w rong’ beyond the national interest o f  individual states. Y et they

See the w orks o f  George F. Kennan for elaboration o f  this interpretation o f  national interest, 
Edward Hallett Carr, The Twenty Years' Crisis 1919-1939 An introduction to the study o f  

international relations. New York: St M artin’s Press, 1966, p. 27.
”  ibid.

Hans J. Morgenthau, Politics Am ong Nations: The Struggle fo r  Power and Peace, Fifth Edition, 
Revised, New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1978, pp. 4-15.

McCarthy, L., ‘International Anarchy, Realism and N on-intervention’ in Ian Forbes and Mark 
Hoffman (eds.). Political Theory, International Relations and the Ethics o f  Intervention, London: 
Macmillan, 1993, p. 79. 

ibid. p. 80.
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are also often critical of intervention in the international system, deprecating it as a 

source o f international disorder, against which the principle o f state sovereignty 

must be asserted. The paradox is that the very mechanisms which international 

order is said to require rule out any binding principle o f non-intervention -  the 

balance o f power requires active intervention for its mamtenance.

A further complication in dealing with realist analysis o f justifications o f 

intervention is that realism itself is not a unified paradigm, but is inherently 

fragmented and contradictory. Ramsbotham’s work outlines a few of the possible 

realist interpretations of the First Gulf War; Atlanticist-realists interpreted the Cold 

W ar as a defence o f freedom against totalitarian expansion and the Gulf Conflict as 

a struggle o f principle against a dangerous tyrant (it was from these circles that talk 

o f a new world order originated). Statist-realists who interpreted the Cold W ar in a 

post-revisionist way as a classic struggle o f interest and power, now rejected 

moralistic talk o f a new world order and interpreted the Gulf Conflict similarly, as 

a struggle to re-establish a regional balance o f power. Finally, both conflicts were 

depicted in the western media through the filter o f an unreflective realism in which 

state actors were localized in national capitals and personified through the names
38o f individual leaders -  a nationalist-realist approach. Thus the following is a 

distillation o f those areas o f theoretical continuity in the body o f realist work on 

this subject:

1. Intervention is generally not a good thing as it disturbs what elements o f 

international order are present in the international anarchy existing between 

states.

2. An intervening state must therefore weigh the benefits to be gained from 

intervening against not only the specific or micro costs o f intervening, but also 

against the macro costs o f disorder created through intervention.

3. The costs o f non-intervention must also be taken into account in any rational 

analysis o f the situation. ‘A cost-benefit analysis o f going to war contains 

within it an implicit cost-benefit analysis o f not going to w ar.’ ’̂

4. A just intervention, therefore, is one that is essentially in line with the national 

interest o f the intervening state(s) (usually defined in terms o f economic and

ibid. p. 78.
Ramsbotham O., ‘The Conflict in Comparative Perspective’ in Alex Dancher and Dan Keohane, 

International Perspectives on the G u lf Conflict, 1990-1991, London: Macmillan, 1994, p. 314.
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political power), produces a more satisfactory balance o f power, and will create 

a more satisfactory environment (from the point o f view o f the intervening 

state) than will non-intervention."*®

This world-view allows little possibility o f change, progress or evolution in 

the international system, placing emphasis on continuity and management o f 

enduring evils. Any rules o f coexistence or management that do evolve will be the 

creatures o f the strongest political entities, reflecting their interests and being used 

to impose their wishes upon weaker political entities. For Carr, those who assert 

the primacy of politics over ethics (i.e. realists) will argue that the ruler rules 

because he is the stronger, and the ruled submit because they are the weaker. The 

weaker should submit because otherwise the stronger will compel him; and the 

results o f compulsion are more disagreeable than those o f voluntary submission. 

Obligation is thus derived from a sort o f spurious ethic based on the 

reasonableness o f recognising that might is right.'*' He interprets Machiavelli as 

outlining that politics are not a function o f ethics but ethics o f politics -  Men ‘are 

kept honest by constraint’. ‘Machiavelli recognised the importance o f morality, but 

thought that there could be no effective morality where there was no effective 

authority. Morality is the product o f power.

By contrast, rather than anarchy-inducing, mutually incompatible national 

interests, liberal approaches emphasise the harmony o f interests to be found 

between nations and peoples. If anything, the liberal paradigm is even more 

diverse and fragmented than realism. Beyond the notions o f progress and harmony 

o f interest, there is little that can be identified as a unifying and essential tenet. 

However, these beliefs in themselves are enough to portray a different vision o f the 

way states interact. A natural harmony of interest between states leads to the 

possibility o f co-operation and, ultimately, the evolution o f an international society 

governed by the rule o f law rather than mere rules o f co-existence. Essentially 

human nature is good, and bad policies (i.e. conflict) are a product not o f bad 

intent but o f bad structures. Thus the First World War was seen as a product o f

M atthews op. cit., 1993, p. 216.
David Campbell, Politics Without Principle: Sovereignty, Ethics, and the Narratives o f  the G u lf 

War, Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 1993, p. 81.
Carr, op cit, 1966, pp. 41-42.
ibid. p. 64.
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domestic totalitarianism and international empires masking the natural harmony of 

interests. This is a version o f Lord Acton’s famous dictum ‘power tends to corrupt, 

and absolute power corrupts a b so lu te ly .L ib e ra l writings on the subject can be 

condensed into the following:

1. Intervention is generally not a good thing as peoples have a right to 

national self-determination and choice o f government free from external 

interference.

2. Ideally all should work for an international system in which all peoples are 

represented by governments that reflect their wishes and interests, as such 

governments are most likely to uncover the harmony o f interests resting 

between themselves and other representative democracies.

3. Intervention can be justified, but only if the humanitarian benefit o f 

removing harmful structures outweighs the humanitarian costs involved in 

going to war.

4. Both benefits and costs must be evaluated in simple utilitarian (the greatest 

good for the greatest number or least harm to greatest number) and rule 

utilitarian terms (what precedent is established by either intervention or 

non-intervention -  the value attached to certain norms o f  behaviour).

5. International law is the codification o f these principles and must be 

adhered to if  we are to create an international society analogous to 

domestic liberal regimes governed by the rule of law.

6. A just intervention therefore is one that is in accordance with the 

principles of international law, removes conflict-generating unjust 

structures, leaves the world better off in terms o f total human suffering, 

and establishes principles conducive to the further betterment o f 

international society.

Carr, and other realists, attacked the early liberal theories for their 

unfounded optimism or ‘utopianism’ in believing that international society could 

be made like domestic society simply by relying upon m an’s better nature, and the 

rational good sense of the populations o f democratic regimes. Carr notes that in the 

absence of forces able to impose harmony from above (as is done within the

Lord Acton in a letter to Bishop M andell Creighton, 1887. The Phrase Finder. 
http://phrases.shu.ac.uk
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confines o f a state), it is very tempting to assume a natural harmony. ^  

Furthermore, that the belief in the compelling power o f reason, expressed through 

the voice o f the people, was particularly congenial to Wilson, the visionary above 

all others who embodied the inter-war liberal internationalist spirit, and to whom 

contemporary liberals hearken. Critics claim that the weaknesses of this 

particular brand o f liberalism were more than adequately demonstrated by the 

spectacular collapse o f the League o f Nations regime. Some authors have since 

claimed that the ideas were merely ahead o f their time, but for Carr, ‘[t]he 

breakdown o f the nineteen-thirties was too overwhelming to be explained merely 

in the terms o f individual action or inaction. Its downfall involved the bankruptcy 

o f the postulates on which it was based.

However, using some of the theoretical tools of realists and their allies, 

neoliberals seek to demonstrate how the rationality o f utility-maximising states can 

nevertheless lead to co-operation rather than conflict. They also resemble realists 

in claiming value-free criteria for their analysis and in doing so rejecting the 

normative, prescriptive nature o f other liberal approaches. They emphasise that the 

national interest o f states is not to be found exclusively in the realm of power 

maximisation, but rather places a high priority upon economic well-being. By 

demonstrating, through such models as repeat-play prisoners’ dilemma game 

theory, that states and their subjects will be better off in absolute terms through co

operation in the pursuit o f  mutually beneficial projects, they argue that a form of 

international society can emerge in the absence of an overarching hegemon with a 

monopoly on the legitimate use o f force. States not only need to co-exist, they 

need each other to prosper. As a result, there is a significant degree o f 

interdependence in international relations.

Other liberal theorists emphasise that while the new world order cannot be 

maintained upon the optimistic premises that so poorly served the inter-war liberal 

ascendancy, this time liberal democratic states are in the happy position o f being 

able to impose the rules o f law. Therefore international society is free to develop 

along the lines o f domestic society because there is a form of global governance.

‘’“ C a rr ,  O p  cit,  1966 ,  p. 51. 
ibid. p. 32. 
ibid. p. 40.
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Hedley Bull sees this as a ‘third w ay’ between utopian dreams of perpetual peace, 

and the realist nightmare of perpetual war.

T he d escrip tion  is o n e  w h ich  se es  sovere ig n  states in in tercourse w ith  o n e  another as 
c o n sc io u s ly  united to geth er  for certain p urposes, w h ich  m o d ify  their con d u ct in relation  to 
o n e  another. T he sa lien t fact o f  international re la tion s is taken to be not that o f  co n flic t  
a m on g  sta tes w ithin  international anarchy, as on  the  H ob b esian  v iew ; nor that o f  the  
tran sien ce  o f  the international anarchy and the a va ilab ility  o f  m ateria ls w ith  w h ich  to  
rep lace it, as on the  K antian v iew ; but co-op eration  a m on g  so v ere ig n  states in a so c ie ty  
w ithou t govern m en t. T h e prescrip tions w h ich  a ccom p an y  th is a ccou n t o f  the nature o f  
international relations en join  respect for the legal and m oral ru les upon w h ich  the w ork in g  
o f  the in ternational so c ie ty  depends, in p lace  o f  the H ob b esian  v ie w  that sta tes are not 
lim ited  by legal or m oral ru les in their relations w ith  o n e  another, and the K antian v iew  
that the ru les to w h ich  appeal m ay be had d erive  from  the h igher m orality  o f  a 
cosm o p o lita n  so c ie ty  and enjoin  the overthrow  o f  international so c ie ty , there are asserted  
the d u ties and rights attaching to  states as m em bers o f  international so c ie ty

This regime based concept in which the sanctions for breaking international 

laws, either handed down by dominant regime supporting liberal powers or 

through exclusion from the benefits to be had from collective action and 

cooperation, are o f sufficient magnitude to ensure general adherence to them, is 

not far removed from some modem neorealist writings on the subject. For 

neorealists the structure o f international society remains that o f anarchy, but it is 

the rationality associated with decision-making in an anarchical environment that 

ensures the redundancy o f normative considerations rather than any inherent urge 

to dominate. The anarchy does not however necessarily imply lack o f order, as the 

dominant states in the society can impose rules that favour their national interests 

upon the weak without continually having to resort to use o f force. All rational 

statesmen are aware of who has the power in the international system and defer to 

the stipulations o f the mighty. Should any statesman in a fit o f  irrationality or 

miscalculation dare to break these rules, the strong will (if they deem it to be in 

their interest) intervene. The First Gulf War is therefore portrayed as the first such 

policing action.

In some ways, therefore, the gap between neorealism and neoliberalism is 

slight, and is certainly much less than that between the classical variants o f the two 

approaches. However, other authors have identified ways in which functional spill

over from either an economic rational or legalistic society, or a combination o f 

both, can lead to social construction o f other restricting and enabling norms o f
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behaviour. Basically, the more that states engage with each other and enact rules to 

regulate their interaction, the more they recognise and respond to the needs and 

rights o f their partners. European Union scholars have been particularly active in 

this area, but social constructivists attempting to provide a middle ground between 

the mainstream neo-neo nexus and its post-positive critics apply similar reasoning 

to the international society as a whole.

Writers such as Hopf, Ruggie and Wendt point to the mutually-constituted 

nature o f actors (states) and the structures within which they act. Thus ‘anarchy is 

what states make o f it’ and structural norms influence not only behaviour but also 

identities and interests. Social practices reproduce not only actors through 

identities, but also an inter-subjective social structure. Indeed, state identities and 

interests are in a large part constructed by systemic inter-subjective structures. In 

other words, the structural operating environment, rather than human nature is key 

to the rational decisions made in the interests o f states by their leaders. This 

structural operating environment is constructed through the repeated interaction o f 

states and their leaders, as in this case familiarity breeds shared meanings and 

standard operating behaviour. This is the tradition that will be followed and 

interpreted as part o f a logical theoretical progression from classical liberalism, 

through rationalism and neoliberaiism and in opposition to the ‘am oral’ realist or 

neorealist tradition.

The crucial divide between the two schools o f thought concerning 

intervention is between the structural realist concept o f a limited international 

society o f rational but conflictual nation states (regime theory) on the one hand, 

and a socially constructed and constructing international (world) society on the 

other. This thesis therefore will investigate whether post-Cold War interventions 

(and non-interventions) demonstrate the degree to which leading decision-makers 

follow state-centric national interest calculations in their policy making as opposed 

to non-state-centric considerations o f a wider humanity and human rights, or 

international society and systemic interests. It will further attempt a fusion o f these 

traditions demonstrating that it is possible for notions o f shared humanity or 

systemic interests to form part o f the national interests o f states, and for normative

H edley Bull ‘Society and A narchy in In ternational R e la tio n s’ 75-93 in Jam es Der D erian  ed. 
In tern a tio n a l theory: C ritica l Investigations, B asingstoke: M acm illan , 1995, p. 79.
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considerations o f human rights and the international society to impact upon the 

decision-making processes o f even the most cynical and amoral decision-makers.

Barry Buzan has noted that discussion o f international society (or the 

international system) has taken place largely within the realist framework, with 

writers stressing the centrality o f the state and the role o f anarchic structure, 

whereas world society is associated more with idealistic thinking: a possible and 

desirable development for the future and, as a present trend, largely seen as 

antagonistic to the primacy of the state, thereby reinforcing a tendency to think of 

the ideas as necessarily conflicting. On the one hand states are seen as bastions of 

mutually exclusive identities preventing the emergence o f a world citizenry, on the 

other global cosmopolitanism is seen as necessarily undermining the identity and 

legitimacy o f states and thus corroding the foundations o f the international
• 48society.

He has, however, attempted to bridge the gap between these two schools. 

Essentially, he uses the methodology and logic o f structural realism, rather than the 

historicism o f the English school rationalists, to demonstrate how a world society 

could have evolved. For Buzan, ‘regime theory and international society are part o f 

the same tradition, but due to the peculiarities o f academic discourse, they have 

become largely detached from one another.’'*’ He points out that although the 

development o f the better known cases o f international society historically may 

have been associated with the pre-existence o f a common culture, there is no 

logical necessity for such an association, as the development o f international 

society can be seen as a rational long-term response to the existence o f an 

increasingly dense and interactive international system.

W hether or not units share a common culture, at som e point the regularity and intensity o f 
their interactions will virtually force the developm ent o f a degree o f  recognition and 
accom modation among them. As ruling elites recognize the perm anence and im portance o f 
the economic and strategic interdependence among their states, they will begin to work out 
rules for avoiding unwanted conflicts and for facilitating desired exchanges. Failure to do 
so would mean an enormous inconvenience and, more seriously, potential loss o f 
com petitive advantage for those who failed to take this step when others had done so. 
Although we have no fully documented historical model for this process, its logic is clear:

Barry Buzan, ‘From International System to International Society: Structural Realism and 
Regime Theory Meet the English School’, International Organization, Volume 47, Issue 3 
(Summer, 1993) 327-352, p. 337.
“‘'ib id . p. 328.
“ ibid. pp. 333-334.
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in te rn a t io n a l  s o c ie ty  c o u ld  e v o lv e  fu n c t io n a l ly  f ro m  th e  log ic  o f  a n a r c h y  w i th o u t  
p re e x i s t in g  cu l tu ra l  bonds .^ '

This ‘gesellschaft’ process o f social integration could lead to the 

‘gemeinschaft’ feeling o f shared identity and purpose (we-ness) through ‘the 

development o f common norms, rules, and institutions -  o f a sense o f raison de 

systeme.’’^  ̂ process contrasts strongly with the emphasis placed by realists 

upon raison d'etat, but also with that placed upon history and common culture by 

many constructivists. Buzan correctly points out that the key link is at the foreign 

policy-making level. ‘In pluralistic societies, mass opinion sets constraints on what 

kind o f foreign policies can be promoted and sustained. In an international system 

characterized by high interaction capacity and complex interdependence, policies 

o f openness require pubic support across a wide range o f issues. Only if  publics 

share certain values can such policies be s u s t a i n e d . B u z a n  is also correct to 

reject the universal claims of both sides in the debate, preferring instead to look to 

the possibility o f concentric circles in international relations reflecting different 

degrees o f society. However, what he doesn’t attempt to do is draw the 

geopolitical lines between these concentric circles or attempt any rationalization 

for their existence.

This thesis will examine the notion o f a Euro-Atlantic core reflecting 

international societal characteristics existing within a global international system. 

It is entirely consistent to acknowledge the existence of an international but not 

universal international society within which the logic o f normative constraint and 

internalised self-restraint operates, while at the same time perceiving the global 

structure as reflecting more o f a state o f nature. The most controversial and thus 

interesting point o f analysis comes when we turn to consider the interaction o f the 

members o f the internal normative society with an anarchic outer system. As 

pointed out by Buzan, ‘extending from this line o f thought on international society 

are questions about how the different rings o f its concentric circles do (and should) 

relate to each other. Here lies the problematic agenda o f intervention. International 

society sets the rules for what is and what is not legitimate intervention.’ A 

corollary issue concerns whether core members have the right to intervene in

ib id .  p. 334 .  
ib id .  p. 336 .

”  ibid. p. 341 .
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outer-circle states over issues on which those states do not accept the norms or 

adhere to the regimes. Furthermore, this thesis addresses the question as to 

whether members o f the core feel themselves to be normatively constrained in 

their dealings with rogue regimes that do not accept societal values, or whether, 

like the ancient Greeks, they feel that anything goes when dealing with barbarians.

It is in fact likely that the normative constraints o f internal and external 

constituencies may be more easily side-stepped when dealing with rogue regimes, 

but that the actions o f those intervening or refraining from intervention will still be 

judged, and, if found wanting, may serve as exemplary constraints in further cases 

o f crisis. Such constraints may be legal in nature, but are not always so. The nature 

o f different forms of constraints upon decision-makers regarding the question of 

when to intervene in a crisis is discussed in the following section.

Legality versus Legitim acy

With their rejection o f normative values, we might intuitively expect 

realists to categorically deny the existence, or at the very least, the importance o f 

international law. Indeed, such is often the case. Drawing upon the concept o f a 

Hobbesian state o f nature existing between sovereign states, traditional realists 

attempt to demonstrate how state behaviour, although it may be circumscribed by 

considerations of prudence, is not limited by rules or law or morality. Thus, ‘it is 

not the view o f Hobbes, or of the thinkers o f this school, that a social contract o f 

states that would bring the international anarchy to an end either should or can take 

place.

Carr is particularly clear on this point, claiming that the ‘draft Treaty of 

Mutual Assistance, the Geneva Protocol, the General Act, the plan to incorporate 

the Kellogg-Briand Pact in the Covenant and the “definition o f the aggressor”, 

were all milestones on the dangerous path o f rationalism.’ ^̂  Furthermore, he 

claimed that the fact that ‘utopian dishes prepared during these years at Geneva 

proved unpalatable to most o f the governments concerned was a symptom o f the
58growing divorce between theory and practice.’ For Judith Goldstein, realist

ibid. p. 349.
^ ^ b id .  pp. 351-352.

B ull, op cit, 1995 p. 78.
C arr, op cit, 1966. pp. 29-30.

’* ib id . p. 30.
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arguments regard international legal constraints as either nonexistent or weak. ‘For 

those propounding an anarchic international politics based on national self-help, 

the central puzzles are why states devote so much attention to constructing 

legalized institutions that are bound to have so little effect and why states accept as 

credible pledges to obey legal rules that could effectively bind them to act in ways 

that might be antithetical to their interests.’ The explanation is that ‘legal rules 

emanate from dominant powers and represent their interests. Legal rules that 

“work” bind the weaker members o f the system; enforcement o f those rules 

ultimately depends on a willingness by stronger powers to bear the costs o f 

enforcement.’^̂

However, some realists are not so dismissive o f the efficacy of 

international legal constraints. International law may be viewed as a codification 

and regulation o f those minimal rules o f international society essential for co

existence. Such approaches to international law place great emphasis on the 

notions o f political sovereignty and territorial integrity and thus the duty o f non

intervention. They are therefore able to reconcile a belief in international law with 

their renunciation of normative considerations. This is further facilitated by the 

belief that international law merely reflects the interests o f the dominant or 

hegemonic states in the international system, and thus is a construction and adjunct 

to the balance of power. Thus although the interstate system is an ‘insecure 

community’ in which war is an ever-present ‘contingent liability,’ and in which the 

axiom ‘might is right’ applies, that it does not apply universally is due to the 

existence o f a core o f practices which produce a minimum o f international order.*^°

Much international law, particularly on intervention, seems to reflect a 

realist world-view. The 1928 Kellogg-Briand Pact essentially outlawed war (and 

thus military intervention) as an instrument o f national policy except (implicitly) 

when fought in self-defence or (as it only referred to national policy, and did not 

supersede the Covenant o f the League o f Nations) when authorized by the Council 

o f the League o f Nations.'’' Article 2(4) o f the United Nations Charter reinforces

Judith Goldstein et ai ‘Introduction: Legalization and World Politics’, International Organization 
Sum m er 2000 Vol. 54 No. 3 Special Issue Legalization and W orld Politics 385-400 p. 391.
^  R. Little and M. Smith (eds.) Perspectives in World Politics 2e. Routledge: London, 1991.

Treaty between the United States and other Powers providing for the renunciation o f  war as an 
instrum ent o f  national policy. Signed at Paris, A ugust 27, 1928 (a.k.a. the Treaty o f  Paris) The Pact 
noted that war was to be renounced except in the case o f  any signatory Power which continued to 
prom ote its national interests in such a manner, and which was thereby denied the protection
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this position and the doctrine o f state sovereignty, requiring states to refrain from 

the threat or use o f force against the territorial integrity or political independence 

o f a state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes o f the United 

Nations.

States may only legally resort to force in the interest o f individual or 

collective self-defence (Article 51) in anticipation o f an action sanctioned by the 

UN Security Council. According to Article 53 and 64 o f the 1969 Vienna 

Convention on the Law o f treaties, the prohibition in Article 2(4) o f the Charter is 

part o f ju s  cogens, by which is meant a principle from which no derogation is 

permitted, and is often reflected in the drafting o f international treaties. Thus 

Clause IV o f the Declaration o f Principles Guiding Relations Between 

Participating States o f the Helsinki Accords Final Act o f 1975 guarantees the 

territorial frontiers o f the states o f Europe by stating that; ‘The participating states 

will respect the territorial integrity o f each o f the participating states. Accordingly, 

they will refrain from any action... against the territorial integrity, political 

independence, or unity o f any participating state.’

International law seems to reflect a concern with maintaining the status 

quo, and in turn perpetuating and sustaining the interests o f the dominant or 

hegemonic states in the system. Revisionist states or actors are disqualified from 

righting historic wrongs through the use o f force, even if  this is the only recourse 

open to them. This is further enhanced by the prominent position o f the United 

Nations in international law. Unlike the League o f Nations (set up during the

furnished by the Treaty. Article 10 o f  the Covenant o f  the League o f  Nations notes The Members 
o f  the League undertake to respect and preserve as against external aggression the territorial 
integrity and existing political independence o f  all Members o f  the League. Articles 12, 13 and 15 
provided alternative means for peaceful settlement and procedures to be followed before w ar could 
be considered. According to Article 16 o f  the Covenant o f  the League o f  nations: Should any  
M ember o f  the League resort to war in disregard o f  its covenants under Articles 12, 13 or 15, it 
shall ipso fac to  be deemed to have committed an act o f  war against all other Members o f  the 
League, which hereby undertake immediately to subject it to the severance o f  all trade or financia l 
relations, the prohibition o f  all intercourse between their nationals and the nationals o f  the 
covenant-breaking State, and the prevention o f  all financial, com mercial or personal intercourse 
between the nationals o f  the covenant-breaking State and the nationals o f  any other State, whether 
a M em ber o f  the League or not. It shall be the duty o f  the Council in such case to recom mend to the 
several Governments concerned what effective military, naval or air fo rce  the M embers o f  the 
League shall severally contribute to the armed forces to be used to protect the covenants o f  the 
League.
“  U.N. CHARTER, Article 2, Paragraph 4.

While A rticle  51 states that "Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right o f  
individual or collective self-defence i f  an armed attack occurs against a M em ber o f  the United 
N ations.... ”, it also adds the important proviso until the Security Council has taken measures 
necessary to maintain international peace and security. "
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period of liberal dominance and reflecting a concern with formal legal equality 

among states), the United Nations was set up during the period o f realist triumph in 

both theory and practice, and incorporates mechanisms enshrining the structural 

dominance of the major powers. The prominent position o f the Security Council 

(with its hegemonic permanent members) contrasted with the impotence o f the 

General Assembly and its resolutions at the very least reveals realist concerns at 

the root o f international or UN law.

Essentially, the UN position is one that the only military intervention that 

can be justified is one to resist or reverse a prior act o f aggression. Under chapter 

VII 39 the UN Security Council is responsible for determining threats to 

international peace, breaches o f peace or acts o f aggression, and under Article 42 

the Security Council is empowered to authorise a response. To assist them in their 

deliberations, the Security Council may draw upon the 1974 UN General 

Assembly definition o f aggression as ‘the use o f armed force by a state against the 

sovereignty, territorial integrity or political independence o f another state, or in 

any other manner inconsistent with the Charter o f the United Nations’ or Article 6 

o f the 1946 Charter o f the Nuremberg Tribunal wherein states may be charged 

with the ‘waging o f a war o f aggression or a war in violation o f international 

treaties, agreements, or assurances. ’ Thus, for Luban,

each state, according to international law, has a duty o f  non-intervention into the affairs o f 
other states: indeed, this includes not just military intervention, but, in Lauterpacht’s 
widely acccpted definition, any “dictatorial interference in the sense o f  action am ounting 
to the denial o f  the independence o f  the State.” At the basis o f  this duty lies the concept o f  
state sovereignty, o f  which in fact the duty o f  non-intervention is considered a 
“corollary.” '̂'

Little points out that within the state, intervention is closely associated with 

the legitimate exercise o f sovereignty, whereas in the international arena 

intervention is generally seen to be a violation o f sovereignty and a threat to world 

order. This prohibition was embodied in General Assembly Resolution 2625, 

unanimously passed in 1970. ‘Here non-intervention is depicted as one o f the 

“Principles o f International Law Concerning Friendly Relations Among States.

David Luban, ‘Just War and Human Rights’ in Beitz, Charles R. et. al. (eds.) International Ethics 
Princeton University Press 1985 p. 199.

Richard Little, ‘Recent Literature on Intervention and N on-intervention’ in Ian Forbes and Mark 
Hoffman (eds.) Political Theory, International Relations and the Ethics o f  Intervention, London : 
Macmillan, 1992, p. 2.
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Further confirmation can be found in the rulings o f the International Court o f 

Justice. In the Corfu Channel Case, the ICJ denounced any pretend right to 

intervention in international law; while in Nicaragua v the US the judges stated 

that a ‘linchpin o f the Court’s argument is that the principle o f non-intervention is 

an integral part o f customary international law .’

This correlates with the realist inside versus outside distinctions between 

domestic and international politics. However, even if  these rules o f themselves are 

considered to be ‘unjust’ in that they reflect the interests o f the dominant powers, 

they still hold a normative value associated with the order they bring to 

international life. That being the case they embody a non-zero sum justification in 

terms o f a reduction o f a brutal state o f nature. To the extent that this constitutes a 

universal good, we can talk o f legitimacy as opposed to legality in international 

society.

Although based upon the short analysis o f liberalism presented above we 

might expect liberals to be champions o f international law, this is not always the 

case. What liberalism really promotes is legitimacy and justice, which may or may 

not coincide with international law. It is not enough to slavishly follow the rules 

laid down from above (i.e. by and for the dominant powers), rather, it is necessary 

to construct rules that reflect the interests o f all members o f international society 

whatever their relative power base. Realists would dismiss this as yet another 

utopian dream, as the weak cannot impose their will on the strong in order to get 

compliance with such rules. Yet there appears to be increasing evidence that 

international law is beginning to be constructed in the interests o f justice rather 

than order, and also that those elements o f international law that do exclusively 

concern order may be legitimately overridden in the interest o f justice. Treaties and 

juristic writings often have been concerned with moral right and wrong, good and 

bad, and this is an increasing trend in international law.

The very concept o f a legalist paradigm contains inherent moral 

assumptions. States (on the whole) obey international law, either because they 

believe to do so is morally right, or because it is in the ‘national interest’ o f states,

^  Corfu Channel Case (United Kingdom v. Albania) International Court of Justice 1949 The 
Court cannot accept these lines o f  defence. It can only regard the alleged right o f  intervention as 
the manifestation o f  a policy o fforce which cannot fin d  a place in international law Case 
Concerning Military and Paramilitary Activities in and Against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v.
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by which is meant economic well-being and security for their citizens, things that 

are considered social goods. There is an international norm o f non-aggression, by 

which is meant the unjustifiable resort to use o f force (although what constitutes 

sufficient justification is still hotly debated on a normative level). There is also a 

norm of pacta sunt servanda rebus sic stantibus (that which has been agreed in 

treaty should not be reneged upon), partly for the amoral reasons o f practical co

existence, but also because there is a shared belief that one is under an obligation 

not to break one’s word once given. The rules regardingjM^ ad bellum and laws o f 

ju s  in bello may be summed up as a normative prohibition against egregious 

violence. Finally, we have the norm of non-intervention, based upon the moral 

value attached to the rights o f states, particularly territorial integrity and political 

sovereignty. This last norm is gradually being eroded by the conflicting norm of 

humanitarian intervention.

The League o f Nations Covenant, when setting up the various mandated 

territories, established that states had duties to, as well as authority over, the 

citizens for which they claimed responsibility. The Nuremberg trials reinforced 

this limit to state sovereignty. The UN Charter Preamble reaffirms faith in human 

rights without discrimination. This is also reflected in the wording o f Articles 1(3), 

55 and 56. We have seen a 1948 Universal Declaration o f Human Rights, and 

the 1966 Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and Economic and Social Rights. 

188 states have now accepted limits imposed by the 1949 Geneva Conventions 

upon the waging o f war. Thus the Conventions themselves, and the fundamental 

proposition they affirm (that even wars have limits), ‘have become the starting 

point for the recent efforts to identify the jurisdiction ratione materiae o f 

institutions to enforce international humanitarian law .’^̂

Whether such international legislation has the force to compel states to act 

against their ‘rational’ interest is the subject of case study analysis in the following 

chapters. Here it will suffice to give an example o f humanitarian intervention that 

is not dealt with later. The Somalian crisis constituted a large-scale violation of 

humanitarian standards that ‘shocked the conscience o f the world.’ NGO reports o f 

actual mortalities and the potential for further deaths were used to justify a military

United States (M erits)) International Court o f Justice 1986, as reported in Louis Henkin et al, 
International Law: Cases and Materials 3E. St. Paul, Minn.: West Publishers, 1993, pp. 82-86.
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intervention. ‘The decision by President Bush to take a more robust stance was 

based on humanitarian imperatives, the political pressure mounting from Congress 

and pleas for action from the UN.’*̂  ̂That is, the leader of the most powerful and 

therefore least constrained state in the international system felt compelled to 

intervene. Action was carried out under an internationalist umbrella using a 

universalistic justification. Kelly points out that the UN Secretary-General made 

the military proposals and placed them before the Security Council, it was his 

endorsed option of a UN authorised operation led by the US that was adopted in 

UNSCR 794 under Article 42 Chapter VII of the Charter on 3 December 1992, and 

that this resolution utilised Chapter VII and the authority of the Security Council to 

make a broad assessment that the situation constituted a threat to international 

peace and security under Article 39. ‘As such it represented the acceptance of 

humanitarian intervention as a legitimate UN role.’*̂^

The language o f Resolution 794 is unambiguous. The opening pream ble stated: 
“ Determining that the magnitude o f the human tragedy caused by the conflict in Somalia, 
further exacerbated by the obstacles being created to the distribution o f  humanitarian 
assistance, constitutes a threat to international peace and security.” Gone was any 
reference to a broader threat to regional security or to cross border refugee flows, although 
these were present. This resolution asserted squarely that the humanitarian crises in 
Somalia, together with “widespread violations o f  international humanitarian law” , were 
matters o f  international concern and thus within the jurisdiction o f  the UN.™

Nick Wheeler has made an attempt to bring together the questions of 

legality and legitimacy in the context of international law. Concerning the dilemma 

of what to do about strangers who are subjected to appalling cruelty by their 

governments, he identifies a marked shift in the normative context of international 

relations. ‘As a result of the international legal obligations written into the United 

Nations system, clear limits were set on how governments could treat their 

citizens...[yet due to the weakness of legitimate enforcement mechanisms] 

Intervention by force might be the only means of enforcing the global 

humanitarian norms that have evolved in the wake of the Holocaust.’̂ ' Should the 

international community embark upon this route, they would fundamentally

Michael J Kelly, Restoring and M aintaining Order in Complex Peace Operations: The Search 
fo r  a Legal Framework The  Hague: Kluwer Law International 1999 p. x. 

ibid. p. 13. 
ibid. pp. 13-14.

™ ibid. p. 14.
Nicholas J. Wheeler, Saving Strangers, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000, p. 1.
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challenge the established principles o f non-intervention and non-use o f force, and 

thereby demonstrate a greater commitment to international societal considerations 

o f justice than to international systemic considerations o f sovereignty and law. 

Crucially, Wheeler's work ‘investigates how fa r  states have recognized 

humanitarian intervention as a legitimate exception to the rules o f  sovereignty, 

non-intervention, and non-use o f  force.

In th is context, situations can arise w here  an a lte rna tive  m oral p ractice  d evelops that 
secures approval bu t that b reaks ex isting  law. I f  th is persists o ver tim e, there  are tw o 
possib le  pa thw ays that have been identified  by  T om  J. Farer: first, an exp lic it exception  
m igh t be  carved out o f  the  ex is ting  law that perm its th e  action under spec ified  co n d itions 
p rov ided  that the acto r invok ing  the new  rule can d em onstra te  that his o r her action 
sa tisfies these. T he second approach is to deny ex cep tions that are fo rm ally  ensh rined  in 
the law  but to recogn ize  a p ractice  o f  m itigation  based on successive  cases w here  ju d g es  
and ju ro rs  have im posed lesser sen tences on the basis o f  a p lea  th a t the  action  shou ld  be 
treated  len ien tly .’^

However, Wheeler places far more emphasis upon how states could 

legitimise an illegal intervention than he does upon why they would want to do so. 

He does take on board Inis Claude's argument, that since the ‘obverse o f the 

legitimacy o f power is the power o f legitimacy; rulers seek legitimisation not only 

to satisfy their consciences but also to buttress their positions,' and that legitimacy 

was important to power-holders because it made them more s e c u re .T h u s , 'state 

actions will he constrained i f  they cannot be justified in terms o f  a plausible 

legitimating reason.'^^ Yet Wheeler does not look in any detail at how states would 

be constrained.

He accepts that norms are not material barriers and their constraining 

power derives from the social disapproval that breaking them entails, yet does not 

fully develop a logical model o f how such soft constraint would work, and thus is 

vulnerable to realist refutation. He admits that there is clearly a relationship 

between power and norms, but claims it is not as one-dimensional as Carr would 

have us believe as, ‘once established, norms will serve to constrain even the most 

powerful states in the international s y s t e m . Y e t  again, he does not go into details 

o f how norms will serve to constrain even the most powerftil states in the

ibid, p. 2, 
ibid. p. 3, 
ibid. p. 4.

”  ibid. 
ibid. p. 7.
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international system. He resigns himself to the fact that there ‘can be no conclusive 

response to the sceptic who argues that public legitimating reasons are always post 

hoc rationalizations' and that '[c]hanging norms provide actors with new public 

legitimating reasons to justify actions, but they do not determine that an action will 

take place.

This thesis will attempt to provide rational models for state intervention

that starkly contrast with those provided by realist theories, and test them for fit

with case study evidence. That is, a methodology will be used that is more resilient

to realist critique simply because it utilises an ontological underpinning consistent

with realism itself -  rational prioritising o f goals based on cost benefit analysis o f

payoffs and a hierarchy o f preferred outcomes. As Wheeler points out,

‘’humanitarian intervention exposes the conflict between order and justice at its 
78 •starkest. ’ This thesis attempts to provide a rational analysis o f recent 

interventions to establish if  there has been a shift from order to justice in state 

motivation.

Wheeler argues against the twin fallacies o f making rule-following the 

result o f  conscious rational calculations in which the individual as rational actor 

has full freedom as a decision-maker to follow the course he deems best suited to 

his needs and interests, or on the other hand, the product o f deep social structures 

existing independently o f the practices o f human agents, in which the individual 

has precious little autonomous decision-making capacity.^^ However, he doesn't go 

as far as modelling a third way that more accurately represents international 

interaction. This will be attempted using a reformed cybernetic approach that 

opens up the ‘black box’ o f the state through the insertion o f bureaucratic political 

filters and the side-constraints imposed upon decision-making by internal and 

external constituencies.

The role o f the decision-maker then has the potential to become the 

dominant issue, but only when the decision-maker’s environment is permissive. 

States do not act, statesmen act on their behalf However, in doing so, they act 

conscious of the rules and responsibilities imposed by their role. In other words, 

sometimes rule following is the result o f conscious decision, and sometimes the

i b i d .  p. 9.  
i b i d .  p. 1 1 . 
i b i d .  p. 2 1 .
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result o f structural pressures. Whether the individual is free to act according to the 

dictates o f his conscience or desires depends on the interaction between the two 

sets (structural and individual) o f variables. This, essentially, is in agreement with 

Wheeler's conception of states ‘as structures that constrain and enable those 

individuals who hold positions o f responsibility in the state,’ but provides a more

formal and detailed modelling process by viewing states as systems within
. 80 systems.

State-centricity (Sovereignty) versus Non-state-centricity (Citizenship)

Having identified avenues through which normative considerations can 

impinge upon rationales for intervention, it is crucial to consider how normative 

considerations may be structured. If we assume that, as a result o f  the impact of 

side-constraints, statesmen act on behalf o f their states in a manner that they 

consider legitimate, rather than merely legitimising their actions post hoc, we need 

to consider how legitimacy is constructed. If decision-making is influenced by 

conceptions o f what is ‘right’ or ‘good,’ it is important to consider different 

traditions and concepts o f the good in the context o f humanitarian intervention in 

order to explain or predict. Here the divide is between the competing demands o f 

liberals and communitarians regarding justice and rights. Essentially, liberals draw 

their conceptions of the good from the notion o f the rights o f the individual qua 

human being. That is, there are certain innate rights and duties that define our 

individual existence. By contrast, communitarians deny the pre-existence o f rights 

and duties, claiming that they can only come about through social community- 

construction.

The state-centric focus o f the communitarian position equates somewhat 

with that o f the realists. However, it is substantively different in that it 

acknowledges that nomiative considerations should, and in fact do, restrain 

decision-makers: it’s just that the considerations o f the good most closely involved 

are themselves o f a state-centric nature. Realism is primarily an explanatory theory. 

It does not delve too deeply into motivation for the actions o f statesmen. Indeed, 

for Morgenthau, to search for the clue to foreign policy exclusively in the motives
O 1

o f statesmen is both futile and deceptive. But the claim that states are in fact

“  ibid. p. 22.
Morgenthau, op  cit 1970, pp . 4-15.
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realist in their actions would be greatly strengthened if  there were no coherent 

justification for over-riding another state’s sovereignty. The plausibility o f the non- 

state-centric descriptive claim depends to some extent in there being a plausible 

case for humanitarian intervention to which it might be claimed states in the 

m odem world are becoming more responsive. Michael Walzer rejects the 

plausibility o f such a claim and in doing so buttresses the state-centric descriptions 

o f realism. For him the most appropriate unit for normative analysis is the political
89 . . .community that underlies the state. ‘Aggression is a singular and undifferentiated 

crime because, in all its forms, it challenges rights that are worth dying for... The 

rights in question are summed up in the law books as territorial integrity and 

political sovereignty. The two belong to states, but they derive ultimately from the
83rights o f individuals, and from them they take their force.’

The political community is based on shared experiences and co-operative 

activity, a ‘common life’ that has a right to be protected, and the legitimacy o f a 

state depends on the closeness of its match to the community o f shared values.

‘If no common life exists, its own defence may have no moral justification. But 

most states do stand guard over the community o f their citizens, at least to some
85degree: that is why we assume the justice o f defensive wars.’ In particular, it is 

this ‘presumption o f legitimacy’ that precludes external intervention. Thus 

W alzer rejects attempts to come up with neutral, value free or universal theories o f 

justice as at best impossible and at worst counterproductive. There are human 

rights, but they are best defended by the political community defined as a state to 

which they belong, rather than uninformed external interference, due to the
87problem of the particularism of history, culture, and membership.

Justice is only based on equality or participation if  that is how a particular 

society has evolved its conception o f justice. Different forms o f distribution may 

be just whether equal or unequal, depending on circumstances. There is no single,

Michael Walzer, ‘The Moral Standing o f  States: A Response to Four Critics’ in Beitz et al 217- 
237, op cit, 1985 p. 218.

Michael Walzer, ‘The Rights o f  Political Com m unities’ [extracted from “Just and Unjust W ars”] 
in Beitz et al 165-194, ibid. p. 167. 
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88 •legitimate, distributive criterion. The political community {qua state) is probably 

the closest we can come to a world o f common meanings as it is where language, 

history, and culture come most closely together to produce a collective 

consciousness.^*^ Thus he considers community to itself be a good, and that 

membership cannot be handed out by some external agency; its value depending 

upon an internal decision. ‘The only plausible alternative to the political 

community is humanity itself, the society o f nations, the entire globe. But were we 

to take the globe as our setting, we would have to imagine what does not yet exist; 

a community that included all men and women everywhere.’ *̂’

Liberals, however, are deeply distrustful o f the state, often seeking to 

minimise it, and always to differentiate state from society. W alzer does 

acknowledge that in reality, ‘countries are likely to take shape as closed territories 

dominated, perhaps, by particular nations (clubs o f families), but always including 

aliens of one sort or another,’ but considers that the only right such minorities have 

is not to be expelled. If the minority is large enough to constitute a separate 

political community, and it is irredeemably alienated from the political whole, then 

he does also acknowledge the desirability o f setting up a separate nation state for
92each community when boundaries are drawn. However, within an established 

community, Walzer even advocates coercion in the pursuit o f  conformity. 

Furthermore he claims that, ‘[c]oercion is only necessary in practice because some 

minority of actual people don’t understand, or don’t consistently understand, their 

real interests.

From such principles Walzer has drawn together his justification o f the 

international norm of non-intervention, and the community rights o f territorial 

integrity and national sovereignty. ‘All the groups that achieve statehood and all 

the practices that they perm it... are tolerated by the society o f states. Toleration is 

an essential feature o f sovereignty and an important reason for its desirability.’̂  ̂ It 

is not for us to judge other societies, but rather, if  by their own values they are

ibid. pp. 3-5. 
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unjust, it is up to the members of those societies to reform themselves. Statesmen 

do deal with ‘intolerable’ states, and recognize them as sovereign members o f 

international society. Aggression, or forcibly intervening in another state’s
97affairs, is the only crime m international relations.

However, while Walzer talks o f pluralistic principles o f justice and 

distribution based on historically and culturally generated divergent 

understandings o f social goods, what he fails to acknowledge is that these 

understandings o f social goods may have been historically and culturally generated 

in the interests o f only a small and distinct section o f the community. Firstly, he 

explicitly assumes that the disadvantaged have the means to conduct social 

revision. Secondly, he implicitly assumes that what the majority want is correct for 

that community, and that the rights o f minorities may be sacrificed on the altar of 

conformity through the instrument o f state coercion. His third assumption is that a 

majority will be able to form a revisionist ideology and movement if the 

distributions o f social goods are contrary to their interest. This may not happen for 

a number o f reasons. A person or group of individuals may lack the physical 

and/or political resources to overthrow the unjustified monopolies to which Walzer 

refers. Even if  there is access to political resources, some groups may be so 

handicapped in their ability to utilise those resources, that not only are they 

ultimately ineffective, but also they never even get to the stage o f making their 

demands heard.

Finally, Cohen has attacked the notion o f community values. Although for 

Walzer, the subjects o f values are in the first instance political communities, and 

not the individual members o f those communities, consent to a political order can 

result from combinations o f fear, lack o f interest, narrow self-interest, a restricted 

sense of alternatives, or a strategic judgement about how to advance values not 

now embodied in the political community, rather than a commitment to preserving
98and advancing a way o f life o f that order. In addition, Cohen identifies what he 

calls the communitarian dilemma. What are the ‘shared understandings’ upon 

which communitarian justice is based? If these are taken to be the existing social
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practices, then the process is inherently conservative and resistant to revision. If 

we identify values apart from practices, with a view to assessing the conformity of 

practices to those values, what evidence will there be that we have the values 

right? If a consensus is sought by asking everyone’s views, then there exist no 

shared understandings, and there remains the problem of working out how justly to 

weigh one view against another.^^

The morality of Walzer’s argument has been most extensively criticised 

concerning whether it goes far enough in sanctioning war. There is something of a 

consensus against Walzer’s fifth principle, that nothing but aggression can justify 

war. For Luban, ‘if the rights of states are derived from the rights of humans, and 

are thus in a sense one kind of human rights, it will be important to consider their 

possible conflict with other human r i g h t s . H e  notes the logical inconsistency of 

an illegitimate state deriving sovereign rights against aggression from the rights of 

its own oppressed citizens, when it is itself denying them those same rights,'*” and 

that in the communitarian justification ‘somehow oppression of domestic vintage 

carries a prima facie claim to legitimacy which is not there in the case of foreign 

conquest.’'**̂ He claims that the majority of states have forfeited their rights, which 

in truth are only privileges granted them in trust. Thus although not every 

infringement is a casus belli (the doctrine of proportionality still applies), he 

implies not only that any state can, but that every state has a dufy to intervene in 

any other as long as it has a better human rights record. Unless we say that 

morality is conditional upon the nationality of the aggressor, we have a duty to 

defend the victims of internal as well of those of external aggression.

Luban’s position raises serious questions of its own. If we are to give the 

right of intervention to those states who are morally superior, who decides which 

states qualify and on what criteria? Furthermore, what constitutes a human right, 

and when do we decide that it is being infringed? Chris Brown is concerned about 

the generalisations bandied about by Walzer’s critics. ‘Shue may put security and 

subsistence above all other rights... But what of those who would put the right to 

worship God in their own way above either? Or the right to honour their

'’’ ibid. pp. 329-333.
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ancestors?’'**̂ A common concern is that those values purported to be universal are 

in fact merely an extension o f the world dominance o f Western culture, and if  used 

as a justification for war could lead to ‘crusaderism.’ Perhaps a truly just 

international society would follow George Bernard Shaw’s maxim: ‘Do not unto 

others as you would that they should do unto you. Their tastes may not be the 

sam e.’

Furthermore, such intervention could provoke international anarchy as all 

restraints are cast aside in the name of superior moral causes. The doctrine of 

human rights based intervention could become a justification o f the moral 

imperialism o f the powerful if not a cloak for naked aggression. Therefore we 

might still side with W alzer’s firm stance on non-intervention on the basis o f his 

belief that international society is unlike domestic society ‘in that every conflict 

threatens the structure as a whole with collapse. Aggression challenges it directly 

and is much more dangerous than domestic crime, because there are no 

p o l i c e m e n . W i t h o u t  the primacy of state rights there would be no international 

society, only permanent war.

However, this is where we uncover a major contradicfion in W alzer’s work. 

He claims that it is perfectly reasonable to talk o f ‘shared values’ for a community 

o f  a certain size, but not for smaller (sub-state) communities, or the larger 

international community. He categorically states that there are no shared global 

values."’̂  Yet if  society has a taste for genocide (for instance), then in that case the 

plurality o f cultures is probably not worth preserving. In fact, it could be argued 

that there is something approaching a global normative consensus against some of 

the more extreme abuses o f human rights. This argument is similar to that put 

forward by Roger Spegele in placing pluralism somewhere between relativism and 

absolutism (or communitarianism and universalism). He quotes W olf saying that, 

pluralism ‘offers an alternative to the relativist position that my views are right for 

me and your views are right for you, as well as to the absolutist position that only 

one o f us can be r i g h t . T h e r e  may be no absolute, universal, conception o f the

Chris Brown, ‘Cosmopolitan Confusions: A Reply to H offm an’ Paradigms'. W inter 1988-9, Vol. 
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good, but this does not necessarily preclude us from recognising a universal 

conception o f the ‘bad.’

Different parties to tiie disagreem ent may be focusing on different independently 
significant values, and since there is no decision procedure for balancing these values any 
attempt by one party to claim priority over the other will simply beg the question. But it is 
important to see that this does not imply that there are no w rong answers. Pluralism does 
not commit one, as subjectivism does, to ‘anything goes’ in morality.

For Donnelly there is a ‘remarkable international normative consensus on 

the list o f rights’ found in the Universal Declaration o f Human Rights, and 

according to Dunne and Wheeler, ‘[w]hat further strengthens Donnelly's claim that 

there is a normative consensus underlying the human rights regime is the fact that

in the daily round o f diplomacy, state leaders justify their human rights policies in
108terms o f these standards.’ Even Walzer concedes something along these lines, 

stating that ‘sovereignty also has its limits, which are fixed most clearly by the 

legal doctrine of humanitarian intervention. Acts or practices that “shock the 

conscience of humankind” are, in principle, not tolerated.’'**̂  Is not the ‘conscience 

o f humankind’ a case o f shared global values? W alzer still attempts to differentiate 

between domestic and international regimes:

Given the weak regime o f  international society, all that this m eans in practice is that any 
m ember state is entitled to use force to stop what is going on if  what is going on is awful 
enough... But no one is obligated to use force; the regim e has no agents whose function it 
is to repress intolerable practices. Even in the face o f  obvious and extensive brutality, 
humanitarian intervention is entirely voluntary.'"*

However, this concession further weakens his argument. Firstly, it is 

dubious to distinguish between two forms of political community purely on the
i
I basis o f voluntary or compulsory defence o f norms (and on what grounds does he
[

1 make this distinction?) Secondly, critics would claim that this is precisely what is

wrong with Walzer’s argument, that he doesn’t acknowledge a moral imperative to
i

' defend human rights in all their forms. Thirdly, by acknowledging that in certain

cases any member state is entitled to use force to stop what is going on if  what is 

going on is bad enough, he is hoist with his own petard -  who decides what is ‘bad

ibid. pp. 224-225.
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enough?’ What degree o f force is appropriate? He ends up in the same position as 

his critics, but without the support o f a value neutral set o f criteria for just 

intervention.

An important part o f this thesis is aimed at uncovering which set of 

normative considerations are most in evidence during the various case studies of 

intervention. The weak form of the hypothesis is that normative considerations are 

not always consistent, but rather are subject to change. The strong form of the 

hypothesis is that international societal norms have shifted away from an emphasis 

on state rights towards an emphasis on the rights o f the individual. The 

transformation o f international societal norms, combined with transformations o f 

internal norms through democratisation and globalisation o f international values, 

has radically altered the internal and external constraints restricting and 

empowering decision-makers. Since the end o f the Cold War world society and 

world order have been caught up in a process o f rapid and fundamental 

transformation involving the development and elaboration o f new forms of 

international co-operation and supranational integration, while an opposite trend is 

the emergence on the international scene o f ethnic and cultural minorities and 

other groups searching to realize their own identities.'"

However, again a fusion between the competing paradigms is possible. 

Although Luban and Walzer reach their final positions from opposing theoretical 

starting points, their practical differences are little more than a matter o f degree. 

Walzer is correct to point out the possible destabilising effects and the subsequent 

cumulative harm that might accrue across the board should the norm o f 

humanitarian intervention come to supersede the norm of non-intervention. Thus 

attributing near unconditional sovereignty to states might play a huge role in 

producing a stable international order and so has a rule-utilitarian justification, 

even though in specific circumstances intervention might be justified in strict 

utilitarian terms. Likewise, Luban is correct to point out that such specific 

circumstances may in fact occur with more frequency than Walzer allows. Walzer 

treats the exceptional cases where intervention is justified as such peripheral and
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unlikely phenomena that they are not theorised at all. However, in the analysis of 

cases in the forthcoming chapters we find an actual emergence o f something like 

consensus on the definition o f harm and the relevant levels that would justify 

intervention, and in the light o f occurrences o f cases o f horrendous oppression and 

genocide, treating the possibility of justified intervention for these purposes cannot 

be considered an exceptional peripheral.

At the very least, every case necessitates a debate concerning the morality 

o f each side’s position as ‘[n]o description o f just war is likely to address all o f  the 

difficult cases adequately -  and there is no realm of human affairs in which 

difficult cases are more common. Seat-of-the-pants practical judgement is a
1 j 2

necessary supplement to one’s prmciples m such matters.’ We may accept that 

there are individual human rights, shared values within communities that constitute 

state rights, and a certain degree of global consensus or shared norms. What is 

needed is a way to reflect these three competing demands upon our evaluation o f 

justice. Perhaps Rawls has come closest to providing an answer. Starting with a 

value neutral liberal approach to the rights o f individuals, he takes on board much 

o f W alzer’s criticism. He accepts that we are historically situated, but that we have 

become historically situated in liberal individualism. Thus most contemporary 

societies (those not rejected by as pariah regimes) give a high priority to the 

freedom to choose. His theory o f ‘overlapping consensus’ in political societies is 

as applicable to the international community o f nation states as to multi-cultural 

pluralistic domestic communities.

This approach places less emphasis on value-free universalism, but remains 

! resistant to the notion o f values embedded in the political community, precisely

i because no political community reflects an absolute consensus view of its citizens
I

! regarding conceptions of the good, and any attempt to create such conformity will
i
I rely on coercion. Community embedded values are not ruled out m spheres other

I than the political.'*^ However, with regard to the political, Rawls identifies his

overlapping consensus as the only community shared value likely to endure 

without coercion -  an institutionalised guarantee o f tolerance o f diversity within

Luban op cit.1985a, p. 216.
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its values.’ In Stephen Mulhall & Adam Swift, Liberals and Communitarians Oxford: Blackwell, 
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communities as opposed to mere toleration of diversity between communities.""' 

Like Walzer he is concerned with majoritarian popular support for regimes, but 

unlike Walzer he is convinced that in order to get a substantial majority o f citizens 

to freely give their support, a political doctrine is needed ‘that a diversity of 

comprehensive religions, philosophical, and moral doctrines can endorse, each 

from its own point o f view. ’"  ̂

Any state which does not practise this degree o f toleration o f diversity 

leaves itself open to condemnation from the international community. Any state 

which does not practise this degree o f toleration and conducts itself in a manner 

towards its own citizens that any rational being would find abhorrent is guilty 

under international law according to the shared norms o f international society, the 

works o f eminent publicists, the practice of states and the intents and purposes o f 

the United Nations. That being the case, should the abuses be sufficient (according 

to the doctrine o f proportionality) to outweigh the possible harm that would be 

done by external intervention, then every state o f superior moral standing not only 

has the right, but also the duty, to intervene. Indeed, all states are to varying 

degrees a product o f both sets of rights -  a collection o f citizen rights emphasised 

by civic state theorists reinforced by those accorded to cultures by ‘volkish’ 

theories o f the state.

What makes the modern nation specific is that it integrates all populations into a 
community o f  citizens and it legitimizes the action o f  the State — its instrum ent -  by this 
community; so it implies universal suffrage -  all citizens are involved in choosing their 
governm ents and judging the way power is excercised -  and conscription -  all citizens are 
involved in common defense or foreign intervention. This double participation is 
undoubtedly true, but it first and foremost symbolizes political legitim acy.... The national 
project is universal not only because it is meant to encompass all those who are in the 
same nation, but also because going beyond particularities through political m eans can in 
principle be adopted in any society. Universalism is the long-term objective o f  the 
ideology o f  liberty and equality, a basis for the idea o f  the democratic nation."^

In an interview with William Shawcross o f the Sunday Times, Kofi Annan, 

the Secretary General o f the United Nations, supported this view. ‘The UN through 

its work and standards, and given the awareness developing around the world, has
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set standards and benchmarks as to the rights o f people and as to how leaders

should behave, but the removal of them is up to the country concerned....

[However] states exist to protect citizens and not vice versa, and they can no

longer use sovereignty as a shield to hide behind....The charter is written in the

name of “We the peoples” . It’s a document that is humane and centred on

individuals....The fact that we cannot protect everyone does not mean we cannot

help where we can.’ ”  ̂ Wheeler refers to these developments as a radical or

‘solidarist’ challenge to the older ‘pluralist’ paradigm. ‘Rather than see order and

justice locked in a perennial tension, solidarism looks to the possibility o f

overcoming this conflict by developing practices that recognize the mutual

interdependence between the two claim s.... [T]he defining character o f a solidarist

society o f states is one in which states accept not only a moral responsibility to

protect the security of their own citizens, but also the wider one o f “guardianship
1 ] 8o f human rights everywhere’ .’

The pragmatically constructivist Rawlsian position can be seen as a 

sensible way o f hammering out a serious operational program o f justification o f 

and constraint on intervention that all ‘reasonable’ states could consent to. 

However, inarticulate debate on this question is one o f the factors behind the slow 

emergence o f a shift toward consensus in favour o f some level o f proactive rather 

than reactive humanitarian intervention. Likewise, if  such a normative shift has 

truly occurred, it is nevertheless difficult for the ‘solidarist’ to overcome the 

following objections to its enshrinement as a rule o f international society. Firstly, 

in that humanitarian claims might cloak the pursuit o f national self-interest, 

legalizing a right o f humanitarian intervention would lead to states abusing it, ‘a 

doctrine o f humanitarian intervention therefore becomes a weapon that the strong 

will use against the weak.’ Secondly, unless vital interests are at stake, states will 

not intervene if  this risks soldiers’ lives or incurs significant economic cost, ‘thus, 

the best we can hope for is a happy coincidence where the promotion o f national 

security also defends human rights.’ Thirdly, the problem o f selectivity, that the 

‘selective way humanitarian intervention has been applied in the past is a guide to
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how a legal right would be applied in the future.’ Finally, we have the normative 

realist -  ‘states have no business risking their soldiers’ lives or those o f their non

military personnel to save strangers.’" ’

Wheeler himself provides normative answers to the charges; what he 

doesn’t cover are possible structural replies. All of the realist challenges assume a 

kind o f rational egocentricity centred on the state that would explain why 

normative justifications are enabling but not prescriptive, and why some 

statesmen, at some times, in some circumstances, may feel themselves to be more 

constrained or empowered than others. This is where we enter the realm o f the 

fourth and final dichotomy.

Rational Egocentricity versus Socially Constructed Constraints

Traditionally, in studying foreign policy decision-making, analysts have 

tended to focus on the role o f the state, and upon the governing elite o f statesmen 

at the helm of each o f these geographically bounded political entities. Partly this is 

because, until recently, the realist paradigm has held a position o f dominance in 

both theoretical and practical international relations. Thus the state is considered to 

be, if  not the only legitimate actor, at the very least the most influential, and with 

the capacity to coerce the behaviour o f the other actors.

Therefore the process by which these powerful entities decide upon their 

courses o f action is deserving o f the utmost attention. In addition, the state is often 

used as a convenient unit o f analysis. In a world where it is impossible to consider 

all variables, it is important to have a modelling process that will select those 

variables that are to be considered. For this reason the state is often considered to 

be a unitary actor, as it is only with this degree o f simplification that we can 

possibly generate a useful analytical tool. For Verba, ‘no model and no theorist, no 

matter how committed to holistic principles, can encompass the totality o f a 

situation. The rationality model simplifies by specifying which variables are to be

considered by decision makers. Furthermore by specifying the rules to be used by
120a decision-maker, it defines his behaviour by these rules.
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It is from this starting point that Graham AUison begins his classic work 
121‘Essence o f Decision’. His first model o f decision-making, the rational actor 

model (RAM), adopts the view of the state as unitary rational actor - i.e. a single 

indivisible entity (similar to an individual human being) that makes choices on the 

basis o f rational application o f cost/benefit analysis with regard to a hierarchy o f 

values and preferred outcomes. These choices are used in order to promote 

solutions to strategic problems with regard to maximising utility, minimising cost 

and achieving strategic goals. This leads to a ‘ ...conception o f international 

politics as “essentially bargaining situations” in which alert, intelligent, co

ordinated nations speak and move in order to influence other nations by changing
122their expected payoffs’.

The influence o f the individual is minimised by emphasising the 

importance o f the state as actor within this concept. If statesmen are rational and 

act in accordance with the needs of the society and national interest, then no matter 

who is at the helm, the ship will be steered in the same direction. In this way 

clarification is provided for analysis o f the international system, and a more clearly 

predictive model is produced. As Allison says, it appears to provide ‘a path 

through what would otherwise seem an incomprehensible swamp, ’ and expands 

the predictive capability o f Kahn’s ‘dead reckoning during the fog o f  w ar’ to 

encompass all foreign policy decision-making. It should be possible to play out 

both your own hand and that o f the opposition by calculating what rational actors 

would do at each point. In this way the various game theoretical models o f 

prediction become practicable. Morgenthau has postulated that such a model 

‘provides for rational discipline in action and creates that outstanding continuity in 

foreign policy which makes American, British, or Russian foreign policy appear as 

an intelligible, rational continuum...regardless o f the different motives, 

preferences, and intellectual and moral qualities o f successive statesmen.’’ '̂'

However, a different interpretation can be placed upon the rational actor 

model, one in which, far from being an irrelevance, the individual policy maker 

assumes an enhanced profile. The state itself does not act; rather, ‘state action is
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125taken by those acting in the nam e o f  the sta te’. The role o f  the individual is o f  

particular im portance when it com es to crisis decision-m aking, for then you are 

likely to get the form ation o f  a small, isolated group o f  im portant decision-m akers 

in a ‘kitchen cabinet.’ A llison also accepts this as a valid interpretation o f  the 

RAM . W hen it com es to the highest-level crisis decisions, those concerning 

m ilitary conflict, the field narrow s still further, as ‘w ar decision m aking is 

dom inated by a single, strong leader’.'^’ Thus a new definition o f  the rational actor 

m odel em erges in which it is the supposed rational behaviour o f  the statesm en that 

w e look at, rather than assum ing that rationality is ensured by the very irrelevance 

o f  their personal qualities. Thus in order to predict ‘decision’;

we put ourselves in the position o f  a statesm an who must m eet a certain problem o f 
foreign pohcy under certain circumstances, and we asi< ourselves what the rational 
alternatives are from which a statesman may choose who must m eet this problem under 
these circumstances (presum ing always that he acts in a rational manner), and which o f  
these rational alternatives this particular statesm an, under these circum stances is likely to 
choose.'"*

The rational actor m odel is significantly underm ined by this failure to 

elim inate the individual. W e cannot presum e that the individual will always act in 

a rational manner. An individual m ay well not receive the inform ation (in terms o f  

either quantity or quality) needed to fulfil the conditions o f  rational choice. 

A lternatively, it m ight be a question o f inform ation overload, and an inadequate 

system  for sorting, prioritising or discarding. Time pressure (which is particularly 

in evidence during periods o f  crisis) m ay well underm ine any attem pt at a 

reasonable evaluation o f  the facts and available options. Furtherm ore, decision

m akers at that level often seem  to engage in acts that w ould be considered 

irrational by the vast m ajority o f  the general public, as if  they have their ow n 

norm ative culture. Thus, as Holsti points out, to m any ‘w ar is an irrational activity.

R.C. Snyder, H.W. Bruck and B. Sapin, ‘The D ecision-M aking Approach to the Study o f  
International Politics’: in Rosenau (ed.) op cit 1969, p. 202.

In the context o f  ultimate danger to the nation, a sm all group o f  men, unhitched from  the 
bureaucracy, weighed the options and decided. Such central, high-level, crisis decisions would  
seem to be the type o f  outcome fo r  which M odel I  analysis is m ost suited. Allison, Essence o f  
Decision  pp. 8-9.

Bruce Bueno de Mesquita, The War Trap, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981, p. 20.
Morgenthau, op cit p. 5,
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representing a rejection o f politics for an entirely different domain of
129behaviour.

Another criticism that can be levelled at this model is that it also assumes 

there to be a definitive ‘rationality’ to which all subscribe. It fails to take into 

account varying motivations that individuals might have for acting in a certain 

way. If  we were truly to try to analyse an individual’s decision-making priorities, 

we would have to have a fairly deep knowledge of that individual’s psychological 

profile. For instance, in an experiment conducted in 1962 by Hermann and 

Hermann, it was found that groups o f actors with psychological profiles matched 

to those o f the major decision-makers in 1914 commenced hostilities, when placed 

in a role-play simulation o f the events leading up to the First World War. 

However, control groups o f non-matched individuals called a conference and 

reached a negotiated s e tt le m e n t.V e rb a  has in fact drawn up a list o f six different 

variables through which irrationality may enter the model via the medium of the 

individual, and concludes that:

The international system becomes the arena into which unresolved personal problem s are 
projected. Evidence from the clinical studies o f  individuals as well as from correlation 
studies o f  larger groups suggests that there is indeed a relationship between personality 
variables and early childhood experiences, on the one hand, and attitudes on a wide range 
o f  topics, including international relations on the other.'^'

Once we have reached a point where we are considering the rationality and 

perceptions o f individual statesmen rather than the supposedly unitary states they 

represent, we enter the territory o f social and normative constraints upon rational 

individuals. Further difficulties emerge when we consider the different perception 

filters through which actors view the world, and which have considerable bearing 

not only upon how they reach their ‘rational’ decisions, but even upon the 

processing o f information upon which they will construct their preference 

hierarchies. Perceptions are unique to every individual, being based not only on 

shared experiences and images, but also upon personal ones, as well as history, 

culture, and the biological and psychological make-up o f the specific actors

K.J. Holsti, Peace and War: Arm ed Conflicts and International Order 1648-1989, Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1991, p. 12.

John Stoessinger, Why Nations go to War (5e) New York: St M artin’s Press, 1990, p. 130. 
Verba, op cit 1969, pp. 221-222 and 219.
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concerned. Perception affects decision-making rationality through self-imaging 

and what has become known as ‘perception o f the other.’

In crisis decision-making it is even more important to take the perceptions 

o f individuals into account, as under such circumstances it is usual for a small 

group o f individuals to form an isolated decision-making unit. The first 

consequence o f this process is that there is less chance individual eccentricities 

will be cancelled out by a larger rational consensus. Secondly, there is more 

chance o f information overload, as there are fewer individuals to deal with input. 

Thirdly, there is a danger o f groupthink setting in. This is a process whereby the 

perceptions (or misperceptions) o f the group are reinforced by their increased 

contact with each other and isolation from other perceptional inputs. Thus, ‘the 

more intense the interaction between the parties, the more important it is to
132incorporate perceptional data into the analysis’. Consistency in foreign policy 

can therefore be seen as a result, not o f the irrelevance o f individuals, but in terms 

o f the strong tendency for people to see what they expect to see and to assimilate 

incoming information to fit pre-existing images formed through national, 

organisational and personal experience, through planning and by virtue o f those 

factors foremost in the decision-maker’s mind when an incident occurs.

The evidence from both psychology and history overwhelmingly supports the view...that 
decision-makers tend to fit incoming information into their existing theories and images. 
Indeed, their theories and images play a large part in determining what they notice. In 
other words actors tend to perceive what they expect.'^"*

Simon’s concept o f satisficing (adopting the first policy that seems to 

adequately fit the information) that Allison uses in relation to his bureaucratic 

model (dealt with below), can also be applied to perceptions. People tend to adopt 

the first image o f their adversary that seems to fit his actions, and are very 

reluctant to subsequently change this perception. This may not be an instinctive 

‘first impression,’ but may be the result o f a ‘rational’ decision. If  the actor 

believes that his first, tentafive guesses will soon be corrected if  they are wrong 

and can be o f assistance if  they are right, he will not hesitate to make them. 

However, the assumption that wrong guesses will soon be rectified is erroneous.

Holsti, op cit 1991 p. 158.
Jervis, Perception and Misperceptions in International Politics, Princeton, NJ: Princeton 

University Press, 1976, p. 117.
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Actors will continue a fair way down a blind alley before they realise that their 

basic assumption needs revision. This is due to the fact that they will ‘ignore 

information that does not fit, twist it so that it confirms, or at least does not 

contradict their beliefs, and deny its validity - Confirming evidence, by contrast, is 

quickly and accurately noted’.

At the time o f writing (June 2003), Robin Cook, former British Foreign 

Secretary, is accusing allied leaders o f precisely this sort o f thought process in the 

lead up to and during the Second Gulf War. It was assumed that Saddam Hussein 

was an evil dictator who possessed weapons of mass destruction, was not afraid to 

use them, and would be willing to pass them on to others. Any evidence that 

seemed to confirm these suspicions was rapidly assimilated. Any evidence that 

seemed to refute the claims was rejected, ignored, or used to demonstrate how 

clever Hussein was at hiding the weapons, and thus he was deemed to be even 

guiltier due to the obvious premeditation o f his acts. Any processes that held out 

hope for clarification o f the issue, if  they looked like producing negative 

confirmation, were likewise curtailed.

However, although ‘it is a truism that all action within the international 

system can be reduced to the actions o f individuals’, this does not necessarily 

mean that it is always a good thing in terms o f foreign policy analysis to do so. We 

may conclude that individuals matter, but the question remains, do they matter 

enough for the added level o f analytical complexity to be justified by the increase 

in explanatory power, or will a different unit o f analysis suit our purposes better? 

Perhaps it is the case that other influences upon decision-making so overshadow 

the input o f the individual as to make his influence negligible and the study o f his 

personality an extravagance:

concentra tion  on tiie personality  o f  d ip lom ats o r poiicy-m ai<ers - w itiiou t m ailing  exp lic it 
the  re levan t assum ptions about their ro les in a governm ental con tex t - u n leashes the  ugly 
spec ter o f  th e  p rob lem  o f  no t being  able to  decide  w hich aspects o f  th e  in d iv id u a l’s 
personality  are really  crucial to  an exp lanation  o f  his beh av io u r qua  decision-m aker.'^*

In his second model Allison considers the possibility that the individual's 

preferences, biases and history are subsumed by those o f the organisation he joins.

R. Jerv is, ‘H ypothesis on M ispercep tion ’: in R osenau (ed.) op  cit 1969, p. 240.
Jerv is, op  cit 1976, p. 143.
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Or, in Snyder’s words, ‘ ...when a person is appointed or elected as an official 

decision-maker he enters a complex system o f objectives, preferences, and rules 

and becomes also an institutional m e m b e r . F o r  Allison, the simplification of 

Model 1 (RAM) should not be allowed to conceal the fact that government consists 

o f a ‘conglomerate o f semi-feudal, loosely allied organizations, each with a
138 •substantial life of its own.’ Allison’s second model holds considerable 

explanatory power for the unusual actions or inactions o f states. Firstly, it explains 

the phenomenon o f apparently contradictory policies being pursued simultaneously 

by individual governments. Secondly, the concept o f ‘satisficing’ gives an 

indication of the reasons for choosing a slightly inappropriate policy rather than 

searching for perfect solutions - organisations find any needle in the haystack 

rather than searching for the sh a rp e s t.C o n n e c te d  with this is the concept of 

using tried and tested policies rather than looking for new ones. A third 

consequence we can thus infer from this process is that organisational rather than 

personal histories become of paramount importance, and standard operating 

procedures become key to understanding foreign policy decision making.

If a nation performs an action o f  a certain type today, its organizational com ponents must 
yesterday have been perform ing (or have established routines for perform ing) an action 
only marginally different from today’s action.. .The best explanation o f  an organisation’s 
behaviour at t is t - 1; the best prediction o f  what will happen at t+1 is t.''*'*

Yet Allison introduces a third model that restores the input o f the 

individual. In this model foreign policy is constructed through political interaction 

between key decision-makers, each o f which has three separate but overlapping 

sets o f preference hierarchies. Cost benefit analysis is carried out by each 

individual with respect to national interest, organisational interest and personal 

gain. This interaction may be mapped as a metagame within which sometimes 

personal preferences come to the fore, and other times structural constraints 

override them. The individual’s capacity to promote his own set o f policy 

preferences depends on structural, role and personality strengths in comparison

R.C. Snyder, H.W. Bruck and B. Sapin (eds.). Foreign Policy Decision-Making, New York: 
Free Press, 1962, p. 41. 

ibid. p. 156.
Allison, op. cit. 1971, p. 67. 
ibid. pp. 71-2. 
ibid. pp. 87-8.
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with those pushing a competing agenda. The second and third models have 

subsequently been merged into a single organisational process model by the 

Allison him self and other foreign policy analysts. Essentially Allison’s work 

demonstrates that the simple realist assumption that states may be considered as 

unitary rational egoists for the purposes o f analysis and prediction o f foreign 

policy decision-making loses all plausibility when it is recognised that states act 

via individuals who represent them (individuals who are subject to emotional input 

and normative constraint). Likewise a structural analysis o f the decision-making 

process demonstrates that individuals operating in a fragmented organisational 

operating environment rather than a unified decision-making process further 

precludes exclusively rational egoistic policy formulation.

However, Allison has been criticised on a number o f levels regarding this 

unified model. Firstly, he constructs this (and his other models) upon an analysis of 

American foreign policy decision-making during the Cuban missile crisis. 

However, it is debatable to what extent other societies reflect a similar fractionated 

decision-making structure. In some cases, there simply is not such a multiplicity o f 

organisations having direct input into foreign policy decisions. In others, while 

there may be multiple centres o f influence, there also exists a clear hierarchy of 

authority, and thus the sort o f turf war and conflicting policies that Allison 

describes are less likely to occur. Thus Krasner argues that ‘to treat all actors as 

equal and to ignore the existence o f a political hierarchy charged with “course- 

setting” and maintaining some hierarchy o f goals, is to misrepresent both 

constitutional and political reality’.'"̂ '

Secondly, even within the context o f presidential system foreign policy 

decision-making, Allison has been accused of ignoring the degree to which the 

President, or other senior decision-makers can ‘buck the system’ or go against the 

established bureaucratic standard operating procedures. It is argued that ‘A strong 

President - with a clear sense o f direction and leadership - can have a very strong 

influence on the images shared by the bureaucratic participants, by congress and 

by the public.’'"*̂  Examples where leaders have bucked their country’s bureaucratic 

inertia include Gorbachev bringing the Cold W ar to an end, and Thatcher

Quoted in A. McGrew and M.J. Wilson, Decision Making, Manchester: M anchester University 
Press, 1982 p. 217.
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launching the Falklands Task Force against the specific recommendations o f  the 

Foreign Office. Should either o f  these criticisms be sustained we would return to a 

more unitary rational actor type o f  scenario. Thus the two approaches and their 

implications are often viewed as mutually contradictory. A true rational egoist 

makes decisions on the basis o f  a cost benefit analysis o f  the implications o f likely 

outcomes for h im self Norms, however, are perceived as socially constructed 

constraints that impose limitations upon the degrees o f  freedom available to a 

decision-maker within which it is possible to make a rational, egocentric decision.

Rational action is concerned with outcomes. Rationality says: If you want Y, do X. I 
define social norms by the feature that they are not outcom e oriented. The sim plest social 
norms are o f  the type; Do X (wear black for funerals), or: D on’t do X (don’t eat human 
flesh). More complex norms still might say: Do X if  it would be good if  everyone did X. 
Rationality is conditional and future oriented. Its im peratives are hypothetical, that is, 
conditional on future outcom es one wants to realize. The im peratives expressed by social 
norms are either unconditional or, if  conditional, are not future oriented. In the latter case, 
norms make the action contingent on past events or, more rarely, on hypothetical

143outcomes.

What is needed before we can even begin looking for an answer to the 

question o f what motivates states to act is an explicitly theorised model o f  how  

individuals acting for states decide as elements in a complex organisational and 

normative operating environment. Some work has already been done in an attempt 

to bring these to concepts together. ‘Constructivists contend that international 

regimes should be viewed not as passive sets o f  rules, but as active sites o f  

bureaucratic politics that empower international officials to wield trans-national 

influence -  the critical question, they assert, is to explain this power and 

autonomy.’ That is, the persuasive manipulation o f  information and ideas, 

constructed as leadership rather than formal power, can be viewed as the domain 

o f  informal political entrepreneurs.''^"' Thus;

the current tendency to oppose norms against rationality or rational choice is not helpful in 
explaining many o f  the most politically salient processes we see in empirical research -  
processes we call “strategic social construction,” in which actors strategize rationally to 
reconfigure preferences, identities, or social context. Rationality cannot be separated from 
any politically significant episode o f  normative influence or norm ative change, just as the 
normative context conditions any episode o f  rational choice. Norms and rationality are

Morton H. Halperin, Bureaucratic Politics and Foreign Policy, W ashington: The Brookings 
Institution; 1974, p. 17.

Elster, Jon. ‘Norms o f  Revenge,’ Ethics, Volume 100, Issue 4 (Jul. 1990), pp. 862-885, 863-4. 
Andrew Moravcsik ‘A New Statecraft? Supranational Entrepreneurs and International 

C ooperation,’ 10 Vol. 53 (2) 1999, pp. 267-306, 268.
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thus intimately connected,  but scholars d isagree  about the precise  nature  o f  their 
relationship.

The work done by Martha Finnemore and Kathryn Sikkink on ‘norm 

entrepreneurship’ and ‘norm cascades,’ and taken up by other social constructivists 

is very useful for refuting the counter-posing o f norms and rationality in 

international relations. They point out that recent theoretical work in rational 

choice and empirical work on norm entrepreneurs make it abundantly clear that the 

fault line between rationalist and constructivist arguments is untenable both 

empirically and theoretically.''*'^ However, Finnemore and Sikkink appear to focus 

on how a re-evaluation o f the nature o f this relationship allows the significant 

participation o f non-state actors, rather than on a re-conception o f how state-actors 

may have their rationality constrained by socially constructed norms. Furthermore, 

these scholars, and others who have taken up their work in the constructivist 

paradigm, show little in the way o f formal modelling to empirically demonstrate 

how the interactions they describe could occur. In the next chapter I will attempt to 

do just this using an adaptation o f the cybernetics or foreign policy system 

approach, and applying it to rational models o f state decision-making.

In its most basic form, it portrays the decision-making process as a ‘black 

box’ in the centre o f a larger whole. Thus, in an obvious analogy to the engineering 

roots o f this concept, foreign policy is seen as a process by which ‘input’ o f stimuli 

from the ‘operating environment’ (i.e. external conditions and the actions o f other 

actors, and in the case o f my model, the internal and external constituencies o f the 

decision-maker) is passed through the processing core (perceptions, beliefs, 

hierarchy o f values o f the decision-maker) and emerges the other side as output 

(foreign policy decisions and actions). This output then impacts upon the operating 

environment, causing changes and a new set o f inputs. The new input is termed 

feedback, and may be either positive (reinforcing of norms and behaviour) or 

negative (restrictive o f behaviour).

More complex versions o f this approach insert a number o f filters 

(structure, role and personality) and divide stimuli and output into exogenous 

(external operating environment = foreign) and endogenous (internal operating

Martha F innemore and Kathryn Sikkink: ‘International N o rm  Dynam ics and Political C h a n g e ,’ 
international Organization 52 (4) 1988, pp. 887-917, 888. 

ibid. p. 909.
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environment = domestic). Personality comes into play only when the other two are 

permissive. In forecasting one needs to know: [a] What is the impact o f the 

underlying structure? [b] W hat is the network o f roles and how widely are the roles 

defined (i.e. how much freedom does the decision maker have to act on his own 

initiative)? [c] Where does personality fit in (if at all)? Case studies in later 

chapters will generate data used in an attempt to answer these questions with 

regard to humanitarian military intervention.

A truly comprehensive version of this model would encompass much of 

what has been omitted by Allison. The operational environment and output would 

contain elements o f both foreign and domestic policy. The personality filter would 

include aspects o f rationality, psychology, images, perceptions and history, as well 

as the bureaucratic politics model o f competitive interaction between individuals. 

The structural filter would encompass the bureaucratic elements o f A llison’s 

second two models, while the role definition filter would account for an 

individual’s ability to ‘buck’ the system. The fact that personality is only 

considered when the other two are permissive would also explain a tendency to 

non-decision-making in all but crisis situations. Finally, perhaps the ultimate 

appeal of this model, although it is not used in this manner in the present work, is 

that it can be used to look at any form o f foreign policy decision-making, including 

that o f unofficial or non-governmental actors.

Research Questions and Methodology

Hypothesis I: That State-Centric Rational Considerations Cause Military 

Intervention

This is basically the realist-world system position. However, as we have 

seen above, considerable blurring of the ideological boundaries is possible. Thus 

more than the traditional power-political national interest motivafions will be 

considered. State-centric jusdfications will be analysed in terms o f rationality and 

fit with evidence from the case studies -  i.e., was there enough at stake in terms o f 

material interest for a realist interpretation, and did the major protagonists rely on a 

realist justification; or do competing state-centric (codified) international law and 

legalist paradigm (just war theory concerning political sovereignty and territorial 

integrity) explanations offer a more convincing model for explaining coalition
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actions. If one o f the latter models, to what extent does the normative language set 

a precedent that can be used in future power political/traditional realist 

environments? Perhaps there was something different about a particular 

intervention, but only to the extent that it makes future traditional interventions 

more likely.

Hypothesis II: That Non-State-Centric Normative Considerations Cause Military 

Intervention

The non-state-centric, normative, empowering and constraining elements of 

world society will be considered. These include data on jus in bello, the normative 

(often customary) elements o f international law, and the concept o f internal and 

external normative communities. If there is a closer rational fit with these models 

for any o f the case studies, then at the very least we can conclude that the realist 

model does not offer a complete explanation for military intervention. However, 

even if  a perfect fit were achieved for all the case studies considered, this still does 

not necessarily mean that we can discard realist or state-centric justifications, as 

there is not enough room here for analysis o f a statistically significant number o f 

cases, there are problems o f selection bias, and the normative considerations are 

certainly not enough to compel states to intervene in all instances o f human rights 

violation.

Hypothesis III: That the Post-Cold War New World Order Represents a Shift from  

International System to World Society

To what extent do the cases o f intervention studied represent a significant 

shift in terms o f motivation? If there was a shift, when did it occur? Was there 

more than one shift? Does the shift (or shifts) truly amount to a move from a 

power political international system to a normative world society? In other words, 

are the liberal modernists right in identifying the evolution o f the post-Cold War 

international operating environment as a sea-change in the way decisions to 

intervene militarily in the affairs o f other states are taken? We need to consider, if  

there has been a change, whether that change is linear (from power political to 

normative determinism) as liberals predict, or transient, with the constraining and 

enabling impact o f normative considerations demonstrating a tidal pattern, 

sometimes ascendant, sometimes regressive.
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Thus the three possible answers to this research question are: [1] That there 

has been no change in the way states decide to intervene, that the world is still very 

much a power political world in which states and statesmen act purely according to 

the dictates o f national interest, and the question o f legitimacy is irrelevant as 

states will not intervene for genuine humanitarian reasons if no national interest is 

involved. [2] That the question o f legitimacy and genuine humanitarian concern 

have become key considerations for whether or not states intervene. [3] That 

legitimacy and humanitarian concern is sometimes a key consideration, and its 

salience is often dependent on previous actions or inactions and feedback with 

regard to previous policy from the internal and external operating environments.

Methodology

In the interests o f exploring both ‘method of agreement’ and ‘method of 

difference’ approaches to case study comparison, it was important to have a pair o f 

cases with different causal variables but similar outcomes, and an alternate pair 

with similar causal variables but different outcomes. The Kosovo case study 

actually features in both dyads, so the actual structure o f comparison between the 

three case studies is more triangular in nature. Thus I shall investigate the different 

causations o f the military interventions in the G ulf and over Kosovo. I shall also 

consider why, if massive human rights abuses were sufficient to trigger collective 

military intervention in Yugoslavia, they were insufficient to trigger a similar 

response in Rwanda.

There is also a sound theoretical reason for choosing these three cases. All 

occurred in the decade following the end o f the Cold War, an era when a supposed 

new world order came about. It is important to consider whether and to what extent 

this was true, as well as at what temporal point changes occurred. Therefore, it 

makes sense to pick a case at the beginning o f the period, another part-way through 

the period, and final case towards the end o f the long decade. Finally, the cases are 

all significant in their own right. The two cases o f intervention represent two o f the 

largest instances o f ‘peace-time’ military deployment by members o f the Atlantic 

Community. The case o f non-intervention represents one o f the most horrendous 

instances o f human rights abuse in modem history.

Given time and space constraints a more comprehensive overview o f all the 

cases o f military intervention, or where military intervention perhaps should have
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occurred but didn’t, is not possible. However, reference will on occasion be made 

to other potential case studies in the course o f analysis to the extent they impinge 

upon those chosen. Furthermore, given the significance o f the Second Gulf War 

for debate upon the nature o f contemporary international society and the conditions 

under which it is morally permissible or pragmatically possible to conduct military 

intervention, extended reference will be made in the concluding chapter.

Chapter Outline

Chapter two will construct the rational models that will demonstrate how 

different motivations and justification for military intervention could impinge upon 

the decision-making of intervening states. There will also be an extensive literature 

overview and thematic construction in order to set my approach in a wider 

theoretical context and demonstrate how what is being attempted is different from 

existing models o f intervention. Chapters three and four respectively will consider 

state-centric and non-state-centric justifications for intervention in the Gulf, testing 

evidence for fit with the rational models. Chapters five and six will consider the 

significance o f a case o f non-intervention, Rwanda. Chapter five will demonstrate 

how the crisis clearly provided ample justification for an intervention that did not 

happen. Chapter six will suggest continuing realist considerations why this might 

have been the case, but it will also reveal evidence o f a limited shift in the 

normative liberal direction. Chapters seven and eight will apply a similar 

methodology to that o f chapters three and four, but will consider the case o f NATO 

intervention in Yugoslavia over Kosovo. Chapter nine, the conclusion, will assess 

the significance o f the results and will construct a model to explain differences in 

outcomes o f the rational decision-making process. The final chapter will also 

address the impact o f the Second Gulf war and will present conclusions and 

implications for the fiiture.

I contend that far from the end o f the Cold War and the fall o f Communism 

representing some sort o f watershed after which, at least among the enlightened 

members of the international community, good intervention replaced bad, the First 

G ulf War in fact shows that only partial progress had been made along this road, 

and the conflict can be seen as a mere way station on the journey from state-centric 

justifications to those designed to further the interests o f the internal and external 

constituencies o f states. The non-intervention in Rwanda showed that neither the
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national interest o f member states nor the community interest o f the Atlantic 

Community were sufficiently engaged to trigger intervention no matter the severity 

o f human rights abuses, yet the Kosovo action is hard to rationalize in any manner 

other than as a humanitarian intervention, and does display a degree o f both 

normative constraint and enablement o f action through the influences o f internal 

and external constituencies. However, to the extent that these normative rules are 

constructed, and become the national interest o f the dominant states in the 

international system, there is a case for claiming that ‘the more things change, the 

more they stay the same.’ This is cruelly demonstrated by the final partial case 

study, the Second Gulf War.
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Chapter 2: The Rationality of Intervention

Introduction

In chapter 1 we assessed the dichotomies that dominate debate on the 

question o f legitimacy in international military-humanitarian intervention, and to a 

certain extent rejected them in favour o f a more scalar evaluation. However, the 

traditional dichotomies still provide useful benchmarks o f the polar extremes o f 

our sliding scales o f theoretical fusion. Thus we will continue to assess realism 

versus idealism in terms o f the existence of societal constraints upon decision

makers; legality versus legitimacy in terms o f the nature o f these constraints; state- 

centricity (sovereignty) versus non-state-centricity (citizenship) in terms o f the 

formation o f the norms that enable or prohibit certain courses o f action; and 

rational egocentricity versus socially constructed constraints in terms o f assessing 

the impact o f constraints upon the decision-making process. Before we begin an 

analysis o f the evidence for what motivated statesmen to act in each o f our case 

studies, this chapter will develop an explicitly theorised model o f how individuals 

acting for states take decisions as part o f a larger, more complex, organisational 

and normative operating environment, setting it in the larger international relations 

literature on rational decision-making.

It has previously been noted that some work on refuting the counter-posing 

o f norms and rationality in international relations has been carried out by social 

constructivists such as Finnemore and Sikkink, who have demonstrated that the 

fault line between rationalist and constructivist arguments is untenable both 

empirically and theoretically but that these authors appear to focus on how a re- 

evaluation o f the nature o f this relationship allows the significant participation o f 

non-state actors, rather than a re-conception o f how state-actors may have their 

rationality constrained by socially constructed norms, and that they show little in 

the way of formal modelling to demonstrate empirically how interactions they 

describe could occur. The following responds to both these critiques.

This chapter will essentially reject the classical realist polar extreme o f our 

descriptive scale concerning the nature o f the contemporary international security 

environment, as states are not acting strictly in accordance with the dictates o f 

international anarchy. There is a degree of structural constraint in evidence
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manifest in the form of societal rules that are on the whole abided by most o f the 

time by most states. However, how these societal rules came to be, how much they 

constrain the actions o f decision-makers, and what they signify is hotly debated, 

and thus will form the body of the analysis in this chapter. It is suggested that 

neither realist nor liberal idealist rational models offer sufficient explanation o f the 

available real world evidence, thus an alternative model will be constructed this 

using an adaptation o f the cybernetics or foreign policy system approach, and 

applying it to rational models o f state decision-making. This is the first attempt to 

demonstrate the veracity o f social constructivist analysis using formal rational 

modelling that the author is aware of, and thus is radically different from existing 

models o f intervention.

L iberalism , Realism  and R ational Decision-M aking

The inter-paradigm debate in international relations theory has often been 

characterized as a clash between hard-nosed realists describing the way the world 

is, and idealists describing the way the world ought to be. Over-reliance on the 

domestic analogy model in which international society is equated with domestic 

society despite crucial differences, the most important being the absence o f an 

external sovereign with a monopoly on legitimate use o f force, has been seen as a 

particular flaw in early ‘utopian’ work. Without the offices o f a sovereign or 

leviathan, realists argue, members o f the international society have to rely on self- 

help in order to protect their interests against the claims o f others and to solve 

problems o f collective action. There is no effective sanction against transgressors 

except what individual states can themselves mete out. Therefore, the ‘rational’ 

policy is to pursue national interest without care to the costs that might be incurred 

by others, and to maximise one’s chances o f achieving ends in the face of 

opposition through the pursuit o f power.

Even if  one takes a more benign approach to end-satisfaction, it still makes 

sense to maximise power to prevent others riding roughshod over one’s legitimate 

interests. This is known as the doctrine o f self-help. Likewise, it makes no sense to 

risk your own security going to the defence o f others, unless the aggressor also 

directly threatens your interests. Thus, realists like E.H. Carr, Hans J. Morgenthau 

and Kenneth Waltz viewed their theory as a bulwark against claims about the 

autonomous influence o f democracy, ideology, economic integration, international
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law, and organizations on world politics; seeking instead to highlight the 

manipulation, accumulation, and balancing o f material power by sober, 

unsentimental statesmen and the limits which the international distribution o f 

power places on such efforts.

Such a worldview is often equated with a Hobbesian state o f nature, in 

which two entities desiring the same thing, which nevertheless they cannot both 

enjoy, become enemies and endeavour to destroy or subdue one another. ‘Hereby 

it is manifest, that during the time men live without a common power to keep them 

in awe, they are in that condition which is called war, and such a war, as is o f 

every man, against everyman. For WAR consisteth not in battle only, or in the act 

o f fighting; but in a tract o f time, wherein the will to contend by battle is 

sufficiently known.’ Collective production o f goods for either public or private 

consumption is therefore unlikely as: ‘In such condition, there is no place for 

industry; because the fruit thereof is uncertain: and consequently no culture o f  the 

earth ...; no society; and which is worst o f all, continual fear, and a danger o f
148violent death; and the life o f a man, solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short.’ If  

this is a true or ‘real’ reflection o f the way that statesmen perceive the world, then 

it is difficult to understand the motive for collective action by a group o f states 

against a single small state, which posed little or no threat to their security or 

national interests (in realist terms), but which had the capacity to drain a 

significant amount o f their military reserves and political will with no prospect o f 

adequate return. In realist terms, NATO intervention in Yugoslavia over Kosovo 

was never destined to be cost-effective, and thus defied rationality.

However, critics o f the classical realist approach have pointed out that this 

is not how the world actually is. The last hundred years has seen increasing levels 

o f inter-govemmental co-operation and collective action. States do not consistently 

seek to destroy or subdue each other, but rather most o f them, most o f the time are 

conspicuously law abiding. In particular, NATO intervention may be seen as 

merely the most obvious manifestation of a post-Cold W ar ‘normalisation’ or 

legitimisation o f international politics, an evolving regime where transgressions 

against community norms are subject to collective sanction and law enforcement.

Jeffrey Legro and Andrew Moravcsik, Is A nybody Still A R ealist?  Draft Manuscript, 1998. 
Thom as Hobbes, Leviathan o r the M atter, F orm e and P o w er o f  a C om m onw ealth E ccles ia stica l  

an d  Civil. Oxford: Basil Blackwell Press, 1947, pp. 81-2.
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There have been a number o f attempts to explain why states would appear to be 

acting so irrationally (in realist terms), and in the following pages alternative 

models will be tested for fit with patterns o f state interaction.

This investigation makes the a priori assumption that statesmen are 

rational to the extent that they engage in ‘goal-seeking behaviour,’ but that the 

goals they pursue are not necessarily those o f relative power maximization and 

private utility satisfaction trumpeted by realists. Furthermore, a new domestic 

analogy, comparing the rational dynamics o f domestic political action with the 

decisions facing unitary state actors is examined. A key element to this approach is 

the concept that ‘if  a group o f rational people behave so as to maximize their 

individual welfare, then they produce a state o f affairs that is worse for each of 

them, individually, than if  they had adopted more cooperative behaviour.’ '"*̂  

Statesmen may act irrationally, to the extent that they either act counter to how 

rational consideration would dictate, or recklessly, refusing to evaluate potential 

outcomes before making a decision. However, the former hypothesis would either 

indicate foolishness or a rational decision to act in a way that would throw 

observers off guard, and the latter that we must consider the act o f evaluation itself 

to carry costs. We turn now to existing models o f explanation for the evolution of 

societal constraints upon decision makers as explanations for statesmen acting in 

ways other than rational egoists prioritising national interest.

In the following section, the first set o f considerations, that o f a top down 

imposition o f order rather than the evolution o f societal constraining norms 

involves only a slight shift along the realist-idealist theoretical axis away from the 

discredited classical realist worldview towards a more structured view that 

nevertheless is still consistent in many ways with the state-centric, amoral 

perspective o f power political approaches. The second set o f considerations, while 

still fairly minimal in nature, at least consider the notion o f bottom-up socially 

constructed regulations, but still based on a pragmatic rather than normative 

analysis o f rational decision-making.

M ichael Laver, P riva te  D esires, P o litica l Action: An Invitation to the P o litic s  o f  R ational 
Choice. London: Sage, 1997, p. 16.
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Minimal Cooperation and Rules of Coexistence

One response to the charge o f apparent irrationality in state behaviour has 

been that, although international society is anarchic, that does not necessarily mean 

it is without structure. The interplay o f various unitary rational actors may create 

rules o f the game. All recognize the need to coexist (given the absence o f a global 

leviathan) and that it is in the rational self-interest o f states to avoid war most of 

the time, as conflict is usually not cost effective. For example. G rief argues that 

external threat reduced the value o f political domination, thereby relaxing the 

constraints on cooperation and promoting private contributions to the furtherance 

o f long-distance trade. Given the threat o f war, political domination declined in 

value, thus fewer resources were dedicated to challenging other socio-political 

units and more to commercial e x p a n s i o n . S u c h  might also be the motivation for 

certain legal developments such as the exchange o f ambassadors, namely the 

convenience and the costs o f imposing dominion. This would be consistent with 

many writings on the neorealist-neoliberal nexus.

These rules, however, will still reflect the interests o f the most powerful 

states. Thus international law is about order rather than justice, and international 

society is still about power maximization in order to make sure that the world 

plays by rules that benefit you. Even if  the rules do not favour you, you may still 

find it cost effective to obey them, lest the most powerful states in the system may 

impose sanctions upon you. However, this does not explain why even the most 

powerful states in the system obey international rules most o f the time, even when 

they have an incentive to break them. It is not enough to say that o f course the 

hegemon will abide by laws that reflect hegemonic interests, it is also important to 

explain why such states feel the need to appear law abiding. Furthermore, this does 

not adequately explain why hegemonic states would act to enforce rules or norms 

that do not directly benefit them, but which rather impose costs in terms o f 

obligations. If  (as has been claimed) NATO acted to enforce international 

standards of behaviour, we still need to explain why they felt the need to act, when 

ignoring the breach of rules would have been more cost effective.

An alternative response is that, rather than a top-down order imposed by 

the dominant, rules o f coexistence could evolve spontaneously out o f anarchic

Robert Bates et al. Analytic Narratives. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998, p. 6.
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communities. These can be likened to what Michael Laver terms norms or 

conventions in domestic political society.'^' Certain rules are obeyed in a society 

not because they are enforced by that community through the offices o f an external 

leviathan, or because they are in the interests o f the dominant members, but 

because o f a large expected collective utility to be gained by all members in return 

for a small private cost. We consent to drive on the same side o f the road 

(whichever side that may be) in order to gain the collective good of enhanced 

safety for only a marginal restriction o f our freedom.

This goes some way to explaining why it might be rational to voluntarily 

curtail some freedoms, thereby incurring costs without being forced to do so. The 

International Postal Union provides an international case. States voluntarily gave 

up the right to charge for delivering mail from other countries in return for gaining 

the much greater collective utility o f their mail (and all mail) being delivered in all 

countries, regardless o f where a stamp was bought and who received the revenue. 

However, this approach is only suitable for the most limited o f collective actions, 

and the problem remains o f how the decision o f which side o f the road on which to 

drive is reached. Post-Cold War international cooperation is striking in the degree 

to which collective action has gone beyond simple rules o f co-existence. NATO 

intervention over Kosovo, for instance, was far more than an action regulating 

which side o f the road should be driven on, rather it was an action that declared 

certain types o f interior vehicular maintenance and presentation to be unacceptable 

and subject to extreme sanctions. We turn now therefore to more formal game 

theoretical modelling o f rationality in an attempt to explain how rational incentives 

for conflict or cooperation can emerge as a result o f operating environment 

considerations. In these oft-used models both realists and liberals can find support 

for their views o f the world depending on the nature o f the environment facing 

policy-makers and thereby framing their decisions.

For realists, the game o f international politics takes place under conditions 

o f permanent anarchy and revolves around the pursuit o f power: acquiring it, 

increasing it, projecting it, and using it to bend others to one’s will. If  security 

could be guaranteed through collective organization and shared values imparted by 

a common political tradition (i.e. removal of threat rather than deterrence), and if

Laver, op cit., 1997, p. 66.
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this were to be bolstered by greater economic well-being engendered through 

cooperation, there might be hope for a peaceful community. However, realists feel 

that on the whole, for much o f the world, such a state o f affairs is a long way off.

By contrast, liberals feel that the virtuous triangle o f democratisation, 

economic interdependence, and international organization has sufficiently changed 

the nature o f the world for the logic o f cooperation to take over from the logic o f 

competition and survival o f the fittest. More democracies mean more democratic 

dyads, and therefore more zones of democratic/perpetual peace. Democratic dyads 

choose more peaceful means o f dispute resolution than other pairings o f states, 

democratic great powers do not initiate preventative wars, democratic institutions 

place constraints on the ability o f leaders to fight other democracies, norms shared 

by democratic states cause them to view each other as pacific and unthreatening, 

and democracy tends to foster economic interdependence, which reduces the
152likelihood o f war.

Likewise, for assessing the impact o f economic integration upon rationality, 

the hypothesis is that the costs o f war resulting from the disruption to markets, 

investments, and flow o f goods are exacerbated through interdependence, while at 

the same time a culture o f communication and compromise is fostered between 

mutually dependent dyads through repeated incidents and processes o f 

cooperation. Furthermore, incentives for conflict are lower because ‘in a relatively 

open liberal international economy, access to raw materials, finance, and markets 

is obtained at less cost and on a greater scale than would be possible via military 

control o f territory or spheres of influence.’ Thus: ‘A liberal economic order 

divorces wealth and welfare from control over territory, and thereby removes one
153of the main reasons for the use o f force.’

Finally, the process o f international organization, in terms o f both formal 

international organizations, and less formal, international regimes, is seen as 

having a structural impact upon the rationality o f statesmen. Through such 

mechanisms, high-minded ‘utopian’ ideals are translated into ‘real-world’

Thom as S. Szayna et al. The E m ergence o f  P eer C om petitors: A F ram ew ork f o r  A nalysis. 
Arlington: RAND, 2001. pp. 148-151.

Barry Buzan and Gerald Segal, ‘Rethinking East Asian Security’ in M ichael T. Klare and 
Y ogesh Chandrani eds. W orld Security: C hallenges f o r  a N ew  Century, N ew  York: St. Martin's 
Press, 1998. p. 103.
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international political action. The basic contention is that foreign policy 

decision-making does not take place in an internally value neutral, or 

internationally anarchic vacuum. International organizations help set the 

international agenda, act as catalysts for coalition-formation, and as arenas for 

political initiatives, leverage and linkage by weak states. International regimes help 

determine the rules o f the game, how other players’ moves are perceived, and the 

spirit in which the game will be played. Thus, inevitably, as a result o f  these 

factors, rational decision-makers will feel a greater impetus towards peace rather 

than war, or in game theoretical terms, agents will face greater incentives to 

cooperate than to defect.

The Prisoner’s Dilemma and the Tragedy of the Commons

Game theoretical modelling has also been used in an attempt to explain 

collective action in an anarchic environment such as the international community. 

The best-known game is that o f the prisoner’s dilemma. Two accomplices caught 

committing a minor crime are suspected o f a more serious offence. They are 

therefore separated and each offered the incentive o f amnesty for the crime they 

are undoubtedly guilty o f in return for a confession implicating the other in the 

larger offence. If  neither confesses, both go to prison for a short period o f time (say 

two years). If one confesses and the other does not, then one walks free, and the 

other endures a much longer stint behind bars (say ten years). If both confess 

implicating each other, then both go to prison for the bigger job, although they will 

get some time off for cooperating with the police (say eight years).

Maximum utility for the prisoners would be achieved if  both remained 

silent (two years each). However, there are rational incentives for them to defect. 

In fact in a single playing o f this game defection would be their optimum strategy. 

No matter what the other does, it is best for each prisoner to defect. If  ‘A ’ defects 

and ‘B ’ stays silent then ‘A ’ is free. If ‘A ’ defects and so does ‘B ,’ then they both 

go down for eight years, but had ‘A ’ not defected, then she would have gone down 

for ten years. Unfortunately, with both o f them following this logic, both will end 

up serving eight years instead o f the two each that they could gain from

See Bruce Russet and John O ’Neal, 2001. Triangulating Peace: Democracy, Interdependence, 
and International Organizations New York: Norton and John R. O ’Neal and Bruce M. Russett,
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cooperating. This is the reasoning behind the reaHst concepts o f self-help, 

international anarchy and the security dilemma.

However, the incentives are changed if  the game is played repeatedly, or if 

the parties are allowed to confer and establish trust. The players are then able to 

ascertain that both would be better off cooperating. While one might gain by 

abusing the other’s trust in the single-shot version, on a repeated playing, the other 

would not trust them and so would also defect in the second round. As both parties 

know this, there is an incentive not to defect. One party to a treaty might break it, 

but would undoubtedly find it harder to negotiate treaties with other countries in 

the future. Thus cooperation becomes possible in an anarchic environment, a 

model o f the neo-liberal paradigm. Unfortunately, inherent assumptions such as 

perfect information about the payoffs to other players, not discounting future 

utility too heavily, knowledge o f all the other player’s moves at all times, 

interpersonal utility and the elimination of mistakes are all problematic in the 

international environment. Crucially, the prisoner’s dilemma is only really suitable 

for modelling two-party cooperation. In a multi-party environment such as the 

international community, we need to look at a more complex model.

The tragedy o f the commons may be seen as something o f a multi-lateral or 

n-person prisoner’s dilemma. A number o f owners o f livestock are letting their 

beasts graze on the common land. As the grazing is essentially free, and the 

benefits o f raising livestock considerable, there is obviously an incentive for all to 

put as many beasts on the common land as possible. Unfortunately the common 

land can only support a certain number o f animals. Thus all the owners might 

agree to voluntarily restrict the number o f animals they put on the land (albeit after 

a famine or two). This scenario introduces new elements to the problems o f 

cooperation in an anarchic society. It is rational for the group as a whole to agree 

to limit their flocks or herds for the collective good. If  all overgraze then the land 

is ruined. But if the group is sufficiently large, it might be difficult to identify if  a 

single individual defects (assuming that one extra animal will not make a 

significant difference), or who is guilty o f defection.

Furthermore, if one farmer defects, it might still be rational for the others to 

continue to cooperate given that whole-scale defection would lead to ruin for all.

1999. ‘The Kantian Peace: The Pacific Benefits o f Democracy, Interdependence, and International 
O rganizations, 1885-1992.’ (1-37) World Politics, Vol. 52, N o .l. (Oct., 1999).
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‘Knowing this, defection and free riding become attractive once more, even in 

repeat-play games. Every rational member o f the group will think this and 

collective action will collapse. It is not hard to see that this is the ‘real’ collective 

action p r o b l e m . I t  is hard for the group as a whole to threaten convincingly and 

thereby coerce free riders. Severe sanctions (i.e. beyond simple tit-for-tat) would 

impose further costs on the law abiders, and thus would probably not be 

believable. It may be rational to allow individuals to defect up to the point that one 

more free rider would cause the collapse o f the collective action. This individual 

would be the pivotal member o f the group. However, all players would realize this 

and in turn this could lead to a mass charge to defect and the collapse o f 

cooperation. In particular, this scenario should preclude cooperation in the 

international community where the costs o f coercion are very high and the number 

of actors fairly large, and yet it does not seem to have prevented collective action. 

Thus we need to consider ways in which this problem can be dealt with and 

determine which is most likely to apply to the international community.

Potential Solutions to the Problems of Collective Action

The first solution would be to throw free riders out o f the community, 

excluding them from collective benefits as they refuse to pay any o f the costs. 

However, there are certain public benefits from which it is simply impossible, or at 

least not cost effective, to exclude others who do not contribute to their production. 

An example o f this would be an international agreement to eliminate c .fc . 

emissions. It is not possible to prevent free riders that continue to produce from 

enjoying an improved layer o f ozone protection. Another example could be certain 

trade liberalization policies. It might not be cost effective to keep trade restricting 

practices in place purely for those who defect. ‘In short, for technical and/or 

economic reasons, many collective consumption goods cannot feasibly be 

‘privatised.’ Alternative methods o f provision must clearly be sought if  

contributions to production costs cannot be enforced and free riders cannot be 

excluded from the pleasures if  consumption.’ '̂ *’ In the absence o f alternative 

methods, it still does not appear rational for states to cooperate.

Laver, op cit., 1997, p. 61. 
ibid. p. 40.
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One answer to this dilemma is that there may exist a community that is able 

to grant exclusive private benefits to fully paid up members, the contributions o f 

which help pay for non-excludable public b e n e f its .H o w e v e r , this is not really a 

solution to the problem of understanding why states might bind together to 

produce collective goods. If the private incentives were such that they covered the 

costs o f membership, then states would join an organization whether or not it 

produced collective goods. If  the private benefits were not on their own enough to 

justify the costs o f membership, then there is no point in joining, as the free riders 

can still enjoy the non-excludable public benefits without the costs o f membership. 

Even if states did join an organization that operated in this way, where would the 

incentive be to spend any surplus on non-excludable goods? If the private 

incentive of joining a trading organization were most favoured nation status where 

would the incentive be to devote part o f the trade surplus to international debt or 

famine relief.^ If  the benefit o f joining an international political organization was 

decision-making power, why would that power be used to promote the interests o f 

states that were not fully paid up members o f the organization?

Thinking carefully about it, therefore, and despite their superficial attractiveness, private 
benefits on offer to members should make no difference to the decision o f  individuals to 
join organizations producing collective consumption goods, provided that each individual 
makes no real difference to the production o f  the good at issue. If the private inducem ents 
do not create a surplus for each individual, then the deficit that each incurs in dealing with 
the union is in effect a voluntary contribution to the cost o f  providing the collective 
consumption goods.

We should not exclude the possibility that some states are willing to make 

such voluntary contributions and are thus in Laver’s terminology ‘secular saints,’ 

but this would also not meet with hard-nosed realist assumptions. I f  you wish to be 

perceived as a secular saint, then it is conceivable that the costs involved may 

produce sufficient benefits to enable you to rationally act in this manner. This will 

be dealt with later in the chapter during a consideration o f reputation. A ftirther 

solution already considered is the existence o f a leviathan. Some might claim that 

with the end o f the Cold War America essentially holds that position in 

international relations, and it is the American hegemony that has created an

See M ancur Olson, The Logic o f  Collective Action. Cambridge, MA: Harvard U niversity Press, 
1971.

Laver, op cit 1997; p.41.
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environment conducive to international cooperation. America, so it could be 

argued, has the power to enforce agreements and compliance with international 

law. Thus participating in collective action has become rational as it costs more to 

back out than to comply, this in turn leading to the elimination o f free-riders. This 

possibility has been enhanced through modem technology and global reach 

capabilities allowing for the readier identification and punishment o f rogue states.

However, there are a number of problems with this approach. Firstly, 

collective action in international relations was not unheard o f before the end o f the 

Cold War. Secondly, America does not hold anywhere near enough power to be 

considered an international leviathan. The leviathan must be a virtual dictator 

acting beyond the law and not subject to it. ‘Since the power to enforce agreements 

is unqualified by any countervailing obligation, and since the monarch is not a 

party to the agreement that grants this power, the monarch is in effect a dictator. 

This is logically necessary for Hobbes’s solution since, if  there is a power to 

enforce some obligation on the monarch, then the monarch is not a monarch.

It might be argued that the Nicaragua case showed that America considered 

itself above international law, but again, the fact is that on the whole America 

clearly does abide by international law, considers itself bound by it, and even gives 

international law equal force with domestic legislation in its own courts. Finally, 

and perhaps most importantly, it would not be rational for other states to cooperate 

in being bound by one o f their number, yet there is plenty o f evidence o f support 

for America from other countries. Why would rational actors, in Locke’s 

terminology, agree to be devoured by the Lion in order that they may be 

safeguarded from the Pole-Cats and Foxes? Furthermore, if  it were rational to opt 

out o f the costs o f rule-enforcement and punishment o f free riders, why would the 

United States agree to take on such a burden?

Ironically, given the realist insistence on the fundamental difference 

between international and domestic politics, it is difference in level o f threat posed 

to the agent in international anarchy compared to the domestic variety that allows 

for the internal generation o f a hegemon or dominant actor without the automatic 

generation o f counterbalancing forces. The threat posed to the individual in a 

domestic anarchic political environment is the ultimate one o f death or non-being.

ibid . p. 43.
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the ultimate disvalue when it comes to rational cost-benefit analysis and decision

making. Thus trust is never possible, protection o f self can never be delegated to 

another, unless that other is a leviathan existing outside the anarchical society, and 

self-help becomes the optimum policy. Unfortunately maximisation o f power for 

the purposes o f self-help threatens others, and an unstable arms-racing 

environment ensues.

On the whole, this is not the case in the international anarchic environment. 

States are generally not threatened with extinction if  they fail to maximise their 

power. Thus although they may be disadvantaged by allowing another state to 

reach a position of dominance, at some point it is rationally possible for the costs 

of challenging the hegemon to exceed the costs of allowing its growth. Likewise, 

as it is possible for a dominant state to effectively guarantee its absolute survival 

(although as September 11 demonstrated, not to make itself impervious to attack), 

at some point rational cost-benefit analysis could also preclude further power 

maximisation by the hegemon. In other words, it is not necessary for a hegemon in 

international affairs to possess the absolute power dominance o f a leviathan, 

therefore it is possible for an internal solution to emerge from the group o f 

potentially conflicting parties. Cooperation can then become rational for all parties.

If  the hegemon is not all-powerful, it is unlikely to be able to gather all 

benefits o f incumbency (world-leadership) unto itself If  it is also providing a set 

o f political services valued by other parties it is also, therefore, likely to look for 

ways to spread the costs o f incumbency. A number o f alternative rational models 

have found common currency with regard to explanations o f rational decision

making and domestic political behaviour, but have, as yet, been little used in the 

exploration o f international policy formulation. It is felt that as neorealist and 

neoliberal explanations are more often inadequate than parsimonious, the greater 

sophistication offered by the more complex domestic political models might offer 

greater insight into the process o f rational decision-making in the field o f military- 

humanitarian international intervention. Thus as an attempt to model the above 

conundrum, in the next two sections two new kinds o f domestic analogy are 

considered, one relating the rational mechanics of political entrepreneurs and their 

parties to hegemonic security regimes, the other looking at coalition behaviour.
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Hegemonic States as Political Entrepreneurs

Michael Laver’s definition of political entrepreneurs includes a number o f 

conditions that cannot be transferred to the international arena. These include the 

notion that the entrepreneur comes from outside the group, is contracted for a fixed 

period o f time, and is only given specific and limited powers. However, the core 

rational conditions are very much transferable. These include insufficient coercive 

resources to subjugate the group as a whole, the importance o f reputation, and the 

notion o f ‘providing, for reward, “political services” that help the group resolve 

their collective action problems.’'*’® In this definition, the political entrepreneur is 

the hegemon rather than the politician, the group to which political services are 

supplied the Atlantic Community o f democratic states rather than the public, while 

the portfolio o f political services provided may still very usefully be termed the 

regime. The regime either produces public goods directly or facilitates their 

production by private individuals or groups through the resolution o f certain 

collective action problems.

While other states may not have voluntarily ceded their power to the 

hegemon, during the latter part of the British ascendancy, and the current phase o f 

the American hegemony, other states have colluded to keep the declining world 

power in a position o f dominance; a position short o f being able to coerce the 

entire population, but powerful enough to deal with small rogue groups. Partly this 

has been due to a reticence on the part o f others to assume the burdens and costs o f 

leadership, partly because there has not been a viable challenger to the hegemon’s 

position.

Fundamental to the maintenance o f the status quo is that the hegemon is 

never able to obtain the powers o f a Hobbesian absolute monarch, and this 

constraint is unlikely to be breached by the current incumbent. Further restraints 

upon the hegemon include the costs o f ignoring what Hirshman has called ‘voice.’ 

Verbal complaints impose time, administration, prestige and communication 

overload costs. Continuing voice also arouses others and may alert rivals to the 

potentially weak position o f the hegemon. The existence o f challengers in the 

international community may, paradoxically, serve to reinforce the position o f the 

incumbent. All states must at all times be suspicious o f the entrepreneur attempting

ib id . pp. 6 8 -7 1 .
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to gain autocratic powers. The fact that there are other potential entrepreneurs that 

could take over if  the incumbent shirks its duties helps allay such fears.

Using such reasoning, it may serve the interest o f the incumbent to fiirther 

allay fears by providing mechanisms and channels through which it may be 

challenged. ‘As part o f the process o f trying to negotiate with an incumbent, 

therefore, members o f the public may feel much happier if  some of the political 

services that are provided include the services o f political opponents who will 

monitor and challenge the incumbent.’ O f course, these monitoring and 

challenging services need not necessarily come from other state entities, but could 

rather be provided by multi- or supra-national political and legal entities, or even 

non-governmental organizations.

Under such conditions, it may well be rational for states to agree to be 

bound by the hegemon in order to resolve some o f their collective action problems, 

and indeed it is on this sort o f reasoning that regime theory rests. What he has yet 

to explain is that, given all these restraints, and the massive costs involved, why 

would any hegemon agree to take on the role o f a political entrepreneur? Why not 

just continue to play the role o f the strongest player in an anarchic society based on 

self-help? The basic answer to this question is that by acting in such a way the 

hegemon is able to ensure the production o f a package o f political services and 

collective goods that they privately prefer to what would emerge if  they didn't get 

involved. However, this being the case, it would also make sense to bind together 

with other entrepreneurs in order to spread costs, and maybe allow tendering for a 

far larger package o f political services and collective good production. This leads 

on to my second model, that o f hegemonic coalitions.

The Rationale of Hegemonic Coalition Behaviour

A number o f scenarios could lead to this model o f behaviour in 

international society. An ambitious entrepreneur could look to achieve results 

beyond the scope o f its individual powers. A declining hegemon could look to 

spread the costs o f maintaining the regime, or silence troublesome critics by giving 

them a slice o f the action and a share o f the responsibility. Or we could perceive 

other states as junior entrepreneurial partners in the regime rather than merely the

ibid. p. 8 1 .
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public for whom the political services are provided. There are a number o f 

incentives and costs that must be considered for each participant in such an 

alliance.

For all members o f the coalition there is the potential o f a gain in aggregate 

bargaining power, influence and collective good production. For the senior partner 

there is a reduction of costs o f the sort mentioned above. Although a share o f the 

profits o f incumbency must be given up, this is made up for by the expected higher 

probability o f winning future contracts and the chance o f silencing critics. For the 

junior partners the prospect o f future exclusive incumbency is ceded in exchange 

for a more certain but less valuable part o f the benefits o f the current incumbent’s 

office. The likelihood o f such an alliance is greatly increased if  the interests and 

policies o f the various partners are closely aligned. Thus in the post-Cold War new 

world order, we see that a number o f the major challengers to the hegemonic 

position o f the United States may nevertheless combine to perpetuate the status 

quo regime.

The mechanics o f coalition building deserve attention here. A stable 

coalition requires that all parties are clear about the policies that are to be followed 

by the incumbency. It only makes sense for a junior partner to support the 

hegemony o f another state if that state is likely to promote interests common to 

both. The hegemon may feel inclined to defect from the promises made to gain the 

support o f junior partners, but then the regime would soon disintegrate. Here we 

return to the notion o f reputation. A hegemon needs to consistently follow policies 

in order to allow other states to determine whether maintenance o f the regime is in 

their interests, and needs to ensure the continued support o f junior partners by 

adhering to promises. A hegemon with a reputation o f consistency is more likely to 

maintain a winning coalition than is one with a reputation for either inconsistency 

or treachery. O f course a reputation as a secular saint would be particularly 

valuable, but incredibly difficult to maintain. In this way Laver's interpretation o f 

reputation can be equally applied to hegemonic coalitions:

These reputations may represent genuine private desires on the part o f  politicians, or they  
may be a form o f  self-conscious policy 'branding' on their part. Such 'brands' m ay be 
policy packages that are consistently promoted as part o f  the politician's stock-in-trade, 
and in this way can becom e reputational resources that a politician w ould be loathe to 
com prom ise by m aking dramatic shifts in policy position. Either way, the politician  
becom es associated over tim e with a relatively well-articulated policy  position, from
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which it is costly to deviate in office. For some politicians, these costs may have to do
with intrinsic personal preferences; but they will also be important for all politicians who
have an instrumental concern for their reputation in anticipated future contests for

162power.

Thus American support for the rule o f law can be seen as genuine support 

for legal institutions in international relations, as a way of generating a winning 

alliance, as a reflection o f concerns for policy consistency, or simply in terms o f 

maintaining a reputation as a law-abiding state. Even if short-term gains may be 

had by acting in an ‘illegal’ manner, the indefinite nature o f cooperation in the 

current international security regime would make such actions irrational. However, 

there are a number o f other domestic political modelling elements that may be 

introduced as rational considerations for compliance with the international legal 

regime. The next section transfers further structural constraints from the domestic 

political environment to the international.

Norms and Compliance

Robert Axelrod’s soft power considerations concerning the creation o f 

group norms through social interaction are particularly suitable for our current 

research question. Starting from the evolution o f cooperation through repeat 

playings o f the prisoner's dilemma with rational actors relying on a tit-for-tat 

strategy, Axelrod shows how individuals adapt their strategies in the face o f 

positive or negative feedback. There is a learning process based on trial and error, 

with high performance strategies being retained and even copied by others and low 

performance strategies being dropped.'*’̂  At present, the major Atlantic states are 

also seen as being the most successful. This may account for what Huntington calls 

the ‘Third W ave’ o f democratisation, but perhaps more importantly it may give 

minor states within and beyond the Atlantic Community an incentive to model 

their behaviour on these democratic and law abiding actors.

Axelrod introduces mechanisms that serve to promote and perpetuate these 

norms. The first he calls a metanorm, ‘a norm that one must punish those who do 

not punish a defection.’ '̂ "* ‘By linking vengefulness against non-punishers with 

vengefulness against defectors, the metanorm provides a mechanism by which the

' “ ibid. p. 136.
Robert A xelrod, The Complexity o f  Cooperation. Princeton: Princeton U niversity Press, 1997, 

pp. 14, 47-8.
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norm against defection becomes self-policing.’'̂  ̂ In other words, all states know 

that they will be punished if  they fail to punish those who defect. Thus it becomes 

irrational not to punish those who defect. Thus defecting becomes irrational as the 

potential defector realises that other states have a greater incentive to take action 

collectively than to ignore breaches of regulations enforced by metanorms. 

Hegemonic powers do attempt to implement metanorms in order to reduce policing 

costs in international relations. However, economic sanction enforcement shows 

that a metanorm can only be applied once a norm is well established. The US 

attempted to punish states and corporations for trading with Cuba, but because 

there was no established norm o f not trading with Cuba, they were unable to gamer 

sufficient international support for the metanorm.

Axelrod's second mechanism is dominance. Essentially, this notion equates 

to stronger incentives for hegemonic powers to punish defectors due to their 

central position in the regime.'*’̂  Hence America's apparent willingness to take on 

many o f the tasks o f a global policeman despite the direct personal costs involved. 

America cannot afford to allow the regime to break down, as the incumbent is 

more heavily enmeshed in regime mechanics and has more to lose.

The third mechanism is intemalisation. ‘Norms frequently become 

internalised (Scott 1971). This means that violating an established norm is 

psychologically painful even if  the direct material benefits are positive.’ 

Individuals internalise norms, and all domestic political regimes are to a greater or 

lesser extent vulnerable to public opinion. Perhaps one o f the most significant 

characteristics o f the Atlantic Community is that it is made up o f states with a 

particular sensitivity to the feelings o f their populace, i.e. democracies.

Next, the deterrence mechanism refers to the process by which actors 

discourage future defections by following costly enforcement policies in the 

present. This is one o f the arguments behind intervention to reverse acts o f 

aggression in the international community. Even if  punishing one small rogue state 

for attacking an even smaller member o f the community would cost more than it 

was directly ‘worth,’ it is still rational for the defection from international norms to 

be punished. Axelrod's social proof mechanism, where actors take their cues from

ib id .  p. 5 2 .  
ib id .  p. 5 5 .  
ib id .  pp. 5 6 - 7 .
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the behaviour o f others is essentially already built into his adaptive learning model. 

However, his membership mechanism is crucial for the concept o f an Atlantic 

Community.

The power o f  the m embership worlds in three w ays. First, it directly affects the individual's 
utihty function, making a defection less attractive because to defect against a voluntarily  
accepted com m itm ent would tend to lower one's self-esteem . Second, group m em bership  
allow s like-m inded people to interact with each other, and this self-selection  tends to m ake 
it much easier for the members to enforce the norm im plicit in the agreement to form or 
jo in  a group. Finally, the very agreement to form a group helps define what is expected o f  
the participants, thereby clarifying when a defection occurs and when punishm ent is called  
for.'^®

The self-esteem part o f this reasoning relates to self-image mentioned 

above, ‘like-minded people’ is closely related to the need to form alliances with 

those who share similar goals, and the group definition concept is reflected by the 

desire to form numerous overlapping group identity structures in the military, 

political and economic spheres. The mechanisms of law and reputation are also, 

naturally, important to the concept o f an Atlantic Community. Law helps to 

formalize and clarify the terms o f a norm, facilitating acceptance and identification 

and punishment o f defection.

Thus it is interesting to note that great effort is currently being put in by 

members o f the Atlantic Community to codify o f international legal norms in 

formal treaties. Finally, with regard to reputation, Axelrod makes similar 

comments to the ones used above, emphasizing its importance as an indicator o f 

what sort of entity you are. Having established models o f how structural 

constraints can impinge upon rational decision-making, we turn now to 

consideration o f the implications o f our models and how they paint different 

pictures o f rational interaction from those of the realist or liberal schools o f 

thought, and also, given the continued dominance o f rational modelling in 

diplomatic analysis and prediction, what are the practical implications o f the new 

thinking.

ibid. p. 57. 
ibid. pp. 58-9. 
ibid. pp. 60-63.
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T he Practical Im plications o f A tlantic H egem onic A lliance Politics

In the post-Cold War euphoria some commentators predicted the imminent 

achievement o f Kant’s perpetual peace. Whitehead notes: ‘Perhaps 200 years after 

Kant’s initial contribution to the idealist tradition in international relations his 

prediction that the spread o f “republican” (today we would say “democratic”) 

forms o f government would gather such momentum as to bring about “perpetual 

peace” (the contemporary phrase would presumably be “the end o f history”).’'™ 

However, those who proclaimed ‘the end o f history’ misjudged the nature o f the 

Cold W ar victory. The Cold War was not won by democracy but by a group o f 

closely allied democratic states, predominantly concentrated in a single 

geopolitical bloc.

There are a number o f consequences of this distinction. First, as noted by 

Kant himself, the mere spread o f democracy is not in itself sufficient to guarantee 

perpetual peace, as the democratic bloc is always destined to strive against non- 

democratic states. Second, although democracy and democratic ideals have spread, 

so too have the forces o f fragmentation and micro-nationalism. Indeed, although 

we now see a large increase in the number o f democratic states, their relative 

number vis-a-vis the total number o f actors in the inter-state community has not 

significantly increased. Third, the victory o f an ideologically driven bloc has led to 

the possibility o f crusading intervention in the affairs o f other states and the 

possible collapse of the sovereignty-based international security regime currently 

responsible for limiting the spread o f international conflict.

On the other hand, realist gloating at liberal institutionalist discomfort in 

light o f the apparent downfall of another ‘utopian’ vision o f global collective 

security is also misplaced. The post-Cold War World is radically different from 

previous interstate systems. The victorious Atlantic Community does constitute a 

collective security regime between its members, and it is one that is attempting to 

impose its values upon the wider global system. In essence it is a winning coalition 

providing a package o f political services that is not opposed by a majority o f the 

population. For Laver, this situation is conducive to the perpetuation o f the status 

quo as: ‘Majority rule in this sense is not about “the majority” choosing what it

'™ Laurence W hitehead, Three international Dimensions o f  D emocratization  in Laurence 
W hitehead ed.. The International Dimensions o f  Democratization: Europe and the Americas. New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1996, pp. 14-15.
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“most wants,” but rather about finding out whether or not there is some majority o f 

people [or states, or coercive forces] who would prefer to replace the status quo 

with a specified alternative.’'^'

The foreign policies o f member states are not driven purely by the dictates 

of narrow self-interest, but also by the notions o f collective good, and perhaps 

more importantly by normative beliefs that may run counter to individual material 

national interest. Thus, in a number o f cases we can see the states o f the Atlantic 

Community engaging in activities that are not conducive to the enhancement o f 

their individual power, prestige, or security. Lepgold and Weiss contrast 

decentralized (realist) and collective (liberal institutionalist) types o f  international
172security systems as follows:

Decentralized 
Conflict M anagement

Collective
Conflict M anagement

State behaviour is Unconstrained by general norms

Decision criteria are individualistic self-help: what
particular states think is best 
Pursuit o f  narrowly defined self- 
interest
Independent: no need to share 
resources, command, etc.

Action occurs when State’s individual interests are at 
stake

Goal o f action is 

M ilitary forces are

Coordinated with others, based on 
general norms
Pursuit o f  broad, group-based self- 
interest
W hat is best for group or system

Part o f a collective force: resources, 
command, etc. are jo in t 
Peace and stability o f  self or others 
is threatened

The post-Cold War world order does not easily fit into either o f these 

categories. State behaviour is not unconstrained by general norms, however; 

neither is it in all cases based on general norms. Rather, state behaviour is, to a 

considerable extent, constrained by the general norms of the Atlantic Community, 

but certainly not in the case o f some of those states existing beyond the Atlantic 

Community, based upon these general norms. Norms only constrain to the extent 

that the utility to be gained by abiding by them and thereby being perceived as a 

law abiding state, or the utility to be gained through the maintenance o f the regime, 

are not outweighed by the private costs of not deviating from the norms. Decision 

criteria for those states constituting the Atlantic Community are, on the whole.

Laver, op cit. 1997, p. 89.
Joseph Lepgold and Thomas G. Weiss. Collective Conflict M anagem ent and changing World 

Politics. New York: State U niversity o f New York Press, 1998. p. 6, [note: 1 feel that the decision 
criteria and goal o f  action cells for collective conflict managem ent have been transposed -  this table 
is as it appears in the book].
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orientated toward what is best for the group or system, but for those states outside 

the cosmos, it is still a case o f individualistic self-help. The pursuit o f broad group- 

based self-interest comes across quite clearly in the collective foreign policy 

activities o f the Atlantic Community, whereas states external to the cosmos 

continue to display chaotic self-interest o f the narrowest kind.

Here we can see the practical implications o f a world shaped in the form of 

concentric international system and international society circles as outlined in 

chapter one. Constraints upon the rational egocentricism of decision-makers are 

constructed through the interaction o f structure and agent, but the Atlantic 

Community has characteristics o f both structure and agent. In the next section we 

will therefore analyse further the nature o f this international community.

The Atlantic Community

The concept o f an Atlantic Community has important implications for the 

analysis o f collective self-interest. The Atlantic Community is a unique m eta

region, exhibiting far greater economic and social integration than any other group 

o f states, and also sharing a cultural and normative identity that sets it apart. With 

the possible exception o f outlying Japan, the region is also geopolitically 

homogeneous. As a result, we are dealing with a unipolar international order, but 

not one based on a single state hegemon, rather upon a single regional pole. This 

region has an overwhelming preponderance o f military, economic, political and 

even cultural or ‘soft’ power. Thus, we can talk o f intervention for narrow self- 

interest when the interest is that o f the dominant region, yet still have an essentially 

collective conflict management regime within the region.

Lepgold and Weiss define collective conflict management (CCM) as a 

pattern o f group action, usually but not necessary sanctioned by a global or 

regional body, in anticipation o f or in response to the outbreak o f intra- or 

interstate armed conflict, including any systemic effort to prevent, suppress, or 

reverse breaches o f the peace where states are acting beyond the scope o f specific 

alliance commitments, the traditional means o f international security 

cooperation.'^^ Implicit in this description is the concept o f automatic response to

ibid. p. 5.
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breaches o f the peace. This does not adequately describe multilateral military 

activity in contemporary world politics.

The international community does not necessarily intervene militarily in 

such circumstances. Rather, intervention tends to follow the specific interests of 

the most powerful members o f the international community. Usually this refers to 

the collective will o f the Atlantic Community. Intervention will tend to be 

multilateral in order to preserve the impression o f collective security management 

and to share the costs, but will only take place when the public and private costs o f 

intervening are outweighed by the costs of not doing so. On the other hand, not 

only is this interest collective, it may also often be seen as normative. National, or 

more appropriately, community interest has increasingly come to incorporate 

normative non-material elements. The most constraining o f these with regard to 

decision-making concerns the notion o f identity, and the costs involved in not 

being true to one’s self-image.

Identity and Intervention

The dominance o f the Atlantic region dictates to a certain extent when the 

international community embarks upon multilateral intervention. This is likely to 

occur, naturally, when any member o f the Atlantic Community is either directly or 

indirectly threatened, when the system they represent is threatened with being 

undermined, or when the national interest of a significant number o f these states is 

threatened. Such would be consistent with a realist or neorealist interpretation o f 

international affairs. However, a significant development in the post-Cold War 

order is that the dominant states seem to place a utility upon normative interests.

Again we need to consider the role played by reputation. Part o f the self

perception o f member states, and identity of the Atlantic Community, is that it is 

the duty o f the winners o f the Cold War to defend the values championed by these 

same states during that conflict. This is not to say that the Atlantic Community will 

always champion democratic values, human rights, self-determination etc., to the 

extent o f military intervention whenever and wherever they are threatened. Rather, 

in a rational evaluation of preferences, interests and costs, member states will give 

significant weighting to normative interests not included in traditional analyses o f 

world politics.
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We now return to the cybernetic modelling o f Karl Deutsch mentioned in 

Chapter 1. Deutsch draws upon concepts first introduced by the sociologist Talcott 

Parsons in identifying the essential functions carried out by any system. The first is 

pattern maintenance, by which is meant the continued reproduction o f the 

characteristics o f the system over time and across constituent parts. The second, 

adaptation, that every society must adapt itself to its environment in order to gain 

most benefit from it, and be flexible enough to change in response to 

environmental changes.

Thirdly, we have goal attainment, by which is meant the ability to focus on 

potential outcomes desired by the system as a whole or by members o f the system 

that results in the modification o f behaviour beyond that required simply by the 

dictates o f maintenance and adaptation. However, because the demands o f these 

first three requirements may not always be complementary, or may not always be 

achieved simultaneously in an operating environment o f limited resources, 

integration is the fourth essentiality o f a successful system. ‘Integration consists in 

making these different activities compatible and keeping them so, and in making 

and keeping the expectations and motivations o f people compatible with the roles 

they have to play.’ '̂ '*

The end o f the Cold War presented the Atlantic Community with 

challenges to all these avenues of systemic control. First, for some time it appeared 

doubtful whether the system could maintain its pattern as the European elements 

looked to pursue a different course from those in North America. Partly this was as 

a result o f  European integration, partly it was due to the removal o f the Soviet 

threat, and in part due to European perceptions o f and resistance to American 

hegemony.

Naturally, the changing international environment also challenged the 

concept o f adaptation. One o f the key questions o f the early 1990s concerned what 

was the new role for NATO? Another was whether we were experiencing ‘deja vu 

all over again,’ with the post-Cold War international system mirroring that o f the 

inter-war period, wherein a hegemonic decline had led to a competition between a 

number o f challengers for supremacy, some of which were previous supporters o f 

the hegemon. As for attainment, it was felt by many that contradictory goals

Karl W. Deutsch, The Analysis o f  international relations, 2e. New Jersey: Prentice-hail, 1978, 
pp.14-15.
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pursued by members o f the system speU the inevitable end o f collective goal 

seeking. However, what was remarkable and indeed came as a surprise to some 

commentators was the degree to which the integration project o f the Atlantic 

system had already succeeded in laying the groundwork for keeping the different 

activities o f the component members compatible and in motivating people to play 

the roles required o f them.

Here it is thus also important to recognize the impact o f the democratic 

composition of the Atlantic Community upon rational decision-making. Deutsch 

notes that although the vast majority o f the memories o f individuals are stored only 

in their heads, the really important memories o f states are stored in the heads o f the 

entire population, and in their culture and language. These stores o f words and 

images and cultural and moral preferences may imply important biases and 

predispositions toward certain kinds o f responses to certain kinds o f events o f 

which the individuals concerned often themselves may not be aware until the 

moment o f responding.’’^

The increased role that may be played by public opinion within the 

community as a whole and within individual states has already been alluded to. 

Furthermore, other channels o f public pressure may be brought to bear upon 

statesmen. It is important for a democratic state to maintain a certain image both 

internally and externally. Statesmen must aspire to a degree o f consistency not 

only to gain the trust o f their allies, but also to allay the fears o f their constituents. 

In addition, democracies tend to be more transparent than other forms o f domestic 

political regime. This leads to a more perfect flow o f information, and fewer 

chances for misunderstanding or mistakes, thereby aiding rational decision making 

and encouraging collective action and compliance with norms.

The democratic peace literature would also add that as the electorate 

comprises the individuals who will have to fight wars, it is not rational for them to 

endorse courses o f action that are likely to put them at risk. However, it is apparent 

from opinion polls in a number o f democratic states during recent military 

interventions by the Atlantic Community that there are some things that the 

general public in these countries do think it is worth fighting for. There has not 

only been a change in norms between states, but also within states in the last

ibid. pp. 8 5 -86 .
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hundred years. Not all norms that affect rationality are concentrated in the nation 

state. The increasing pressure for humanitarian intervention shows that at least 

some values are shared by people throughout the Atlantic Community (even if  it is 

as yet too early to say that there are global norms). In essence there is a balancing 

o f identity as well as o f interest in the determination o f whether to intervene.

The Atlantic Community is clearly more than just a collection o f individual 

and individualistic states. Rational models that apply to single unitary actors in an 

anarchic environment are not necessarily appropriate. On the other hand, we have 

not reached a situation where the international society mirrors domestic society. 

Rather, the geopolitical region we are considering is something o f (in Axelrod’s 

terms) a meta-actor with:

1. Effective control over subordinates implying

a. little rebellion and

b. no independent ‘foreign policy.’

2. Collective action principles ( ‘all for one and one for all’) implying

a. paternalism (protection of the weak by the strong) and

b. joint foreign policy formulation.

3. Recognition by others as an actor.

While the Atlantic Community falls short o f this ideal (especially in terms 

o f foreign policy), there are enough elements to suggest a new form o f actor with a 

new set o f criteria for making rational decisions. On the whole what is agreed by 

the major elements o f the Atlantic Community is abided by with little sign o f 

rebellion. There is a great deal o f collective action, especially in terms o f 

paternalism. Finally, those outside the Atlantic Community often perceive ‘The 

W est’ as constituting a single unitary actor. In terms o f foreign policy 

considerations, therefore, all Western decision-makers must respond to feedback 

from their internal (democratic) and external (Atlantic Community) constituencies 

as well as their own system, resources and value system.

The foreign policy o f the Atlantic Community as a whole rests upon an 

aggregation o f these individual decision processes. Deutsch notes how any

A xelrod  op cit., 1997, p. 126.
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autonomous (self-steering) system must contain within itself a number o f operative 

information-processing structures or receptors which do the job that combining 

and balancing these streams r e q u i r e . T h u s  we need to consider the structure, role 

and personality filters within the black box o f decision-making, but also the 

various operating environments from which feedback is obtained. For Deutsch, the 

feedback process is at the heart of all effective goal-seeking behaviour and refers 

to the sending back to the acting system o f a steam o f information about the results 

o f its own earlier actions. The system thus gets information about the results o f 

what it has just done, and uses this information to modify its subsequent action. 

Positive feedback always increases the intensity or frequency o f original behaviour 

whereas negative feedback serves to reduce or reverse previous behaviour.’ *̂

Deutsch refers to a simple cascade model o f national decision making 

consisting o f five levels, each a distinct reservoir o f public or elite opinion, and 

each reservoir linked to a particular complex o f social institutions and status 

groups. The first o f these is the social and economic elite, which does not form a 

simple monolithic group, but rather is connected by a dense net o f multiple ties, 

links, and channels of communication. The second is the political and 

governmental elite, which is also not monolithic.

Third we have the media o f mass communication, fourth the network o f 

local opinion leaders, and fifth the politically relevant strata o f the population at 

large. Streams o f information move downward in cascade fashion, from higher- 

level communications systems to lower-level ones. ‘Each o f the five groups, 

however, has its own memories and its own measure o f autonomy. Each can reject, 

ignore, or reinterpret many -  perhaps almost all -  unpalatable messages. Each is 

capable o f innovation and initiative. And each can also feed back a stream of 

information upward to some or all o f the higher-level groups.’'^’

When combined with the external operating environment these streams of 

information help explain why leaders of the Atlantic Community might feel the 

need to act in ways contrary to those dictated by a simple cost-benefit analysis o f 

their positions. David Allen notes that the external environment o f any one state in 

the system ‘fundamentally encompasses all the other states in the system, both

D eutsch op cit., 1978, p. 85. 
ibid. pp. 92-93. 
ibid. pp. 119-122.
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180individually and in a variety of combinations.’ What is important here is that 

other states within the Atlantic sub-system constitute a much more regulatory 

operating environment than the larger but much looser interstate system as a whole. 

A cybernetic model o f this alternative rationality is provided below.

Figure 1 (below) details how each foreign policy decision-maker receives 

input or stimuli from his/her environment. How these stimuli will be reacted to in 

terms o f foreign policy formulation or output is in part determined by the degrees 

o f freedom of the decision-maker based upon the following factors: [1] the 

decision-making structure of the state, [2] how broadly or loosely the role o f the 

decision-maker is defined and [3] the political power o f the decision-maker (these 

three are all related to Allison’s models and to organisational history, but will be 

represented in figure 1 by simple structure and role filters). The psychological 

profile o f the decision-maker determined by personality (nature) and personal 

history (nurture) may also then contribute to how exogenous stimuli are received 

and reacted to, and this is represented in figure 1 by the personality filter. The 

personality variable only comes into play if  the other filters are permissive. If  the 

other filters are not permissive, then we can encounter the ‘remarkable continuity 

in foreign policy’ mentioned previously.

However, the process o f foreign policy formulation does not stop with the 

initial output. Output impacts upon the operating environment, which in turn 

generates feedback. In the case o f international politics feedback is generated both 

from the external operating environment o f the state, the Atlantic Community and 

the wider international society, and from the internal operating environment o f the 

state, encompassing such constituencies as the political elite, the socio-economic 

elite, activists and NGOs and the electorate. The two way communication and 

conduit o f information between the decision-maker and the internal operating 

environment in particular is provided by the elements o f mass media.

The feedback generated forms new stimuli for the decision-maker. If 

positive it is likely to reinforce convictions and encourage the generation o f further 

foreign policy output in a similar mould. If  negative, the decision-maker will 

incorporate the costs involved in ignoring negative feedback into further cost-

David Allen, ‘The Context o f  Foreign Policy Systems: The Contem porary International 
Environm ent,’ 60-83 in Michael Clarke and Brian W hite (eds.) Understanding Foreign Policy: The 
Foreign Policy Systems Approach, Aldershot: Edward Elgar, 1989.
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benefit analysis o f different courses o f action. The additional costs may be enough 

to change policy direction, in which case the decision-maker is seen to be acting 

legitimately, or steering. If however, the decision-maker feels that the costs 

involved in changing course are too high, or if  s/he feels sufficiently secure in 

terms o f bureaucratic and political power and support, change may instead be 

forced upon the operating environment. Lack o f steering or response to negative 

feedback is seen as power political or illegitimate decision-making.

Finally, the weight o f the impact of previous decisions plays a significant 

role. As previously mentioned, successful policies will be retained and 

unsuccessful ones discarded. However, this does not apply solely to the initial 

policy formulation, it also applies to the success or failure o f decisions to steer or 

not, and organisational as well as personal memories o f historical policy 

formulation must be taken into account. The overshadowing role o f history will be 

dealt with more fully in the final chapter after the analysis o f case studies in 

Chapters 3 through 8 has demonstrated its impact upon leading decision-makers in 

the Atlantic Community with regard to military intervention. However, its 

prevalence has already entered common parlance in phrases such as the Vietnam 

Syndrome in reference to the supposed phobia o f body bags and entrapment 

among American decision-makers, or the Somalia Syndrome in reference to a 

similar phobia related to involvement in failed states in the ‘barbaric’ chaos region.

In Figure 1, therefore, we are presented with a representation o f the simple 

rational-actor or realist state-centric model o f decision-making in the form of a 

‘black box’ within which Allison’s bureaucratic and political models are 

incorporated in the form of structure and role filters which may, according to 

circumstances, allow the personality variables o f individual decision-makers to 

come into play. In response to the input o f exogenous stimuli these endogenous 

elements make the series o f decisions that constitute foreign policy output. Media 

channels convey this output and the effects of this output to the external operating 

environment (the Atlantic Community operating within, but central to the larger 

international society) and to the internal operating environment made up o f the 

different but overlapping elements o f domestic civil society. Media channels then 

convey the responses o f the internal and external operating environments to the 

decision-makers in the form of feedback which in turn becomes new stimuli.
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Figure 1. Cybernetic Model o f Foreign Policy Decision-Making
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Analysis of Cases

According to Martha Finnemore, in ‘surveying the global pattern o f military

intervention since the end o f the Cold War, two features stand out. First, most o f it

is m ultilateral... Second, in many cases the geostrategic or economic interests o f
• • 1 8 1the intervening states in the target state are negligible.’ In particular Finnemore 

highlights the multilateral commitments in Cambodia and Somalia. ‘The United 

Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC) involved over 22,000 

troops and cost approximately $1.7 billion; the intervention in Somalia involved 

over 30,000 military and logistic personnel for the second UN Operation in 

Somalia (UNOSOM II), which cost $1.64 billion in addition to the costs for the 

17,700 U.S. troops sent as the United States Task Force in Somalia.’ '*  ̂Certainly 

these interventions would seem to point to collective intervention motivated by 

normative rather than material interests. However, they are also notable for the 

ultimate failure o f collective intervention due to a lack o f collective will on the part 

o f the international community.

UNTAC's mandate ended in September 1993 with the promulgation o f the 

Constitution for the Kingdom of Cambodia and the formation o f the new 

Government. However, just 38 per cent o f Cambodians voted and when the 

Cambodian People’s Party led by Hun Sen finished with seven seats less than 

FUNCINPEC headed by Prince Ranariddh, King Sihanouk's illegitimate son, the 

former Khmer Rouge refused to recognize the result. Still holding considerable 

military and administrative power, Hun Sen forced his way into a joint rule 

arrangement, but after four years this fell apart. Hun Sen accused Prince Ranarridh 

o f collaborating with remnants o f the Khmer Rouge and o f importing illegal 

weapons. The prince was then forced to leave Cambodia after being warned he 

would be overthrown in a military coup. A few days later, forces allegedly loyal to 

Hun Sen carried out that threat, rounding up and executing a number o f 

Ranarridh's political supporters. Hun Sen denied complicity, but moved quickly to 

consolidate his power once the coup had taken place.

M artha F innem ore. M ilitary  In terven tion  in L epgold and W eiss. Op cit 1998, p. 181. 
ibid, p. 181.
PBS N ew s H our O ctober 21, 1997 

h ttp ://w w w .b igpond .com .kh /users/ngofo rum /abou tcam bod ia /R esource  F iles/H un Sen R F/N ew sm  
aker H un Sen.htm
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In support o f the UNOSOM II mandate, United States forces were 

deployed in Mogadishu. As part o f the coercive programme, the US Rangers 

launched an operation in south Mogadishu on 3 October 1993, aimed at capturing 

a number o f key aides o f General Aidid suspected o f complicity in attacks on UN 

personnel and facilities. During the operation, two helicopters were shot down by 

militiamen. Eighteen US soldiers lost their lives, 75 were wounded, the bodies o f 

those slain were subjected to public acts o f outrage, and the scenes were broadcast 

around the world.

Following these events. President Clinton announced the intention o f the 

US to withdraw its forces by 31 March 1994. Other countries followed the 

American lead, and with the major reductions starting in mid-February, agencies 

were advised to evacuate their international staff to Nairobi by 14 February 1995. 

The mission's withdrawal was completed by 28 March 1995.'^"^ Lepgold and Weiss 

catalogue a series o f failures on the part o f the international community, 

concluding that ‘[e]ach o f these episodes marked a failure to define and implement 

an internationalised response to the breakdown o f peace.

By contrast, intervention in the Gulf in response to a threat to the material 

interests o f the Atlantic states and the security o f the international system they 

represent was, apparently, successfully concluded. In the first two cases there was 

not sufficient correlation o f identity between the intervening force and the 

threatened interests. Not only were Cambodia and Somalia o f little concern in 

economic and security terms, they also proved to be too far removed geopolitically 

and culturally to maintain a sufficient constituency in favour o f intervention.

In other words, not only were Cambodia and Somalia o f little material 

interest to the West in terms o f investment, trade, security or supply o f raw 

materials, they were also so distant in terms o f physical location as not to press too 

closely upon the physical borders o f the Community, and sufficiently removed in 

cultural terms to be perceived as clearly forming part o f the ‘other’ or geopolitical 

chaos that lay beyond the remit o f Western concerns. As pointed out by Lepgold 

and Weiss, a workable system of collective conflict management must satisfy a 

critical mass o f key states in three ways:

UN O SO M  II: UN Operation in Somali 11, March 1993-M arch 1995 
http://ww w.un.org/Depts/dpko/dpko/co m ission/unosom 2.htm  

Lepgold and W eiss, op cit., p. 7.
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First, p o litica l leaders m ust b e lie v e  that th ey  can protect so m e  o f  their foreign  p o lic y  
stak es m ultilaterally . S eco n d , it m ust sa tisfy  the p o litica l n eed s o f  critical d o m e stic  p o lic y  
faction s in the states that are m ost lik e ly  to contribute s ig n if ica n tly  to th e  sy stem ; w ithou t  
such d o m estic  support, lead ers cannot pursue stab le  and coh eren t p o lic ie s . Third, the  
sy stem  a lso  m ust be co m p atib le  enough  w ith  so c ie ta l norm s and the m a n ifest w ish e s  o f  
ordinary c it izen s  so  that leaders can be co n fid en t that th ey  w ill en joy  n ecessa ry  popular  
support.

The international community also failed to act with sufficient alacrity or 

commitment in response to the Yugoslav crisis o f the early 1990s. Early failure 

was to a considerable extent a reflection upon the use o f European and global 

collective conflict management structures, when the combination o f power and 

interest was best represented by the Atlantic Community. In early 1992, it 

appeared that the Yugoslav crises might be settled peacefully. Representatives o f 

the European Community and later the United Nations had spent many months 

trying to find a solution acceptable to Milosevic. Cyrus Vance, the chief United 

Nations negotiator, appeared to have convinced the Serbian and federal military 

leadership to agree to withdraw federal forces from Croatia. But the ensuing re

ignition o f violence cast doubt upon the intentions o f Serb leaders to pay any 

respect to UN or European Community-sponsored agreements.

After considerable delay, the UN sent peace-keeping forces into the 

designated areas o f Croatia, but none to Bosnia, where hundreds o f thousands o f 

Muslims and Croats were driven from their homes by the Serbian forces in a 

deliberate campaign o f territorial conquest and ethnic cleansing. Heavy fighting 

and the crashing siege o f Sarajevo continued into 1993 as ineffectual EU and UN 

peace efforts repeatedly collapsed. In April NATO began combat patrols over 

Bosnia to enforce UN resoludons and give close support to UN troops. Then in 

Febraary 1994, after a shell landed in a market place in Sarajevo killing 68 people 

NATO threatened air strikes against the Serbs unless they pulled back. The Serbs 

pulled back, but further atrocities lead to NATO strikes against Serb targets. These, 

combined with Croat and Bosnian Muslim gains on the battlefield forced Serb 

authorities to the negotiating table. The Americans brokered a cease-fire in 

October, and in November peace talks were launched in Dayton, Ohio, leading to 

the signing o f the Paris Peace Accord on December 14.

ibid. p. 6.
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The lesson that only commitment from the Atlantic Community is likely to 

ensure successful military intervention appears to have been well learned, and in 

future it is likely that multilateral intervention will be carried out by and on the 

behalf o f the Atlantic Community by its military manifestation, NATO. The 

Atlantic Community is likely to give up any pretence o f representing global norms, 

and instead will focus on the promotion o f those values it unilaterally declares to 

be a common good for mankind. The intervention in Yugoslavia on behalf o f  the 

people o f Kosovo provides a striking example o f this world-view.

Rather than attempting to gain legitimacy through the sanction of 

international law and the United Nations, the Atlantic Community acted 

unilaterally through NATO. In addition, despite President Clinton’s claim to be 

acting to ‘prevent a wider war; to defuse a powder keg at the heart o f Europe that 

has exploded twice before in this century with catastrophic results;’ the motivation 

for action by the Atlantic Community is essentially a defence o f common norms 

rather than collective security. Hence the emphasis on the protection o f innocents 

and the prevention o f further brutality in Kosovo in the rest o f his statement to the 

nation, and in numerous other public appeals.

Thus while these cases support Finnemore’s contention that post-Cold War 

interventions tend to be multilateral in nature, they also demonstrate that they are 

likely to achieve all their objectives only when the Atlantic Community is actively 

involved. Secondly, while Finnemore is partially correct that on occasion the 

geostrategic or economic interests o f the intervening states in the target states are 

negligible, this is not always the case. There is more likely to be a successful 

conclusion o f the intervention if  intervening states do have such interests, and even 

when such interests are absent on the part o f the intervening states, they may be 

present on the part o f the larger community to which they belong. Finally, this 

thesis considers the extent to which normative considerations have become part o f 

the geostrategic interests o f members o f the Euro-Atlantic core.

Essentially, the First Gulf War, in reaction to the duties imposed upon the 

victors o f the Cold War and in line with George Bush’s State o f the Union Address, 

was conducted along state-centric lines, but with an overlay o f humanitarian 

rhetoric and in strict accordance with international law. This divergence from 

traditional realist interpretations of national interest, however slight, is important 

as, although in this case international law is used to defend the rights o f states, the
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heavy rehance upon it by the intervening powers meant that it could be used 

against their interests in future interventions, for instance, the perceived obligation 

to act in the case o f genocide. Support o f international legal obligations became 

incorporated as part o f the national interest o f states that formed the Atlantic 

Community.

Rwanda, partly as a result o f a disastrous intervention in Somalia, resulted 

in inaction, despite clear legal and normative justifications for intervention. So 

again it could be argued that there had not been much of a shift from the realist 

position o f intervention only in times o f direct threat to national interest. A case, it 

might be suggested o f realist practice, humanitarian shame. Yet the neglect o f the 

duties imposed by international law and the concerns o f a wider humanity 

generated a great deal o f negative feedback for the leaders o f the hegemonic 

coalition, and probably contributed to their eagerness for humanitarian intervention 

in the third case.

Kosovo was essentially a case o f humanitarian practice but realist 

marginalisation, even to the extent o f ignoring those state-centric elements o f 

international law that were seen as acting to the detriment o f individual human 

rights. Indeed, there is a clear demonstration o f national interest, according to the 

definition o f  key decision-makers in democratic states, as being flexible in 

response to feedback from internal and external constituencies. In this case human 

rights were raised above considerations of narrowly defined realist national interest, 

or even international law.

Finally, the War on Terrorism and the Second G ulf War demonstrates 

realism resurgent in America as the internal constituency baulks at considerations 

o f shared humanity when other sections o f humanity have launched such a horrific 

attack upon the people, infrastructure and values o f the United States. 

Humanitarian concerns are still prominent in European internal constituencies and 

in the global external constituencies, thus support for American hegemonic 

leadership is seen as wavering.

Therefore the strong (liberal) hypothesis, that humanitarian constraints 

imposed by internal and external constituencies will assume a progressively 

dominant role, will not be proven, but the weak (synthesis) hypothesis, that 

sometimes the humanitarian constraints imposed by internal and external 

constituencies upon decision-makers will be such as to outweigh the national
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interest based upon simple realist cost-benefit analysis and hierarchies o f preferred 

outcomes will be proven. Thus, the agenda setting role o f internal and external 

constituencies and their position in a cybernetic framework o f decision-making 

needs to be considered in all future cases o f potential intervention.

Conclusion

Although, as pointed out by Verba, no model and no theorist, no matter 

how committed to holistic principles, can encompass the totality o f a situation, 

rational modelling does help render narrative accounts amenable to testing, and 

separates the exogenous from endogenous factors, specifying the causal links
I  R Kbetween them. Cognitive mapping o f individuals may paint a more accurate or 

detailed picture, but in every case we must consider whether the increased level o f 

complexity involved is justified by a sufficient increase in explanatory and/or 

predictive power. One o f the main functions o f rational modelling is to allow a 

degree o f simplification o f complex problems in order to aid comprehension. 

Basically, it allows us to see the wood for the trees. Thus for Laver the essential 

purpose o f the rational choice approach is to construct a logically coherent 

potential explanation o f the phenomenon under investigation. ‘Empirical validity is 

always welcome, o f course, but it is not the primary motivation. Indeed a primary 

virtue o f the rational choice approach is its ability to deal with “counter-factual”
1 QQ

situations that have never (yet) come to pass.’

The international community can no longer accurately be characterized 

solely as an anarchic society or a war of all against all. Therefore self-help 

strategies such as those modelled by a single shot prisoner's dilemma no longer 

provide a true picture o f rationality in the international environment. On the other 

hand, the global system cannot be characterised as an international security 

community governed by the rule o f law. Whatever the true nature o f the New 

W orld Order, it is very far from perpetual peace or the end o f history. However,

Sidney Verba, Assumptions o f  Rationality and Non-Rationality in Models o f  the International 
System. In James N. Rosenau (ed.), International Politics and Foreign Policy. New York: Free 
Press, 1969, p. 225.

Robert H. Bates, The International Coffee Organization: An International Institution in Bates et 
al, op cit,. 1998, p. 228.

Laver, op cit., 1997, p. 4.
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this does not mean that it is impossible to model state decision making behaviour 

or infer a degree o f rationality.

The degree to which the hegemonic coalition model best represents the 

collective action o f the Atlantic Community with regard to military intervention, 

and to which norms have an increasingly important role to play in decision

making, and can also be included adequately in models o f rationality, is 

demonstrated in the analysis o f three case studies over the next six chapters. For 

each case study alternative rationality models will be applied to analysis o f the 

decision-making o f Atlantic Community states and tested for fit.

Simply stated, we will consider whether, assuming rationality in terms of 

goal prioritization among decision-makers, the evidence suggests that the most 

likely motivation for action or inaction was a realist concern for geostrategic and 

economic material interest, state-centric rule utilitarian considerations o f 

international law, non-state-centric legal considerations emphasising human rights, 

other humanitarian motivations, or rational politicking with regard to appeasing 

internal and external constituencies. There is also a continuing narrative that 

demonstrates the importance o f previous actions or inactions and the lessons 

learned from internal and external feedback.

While the current members have considerable incentive to maintain their 

collective action in the form o f what has been termed above the Atlantic 

Community, the growth o f this community to encompass other states is far from 

rationally pre-ordained. Present members actually have a number o f rational 

incentives to resist expansion. More states will possibly lead to more costs in terms 

o f integration and involvement in conflictual areas. More states also almost 

inevitably means greater policy divergence, and therefore increasing strains upon 

the coalition and diminishing individual policy returns. Finally, more states means 

that the profits o f incumbency must be spread more thinly.

Thus it would be rational to predict that the Atlantic Community will be 

maintained as a minimal winning coalition, containing sufficient members to take 

control o f the fixed prize o f office and no more. It is also not rational for surplus 

states to seek to join an already winning coalifion, as they will have no leverage 

and therefore cannot expect to reap any rewards, only contribute to costs.

” ° i b i d .  p. 138.
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Therefore the new theoretical and rational model proposed in this chapter is not 

only likely to prove a more comprehensive explanation o f the contemporary 

security environment than those used by either o f  the dominant paradigms, but is 

likely to remain a usefiil tool for the foreseeable future.

We turn now to more detailed analysis o f the case studies, starting in 

chapter three with state-centric rational justifications and motivations for 

intervention by members o f the Atlantic Community in the First G ulf War, and 

followed in chapter four by consideration o f non-state-centric elements.
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Chapter 3: Raison d’Etat and Intervention in the First Gulf War

Introduction

The first Gulf confrontation between Iraq and members o f the Atlantic 

Community was also the first UN sanctioned act o f war since the Korean War 

some four decades previously. UN endorsement o f the Korean operations was only 

possible because the Nationalist Government based in Taiwan held China’s 

permanent seat on the Security Council, and the Soviet Union had absented itself 

from deliberations in protest o f this fact. In a landmark decision it was decided that 

unanimity in terms o f voting by Permanent Members o f the Security Council could 

be interpreted as meaning only that none o f them voted against a particular 

resolution. From that moment on, Security Council stalemate and UN impotence 

was ensured. Permanent Members were always present to block Resolutions with 

which they didn’t agree, and with the ideological divide o f the Cold War, neither 

side would agree with any Resolution put forward by the opposition.

With the end o f the Cold War, this was all supposed to change. The First 

G ulf War was to pose an immediate test for the supposed New World Order in 

which the rule o f law and collective security in international relations took over 

from the realist dictates o f national interest, power maximisation, and an anarchic 

environment within which the strong did pretty much as they wished and the weak 

suffered what they must. As we shall see in the following chapter, however, 

despite the language used by intervening parties, the mindset o f decision-makers 

was still very much state-centric, and although international legal considerations 

rose to the fore, they constituted very much a state-centric brand o f law in which 

the rights o f states rather than citizens were championed.

History'^'

On August 2, 1990, in a move widely criticised as an act o f blatant 

aggression violating international law, international norms, and the common 

practice o f states, but justified at the time by the Iraqi regime as an act o f fraternal 

assistance to revolutionary democratic forces in the country, Iraqi troops invaded

Cf. Matthews, K,, The G ulf Conflict and International Relations, London: Routledge, 1993; Jean 
Bethke Elshtain (et al) edited by David E. DeCasse But was it just?: reflections on the morality o f  
the Persian G ulf War, New York: Doubieday, 1992.
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Kuwait. Resolution 660 o f the United Nations Security Council condemned the 

Iraqi action, and the U.S. and U.S.S.R promulgated jointly a call for the immediate 

and unconditional withdrawal o f the invading forces. So started the G ulf Conflict, 

a unilateral act of aggression resisted by a remarkably disparate collection o f allies 

in support o f collective security and international order. This unprecedented show 

o f unity has been heralded from a number o f directions as symbolising a new 

world order free from the shackles o f the Cold War, in which shared interest could 

promote collective action. For this reason it makes a fitting first case study for 

analysis o f comparative military intervention in the post-Cold War world.

The initial war o f words was followed by fiirther UN Security Council 

Resolutions (e.g. Resolution 661 imposing mandatory sanctions), and the 

deployment o f large numbers o f coalition forces in the region in order to prevent 

further Iraqi expansion. Meanwhile, Iraqi troops were massing on the Kuwait- 

Saudi border, and on August 8 Iraq annexed Kuwait as its nineteenth province, 

contradicting statements made upon its initial invasion concerning its motivations 

and regarding any territorial claims. Allied forces were also making contradictory 

statements in the early days o f the conflict. On August 5, President Bush claimed 

that the Iraqi invasion would not be allowed to stand, but three days later the 

Americans were emphasising the defensive role o f their troops in Saudi Arabia. 

Yet the general trend was towards confrontation.

UN Security Council Resolution 662 o f August 9 declared the Iraqi 

annexation o f Kuwait illegal, and on August 25 Resolution 665 authorised 

‘commensurate measures’ to enforce sanctions. Despite frantic diplomatic flurries 

and declarations from both sides o f an eagerness to find a peaceful solution, events 

were steadily, and perhaps inexorably, heading for a military resolution. On 

September 25 UN Security Council Resolution 670 imposed an air blockade, and 

there were the first indications that even the Soviet Union might support the use o f 

force, while on November 8 President Bush announced an increase in the number 

o f troops and equipment in Saudi Arabia in order to provide for an ‘offensive 

military option. ’ Throughout this period an unprecedented debate on the normative 

dimensions o f conflict (e.g. human rights, justice, law and order) was carried out in 

the media, between academics, politicians and clergy, and even among the citizen 

populations o f many states, whether directly involved in the conflict or not.
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On November 29 the Security Council set a deadhne of January 15, 1991, 

for the withdrawal of Iraqi forces, and Resolution 678 authorised ‘all necessary 

means’ for securing Iraqi compliance. December 19 saw Amnesty International 

reporting widespread human rights abuses by Iraqi forces in Kuwait, and the 

temperature in the war of words began to rise. The failure of the talks between 

U.S. Secretary of State James Baker and Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz on 

January 9 in Geneva, was followed on January 12 by American Congressional 

authorization for the use of force to evict Iraq, and Iraqi rebuffal of last-minute 

conciliation efforts by UN Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar and 

representatives of the French government.

On January 16 the UN deadline expired, and the coalition air campaign 

began within a matter of hours. Both sides advanced normative and legal 

arguments during the conflict, and the rhetoric focussed on the language of the 

crusade or jihad. The coalition began the ground offensive on February 24, and 

within a week, it was all over bar the shouting. However, the shouting continued, 

and continues, to be focused on the merits of the cases put forward by participating 

parties. Furthermore, the end of the Cold War might explain why it was possible to 

put together such a disparate coalition, but it does not explain why it happened. It 

is at best a permissive variable, answering questions of how rather than why 

intervention took place.

The following two chapters examine the various paradigmatic explanations 

justifying, or at least rationalising, the military intervention of coalition forces to 

expel Iraq from Kuwait. In this chapter state-centric rationales will be tested 

logically for fit with the available evidence. State-centric approaches include the 

classical realist paradigm, the legalist paradigm of ju s ad bellum (the justifiability 

of going to war) put forward by communitarians such as Michael Walzer, and 

state-centric considerations of international law. The next chapter will consider 

non-state-centric paradigms closely related to the liberal idealist considerations of 

human rights, customary international law and jus in hello (the justice of actions in 

war). The contrast between these two sets of approaches is needed because if we 

were able to demonstrate that normative justifications were at least plausible, then 

they could form the motivation, or at least part of the motivation, for state 

intervention in the post-Cold War security environment. If however they are 

proven clearly invalid, than power political explanations win out as our only
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plausible default scenario. Analysis in the following chapters demonstrates that 

essentially, even though considerations o f classical realism do not provide a 

complete answer, there appears to be a much greater fit between state-centric than 

non-state-centric rationalisations with the available evidence. Thus declaration o f a 

liberal new world order was at the least premature.

Ideological background

The end o f the Cold War and the fall o f  Communism did not after all 

represent some sort o f watershed after which, at least among the enlightened 

members o f the international community, good intervention replaced bad. Rather, 

the G ulf War in fact shows that only partial progress had been made along this 

road, and the conflict can be seen as a mere way station on the journey from state- 

centric justifications to those designed to further the interests o f the internal and 

external constituencies of states. This chapter considers the various state-centric 

paradigmatic explanations for intervention in this particular case, whereas the next 

chapter looks for evidence (or uncovers the lack o f it) linking the coalition action 

against Iraq with more radical sub- or trans-state justifications.

The different types o f state-centric justifications mentioned above will be 

analysed in terms o f rationality and fit with evidence from the case study and the 

workings of the international community at large. That is to say, analysis will be 

carried out o f whether there was enough at stake in terms o f material interest for a 

realist interpretation, and whether the major protagonists relied on a realist 

justification; then competing state-centric (codified) international law and legalist 

paradigm (just war theory concerning political sovereignty and territorial integrity) 

explanations will be considered regarding whether they offer a more convincing 

model for explaining coalition actions.

The latter two models, while still essentially state-centric, use an overlay o f 

normative language for considerations that remain focused on national interest. 

There are two important implications should either or both o f these paradigms 

offer a better explanation for the first G ulf intervention. First we need to consider 

to what extent the normative language sets a precedent that can be used in fiiture 

power political environments to facilitate a realist agenda. Perhaps there was 

something different about this intervention, but only to the extent o f introducing 

elements that merely make future traditional interventions more likely. Second, we
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need to consider to what extent the normative discourse used to disguise power 

political actions can ultimately come back to haunt rationally egoistic decision

makers.

My findings generally reflect the view that there was something different 

about the Gulf intervention. The chief coalition actors expressed a far higher level 

of concern with legitimacy and norms than has traditionally been the case. This 

constituted a major departure from the classical realist national interest 

justifications. However, I also find that this intervention falls into a broader 

reformed realist grouping, and does not show a major break with the concept of a 

power political environment in which states are unitary, are the major actors, and 

constitute the main point of reference for justification. That being the case, endism 

or new world order claims are at best premature and the liberal world-view 

remains unfulfilled at this juncture. On the other hand, later chapters will 

demonstrate how the genie let out of the normative bottle proved to be remarkably 

hard to push back in, and that the First Gulf War does mark the beginning of 

accountability to internal and external constituencies in intervention decision

making. First we will address realist considerations.

Realism and the G ulf

At first sight there appear to be significant realist justifications for the 

major protagonists taking action against the Iraqis. For America, most obviously, 

there is national interest linked with oil. The oil factor is related to the direct 

national interest of the United States in terms of American companies, individuals 

and investments, and concern for energy supplies and profits that may be 

repatriated from the region. ‘It is often held that the Gulf War of 1991 was the first 

of a new species of “resource wars” that will become more and more common as 

ecological and environmental pressures build up and affect the international 

political e c o n o m y . O i l  was also linked to indirect or macro-level interests of the 

United States. An Iraqi take-over of Saudi Arabia would have put Saddam Hussein 

in control of 50 per cent of the world’s oil reserves and would have allowed him to 

dominate OPEC and effectively run it to serve Iraq’s interests, while the oil crises

Matthews op. cit. 1993, p. 191



o f 1973 and 1979 had installed in market psychology the ‘truth’ that political crisis 

in the Middle East gives rise to oil crisis.’’^

The second vital national interest o f the United States threatened by Iraq’s 

actions was the challenge posed to the balance o f power and global status quo ante 

bellum. President Bush articulated four goals for Operation Desert Shield: 

‘Kuwait’s liberation; the restoration o f Kuwait’s government; the security and 

stability o f Saudi Arabia and the entire Gulf region; and the protection o f U.S. 

citizens.’ Richard Haas claims that decision-makers were conscious that how the 

Atlantic Community reacted to Iraq’s invasion o f Kuwait would have a significant 

impact upon the character o f post-Cold war international relations, as Iraq's 

invasion and occupation o f Kuwait was viewed as an attack upon the core 

principles o f international order.'^”* The core principles o f course were territorial 

integrity, political sovereignty, and the recognition o f the right o f other states to 

continued existence that had been laid down at the Peace o f Westphalia in 1648, 

and had dominated international security and order decision-making ever since.

A third national interest consideration for the US was that o f regional 

security and Israel. Iraq’s military as well as geographical growth was regarded as 

causing a threat to the economic and security stability o f the G ulf oil region, and, 

therefore, to the Western world. America was and is particularly sensitive to 

disturbances in the area because o f the special relationship with Israel, the uneasy 

relationship with a number o f the Muslim states, and the dependency experienced 

by the world’s largest energy consumer. Thus for Nusseibeh, the U.S. liberation o f 

Kuwait was dictated by what was perceived as the need to fiilfil certain economic 

and security requirements that did not seem attainable except through the use o f 

force, and America merely put into practice a complex moral camouflage to justify 

the force that was used.'^^

For Matthews, the factors determining America’s response were indirect 

rather than direct, related as much to the status and ‘responsibilities’ o f the United 

States as a global power as to the threat to its vital and direct national interests. 

Thus the main determinant o f U.S. response was the implication o f not responding.

ibid. p. 203.
Haas, Richard N., Intervention: The Use o f  American M ilitary Force in the Post-Cold War 

World (Revised Edition). Washington D.C.: Brooicings Institution Press, 1999, p. 32.
Nusseibeh, S., Can Wars be Just? A Palestinian Viewpoint o f  the G u lf war in Jean Bethke 

Eishtain (et al) op. cit. 1992, p. 77.
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He sums up this position as one o f pour decourager les autres; or the ‘loneliness o f 

the single global p o l i c e m a n . H a a s  takes a similar stand, claiming that if  the US 

had not responded it would forfeit opportunities to affect world conditions and its 

interests for the better. In addition, unwillingness to intervene when it was 

warranted would prompt the American public to question the worth o f funding and 

maintaining a modem military establishment.'^’ This may be seen as the military- 

industrial justification.

In Britain’s case, all the above justifications apply (with the possible 

exception o f Israel and global status), with the addition o f a number o f other 

realpolitik rationalisations. In terms o f historical, economic, political and prestige 

ties, Britain had a clear interest in reversing the invasion and annexation of 

Kuwait, as it had been previously involved in ensuring the integrity o f Kuwait 

against Iraq and maintained close relations with Saudi Arabia and the G ulf States. 

Furthermore, the Britain may be seen as a ‘natural’ ally o f the United States, in 

terms o f matching strategic interests, and it is also likely that major British 

decision-makers wanted to demonstrate a special relationship between the two
198countries for future strategic gain.

Thus, Ramsbottham concludes: ‘[t]he rejection o f successive Iraqi 

agreements to withdraw from Kuwait after 15 February 1991 was final proof that 

the war, and probably the crisis itself, had been manufactured to serve Western 

interests.’’’  ̂ Seemingly, then, a clear-cut case o f realpolitik intervention, merely 

masquerading as something new, different and morally superior. Certainly popular 

post-euphoric critical revision o f the Gulf Conflict paints such a picture. However, 

there remain elements o f motivation for allied intervention that are not adequately 

encompassed by classical realist explanation. Morgenthau, one o f the most 

respected voices o f realism, enunciated as his first fundamental rule that diplomacy 

m ust be divested o f the crusading spirit, yet critical opinion has also pinned such a

label on allied action.^**® Hauerwas contends that in many ways the G ulf War
201 • . . .resembled an old-fashioned crusade. Certainly the realist criteria listed above

M atthews op. cit. 1993, pp. 98-9.
Haas, op. cit. 1999, p. 9.
M atthews op. cit. 1993, p. 185.
Ramsbotham op. cit. 1994, p. 309.
M orgenthau, H.J., Politics Am ong Nations: The Struggle fo r  Power and Peace (B rie f Edition 

revised by Kenneth W. Thompson). New York; McGraw-Hill, 1993 [1948] p381-384
Hauerwas, S., Whose Just War? Which Peace? in Jean Bethke Elshtain (et al) op.cit. 1992, p. 88.
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played a part in the decision to go to war, yet there was also, almost as certainly, 

more to it than that.

Once Desert Shield was in place there was no further threat to the vast oil 

reserves o f Saudi Arabia, and indeed, on the macro level oil prices had already 

begun to stabilise. Some strategic analysts have demonstrated that the world’s 

fourth largest army (that belonging to Iraq) in fact posed very little threat to 

regional security as it was essentially defensively structured, and certainly would 

not have been able to launch an effective assault upon Israel. While any weapons 

o f mass destruction might have changed that situation, it would not have amounted 

to justification for the liberation o f Kuwait. In fact, it is hard to reconcile motives 

for the enforced liberation with realist criteria.

There might have been an element o f pour decourager les autres, but this is 

insufficient to explain why the choice was made to make this particular example. 

The substantial evidence o f decision-making processes embodied in the non-realist 

language used by British and American politicians was more than the usual moral 

bluster and rhetoric used to cover cynical and all too typical power-political 

manoeuvrings. Rather (for once) there was a concept o f fighting a truly just war. It 

seems that the normative concepts o f justice, freedom and doing what is ‘right’ had 

been internalised by the leading members o f the Atlantic Community. Perhaps not 

surprisingly, as these were the very concepts that the West claimed they had been 

fighting for the previous four decades o f the Cold War. For further analysis we 

need to turn to another intellectual tradition. The next section addresses the state- 

centric normative criteria embodied in the legalist paradigm and used by 

communitarian commentators to identify the constraints acting upon decision

makers when analysing the justifiability o f going to war.

The Jus ad Bellum

Matthews has pointed out how the centrifugal force o f anarchy persistently 

making for the disintegration o f the international community as each state takes 

autonomous action to look after its own interests in the system is held in balance 

by what might be regarded as an opposing ‘centripetal’ force o f interdependence in 

the system which tends to prevent disintegration into anarchy and chaos. ‘Part o f 

the manifestation o f this interdependence in the international system is the web of 

rules and customs that have developed both formally and organically to govern
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their interaction.’ *̂’̂  In rational terms this equates to the minimal rules of 

coexistence identified in chapter two.

As a result o f  such considerations, Thomas puts forward a pragmatic case 

against intervention to promote ‘humanitarian’ causes. Fundamental to this 

position is the fact that the state is the common value in international politics.^®^ 

All recognise the rational need to live and let live, as failure to do so might mean 

the ultimate disvalue for any state in the system, that o f annihilation. This is 

similar to the communitarian position taken by Walzer in his legalist paradigm,^®^ 

the essential element o f which is, as McCarthy points out, that Walzer cannot be 

counted as a Realist, because he maintains that non-intervention is a binding
205principle o f justice among states.

For Walzer, intervention is equivalent to aggression against the person and 

is always morally wrong because it forces people to risk their lives to protect their 

rights and their common way of life. Walzer and all other communitarians 

recognise the right o f individual states to resist the crime o f aggression. In other 

words there exists an absolute right for those acting in the name o f the state to 

initiate action to defend the citizenry and protect their state against external acts 

aimed at their destruction. Likewise other states friendly to the victim o f the 

aggression are entitled to come to its aid (i.e. to reverse the prior intervention) in 

defence o f the only shared normative value in the international system.

This may be considered an expansion o f the considerations o f the core 

principles o f international order introduced in the section analysis o f realist 

motivations for intervention. Thus we can see the close relationship between 

realists and communitarians. However, communitarians are more explicitly 

normative and introduce concepts o f rights, duties and values. That being the case 

they constitute an initial theoretical shift in the direction o f idealism. This is clear 

from W alzer’s definition o f aggression as not only a crime against the formal rules 

o f international society but also, more importantly, ‘an assault upon a people, a 

threat to their common life and even their physical survival. That is why particular 

acts o f aggression, like the Iraqi invasion, ought to be resisted -  not necessarily by

Matthews op. cit. 1993, p. 143.
Thomas, C., The Pragmatic Case A gainst Intervention in Ian Forbes and Mark Hoffman (eds.), 

op.cit. 1993, p. 91.
c f  Michael Walzer, Just and Unjust Wars: A M oral Argum ent with H istorical Illustrations: 2E. 

Cambridge MA,: Basic Books, 1992.
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military means but by some m e a n s . Y e t  in the debates between the proponents 

o f order and those championing justice in international relations, communitarians 

are still to be found siding with the former. Basically, states should act in a certain 

way, because then all are better off, thus it is the rational course o f action.

For communitarians intervention is bad because it disrupts international order 

and makes everybody worse off through the weakening o f international security 

that is only maintained by strict adherence to the principle o f non-intervention. For 

these reasons you are not permitted to intervene in the affairs o f another state even 

if  your intentions are good. However, if  somebody else has already taken the 

dangerous and immoral step o f committing an act o f aggression, you have both a 

right and a duty to redress the balance and restore order and the status quo ante 

bellum. So under certain very limited conditions it is just to go to war. Thus, while 

Mill is often cited as an authority on the impossibility o f forcing people to be free, 

he also said that:

a people the most attracted to freedom, the most capable o f  defending and making good use o f 
free institutions, may be unable to contend successfully for them against the military strength 
o f  another nation much more powerful. To assist a people thus kept down is not to disturb the 
balance o f  forces on which the permanent maintenance o f  freedom in a country depends, but 
to redress that balance when it is already unfairly and violently disturbed.^®’

Other authors consider intervention to rise above aggression if  sanctioned by 

the proper authorities. For Hedley Bull we have a rule o f non-intervention because 

unilateral intervention threatens the harmony and concord o f the society o f 

sovereign states, but if  an intervention expresses the collective will o f the society 

o f states, it may be carried out without bringing that harmony and concord into 

j e o p a r d y . A s  long as the international community endorses a military action, it is 

not a dangerous departure from the principle o f non-intervention and doesn’t 

threaten the order between states. These concepts form part o f the just war 

tradition, and more specifically, the ju s  ad bellum tradition, or justice concerning 

the decision to go to war. Thus, although might never makes right, argues the just

McCarthy op. cit. 1993, p. 82.
Walzer, M. Justice and Injustice in the G u lf War in Jean Bethke Elshtain (et al) op.cit. 1992, p.

2 .

quoted in Mayall, J., Non-Intervention, Self-Determination and the New World Order in Ian 
Forbes and Mark Hoffman (eds.), op.cit 1993, p. 168-9.

quoted in Rengger, N.J., Contextuality, Independence and the Ethics o f  intervention in Ian 
Forbes and Mark Hoffman (eds.), ibid. p. 91.
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war thinker, might may sometimes, on balance, serve right. For Campbell;

‘Whether or not the proponents of armed conflict with Iraq explicitly invoked just-

war theory, it is in that body of theory where any violation of the principle of
• 210sovereignty constitutes the primary trigger for a just conflict.’

In fact the proponents of armed conflict with Iraq did explicitly invoke just

war theory. President George Bush claimed in no uncertain terms, and on repeated

occasions, that the Persian Gulf War was just. For him: ‘We went halfway round

the world to do what is moral, just, and right.’ According to DeCasses, his moral

claim before Congress capped months of unprecedented ethical talk by the

President, the media, religious leaders, intellectuals, and working men and

women. Bush explicitly linked the concepts of violation of sovereignty,

aggression and justice, in a classical just war approach to legitimacy claiming that

although no one wants war there are times when ‘all countries who value the

principles of sovereignty and independence, must stand against aggression....

[Iraq’s] leaders are trying to wipe an internationally recognized sovereign state, a

member of the Arab League and the United Nations, off the face of the m ap.... It’s

black and white. The facts are clear. The choice is unambiguous. Right vs. 
, 2 1 2wrong.

The jus ad helium incorporates a large body of thought that has exerted 

influence over decision-makers, particularly decision-makers in the Atlantic 

Community, for hundreds of years. The essential canons of this tradition include:

1. Just Cause -  usually perceived as resistance to aggression, or the prevention of 

horrific practices. According to Elshtain, the ‘annexation of Kuwait by Iraq, 

the subsequent brutalization of Kuwaitis, and the gutting of their country were 

clear and blatant injustices, violations of basic principles of international order
213which encode respect for the autonomy of states.’ For many, these concepts 

were easily sufficient to justify coalition counter-intervention.

Elshtain, S B., Jus! War as Politics: What the G u lf War Told Us About Contem porary American  
Life in Jean Bethke Elshtain (et al) op.cit. 1992. p. 44.

Campbell op. cit. 1993, p. 23.
Editor’s note in Jean Bethke Eishtain (et al) op. cit. 1992. p. vii.
Campbell op. cit. 1993, p. 22.
Elshtain, J.B., Just War as Politics: What the G u lf War Told Us A bout Contem porary American  

Life in Jean Bethke Elshtain (et al) op.cit., 1992, p. 47.
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2. Right Intention -  wars for revenge, wars to satisfy bloodlust or imperial 

ambition, are not justifiable under the tradition’s criterion o f ‘right intention,’ 

but the Gulf War was waged, at least superficially, to reverse great evil, to 

repel an invader, to check offensive weapon development and to establish basic 

ground rules for the conduct o f post-Cold War international political and 

economic affairs.^'”* Any one o f these would probably be enough to signify just 

intention.

3. Competent Authority -  each action of the Iraqis was condemned, and each 

counteraction o f the coalition sanctioned, by unanimous or near unanimous 

resolutions o f the United Nations Security Council, the highest competent 

authority on international security matters. Furthermore, the allied intervention 

was authorised by the democratically elected representatives o f the major 

intervening states at the highest level. Where available, further legitimacy was 

provided through the assent o f democratic balancing measures in these states 

(e.g. the Congress o f the United States and the official parliamentary 

opposition in the United Kingdom.)

Furthennore, lest such bodies be seen as representative o f only certain 

sectors inherently antagonistic to the Iraqi regime, and thus lacking in 

legitimacy or authority, backing was also sought from the major Arab states. 

This was forthcoming, not only in the Arab League condemnation o f Iraq at the 

Cairo meeting (and throughout the action), but also in the form o f Arab 

contingents sent to join the coalition forces. ‘In short, the Gulf W ar was 

authorized, not just once, but in a continuing process o f international
215agreement, by all the relevant “competent authorities.’”

4. Reasonable Chance o f Success -  despite playing up the difficulty o f the task 

posed in defeating the world’s fourth biggest army, allied planners must have 

been confident in their ability to deliver a short, victorious war, and to all 

intents and purposes, this criterion has been vindicated by subsequent events.

5. Proportionality o f ends -  certainly ‘war is hell’, and a fair degree o f suffering 

was to be expected, but in assessing the proportionality o f ends the coalition 

leaders had to consider not just the likely effects o f intervention, but also those

Weigel, G., From  last resort to endgam e: M orality, the G u lf War, an d  the P eace  P rocess  in Jean 
Bethke Elshtain (et al) ibid., pp. 21-25.
^'^ibid.
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o f non-intervention. Saddam Hussein’s actions had already caused a great deal 

o f pain in many quarters, and considerably more was likely to follow if he was 

to be allowed to continue his activities unchecked.

6. Last Resort -  for Wiegel, this comes down to whether ‘reasonable people can 

reasonably conclude that all reasonable efforts at a nonmilitary solution have 

been tried, have failed, and in all probability will continue to fail.’ He points 

out that ‘we know, now, that thousands o f Kuwaitis were killed, tortured, 

raped, or otherwise brutalized while we were ‘giving sanctions a chance,’ and 

there is every reason to think that the pillage o f Kuwait would have continued 

unabated had the ‘sanctions only’ policy prevailed in January.

7. The Goal o f Peace -  this condition is not universally subscribed to by just war 

theorists, but is popular among the more state-centric proponents of 

international order. That being the case, I feel that some consideration should 

be given to it in this section. Essentially, war is considered evil, except if 

waged in order to put an end to an existing conflict, or to ensure that war is less 

likely to take place in the future. Both o f these justifications were claimed by 

the coalition.

Thus Johnson, J.T. and Weigel, G., conclude that:

Iraq ’s actions flagran tly  v io la ted  both international law  and the deep er in ternational consc ience  
expressed  in th e  idea o f  a peaceful and stab le  w orld  order. N or w ere  m ilita ry  fo rces com m itted  
by  the  U nited  S ta tes o r the  o th er coalition  nations beh ind  c losed  doors; the  au tho riza tion  w as 
public , w as w orked  ou t in debate, and, w hen it cam e, c learly  rep resen ted  th e  w ill o f  the 
au tho riz ing  bodies. T he c ritic s’ charges o f  a hidden A m erican  agenda  w ere no t borne  out, e ither 
during  o r after th e  fact. T he use o f  force w as p ro portiona te , given the  w ro n g s th a t w ere  to  be 
righted. T he con tinual aggression  on the  part o f  Saddam  H ussein  sw ep t aw ay , one by  one, o ther 
possib le  m eans o f  reso lv ing  the  crisis short o f  force. T he ju d g em en t o f  a reaso n ab le  hope  o f  
success w as em inen tly  sound. T he co a litio n ’s m ilita ry  action  w as m otiva ted  by the  desire  to  lay 
a foundation  fo r peace.^'^

All o f these points may be, and have been, challenged to a greater or lesser 

extent in the context o f the Gulf War. Just cause has been challenged on grounds 

o f cultural specificity regarding notions o f justice and the state. According to 

Matthews, the contemporary concept o f the state is a European phenomenon and 

the modem international system o f nation-states is in essence a European

^"’ ibid. p. 125.
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construction. ‘So not only is some scepticism warranted when addressing the issue 

o f  the ethics o f behaviour within states there are particular difficulties when it
7  1 8comes to investigating the role o f morality in relations between states.’ 

Furthermore, it may not be desirable that moral principle should be the major 

determinant o f action as inhumanity can result from a belief in moral superiority. 

‘Indeed it might be a plausible maxim that “secular pragmatism” as a guide to 

action in foreign policy is more likely to lead to moderate behaviour than 

“morality.” ’̂ ''’

However, far from being a uniquely Western concept and construct, Islamic
• • • • • 220  scholars have traced some o f the earliest state entities to the region m question.

Iraq attracted condemnation for its actions from diverse sources not limited to the

W est, but rather including members o f the ‘second’ or formerly communist world,

the developing world, and even the Arabic world. Furthermore, Johnson and

W eigel respond that every culture has a moral tradition that addresses the

justification and limitation o f war. ‘Though the specific terms and structures o f

what has come to be called just war tradition are those that have taken shape in the

West, their ideas represent a far broader concept o f moral issues and limits o f

military f o r c e . T h u s  the specificity objection to just cause is probably not

appropriate in the Gulf case.

The ‘right intention’ of the allies has been criticised on the grounds of 

double standards. The West was keen to intervene in this case, yet barely voices 

criticism when it comes to similar misdeeds by its friends or those countries with 

which it has an interest in maintaining friendly relations. The Soviet Union 

invaded a number o f its neighbours with seeming impunity, China annexed Tibet, 

Indonesia swallowed East Timor, and most importantly and emotively, Israel was 

able to continue its illegal oppression o f Palestine despite criticism from the United 

Nations Security Council. As pointed out by Ben Cohen in his ‘War Report’ no 5 

(2/3/1991) none o f the 15 Resolutions passed by the Security Council criticising 

Israel’s behaviour with regard to Palestine has been acted upon. They include: 

Resolution 267 condemning Israel’s annexation o f East Jerusalem in 1980;

Johnson, J.T. and Weigel, G .,Just War and the G u lf War. W ashington D.C.; Ethics and Public 
Policy Center, 1991, p. 30.

Matthews op. cit. 1993, p. 170.
^‘’ ibid. p. 172.

Johnson, J.T. and Weigel, G., op. cit. 1991, p. 5.
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Resolution 441 calling for the creation o f a UN Commission to examine illegal 

settlements in the occupied territories.^^^ Furthermore, it is somewhat problematic, 

to say the least, for the West to claim the manufacture o f weapons o f mass
• • 223destruction to be in some way ‘unjust’ or illegitimate. On this interpretation the 

real aim o f the West was not the liberation o f Kuwait, but ‘to destroy the economic 

and military structures o f Iraq which constitute an Arab force, with the goal of 

establishing a strong Israel and mastery over Arab oil wealth.

Yet if  this were the case, it did not make sense for the Allies to stop at the 

Iraqi border. The above objectives would have been better served through total 

conquest o f Iraq, something that was well within the power o f coalition forces 

when the halt was called. The claim of double standards relying on comparison 

with cases o f non-intervention by the West may be countered in a number o f ways. 

Firstly, Matthews claims that past breaches o f any moral code should not preclude 

current conformity to that code.^^^ This is a particularly important concept for 

those who see the Gulf intervention as setting new standards for adherence to an 

international nonnative rules regime. Secondly, in many of the cases commonly 

cited, the acts o f aggression supposedly justifying intervention did not amount to 

annexation o f the entire territory of a state and its extinction as a viable political 

entity, or the status o f the entity invaded was itself essentially challenged.

Thirdly, legitimations o f intervention are essentially rationally permissive 

rather than prescriptive. Intervention will only happen when likely to succeed, 

when likely to reduce suffering rather than increase it, and, it must be admitted, 

often when such intervention will also serve the national interest o f intervening 

states. Much o f this is covered by other elements o f just war theory listed above. 

Furthermore, as Walzer points out: ‘no sane political leader would choose a war 

that brought millions or even hundreds o f thousands o f deaths, or that threatened 

the world with nuclear destruction, for the sake o f Kuwait independence.’ 

Basically such a decision just would not be rational in terms o f cost benefit 

analysis.

ibid.
The Mundi Club Occasional Publication no.l The G u lf War had nothing to do with Kuwait: So 

you thought you knew what the G u lf War was all about Hull, 1991 p. 7.
Hauerwas, S., Whose Just War? Which Peace? in Jean Bethke Elshtain (et al) op. cit. 1992, p.
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Ramsbotham op. cit. 1994, p. 309.
Matthews, K., The G u lf Conflict and International Relations. London: Routledge, 1993, p. 173.



Criticism of the third element of legitimacy does not stand up for the 

reasons listed above. While it may be true that the United Nations in general, and 

the United Nations Security Council in particular, is in thrall to the United States, 

this is not sufficient to explain the backing the coalition received from non-aligned 

and even anti-Western states, and the criticism o f Iraq even by those states which 

would normally be the most sympathetic to it. The near unanimous voting in the 

Security Council meant an unprecedented degree o f competent authority 

authorisation for the coalition actions. Furthermore, the competent authorities 

within the major alliance states surely held greater claims to legitimacy through a 

democratic mandate than did Saddam Hussein’s regime.

With the benefit o f hindsight, a number o f critics have claimed that Saddam 

Hussein won the First Gulf War, as he was, until recently, the only political leader 

from the time o f the conflict to still be in power. He maintained his resolve in the 

face o f continuing sanctions and UN weapons inspectors, and it looked as if  the 

coalition fielded against him would crumble before the Ba’athist regime did so. He 

also gained kudos among the Arab and Muslim world for standing up to the 

Atlantic Community in general and the United States in particular. However, the 

main declared war aim of the allies was to expel Iraq from Kuwait, and in this they 

succeeded remarkably well. Furthermore, while the initial coalition did crumble, 

members o f the Atlantic Community ultimately saw the business through to the 

end. While certain members o f the community when faced with a second round o f 

military action against Saddam Hussein, did deviate from the course o f action 

advocated by the hegemonic leadership, they did not side with the enemy, and did 

nothing to help him.

The next two clauses are the most contentious. Firstly, with regard to 

proportionality, it is argued that war can never be legitimate under m odem 

conditions because its costs will always be greater than its benefits. Such claims 

were particularly prevalent among religious communities during the conflict. Thus 

on November 15, 1990, the National Council of Churches o f Christ criticised the 

Bush administration for its ‘reckless rhetoric and imprudent behaviour’; and on the 

same date Archbishop Daniel Pilarczyk, president o f the National Conference o f 

Catholic Bishops, wrote to Bush that he feared coalition actions could well violate

^ ‘̂ W alzer, op. cit. 1992, pp. 7-8.
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just war criteria, ‘especially the principles o f proportionality and last resort. 

Thus a Jesuit magazine in Rome with editorials reviewed by the Vatican Secretary 

o f State expressed the following opinion:

At this point, can we still talk about a “just w ar”? Shouldn’t we say instead that “ju s t w ars” 
can’t exist because even when just causes come into play, the harm wars do by their nature 
is so grave and horrendous that they can never be justified on the forum o f  conscience? 
This is all the more true because wars are not necessary and inevitable, since the injustices 
for which they are supposed to provide the rem edy can be cured by other and no less 
effective means.

However, these positions equate fairly closely with pacifism. If it is deemed 

impossible for modem wars to be just, as costs in terms o f human suffering will 

always outweigh benefits, the same could also be said o f all wars throughout 

history. Far from the use o f modem weapons automatically leading to a massive 

increase in the suffering bome by civilians and the innocent, it was hoped that new 

‘smart’ munitions could actually limit so-called ‘collateral damage’ thereby 

making this and future conflicts more likely to meet just war criteria. W hether or 

not this was actually the case in practice is more precisely a subject o f ju s  in bello, 

or justice concerning the way the war was fought, and will be dealt with in the 

following chapter.

In general, commentators have remarked that although some measures 

taken by the allies might be seen as having been excessive, it was the overall 

restraint o f the allies in order to attempt to stay within the paradigm that is most 

noticeable upon a detailed evaluation o f the evidence. At this point all that is 

necessary for legitimacy in terms o f the proportionality maxim and ju s  ad bellum is 

the belief that the human costs involved in not intervening would outweigh those 

involved in taking action against Iraq. Walzer further questions pacific 

interpretations o f the proportionality maxim in terms o f figuring in the value of 

defeating an aggressive regime and deterring other, similar regimes. ‘All values o f 

this latter sort are likely to lose out to the body count, since it is only bodies that
229can be counted.’

Jean Bethke Elshtain (et al) op. cit. 1992, p. 128.
Heinegg, P., translation o f  M odern War and the Christian Conscience  from La Civilta Cattolica 

cited in Elshtain ibid. p. 117.
Walzer, op. cit., 1992, p. 2.



The coalition action may be more accurately challenged according to just 

war criteria on the principle o f last resort. According to Campbell, when Secretary 

Baker finally met Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz in Geneva in 9 January 1991, 

he declared that his purpose had been ‘not to negotiate... but... to communicate’ 

and Chomsky has characterised US diplomacy during the conflict as being ‘limited 

to delivery o f an ultimatum: “capitulate or die.’” War can hardly have been 

considered a last resort if  some of the major alternatives to military action had not 

been explored to the fullest. Not only were diplomatic channels underused, 

sanctions were not given the time required to succeed. This could be considered a 

major failing on the part o f the allies, particularly since sanctions might have 

worked as they were universally accepted; Iraq had no large friendly neighbours 

willing to help them break the embargo, indeed the contiguous states were either 

enemies (Iran and Syria), part o f the coalition (Turkey), or had problems o f their 

own (USSR); and the allies were ready and able to blockade air and sea. This 

failing also feeds back into other elements o f the complex allied defence o f the 

justifiability o f their actions.

Campbell has pointed out that the congressional resolution authorizing the 

use o f military force in the Gulf depended on two key assumptions: the 

unprovoked aggression o f Iraq, and, in the ascription o f the conflict as just, that 

war was a last resort. Section 2 (b) o f the resolution required the president to 

determine that ‘the United States has used all appropriate and other peaceful means 

to obtain compliance by Iraq with the United Nations Security Council 

Resolutions....’ According to Campbell, ‘the president met that requirement on 16 

January 1991 with a letter to the Speaker of the House and the president pro-tem of 

the Senate, in which he simply repeated, as fact rather than contention, the 

resolution’s wording.’ Furthermore, there was little if any public discussion about 

the possibility for a negotiated solution; rather a continual anti-appeasement line 

‘continually emphasized that nothing should be done that could be taken to be a 

reward for aggression, thereby leaving little room for a nonmilitary solution. 

Indeed, in accounts o f decisionmaking in the early days o f the crisis, the option o f 

diplomacy is remarkably conspicuous by its absence.’

C am pbell, op. cit. 1993, p. 58. 
M atthew s, op. cit. 1993, p. 145 
C am pbell, op. cit. 1993, p. 57.
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If competent authority is seen to at least in part involve Congress, and if 

congressional endorsement is granted through relevant resolutions, in the 

American case, the endorsement o f competent authority is thereby also lost. 

However, even if there were other measures that could have been taken, this need 

not be a terminal failing for the legitimacy o f the allied case. Although it was 

morally obligatory to canvass these possibilities and to weigh the likely 

consequences, as Walzer points out, it is hard to see how it could have been 

obligatory to adopt one o f them, or a sequence of them, simply so that war would 

be a ‘last resort.’ He refers back to his criticism that ‘last resort’ would make war 

morally impossible, for we can never reach finality, or we can never know we have 

reached it, as there is always something else to do. Thus as ‘most competent 

observers, applying this or that version o f rational decision theory, expected Iraq to 

yield before the January 15 deadline. When that did not happen, war was, though 

not a “last,” surely a legitimate resort.’

Although sanctions are almost universally and perhaps unthinkingly 

regarded as morally superior to the use o f force, it may also be that sanctions cause 

more suffering to civilian populations, which is surely one o f the prime measures 

o f the morality o f intervention. Furthermore, by most estimates, sanctions were 

likely to take at least a year.^^"  ̂Not only would great suffering on both sides be 

perpetuated perhaps longer than necessary during this time, the coalition might 

also have fragmented through internal tensions, leaving no end salvation to atone 

for the sufferings meted out by the means.

Finally we have the goal o f peace. If  this had been the prime allied 

motivation, and they considered Saddam Hussein to be a serious threat to 

international peace and security, then coalition forces should have pushed on to 

Baghdad. But then, o f course, the allied effort would have had its legitimacy 

undermined by other just war considerations. On the other hand, some just war 

arguments can be used to reinforce the Iraqi claims to legitimacy o f action. It is 

possible in such a way to portray Iraq as a victim o f Kuwaiti aggression. Some 

sources in the Middle East believed that in following a strategy o f collapsing oil 

prices, the Gulf states were trying to bring down or contain Iraq in a manner

W alzer, op. cit. 1992, pp. 5-7.
M atthew s, op. cit. 1993, p. 148.
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similar to the way they had successfully weakened Iran during the Iran-Iraq war.^^^ 

Thus W alzer’s concept o f legitimate anticipation can be used to justify both sides’ 

actions.

For it m eans tiiat aggression  can be  m ade ou t not o n ly  in the  absence  o f  a m ilita ry  attack  or 
invasion but in the (p robab le) absence o f  any im m edia te  in ten tion  to  launch such an attack  
o r invasion. T he general fo rm ula  m ust go  som eth ing  like this: sta tes m ay use m ilita ry  force 
in the  face o f  th rea ts o f  w ar, w herever the  failure to do so w ould  seriously  risk  their 
territo ria l in tegrity  o r po litica l independence. U nder such c ircum stances it can be fairly  
said that they  have been forced to fight and that th ey  are the  v ictim s o f  aggression .

Thus although the occupation of Kuwait was wrong, it might also be 

claimed that so was the restoration o f its undemocratic government and its unfairly 

privileged position. While it might be admitted that the use o f force to erase 

unnatural borders separating different parts o f the same Arab body was wrong, 

surely even more wrong was the forceful intervention o f a non-Arab body to undo
7^7 • . . . .that erasure. That there are mherent contradictions in the just war tradition 

complicates the task o f assessing the justice o f intervention based on the accepted 

criteria. Walzer attempts a clarification by prioritising the criteria. For him, it is 

our abhorrence o f aggression that is authoritative here, while the maxim of ‘last 

resort’ and proportionality play only marginal and uncertain r o l e s . T h u s  supreme 

emergency can act as a form of pre-emptive countering o f aggression.

However, Campbell points out that in W alzer’s ‘supreme emergency,’ a 

state that believes it is threatened, even if an act o f aggression has not been 

committed, can take actions that might in other circumstances be considered 

unjust, and that That being the case the identification o f aggression and the 

ascription o f justice are not achieved by appealing to a set o f neutral foundation 

criteria but rather are achieved through a relation o f power that ‘constructs a 

hierarchy o f superior/inferior, in which states associating themselves with the 

former can punish ones they represent in terms o f the latter. Moreover, it means 

that just-war theory -  rather than providing the critique o f realism that many 

proponents claim it does -  bears a striking affinity to the logic o f raison d ’etat.

C am pbell, op. cit. 1993, p. 45. 
quo ted  in C am pbell, ibid., p. 49. 
N usseibeh , op. cit. 1992, p. 81. 
W alzer, op. cit, 1992, p. 2. 
C am pbell, op. cit. 1993, p. 25.
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Part o f the problem regarding interpretation o f the competing demands o f 

ju s  ad bellum is that some writers on the just war tradition and practitioners 

responding to its influence, see its canons as universal, while others see them as 

the product o f certain cultural and historical processes, and therefore open to 

interpretation or even rejection. For instance, Hauerhas considers the evaluation o f 

the Gulf War on the grounds o f whether it met all the conditions o f just war, as 

being an acceptance o f childish terms o f analysis in that, like children, we are 

asked to begin thinking morally without any consideration o f where our morality 

comes from. '̂*'  ̂ Some authors see the classic canons as timeless, ‘the moral criteria 

by which thoughtful people in the West have wrestled with the questions o f force, 

power, violence, and the pursuit o f peace since the days o f St. Augustine,’ whereas 

others consider such thinking naive, and the notion that just war criteria have been 

unchanging throughout the centuries an illusion.^"^'

This thesis rejects the notion of immutability and contends that just war 

theory has moved on from the state-centric focus o f ju s  ad bellum to a position 

where greater emphasis is placed on ju s  in hello. That is to say, the ends no longer 

necessarily justify the means, but rather how the war is to be fought must now 

form an integral part o f the analysis o f the legitimacy o f going to war, and indeed 

feedback along these lines from internal and external constituencies is imposing 

increasing constraints upon the freedom of decision o f rationally egoistical 

statesmen. The concept o f universality in terms o f shared norms is also rejected, 

but as identified in chapter one, it is possible to acknowledge an overlapping 

consensus in which different cultural traditions have independently or through 

collaboration and contagion thrown up agreement in certain normative domains.

These concepts will be further explored in the next and other chapters. The 

next section o f this chapter will consider how codified international law, a final 

state-centric, or raison d'etat approach to the justification o f intervention and the 

construction o f societal constraints, deals with the ambiguities raised by just war 

theory. A number o f theorists have attempted to present a more rigidly codified 

construct o f justification in order to produce clearer benchmarks. Chief among 

these are the legal scholars. Regardingjw^ ad bellum, international law generally is 

somewhat narrower that the just war tradition as a whole. This relatively narrow

H auerw as, op. cit. 1992, p. 95.
W eigel, op. cit. 1992, p. 19, H auerw as, ibid., P. 94.
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focus has the advantage o f bringing greater clarity and specifity to the matters 

involved?"^^ Furthermore, many have observed that in liberal societies, it is almost 

inevitable that the law becomes our morality?'*^ That being the case the canons of 

international law provide more concrete guidelines for action and the measurement 

o f the justifiability o f actions, and are likely to have a greater impact upon rational 

decision-making.

International legal justifications for intervention in the Gulf can be seen as 

an extension to the just war debate recorded above. However, at times the two 

approaches come into conflict (for example the legal mission to return to the status 

quo ante bellum even if  that status quo was unjust), thus international law can also 

be seen to form a distinct intellectual tradition.

LAW

For Johnson and Weigel, international law is one o f the most important 

carriers o f just war tradition in the contemporary world offering relatively 

straightforward definitions o f key concepts. It defines order as the recognition o f 

the integrity o f states; justice as the provision for the recognition o f states and the 

formal equality o f treatment within a legal community o f nations, the United 

Nations; and peace as the state o f affairs in which order and justice, thus defined, 

coexist. ‘Working from this standard, the U.N. Security Council authorized the use 

o f force to expel Iraq from Kuwait and to restore Kuwaiti territory and national 

autonomy. The goal was, as much as possible, to restore the status quo ante 

bellum.

The reluctance o f the United States to assume a more active role stemmed 

largely from its desire to stay within the bounds o f what is allowed by international 

law in rolling back aggression.^'^^ By contrast, not only did Iraq’s action blatantly 

violate the letter o f Article 2 o f the UN Charter (prohibiting ‘use o f force against 

the territorial integrity [and] political independence’ o f another country), but, more 

profoundly, it showed utter disregard for the very norm on which the state system, 

and through it the United Nations itself, stands: a de facto  acceptance o f every

Johnson, J.T. and Weigel,  G., op. c i t , 1991, p. 14. 
Hauerwas, op. cit. 1992 p. 94.
Johnson, J.T, and Weigel,  G., op. cit., 1991, p. 37. 
ibid. p. 40.



state’s right to exist?"^^ The question we need to consider is which type o f state 

action was, and is, more in tune with common state practice and the norms of 

international society.

Matthews notes that there is a common popular cynicism about the 

effectiveness o f international law, and that there is even scepticism among 

academics and lawyers as to the actual existence o f international law due to the 

perception that international law is honoured more in its breach than in its 

observance. ‘Moreover, it is argued that there is little evidence that international 

law restrains states from pursuing their interests in the international system.’ 

However, he contends that such extreme scepticism is on the whole misplaced.^"*^ 

In particular he places widespread obedience o f the dictates o f international law in 

a rational decision-making framework. He notes that ‘if states breach international 

law it is because they have judged that the objectives are worth the costs that will 

be incurred as a result of that breach. Thus it is the cost entailed in breaching it that 

ensures overwhelmmg compliance with international law.

Indeed, much o f the normative and legitimising debate concerning the Gulf 

crisis was about the breaking o f international law and the ability o f the rules o f 

international law to govern and restrain the behaviour o f states. ‘It was not only the 

fact o f the violation o f international law by the Iraqis that assumed such an 

important role in the crisis but the apparent blatant contempt for international law 

that the Iraqi leadership displayed in its justification for its actions and in the 

conduct o f its crisis diplomacy.’ This contempt increasingly consolidated the anti- 

Iraqi sentiments in the United Nations and the world over and was in sharp 

contradiction to ‘the care and patience with which the United Nations Coalition 

was put together by the major Security Council members -  the US, Britain and 

France -  and the meticulous regard for the United Nations and international law on 

each step that was taken by the Coalition in confronting Iraq.’^̂  ̂ That, on the 

whole, it was Saddam Hussein who found himself isolated, and the allied leaders 

who found themselves at the head o f an unprecedented coalition, suggests that the 

latter were more in tune with international sentiment, and reveals the importance 

and impact o f international law in this case study.

ibid. p. 22.
M atthew s, op. cit. 1993, p. 126.
ibid. p. 128.
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There are three legal positions with which we must concern ourselves in 

our analysis o f the justification o f military action during the First G ulf War. These 

are:

1. The legitimacy o f the state o f Kuwait under international law.

2. The legitimacy o f Iraqi claims under international law.

3. The legitimacy o f the Allied intervention under international law.

The legitim acy o f  the state o f  Kuwait

‘Ever since the eighteenth century the status o f Koweit (as it was then 

referred to) had been an ambiguous o n e . T h e  Sheikhdom was situated on the 

periphery of the Ottoman Empire, in some aspects conspicuously independent o f 

the larger political entity, in others appearing to owe it some degree o f allegiance. 

For instance, it flew the Ottoman flag (albeit with a modification that added to its 

indeterminate status), yet existed outside the military control o f the Empire, and 

indeed had no Turkish troops situated upon its territory. This qualification is 

important from a legal perspective, because under international law, sovereignty is 

dependent upon the ability to exert adequate control over a territory.

International recognition is another important factor concerning the 

legitimacy o f a claim to sovereignty. It is interesting to note that the ‘United States 

has in actuality never recognized a legally binding border separating Iraq and 

Kuwait, because no officially ratified delineation agreement has to date been 

deposited with the United N a t i o n s . I n d e e d ,  the borders between Iraq, Saudi 

Arabia and Kuwait were a result, primarily, o f somewhat arbitrary lines o f 

demarcation drawn upon British imperial maps. Iraq accepted Kuwait’s 

sovereignty and independence in 1963 (two years after sovereignty had been 

granted by Britain and first challenged by Iraq), in Agreed Minutes that referred to 

correspondence o f 1932 between the two. However, neither the 1932 letters nor the 

1963 minutes contained any map of triangulation or demarcation to specify clearly 

the border’s location.^^^

ibid. pp. 128-9. 
ibid. p. 133.
C am pbell ,  op. cit., 1993, p. 32. 
ibid. pp. 32-33.
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Yet Membership of the United Nations has overwhelmingly come to be 

regarded as the major benchmark of international recognition of the existence and 

legitimacy of the status of a state, and Kuwait was admitted to the UN in 1963. 

Since the legality of a state’s claim to sovereign independence is one of the criteria 

applied by the Security Council in considering its application for membership of 

the United Nations, it is unlikely to undo its own legal judgement. In addition, Iraq 

was laying claim to the whole of Kuwaiti territory rather than a disputed border. It 

would have been difficult for the United Nations to countenance a contested claim 

to the whole of a territory of a Member, as that would be to accept a legal basis for 

the demise of one of its own constituents. Perhaps not surprisingly, therefore, 

during its existence no member of the United Nations has ceased to exist as a 

sovereign s t a t e . I f  Iraq had limited its claims to only part of Kuwait’s territory, 

its case might have been more sympathetically received, but even then it would 

have been under a legal obligation to submit to arbitration and peacefiil settlement 

of the dispute under Chapter VI of the UN Charter.

Furthermore, Kuwait has long held the prerequisites of statehood (such as 

uncontested de facto  political control of its territory) and been treated as 

possessing such characteristics, not just by Western states, but also by regional 

political entities including Iraq. Kuwait joined the Arab League as a sovereign 

state on 5 July 1961. Iraq had recognised Kuwaiti independence in July 1932 and 

was to do so again in October 1963. Iraq has claimed that these acts of recognition 

were not legal,̂ "̂* yet although neither of these treaties of recognition was ratified 

by Iraqi legislative authorities, they may still be considered binding, as the Vienna 

Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969) Article 46 pronounces that: ‘1. A state 

may not invoke the fact that its consent to be bound by a treaty has been expressed 

in violation of a provision of its internal law regarding competence to conclude 

treaties as invalidating its consent unless that violation was manifest.’ Thus

Matthews, op. cit. 1993, pp. 130-131.
Press Release by the press office o f  the Embassy o f  the Republic o f  Iraq, London, 12 September 

1990: “The letter o f  the Iraqi Prime Minister, (R ef No. 7944) dated 21*' July 1932, to the British 
High Comm issioner in Baghdad, concerning the demarkation o f  the Iraqi-Kuwaiti border, had no 
m andatory dejure recognition since the constitutional procedures were not completed by the 
ratification o f  the legislative authority at that tim e,... Iraq, since its establishment, claimed 
consistently Kuwait as part o f  the Iraqi territory.” In Lauterpacht, E., G reenwood, C.J., W eller, M., 
and Bethlehem, D. (eds.). The Kuwait Crisis: Basic Documents. Cambridge: Burlington Press, 
1991, pp. 73-6.

Matthews, op. cit. p. 138.
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Kuwait was commonly held (even by the Iraqis) to own a legitimate existence as a 

sovereign state.

The legitim acy o f  Iraqi claims

The legitimacy of Iraqi claims rests substantially on what has come to be 

known as the documented history criterion. Iraq claimed that [a] Kuwait was 

historically part o f the Ottoman province o f Basrah, and was unjustly lopped off by 

British imperial machinations; [b] Iraq was created through the unification o f the 

Ottoman provinces o f Mosul, Baghdad and Basrah prior to the First World War; 

[c] had Turkey been able to oversee succession to its empire, Kuwait would have 

been made part o f Iraq, but Turkey was unjustly excluded from the succession 

process. Matthews outlines three considerations that impinge directly upon the 

claims -  firstly, the status o f Kuwait as part o f Ottoman Empire; secondly, the 

presence or absence o f any natural continuity in status o f the provinces that 

became Iraq to which Kuwait should belong -  i.e. the question o f a pre-existing 

historical and political entity called Mesopotamia; thirdly, the validity o f 

succession to the Ottoman Empire in the absence o f Turkey as key player.^^*’

As previously stated, Kuwait’s relationship with the Ottoman Empire was 

an ambiguous one. However, it is clear that Turkey did not exert the degree o f 

control over the territory necessary to establish a claim of legal sovereignty. This 

was reflected in the correspondence and diplomatic activity o f the major pre-First 

World War powers. For instance, British diplomats may privately, at times, have 

acknowledged Kuwait as falling within the Turkish ‘sphere o f influence,’ but at no 

time was sovereignty over the territory accorded the Ottoman Empire by them, and 

indeed their resistance to the notion was consistent and vocal. Thus on the 19 

November 1898, before taking up his post as Viceroy o f India, Lord Curzon in a 

memorandum representing Persian Affairs stated that ‘the asking o f a Concession 

from Turkey for a railway with a terminus at Kowait, and, still more, the granting 

o f  it, involve the assumption that Kowait is under Turkish sovereignty, which it 

certainly is not, or under Turkish control, which it equally cannot be said to be.... 

Turkish authority has never been effectively asserted in Kowait, and [there is] no 

evidence [that] such authority is forthcoming.’

ib id ., pp. 132-3.
L auterpacht, et. al., op. cit., 1991, p. 8.
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This position was also reflected in official British diplomatic activity. On 

the 23 January 1899 the British Government signed a Secret Agreement with the 

Sheikh o f Kuwait. In September 1901 the Ottoman and British governments 

exchanged telegrams affirming their willingness to maintain the status quo with 

respect to Kuwait, agreeing that neither would send troops, occupy Kuwait, or 

establish a protectorate, and this recognition o f the independent status o f Kuwait 

was reinforced by an exchange of memos between 29 July 1911 and 18 July
19 2̂.258

The un-ratified Convention Respecting the Persian G ulf Area between the 

British Government and the Ottoman Imperial Government signed on 29 July 1913 

recognised Kuwait as an Autonomous Kaza with its own variation on the Ottoman 

flag. It contained a Secret Additional Protocol in which the Ottoman government
259agreed to not interfere in ‘Koweit’s ’ interior or exterior affairs. Matthews sees 

this as a key document because it seems to establish the independent status o f 

Koweit (although again not without some ambiguity as the status o f the document 

itself is uncertain because it was not ratified owing to the outbreak o f the First 

World War.)^*’*’ Again, however, we may refer to the Vienna Convention on the 

Law o f Treaties to see that lack o f ratification does not interrupt the binding nature 

o f  the treaty.

Likewise, Iraqi attempts to link Kuwait to Mesopotamia may be considered 

legally spurious. The claim to the existence of Mesopotamia as a legal entity is 

itself somewhat tenuous. Iraq was essentially a fabrication o f the British Empire 

like a number of its neighbours. ‘Even those who claim to trace the Arab state 

system back to the pre-Ottoman period make an exception in the case o f Syria, 

Jordan, Palestine and Iraq where the state-system itself is recognised as being a 

creation o f the colonial powers.’̂ *’’ Thus, not surprisingly, the Association for Free 

Kuwait attested that:

K uw ait n ev er cam e under the  ru le o f  the  O ttom ans, no r under th e  ru le  o f  any area  w ith in  
ottom an au tho rity  such as B aghdad or B a sra .... T h e  c la im  that K uw ait w as part o f  B asra  is 
fu rther refu ted  by  th e  fact that the  O ttom an E m pire  enfo rced  its law s in all co u n tries under 
its dom ain . O ne such law  is th e  code o f  ju d ic ia l ru les w hich  rep resen ted  th e  civil law  o f  the

ibid. pp. 1 0 -1 1 ,2 9 -3 1 . 
ibid. pp. 32-35.
M atthew s, op. cit. 1993, p. 135. 
ibid. p. 133.
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Ottoman state. The code was applied in Iraq, Jordan, Syria and Palestine and other
countries, but not in Kuwait throughout the period in question.

Finally, on outbreak o f war, Kuwait was recognised as an independent 

government under British protection. ‘Indeed Kuwait was given independent 

protectorate status by the British before the demise o f the Ottoman Empire; the 

Ottoman Empire had ceased to exist when the Territory o f Iraq was mandated by 

the League of Nations to the United Kingdom. It was thus the political reality of 

the post-Ottoman situation that determined the succession to the former Ottoman
• >263territories.

Thus although the historical identity o f Kuwait is somewhat indistinct, we 

can safely say that there is not enough evidence to link it conclusively with either 

the Ottoman Empire or an embryonic Mesopotamia. It had certainly developed de 

facto  independence some years prior to the outbreak o f the First World War, and 

has a good claim to de ju re  independence dated prior to the disintegration o f the 

Ottoman Empire. In addition, according to the international legal concept o f 

estoppel, (according to which one is prevented from taking a position at odds to 

that upon which one has previously relied, or from acting in a way o f which the 

policy o f the law will not permit denial) a state may effectively estop itself from 

territorial claims against another state (1) if  it has formally recognised that state, 

(2) if  it has entered into normal diplomatic, political, economic and legal relations 

with it, and (3) if  it has not, or not consistently, taken opportunities to establish its 

claim or restate its claim over time.

Iraq has reiterated its claims to Kuwait on a number o f occasions since 

independence but also, on others, has more or less treated Kuwait both implicitly 

and explicitly as a sovereign and independent country. The Agreed Minutes 

Between the State o f Kuwait and the Republic of Iraq Regarding the Restoration o f 

Friendly Relations, Recognition and Related Matters, 4 October 1963 stated that 

‘The Republic o f Iraq recognized the independence and complete sovereignty o f 

the State o f Kuwait with its boundaries as specified in the letter o f the Prime

The Association for Free Kuwait, Kuwait -  an independent state in Lauterpacht, op. cit. 1991 
pp. 78-9.

Matthews, op. cit. 1993, p. 136.
'̂’“ ibid. p. 137.
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Minister o f Iraq dated 21.7.1932 and which was accepted by the ruler o f Kuwait in 

his letter dated 10.8.1932.’ *̂̂^

Indeed, the Iraqi position was not only inconsistent with, but also 

contemptuous of, international law, and this is what so alienated the international 

community at large. ‘Their references were so crude and inconsistent as to be 

outrageous, such that even those states which might have some ideological affinity 

to the Iraqi regime, were careful not to be associated with such b e h a v i o u r . I r a q i  

claims at various times included that Kuwait is and has always been part o f Iraq, 

that part o f Kuwait was part o f Iraq, that Iraq had been invited in by revolutionary 

democratic forces in Kuwait, that Kuwait had committed an act o f aggression 

against Iraq by unilaterally increasing its oil production in breach o f OPEC 

agreements, that Kuwait had been stealing Iraqi oil through horizontal drilling, and 

that in fact the conflict was all about Israel and Palestine.

Early in the morning o f 2 August 1990 at an emergency meeting o f the UN 

Security Council called to discuss the crisis, the Iraqi delegate outlined his 

government’s position as follows:

1. The conflict was essentially over internal Kuwaiti matters

2. Iraqi intervention had been requested by the Free Provisional 

Government o f Kuwait

3. There was no Iraqi goal or objective in Kuwait -  indeed the Iraqi 

Government ‘desires cordial and good-neighbourly relations with 

Kuwait’

4. The Kuwaitis themselves would determine their future and Iraq would 

withdraw

5. As there was now a new revolutionary democratic government, the old 

government sitting at the table no longer represented Kuwait

6. Finally the Iraqis deplored US intervention and collusion with the old 

oppressive regime.

Tellingly Iraq did not attempt to justify the invasion with reference to 

territorial claims, the alleged ‘theft’ o f oil from the Rumaila oilfield or the claim

Lauterpacht, et. al., op. cit. 1991, pp. 56-7.
Matthews, op. cit. 1993, p. 143.
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that Kuwait had flooded the international market with cheap crude, thus depressing 

prices and hurting Iraq’s economic interests. ‘These points were made in the 

poHtical arena, but it was apparently recognized even by Iraq that they would not 

furnish a legal argument when addressing the Security Council.’ '̂’’ However, 

despite initially emphasising that Iraq had no territorial claims upon Kuwait, and in 

fact was acting to support a popular, sovereign government in the country, within a 

week the annexation o f Kuwait was announced.

Thus this justification for Iraqi actions is also legally spurious. The only 

Iraqi claim that has some legal validity is the grievance against Kuwait for its 

behaviour relating to oil production and the disputed oilfields. Yet although the 

concept o f Iraq as a victim of Kuwaiti aggression in terms o f oil price depression 

might hold water in terms o f ‘justice,’ it does not legitimise military action under 

international law. Such disputes are not open to settlement through force o f arms, 

but rather must be submitted to the UN of other competent body for adjudication, 

arbitration or some other form o f peaceful settlement.

O f more import are Kuwaiti encroachments upon disputed territory and oil 

reserves. This issue had been a bone o f contention for some time between the two 

countries, and Iraq may well have had a good case to be the aggrieved party. In 

1962 the Arab League had established a Military Patrol Line (MPL) between the 

two straddled by a buffer zone that was to be free o f provocative activities, but 

Kuwait moved drilling rigs into that zone in the 1970s in contravention o f the 

League’s agreement. Iraqi troops then crossed the MPL to drive them back, and the 

ensuing standoff lasted until the early 1980s, when Kuwait moved back in to 

establish a dozen drilling sites while Iraq was at war with Iran. According to 

Campbell, ‘establishing claim to the area, rather than achieving access to the oil 

per se, motivated the Kuwaitis’ actions, because at 12,000 barrels per day, oil from 

the disputed zone constituted less than one-half o f 1 percent o f Kuwait’s total 

production.

But even if Iraq did have a good legal case against Kuwait, it would again 

have been required to submit to arbitration and peaceful settlement o f the dispute

W eller, M., ‘The United Nations and the ju s ad bellum ’ in Peter Rowe (ed.) The G u lf war 1990- 
91 In International and English Law. London: Routledge, 1993, pp. 31-2.

Campbell, op. cit., 1993, p. 33.
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under Chapter VI o f the UN Charter. International law makes this duty pretty 

much inescapable in disputes o f this kind. Furthermore, a legal claim to territory is 

always undermined by the use o f force to acquire it. ‘An unsuccessful act o f force 

to resolve a territorial dispute has the effect o f taking the claim off the international 

political agenda for the foreseeable future.

Iraq’s continued violations o f international law did nothing to help their 

claims to legitimacy. Iraq hostage-taking breached Geneva Convention IV 1949 

(Articles 35, 42, 28, 49, 34) acceded to by Iraq 14 Feb 1956. Their treatment of 

POWs violated the Hague Conventions and Declaration o f 1899 and 1907, the 

Convention on the Treatment o f Prisoners o f War 1929 and Geneva Convention III 

relative to the Treatment o f Prisoners o f War 1949. Iraq’s scorched earth policy 

while in retreat caused immense environmental damage, and may have violated the 

UN Convention on Prohibition of Environmental Modification Techniques or the 

1977 Geneva Protocol I on International Armed Conflicts Article 55 (2) and 56. 

Finally, the treatment o f civilians in Kuwait and the targeting o f civilian 

populations in Israel and Saudi Arabia violated the Hague Convention 1907, the 

Geneva Convention IV and the 1977 Protocols I and 11.̂ ™

Thus, all in all, we may conclude that most o f Iraq’s claims were invalid, 

and even those that had some legal validity were disqualified by the Iraqi decision 

to wage an illegal war in pursuance o f them, and by the illegality o f Iraqi actions 

during the conflict. We turn now therefore to consideration o f the legitimacy o f 

allied intervention under international law, and evidence o f legal constraint upon 

the decision-making processes o f allied commanders.

The legitim acy o f  the A llied  intervention

Little points out that within the state intervention is closely associated with 

the legitimate exercise o f sovereignty, whereas in the international arena 

intervention is generally seen to be a violation of sovereignty and a threat to world 

order. This prohibition was strengthened in General Assembly Resolution 2625, 

unanimously passed in 1970. ‘Here non-intervention is depicted as one o f the 

“Principles o f International Law Concerning Friendly Relations Among

Matthews, op. cit., 1993, p. 139. 
^™ibid. pp. 152-59.
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States.’” ’̂ ' Further confirmation can be found in the rulings o f the International 

Court o f Justice. In the Corfu Channel Case, the ICJ denounced any pretended 

right to intervention in international law; whereas in Nicaragua v The US the 

judges stated that a ‘linchpin o f the Court’s argument is that the principle o f non- 

intervention is an integral part o f customary international law .’

Furthermore, Saddam Hussein’s government was protected by Article 2(7) 

o f the Charter, like any other member o f the United Nations. Indeed, Article 

2(4) o f the Charter essentially rules out the use o f force between member nations, 

and while this condemns Iraqi behaviour, it could also be used against the actions 

o f the coalition. It could be argued (although tenuously) that as the fighting was 

already over between Iraq and Kuwait, Iraq had succeeded in re-unifying its 

territory, and any act against Saddam Hussein’s government was therefore an 

illegitimate act o f intervention. Walzer acknowledges that rapid collapse o f the 

Kuwaitis ‘opened a kind o f temporal and moral hiatus during which it was possible 

to seek alternative resolutions o f the conflict.

However, such a stance is not tenable. Just because resistance is easily 

crushed by an overwhelming act o f aggression, fijrther efforts to attempt to reverse 

this action should not be precluded. In fact. Van Wingen and Tillema point out that 

attempts by the UN to establish a more absolute principle o f non-intervention than 

a general prohibition have not been endorsed by state practice. Indeed, Article 

2(7) o f the UN Charter concedes that although ‘Nothing contained in the present 

Charter shall authorise the United Nations to intervene in matters which are 

essentially within the domestic jurisdiction o f any state; but this principle shall not 

prejudice the application o f  enforcement measures under Chapter Iraq is

even a signatory to international protocols that specifically sanction intervention 

under UN auspices, such as Article 5 o f the Treaty o f Brotherhood and Alliance 

between Iraq and Transjordan 14 April 1947 which states that ‘The following shall

Richard Little, Recent Literature on Intervention and Non-Intervention in Ian Forbes and Mark 
Hoffman (eds.), Political Theory, International Relations and the Ethics o f  Intervention, London 
Macmillan 1993, p. 2.

Corty, A., Intervention and the Limits o f  International Law  in Ian Forbes and Mark Hoffman, 
ibid. pp. 32-37.

Mayall, J., Non-Intervention, Self-Determination and the New World O rder in Ian Forbes and 
Mark Hoffman, ibid. p. 168.
™  W alzer, op. cit. 1992, pp. 4-5.

In Little, op. cit. p. 20.
Matthews, op. cit. 1993, p. 143. (emphasis added by author)
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not be deemed acts o f aggression: 1. The exercise o f the right o f legitimate 

defence, that is, resisting any act o f aggression as defined above. 2. Actions taken 

to implement the provisions o f the Charter o f the United Nations.

Thus the prohibition in international law against intervention is not 

absolute. We must therefore turn to those areas that are permissive o f intervention 

in order to assess the legality o f allied action. The key elements o f codified 

international law applicable to the coalition intervention are the various UN 

Security Council resolutions passed (on the whole unanimously) and chapters o f 

the UN Charter. UN Security Council Resolution 660 on the 2 Aug 1990 

condemned the Iraqi invasion. ‘The purpose o f the first resolution (660) was 

essentially to define the invasion as a breach o f international peace and security 

under Article 39 o f the Charter and to place on record the demand of the Security 

Council that Iraq should withdraw from Kuwait and that the two parties should 

begin immediate attempts to resolve their dispute preferably within the context o f
278the Arab League.’ Four days later Resolution 661 imposed sanctions. Paragraph 

9 o f Resolution 661 noted specifically that its provisions did not ‘prohibit 

assistance to the legitimate government of Kuwait.

Resolution 662, declaring the Iraqi annexation o f Kuwait illegal, was 

passed unanimously on the 9 August, and by 29 November 1990 the Security 

Council was ready, willing and able to pass Resolution 670 authorising ‘all 

necessary means’ to ensure the implementation o f Resolution 660 if  the Iraqis had 

not complied with it by the 15 January 1991. America and Britain legitimised their 

actions under Article 51 o f the UN Charter dealing with collective self-defence 

outside the auspices o f the United Nations. Article 51 allows member states to act 

independently and collectively until such time as the Security Council has taken 

the measures necessary to maintain international peace and security. Thus the UN 

Charter and international law did not require specific UN Security Council 

authorisation.

For Matthews, that the United States and the other Coalition members 

sought such authorisation was due to political rather than legal necessity. In other 

words it was a response to the structural pressures o f internal and external

" " i b i d .  pp. 140-1. 
ibid . p. 74. 
ibid . p. 75.
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constituencies upon the rational decision-making process. A specific authorisation 

put all the political and legal authority o f the Security Council (including the 

permanent members) behind the action. A reliance on Article 51 to take such 

action would have risked detaching the hegemonic coalition entrepreneurs o f the 

Atlantic Community (notably the United States and the United Kingdom) from the 

rest o f the Security Council and the rest o f the international community.^^^ This is 

another demonstration o f the importance o f international law not just in the 

legitimisation o f the action o f states, but also in the structuring o f their hierarchies 

o f preferences for policy formulation.

Allied measures were further legitimised by Security Council Resolution 

678 as an action in furtherance o f a Security Council objective. This meant that 

Allied actions were converted into a United Nations enforcement action under 

Article 47. That being the case, further military action was possible than could 

have been justified under Article 51 since it provided for the restoration o f ‘peace 

and security’ in the area. ‘Thus it was the Security Council resolution that enabled 

the Coalition to take a level o f military action and to pursue aims much wider than 

that merely o f the ejection o f Iraqi troops from Kuwait.

The only potential blot on the allied law book concerned the imposition of 

sanctions. The first question raised is whether the sanctions themselves amounted 

to the Security Council providing military support or non-military measures which 

would lead to the restoration o f international peace and security thereby precluding 

further action under Article 51. However, such would also disqualify Kuwaitis 

from further military resistance, which again would be unreasonable. Thus we can 

only conclude that there is no time limit on resistance to aggression.^*^ A more 

serious charge is that the resolution providing for sanctions (661) did not provide 

for their enforcement, thus the imposition o f a maritime blockade o f Iraq in the 

Persian G ulf and the Red Sea in support o f Resolution 661 was o f questionable 

legality. For as pointed out by Matthews, the legality o f the blockade was based 

upon two authorities, the request o f Kuwait pursuant to Resolution 661, and the 

right o f collective self-defence under Article 51. That being the case the allies were 

essentially claiming a right to action outside the United Nations framework to

ibid . p. 141. 
ibid . p. 142. 
ibid . p. 140.
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justify enforcing a Security Council resolution which the Security Council had not 

provided for itself

However, the blockade was in fact brought into legal existence by 

Resolution 665 o f 25 August, which called upon ‘those states with maritime forces 

in the area to use such measures commensurate to the specific circumstances’ to
284ensure compliance with Resolution 661. Furthermore, Article 41 o f the UN 

Charter provides for the isolation o f the aggressor state in economic, diplomatic 

and political terms, and if such measures prove inadequate. Article 41 also 

provides for the possibility o f military action to give effect to Security Council 

decisions?*^ Thus the contrast between the legitimacy o f allied operations and the 

illegitimacy o f Iraqi claims and actions could not be starker, and therefore the 

unprecedented unaniminity o f Security Council voting is perhaps understandable.

Conclusion

Albeit with qualifications, allied action in the G ulf was justifiable in 

accordance with three major state-centric traditions o f intervention legitimisation. 

The prime areas o f justification, however, appear to have concerned concepts o f 

justice and legality rather than national interest or security, representing something 

o f a shift from traditional models o f realism. As McCarthy rightly points out, 

intervention is an activity viewed by most realists as quite outside the competence 

o f international law either to regulate or to legitimise, as intervention is purely 

political action, from which the machinery o f international law is by definition 

e x c l u d e d . Y e t  the G ulf War case clearly shows that at times ‘realism is not 

realistic,’ if  by this we mean a true reflection of the beliefs and actions o f states 

and statesmen.

However, the focus on state-centricity highlights that this departure should 

not carry us away, and that it would be something o f an overstatement to identify a 

new liberal international world order as beginning with this conflict. Indeed, the 

major criticisms that may be levelled at the allied action in terms o f legitimacy are 

to be found in non-state-centric approaches, some o f which are developments o f

ibid . p. 146.
ibid.
ibid. pp. 145-6.
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concepts listed above. In particular, the just war concepts o f jus in bello need to be 

addressed in the light o f potentially unjust methods employed by the allies, and 

humanitarian issues may be raised through a more detailed analysis o f international 

law, especially customary international law. A consideration o f these elements 

forms the next chapter.

Finally, even if  the G ulf conflict did represent a new departure in terms o f a 

justifiable and justified war, this may still be explained in revisionist realist terms 

as a rational attempt by the Western powers to establish a norm o f intervention 

which may be exploited in future scenarios to make intervention in the service of 

national interest easier to get through normative and legal checkpoints. It is 

therefore imperative to study more than one case o f post-Cold War intervention. 

But even so, that cynical statesmen feel the need to establish such a precedent 

indicates something o f a shift in beliefs and practices, and shows the strength of 

the normative and legal barriers that must be overcome.

M cC arthy, op. cit. 1993, p. 77.
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Chapter 4: Humanitarian Justifications in the First Gulf War

Introduction

The previous chapter considered realist justifications o f intervention in the 

G ulf War, and alternative justifications that, despite the claims o f certain o f their 

proponents, do not offer a radical alternative to realism due to the continued state- 

centric bias in the construction o f their normative hierarchies. According to these 

paradigms, the G ulf War was almost certainly a just intervention, and it would 

make rational sense for the allies to have acted as they did if they had been 

following one or more o f the normative blueprints outlined. However, alternative 

models o f justification are available that do not focus on the rights o f states, but 

rather prioritise the rights o f individuals or a common humanity over the rights o f 

individual political communities. These have been grouped together as 

‘humanitarian justifications’ o f intervention, and occupy a position more towards 

the idealist pole o f our scale o f constraints upon rational egoism.

In assessing whether these could also have formed the guiding normative 

framework for intervention in the Gulf, again the theories will be tested against the 

available evidence for a rational fit. That is to say, would it make sense for the 

allies to have acted in the way they did if  this was what they believed in; or, 

alternatively, are the facts o f coalition behaviour consistent with belief in the 

normative restraint on actions imposed by these world-views? This chapter will 

demonstrate that allied behaviour showed a disregard for normative values, and 

thus it is an exaggeration to claim that the Gulf W ar marks the dawn o f a liberal 

new order in international relations, in which there are no borders preventing the 

protection o f human rights.

Jus in bello

Michael W alzer’s legalist paradigm is firmly fixed in the state-centric just 

war tradition. Thus he emphasises the moral worth and legitimacy o f states. For 

him, the rights o f the political community embodied in states outweigh those o f the 

individual members of such communities in all but the most extreme cases. 

Therefore, even if  greater human cost is to be borne by leaving a state and its 

political regime intact than would be incurred by invasion and enforced liberation.
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we still have a duty of non-interference unless the difference is so pronounced as 

to be intolerable.

However, other just war thinkers give more credence to the proportionality 

doctrine than does Walzer. In particular, a number o f writers emphasise the 

importance of the proportionality doctrine during the conduct o f a war in 

determining the legitimacy o f the actions o f each side. The proportionality of 

means doctrine is a vital component o f the ju s  in bello, and dictates that no more 

military force is used than is necessary in order to achieve morally legitimate
287  • • •political and military objectives. Discrimmation is the second aspect o f ju s  in 

bello that must be considered in any evaluation o f the legitimacy o f intervention. 

Namely that every effort be made to preserve civilian life, even in the face o f 

increased costs on behalf o f the belligerents.

Finally, it is important to address the concept o f limited war, a more recent 

addition to the just war tradition that restricts the targets o f belligerent states to 

those that will directly contribute to the reversal o f the wrong that legitimised the 

intervention in the first place. That is, targets that help perpetuate the wrong are 

legitimate up to the point where the wrong has been reversed. After that time, there 

are no legitimate targets, and during that period, it is unjust to develop alternative 

agendas and authorise military action to achieve goals other than those sanctioned 

by the original mandate.

In the following sections we will consider whether the available evidence 

concerning the declarations and actions of Allied commanders during the First 

G ulf War demonstrated a concern for these non-state-centric aspects o f just war 

theory. That is, does the evidence point to key decision-makers giving serious 

weight to humanitarian considerations when evaluating the costs and benefits o f 

particular courses o f action, and in structuring their hierarchy o f preferred 

outcomes, thereby rendering the intervention normatively legitimate? Overall, the 

findings o f the research are that non-state-centric humanitarian considerations did 

not appear to weigh heavily in the rational decision-making process o f Allied 

commanders. However, the impact o f each o f the three considerations listed above

Weigel, G., From last resort to endgame: Morality, the G ulf War, and the Peace Process in Jean 
Bethke Elshtain (et al) edited by David E. DeCasse But was it ju st?: reflections on the morality o f  
the Persian G ulf W a r York Doubleday 1992 p. 26.
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will be analysed in separate sub-sections in order to provide a more nuanced 

conclusion concerning the legitimacy o f Allied action.

Proportionality o f  means

As part o f the discussion of means we must return to the debate over ‘last 

resort.’ Before we consider whether the allied military actions were proportionate 

to their goals, we must consider whether any military actions were proportionate 

while other alternatives existed. ‘The claim that war against Iraq was just followed 

from the premise that it was “unavoidable,” which in turn followed from the claim 

that neither had Saddam Hussein shown the slightest flexibility in heeding the calls

o f the United Nations, nor were economic sanctions showing signs o f being
288successful in forcing him to do so.’ However, accordmg to Cockbum and 

Cohen, repeated Iraqi indications o f willingness to withdraw were rebuffed. 

Even Walzer, who on the whole supported the allied action, noted that the 

‘combination o f economic blockade, military threat, and diplomatic deadline was a 

strategy plausibly designed to bring about an Iraqi withdrawal.

Yet we can never know if sanctions ultimately would have worked. In light 

o f the apparent inability o f the international community to coerce through 

sanctions in the aftermath o f the war, their success during the conflict would seem 

an unlikely or distant event. Furthermore, as mentioned previously, sanctions 

might cause a greater violation o f the proportionality maxim, especially given the 

Iraqi leader’s apparent propensity to sacrifice his own people to maintain his 

position. A more telling criticism o f the allied action is that, having decided that 

military force was both necessary and justified in terms o f humanitarian relief, 

measures were used that went beyond those necessary for the alleviation o f the 

hurt caused by Iraqi aggression.

Lackey claims that there is a ‘logical gulf between the demands o f morality
291and the dictates o f self-interest.’ The proportionality o f means approach rejects 

this dichotomy. Basically, by virtue o f our shared humanity, it accords with our

Cockburn, A. and Cohen, A., ‘The Unnecessary W ar’ in Victoria Brittain (ed.). The G u lf 
Between Us: The G u lf War and Beyond. London: Virago Press, 1991, p. 1. 

ibid p. 20-2.
Michael Walzer, Justice and Injustice in the G u lf War in Elshtain (et al) op. cit 1992 p. 6.
Cited in Richard Little, Recent Literature on Intervention and Non-Intervention  in Ian Forbes 

and Mark Hoffman (eds.), Political Theory, International Relations and the Ethics o f  Intervention, 
London Macmillan 1993 p. 27.
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self-interest to follow the demands o f morality. In no form of politics is it possible 

to build a firewall between our wants and the consequences for others o f our 

obtaining those wants. Hence Elshtain tells us that just war is not just about war, 

but rather it is a way of thinking that refuses to separate politics from ethics. Thus, 

‘unlike the competing doctrine of realism, or realpolitik, just war arguments insist 

one cannot sever public and private moralities altogether; that one must not open 

up a sharp divide between “domestic” and “international” politics. Therefore, 

we reject the realist notions o f ‘anything goes’ in attempting to achieve political or 

military objectives. It is not just to push all o f the costs onto our adversary or the 

operating environment in order to increase our payoffs and rational balance sheets.

The extraordinary lopsidedness o f deaths and casualties in the G ulf War 

indicates that excessive firepower may have been used, and thus the 

proportionality maxim violated. ‘No one can fight a war without getting blood on 

his hands. But, surely, more died and bled than need have.’ ’̂  ̂ In March 1991 the 

UN Undersecretary-General reported that the extent o f Iraq’s devastation was ‘near 

apocalyptic. T h e  Guardian newspaper reported around the same time that ‘Iraq 

is doomed to being an economic cripple for years and, experts say, rebuilding the 

country could cost up to $200 billion and take a g e n e r a t i o n . T h u s  Brittain 

comments: ‘No talk o f a UN mandate, or a just war, can ever make the destrucfion 

o f Iraq anything but a shameful stain on the conscience o f the Allies rather than the 

victory o f Operation Desert Storm hailed by the Allied leadership and an 

overwhelmingly triumphalist Western media.

Normative legitimisation is absent not only in the event o f actions being 

taken that consciously resulted in excessive harm to the opponent, but even in the 

event o f due care and attention to avoid unnecessary harm not being taken. The 

allies were guilty o f at least the latter. When asked in late March 1991 about the 

extent o f Iraqi casualties. General Colin Powell replied, ‘It’s not really a number

Elshtain, J.B., Just War as Politics: What the G u lf War Told Us About Contemporary American  
Life in Elshatin et. al., op, cit. 1992 p. 43. 

ibid. p. 53.
Cockburn, and Cohen, op. cit. 1991 p. 1.
Guardian 26.2,91 p2 in The Mundi Club Occasional Publication no.l The G u lf War had nothing  

to do with Kuwait: So you thought you knew what the G u lf War was all about Hull: The Mundi 
Club, 1991 p. 6,

Brittain, op, cit, 1991, p. xii.
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297that I’m terribly interested in.’ For Schwarzenberger, the rules o f warfare are the 

result o f  a continuous tug-of-war between two formative agencies: the standard o f
90Scivilisation and the necessities of war. The coalition forces stand accused o f 

violating the former without the justification o f the latter. It was not necessary to 

the war effort or to secure discrete military objectives, to inflict the kind o f 

devastation visited upon Iraq, nor was it necessary to continue to kill so many Iraqi 

troops when they were in retreat.

The allies were quite within their rights according to codified international 

law when attacking withdrawing Iraqi forces on Mutha Ridge. ‘A retreating army 

is regarded as still within the bounds o f war operations and as such is a legitimate 

t a r g e t . H o w e v e r ,  justice ‘is not the whole o f morality. One may object to killing 

in a war, even in just war, whenever it gets too easy. A ‘turkey shoot’ is not a 

combat between combatants.’ '̂**’ Weigel points out that the retreating Iraqis could 

and should have surrendered, as did tens of thousands o f their comrades, and a 

number of commentators have noted that an army in retreat is still an army, and 

thus poses a threat.^”' However, the doctrine o f proportionate means demands that 

enough o f a threat be posed for continued human cost to be inflicted, and it is 

doubtful whether this justification is available to the Allied commanders.

Thus the available evidence does not point to a great concern for the 

dictates o f the proportionality doctrine in the rational decision-making o f members 

o f the Atlantic Community during the First Gulf War. We turn next to the emotive 

subject o f discrimination. As this principle has a lengthy pedigree, and decision

makers have had a greater chance to internalise its dictates, we could hope for 

more signs o f normative constraint. Yet again there appears to be little supporting 

evidence for this.

Discrim ination and the protection o f  civilian life

Walzer interprets just wars as limited wars in that ‘their conduct is 

governed by a set o f rules designed to bar, so far as possible, the use o f violence

Campbell, D., Politics Without Principle: Sovereignty, Ethics, and the Narratives o f  the G u lf  
War. Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 1993 p. 4.

Matthews, K., The G u lf Conflict and International Relations London Routledge 1993 p. 157. 
ibid. p. 166.
W alzer, op. cit. 1992 p. 14.
W eigel, op. cit. 1992 p. 27.
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302and coercion against noncombatant populations.’ He goes on to state that, 

essentially, the G ulf War fitted these criteria. American officers in press 

conferences and briefings described the air war in a language that combined 

technological jargon and just war theory. For Walzer, although bombs were 

commonly dropped from altitudes much too high for anything like confident 

aiming, the policy was the right one, and civilian casualties were kept fairly low.^°^ 

Weigel agrees with this assessment. ‘Throughout the war, U.S. pilots operated 

under strict rules of target recognition, and by all accounts they seem to have tried 

to obey them scrupulously, to the point of bringing back unexploded ordenance 

when targets were not directly identifiable.’ Thus civilian casualties were 

unintentional and, while unfortunate, acceptable.

However, these justifications are based on a false dichotomy between 

accidental ‘collateral’ civilian damage and deliberate targeting, or a staw man 

question o f whether suffering outside the theatre o f combat was directly intended 

or a result o f legitimate military actions.^**  ̂ Discrimination o f action takes place, 

and thus legitimacy can only be claimed, if civilian life is actively and positively 

protected. That means that all feasible precautions are taken to avoid the loss o f 

civilian life rather than just omitting to directly target civilians. The issue o f 

civilian deaths and their avoidability constitutes one o f the most virulent debates 

concerning the morality o f the Gulf War.

Matthews enunciates the standard coalition defence against these charges, 

noting that even if  more non-precision-guided munitions were used than guided 

ones, ‘in general it is clear that precision-guided weapons were used in situations 

where legitimate military targets were located in populated areas, and where they 

were necessary for military purposes; and in general non-precision weapons were 

used to attack broad targets or desert targets where precise locations were 

u n c e r t a i n . H o w e v e r ,  Walzer admits that the strategic bombing o f infrastructure, 

including attacks on power and water supplies (water most clearly) is very much 

like attacking food sources: ‘they are necessary to the survival and everyday 

activity o f soldiers, but they are equally necessary to everyone else. An attack here

W alzer,  op. cit. 1992 p. 8. 
“ ^ibid. p. 12.

Weigel,  op.  cit, 1992 p. 28. 
ibid. p. 27.
Matthews, op. cit. 1993 p. 162,
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is an attack on civilian society. In this case, it is the military effects, if  any, that are 

“collateral.” ’ Yet much of the allied bombardment o f Iraq focussed on these 

very areas.

Furthermore, according to the Pentagon Report on the Persian G ulf War, 

the intelligence agencies were unable to assess bomb damage properly and to 

communicate targeting restrictions speedily to the air forces, so that far greater 

damage was inflicted upon Iraq’s civilian infrastructure than originally intended.^®* 

Despite the massive allied ‘Nintendowar’ propaganda, only 7% of explosives 

dropped were in fact ‘smart,’ and 70% of the 88,500 tons o f explosives dropped 

missed their targets.^°^ This no doubt contributed to the 10,000 or more civilian 

d ea th s .^ F o rm e r United States Attorney Ramsay Clarke who visited the southern 

Iraqi port city o f Basra said that what he saw was ‘a human and civilian tragedy.’ 

‘He contended that the allied war exceeds the mandate given by the United Nations 

Security Council Resolution 678. The relentless allied bombing he said destroyed 

residential areas, hospitals, night clubs, coffee shops, clinics and law offices.’^"

Some observers have even gone so far as to accuse the coalition forces o f 

deliberately targeting civilians, making an even stronger case for the rejection o f 

the legitimacy o f allied actions on the grounds o f discrimination (and equally, o f 

lack o f it!) The highly critical dossier on the conflict put together by the Mundi 

Club claims that ‘the timing o f the air raids was also politically motivated to put 

the severest pressure on the population to rebel against the government. This 

deliberate bombing o f civilian targets was plain mass murder, a war crime. 

Even if  this is an overstatement o f Allied policy, overall there is insufficient 

evidence o f sufficient concern in their decision-making for the principle o f 

discrimination to suggest that it exercised much restraining influence over their 

rational thought processes.

Limited war

Finally, and in a process intrinsically linked with the two elements o f ju s  in 

bello that have gone before, we must address the notion o f limited war. W alzer

W alzer,  op. cit. 19 9 2  p. 13.
C am pbell ,  op. cit. 1993 p. 11.
Brittain, op. cit. 1991 p. xvii .
M atthews, op. cit. 1993 p. 190.
Guardian 8,2 ,91 p5 in T he Mundi Club, op. cit. p. 3.
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acknowledges that attacks o f the sort carried out by the AlHes, and listed above, 

suggest a war aim beyond the legitimate aim o f ‘restoration plus,’ by which he 

means the liberation o f Kuwait and the defeat and reduction o f Iraqi military 

power. ‘The added, though never acknowledged, aim was presumably the 

overthrow o f the Baathist regime, which was to be proven incapable not only o f 

defending its foreign conquest but also of protecting its own p e o p l e . H e  notes 

that in this case both the ends and the means are unjust as, except in extreme cases, 

like that o f Nazi Germany, they (war aims) do not legitimately reach to the 

transformation o f the internal politics o f the aggressor state or the replacement of 

its regime. ‘For ends o f this latter sort would require a prolonged occupation and 

massive coercion o f civilians. More than this: they would require a usurpation o f 

sovereignty, which is exactly what we condemn when we condemn aggression.’ '̂'* 

For Hauerwas; ‘Just warriors abjure the crusade because the “good cause” 

often overrides the limited moral purpose that originally justified the war as well as 

often shoulders aside the principle o f noncombatant i m m u n i t y . Y e t  the allies 

stand accused, not only o f launching a crusade, but also for doing so for causes 

other than ‘limited moral purpose.’ Nusseibeh charges that a complex moral 

camouflage was used to justify the force that was used to put an end to a threat to 

western interests. ‘This camouflage included the claim that Iraq’s occupation of 

Kuwait constituted “naked aggression” and infringed upon the very foundations o f 

international legitimacy, the claim that the Iraqi regime is dictatorial -  even 

reminiscent o f Hitler’s Nazi regime -  and the claim that Kuwaiti women and 

children were being ravished by Iraqi t r o o p s . B r i t t a i n  concurs that the war aims 

of the allies were ‘not just Kuwait, with all its oils wealth, back under control o f a 

pro-Western government, not only the ousting o f Saddam Hussein, but also a new 

regime in Baghdad which would be destabilized neither by Shiites demanding an 

“Islamic republic”, nor by a democratic movement looking for genuine
317participation and Kurdish autonomy.’ If the justification for the war was to get

The Mundi Club ibid. p. 4.
Walzer, op. cit. 1992 p. 13. 
ibid. p. 9.
Hauerwas, S., Whose Just War? Which Peace? in Elshtain (et al) op. cit. 1992 p. 89.
Nusseibeh, S., Can Wars be Just? A Palestinian Viewpoint o f  the G u lf war in Elshtain (et al) op. 

cit. 1992 p. 77.
Brittain, V. (ed.), op. cit. 1991 p. xii.
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Iraq out o f Kuwait, the coalition forces were not justified in bombing Iraq and 

targeting the Iraqi nuclear capacity.

As pointed out by Hauerwas and mentioned in the previous chapter, if  the 

potential to make nuclear weapons or other weapons o f mass destruction is itself
1 1  o

unjust, Allied policy in that regard would be equally problematic. The normative 

flaws in the allied position also spill over into the contradictory policies pursued 

after driving Iraq from Kuwait. Referring to the illegitimate war aim of coalition 

forces to remove Saddam Hussein, or at least to make life so unbearable for his 

people that they would be forced to remove him in order to gain some respite, 

Elshtain charges that as the war did not dislodge him, ‘a just peace must not try to 

do so over the malnourished bodies o f Iraqi children.’^'’ Furthermore she claims 

that ‘in justifying our policy o f too little, too late toward the Kurds, the President 

seemed to forget just war considerations, repairing instead to the language o f 

strategy, diplomacy, and pragmatic refusal to ‘intervene’ in the internal affairs o f 

another nation.^^”

However, when, after pressure from such critics, the allies did belatedly act 

to counter Saddam Hussein’s brutal repression o f the Kurds in the North o f his 

country and the Shi’ites in the South, they were still not safe from normative 

criticism. Campbell claims that the same countries that had gone to war against 

Iraq for its violation o f Kuwait’s sovereignty openly and willingly breached Iraq’s 

autonomy as part o f the post-war settlement. Thus the victors o f the G ulf conflict 

transgressed the sovereignty of space so as to instantiate the sovereignty o f 

control.^^' The source o f this normative dilemma is the breach by the allies o f the 

rules o f ju s  in bello in general, and the concept o f limited war in particular. That 

they were able to vacillate between these different sets o f normative agendas 

shows that non-state-centric just war thinking was not dictating their actions.

Study o f Allied policy formulation therefore shows little evidence o f the 

constraining influence o f non-state-centric ju s  in bello considerations. This may, 

however, be a result o f confiision over the conflicting demands o f this particular 

approach. Ignorance rather than disregard o f the dictates o f such a hotly contested

Hauerwas, op. cit. 1992 p. 102.
Elshtain, op. cit. 1992 p. 52,
ibid. p. 53.
David Campbell, Politics Without Principle: Sovereignty, Ethics, and the Narratives o f  the G u lf 

War Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 1993 p. 85.
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normative paradigm may be the root cause o f the poor fit with Allied actions. Yet 

this defence is not available with regard to legal humanitarian considerations. 

Often these have been codified, but even where they haven’t been, they are 

generally recognised as forming part o f customary international law. We turn now 

to consideration o f whether Allied actions demonstrated concern with staying 

within the bounds o f what is permissible under humanitarian law.

Humanitarian Law

Many o f the elements o f just war theory listed above have in fact been 

incorporated into international law. That being the case, the allied legitimation o f 

their actions through legal precedent and statute listed in chapter three may also be 

called into question. Although much of the contradicting law has its origins in 

customary international law, it has long been recognised that customary 

international law must be considered as binding upon states as that handed down 

through treaty. Furthermore, some elements have been codified, and anyway, the 

United States recognises all branches o f international law as bearing equal weight 

to domestic legislation.

The closest international legal parallel to the just war concepts dealt with 

above comes in UN General Assembly Resolution 2444 regarding Respect For 

Human Rights in Armed Conflict. Although General Assembly resolutions are not 

necessarily considered binding upon participants, they are often considered to be 

declaratory o f customary international law. In this case, there is a particularly 

strong argument for the resolution to be so considered, and thus binding 

throughout the international community, as it was adopted by unanimous vote on 

December 18 1969. Indeed, the U.S. government has expressly recognized this 

resolution as declaratory o f existing customary international law. Its main 

provisions are:

a) that the right o f Parties to a conflict to adopt means o f injuring the enemy is not 

unlimited;

b) that it is prohibited to launch attacks against the civilian population as such;
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c) that a distinction must be made at all times between persons taking part in the 

hostilities and members o f the civilian population to the effect that the latter be
322spared as much as possible.

Further expressions o f international law reinforce each o f these areas o f 

prohibition and restriction, and the underlying principles have also found their way 

into the official operating procedures o f the coalition forces. For instance, the 

American rules o f engagement were outlined in the Air Force Pamphlet: ‘(i) that 

the force used is capable o f being and is in fact regulated by the user; (ii) that the 

use o f force is necessary to achieve as quickly as possible the partial or complete 

submission o f the adversary; (iii) that the force used is no greater in effect in the 

enem y’s personnel and property than needed to achieve his prompt submission 

(economy o f force), and (iv) that the force used is not otherwise prohibited.’ That 

is, the force used must be proportionate, necessary and not contrary to international 

law.̂ ^̂

Thus, it is accepted that the principle of humanity both complements and 

inherently limits the doctrine o f military necessity. Indeed, the Pamphlet further 

states that the principle o f humanity ‘forbids the infliction o f suffering, injury or 

destruction not actually necessary for the accomplishment o f legitimate military 

purposes.’ More concretely, the principle yields ‘a specific prohibition against 

unnecessary suffering, a requirement o f proportionality, and... [an affirmation of] 

the basic immunity of civilian populations and civilians from being objects o f 

attack during armed c o n f l i c t . T h e r e  are a number o f ways in which allied action 

could be seen to breach the concept that the right o f parties to a conflict to adopt 

means o f injuring the enemy is not unlimited. The first o f these concerns the use 

by coalition forces o f fiiel-air explosives, the most destructive o f conventional 

weapons, second only to nuclear and biological weaponry in the misery they cause. 

Although fuel-air explosives had not been explicitly outlawed by the 1981 UN 

Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use o f Certain Conventional

M iddle East Watch, N eedless D eaths in the G u lf War: Civilian C asualties D uring the A ir  
C am paign and Violation o f  the L aw s o f  War. N ew  York: Human Rights Watch, 1991, pp. 30-31.

ibid. p. 29,
™  ibid. p. 30.
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Weapons, a case could be made that they nevertheless violated the 1925 Use of 

Obnoxious Weapons Geneva Protocol.

Next, we need to return to the Mutha Ridge attack on withdrawing Iraqi 

forces. Although, as mentioned above, the allies were within their rights in taking 

action against a legitimate target, such a massacre in the face o f so little risk to the 

coalition forces carrying out the attack could be seen as contravening much of the 

war crimes legislation that has become embodied in both codified and customary 

international law. Finally, food, agricultural, electricity generating and water- 

treatment facilities, extensively targeted by the allies, are not generally considered 

legitimate military targets as they do not make an effective contribution to an 

enem y’s military action and their destruction does not offer a definite military 

advantage. That being the case, the allied actions violated principles o f both 

limitation and discrimination. However, it is the second of these prescriptions that 

is most damning o f the case for coalition legitimacy o f action, as the conditions are 

absolute and outlined in a number o f codified legal documents. The 1949 Geneva 

Convention (IV) Relative to the Protection o f Civilian Persons in time of War 

specifically prohibits deliberate attacks on civilians. The coalition commanders 

went to great pains to explain how all o f their attacks were limited to military 

objectives, and that any civilian casualties were regrettable ‘collateral damage,’ but 

their arguments do not entirely stand up to scrutiny.

The infrastructure assault mentioned above certainly did not comprise 

solely attacks on military targets, so the remainder o f targets were civilians. 

Indeed, one Air Force Planner explained to The Washington Post that these strikes 

contained a message to Iraqi citizens that: ‘W e’re not going to tolerate Saddam 

Hussein or his regime. Fix that, and w e’ll fix your e l e c t r i c i t y . T h e s e  actions 

breached regulations on the degree o f restraint required by ‘the customary-law 

principle reaffirmed in Article 52 of Protocol I and Article 54 o f Protocol I which 

the US has accepted as customary international law .’ Namely, such targeting is 

prohibited if  intended to deny ‘sustenance value’ ‘to the civilian population... 

whether in order to starve out civilians, to cause them to move away, or for any 

other motive.’

M atthew s, op. cit. 1993 pp. 164-5. 
M iddle  East W atch, op. cit. 1991 p. 11. 
ibid. pp. 8-9.
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Allied disregard o f international legal protocols regarding the targeting o f 

civilians extended to attacks on civilian vehicles. Perhaps most controversial were 

the air strikes against Jordanian civilian tankers. Not only were these non- 

combatants, but also they even belonged to a non-belligerent nation. Coalition 

commanders made a number o f statements implicitly asserting that the allies were 

capable o f distinguishing civilian oil tankers from tankers used to supply Iraqi 

missiles. Thus the repeated attacks on Jordanian civilian oil tankers, in some 

instances by low-flying aircraft, demonstrated a failure to live up to the duty to
• • • • • 328discriminate between civilian and military objects. Even should we accept allied 

claims that civilian casualties were accidental, coalition forces could still be guilty 

of violating international law in failing to exercise due care and attention to avoid 

civilian casualties whether or not they were ‘collateral.’ For Matthews, any 

application o f the laws o f war to the Allied air campaign centres on the question as 

to whether “all feasible precautions” were taken (1) to ensure that all military 

targets were identified as such, (2) to ensure the choice o f means that would 

minimise civilian casualties, and (3) to ensure that there was a proportionality 

between the importance o f the military target, the means used and the risk o f
329civilian casualties.

These conditions are laid out in the First Additional Protocol o f 1972 to the 

1949 Geneva Conventions, the basic rule o f which guarantees the immunity o f 

civilians and civilian objects. America has not ratified Protocol 1, but has 

recognised most o f the pertinent provisions as declarative o f customary
• 330international law, and thus as legally binding. ‘The customary-law principle 

reaffirmed in Article 57 o f Protocol I requires parties to “take all possible 

precautions in the choice o f means and methods o f attack with a view to avoiding, 

or in any event to minimizing, incidental” civilian casualties.’

One obvious precaution that might be taken is to attack targets in urban 

areas near markets at night. However, coalition forces did not always do so.^^* A 

mid-afternoon attack on a bridge in Nasiriyya killed scores o f civilians; a daytime 

British attack on a bridge in Falluja killed 130 (according to the Iraqi authorities); 

and a daytime British attack on a bridge in Samawa killed over one hundred

M atthew s, op. cit. 1993 p. 163. 
M iddle  East W atch , op. cit. 1991 p. 2.
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civilians in a market. There were a number o f similar attacks, and according to 

Middle East Watch, the failure in all o f these cases to launch the attack at night 

when fewer civilians were likely to have been in the vicinity, or, at the very least, 

to have issued a warning ‘suggests a failure by the allies to live up to the duty to 

take all feasible precautions to avoid civilian casualties, and thus a violation o f the 

laws o f w ar.’^̂ ^

The most notorious o f the incidents o f civilian targeting by coalition forces 

was that o f the Ameriyya Air Raid Shelter at 4.30 am on February 13, in which 

200-300 Iraqi civilians are estimated to have died. The Pentagon knew that the 

structure had been used as a shelter in the Iran-Iraq War, although (presumably) 

assumed this was no longer the case. Yet even if  the Pentagon believed that it was 

no longer being used as a civilian air raid shelter, the coalition strike violated 

specific provisions o f international law. ‘Article 65 o f Protocol I provides that the 

special protection afforded civil-defence structures ceases in the event that a 

shelter is used for military purposes “only after a warning has been given setting, 

whenever appropriate, a reasonable time-limit, and after such warning has 

remained unheeded.’” This is reinforced by Article 57(2)(c) o f Protocol I, and the 

US Air Force Manual p p 5 -ll, which stipulate the prerequisite o f ‘effective 

advance warning’ o f attacks which may affect the civilian population. This 

requirement is based on and reaffirms Article 6 o f the Hague Convention No. IX of 

1907 relating to the Bombardment o f Naval Forces.

The questions over allied discrimination extend beyond targeting to 

munitions selection. A number o f independent sources put the allied ‘smart’ 

weaponry selection at no more than 7%. Even one o f the coalition military 

spokesmen, General McPeak, puts the figure as 7,400 precision-guided out o f a 

total o f 84,200 tons o f munitions, or around 8.8%. As we may expect that a 

substantial number o f these smart bombs were used against hardened military 

targets due to their greater penetration capabilities rather than for the protection o f 

civilians, this means that o f those bombs dropped in civilian areas the percentage 

o f smart weapons may be even lower. Disturbingly, the ‘dum b’ varieties o f

i b i d .  p. 4.  
” ^ i b i d .  p. 5.  

i b i d .  pp. 6- 7 .  

i b i d .  p. 5 6 .
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munitions were only 25% accurate. Furthermore, while it was claimed that 

downtown Baghdad was attacked with only precision weapons, the Pentagon and 

its allies have remained silent about the types o f munitions used in other urban 

areas. This may have been because in Southern areas such as Basra, there was no 

international press presence ready to attest to the massive devastation visited on 

civilians. It seems that in many cases costs rather than considerations o f the legal 

duty to take all feasible precautions to avoid civilian harm dictated munitions 

selection.

Allied actions violated further provisions o f international law. Article 51(2) 

o f Protocol I prohibits terror and morale attacks. Article 51(5)(b) prohibits ‘an 

attack which may be expected to cause incidental loss o f civilian life, injury to 

civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be 

excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated.’̂ *̂* 

Furthermore, by prohibiting starvation o f the civilian population as a method of 

warfare. Article 54 establishes a substantially new rule that has been accepted by
T T 7

the U.S. Government as customary law. Finally, ‘the First Geneva Protocol 

(1977) codifies just war thinking on civilian and non-military targeting in language 

that directs our attention not just to the build-up to war, or to the war itself, but to 

its long-term consequences.’ A Harvard Study has shown that some 170,000 

children will die from delayed effects o f the war in the G ulf Overall, allied 

actions violated the Hague Convention 1907; 1949 Geneva Convention IV; and the 

1977 Geneva Protocols I and II with regard to treatment o f civilians. Thus there is 

little evidence to suggest that allied commanders engaged in the proportionality 

and discriminatory analysis required by international law, choosing military 

advantage over humanitarian costs regardless o f the ratio. In our final section in 

this chapter we will consider evidence o f restraint by non-state-centric internal and 

external constituencies acting upon rational decision-makers.

Internal and External Constituencies

In the aftermath o f the Gulf War, the Secretary General o f the United 

Nations declared that the time of absolute and exclusive sovereignty had passed

i b i d .  p. 6.
“ " i b i d .  pp. 3 1 - 4 1 .

“ ’ i b i d .  pp. 57-8.
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and it was the task o f leaders to understand this and to find a balance between the 

needs o f good internal governments and the requirements o f an ever more 

interdependent world.”  ̂In other words, no state could consider itself immune to 

the demands and rights o f its internal and external constituencies, and the United 

Nations as the embodiment o f the international community would not tolerate the 

hindrance o f its ‘great objectives’ o f peace and security, justice and human rights 

and ‘social progress and better standards o f life in larger f r e e d o m . T h u s  the 

rights o f individuals and the demands of international communities constitute the 

final set o f justifying criteria we will consider.

The Internal Constituencies

There is no doubt that the actions o f the Ba’athist regime against civilians 

in occupied Kuwait could theoretically have provided justification for intervention 

on humanitarian grounds. Amnesty International produced a very comprehensive 

and influential report o f the human rights abuses being committed. Indeed, ‘we 

also know, and in even more grisly detail than was available through the Amnesty 

International report in later 1990, that Iraq conducted a brutal campaign o f torture 

and terror within occupied Kuwait -  a campaign that, even by the debased 

standards o f the neighbourhood, was a monstrous evil.’ "̂" This report was even 

held up by coalition leaders as the prime motivation for their actions. In a speech at 

the Lord M ayor’s Banquet, London, 10 April 1991, Douglas Hurd, the British 

Foreign Secretary, claimed that ‘there are occasions, as today, when the world calls 

out in anger and shared sorrow against cruelty and suffering within states and we, 

the diplomatic profession, have to work out what that response will be.’^̂  ̂Thus for 

Ramsbotham;
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Finally, it is striking that in extremis public justification is moral. In the end it was the 
moral justification that President Bush relied on most -  the moral/legal principle o f  
collective security, the hope o f a morally just new world order, and, triggered by the 
Amnesty International press release o f  2 O ctober 1990, the Iraqi atrocities in Kuwait, 
which from then on became a leitinoHv in the President’s own emotional engagem ent with 
the crisis: “ Listen to what Amnesty International has documented. There is no horror that 
could make this a more obvious conflict o f good against evil. If we do not follow the 
dictates o f  our own moral compass and stand up for human life, then [Saddam H ussein’s] 
lawlessness will threaten the peace and democracy o f  the emerging new world order we 
now see, this long dream ed o f  vision w e’ve all worked towards for so long.” This flies in 
the face o f  classical realist thinking.

However, such claims are to say the least, somewhat disingenuous. 

Amnesty International has rejected the idea that its report provided the motivation 

for intervention, pointing out that coalition leaders had disregarded similar reports 

on atrocities against individuals and groups within the borders o f Iraq. As recently 

as March 7 1990 ‘the UN Commission on Human Rights, in which the USA is 

very influential, decided not to take action on a proposal for an inquiry into human 

rights violations in Iraq.’ "̂̂"̂ The citizens o f Iraq had been suffering under the brutal 

regime for a long period before coalition forces took up arms to defend the rights 

o f the Kuwaitis, and were to suffer even more as a consequence o f the allied 

intervention. That close to two million citizens, from a population o f 17 million, 

were in exile even before the turmoil o f 1991 shows the extent o f this suffering, 

especially when one bears in mind that Iraq has always been such a socio

economically stratified society as to make flight all but impossible for the
• 345majority.

Furthermore, if we are to consider seriously humanitarian intervention 

based on the rights o f individuals as the prime motivation for this case of 

intervention, we have to look not only at the legitimacy o f the Iraqi regime, but 

also at that o f Kuwait. Reports in the western media and statements by western 

leaders frequently linked the brutal activities o f the Iraqis with calls for the 

restoration of the legitimate government o f Kuwait. Yet on an individual level, it is 

doubtful whether there ever had been a legitimate government o f Kuwait.

Ramsbotham, O., The Conflict in Comparative Perspective in Alex Dancher and Dan Keohane, 
International Perspectives on the G u lf Conflict, 1990-1991 London Macmillan 1994 p. 307.

Cockburn, A. and Cohen, A., The Unnecessary War in Victoria Brittain (ed.). The G u lf Between 
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Reference to restoring the legitimate government o f Kuwait may be rejected on 

basis o f the link between legitimacy and representation or participation.

Any form of political participation (even then o f a most rudimentary 

nature) was and is limited to ‘official’ Kuwaitis, excluding the majority o f the 

state’s inhabitants. Particularly badly off were the Palestinian refugees, themselves 

victims o f an illegal invasion that the international community seemed bent on 

overlooking despite UN Resolutions condemning Israeli actions. Women were also 

underrepresented, and Human Rights Watch identified a system of institutionalised 

discrimination against the Bedoon community resident in Kuwait, the closure o f all 

human rights organisations and new round of human rights abuses at Kuwaiti 

hands since the restoration o f the ‘legitimate’ government. ‘Although the policy 

was adopted before the Iraqi invasion, it has intensified since the Kuwaiti 

government was restored to power following the victory o f the Desert Storm 

Military campaign.

Furthermore, ‘[d]espite calls to defend human rights in rallying support for 

the war against Iraq, the reinstated Kuwaiti government has trampled on those 

rights at nearly every turn, often with the use o f violence. Murder, torture, arbitrary 

detention, and unlawful deportation have been the tools o f this campaign of
• 1 4 0  , ,

vengeance.’' ‘The main point here is that executive power does not ipso facto  

bring legitimacy. Legitimacy cannot be directly imposed. It must in the end be 

a c k n o w l e d g e d . T h u s  Navari describes the state as an arena o f moral choice and 

the heart o f the ethics o f intervention as being the ethical status o f the state. ‘Our 

perception o f the ethics o f intervention will thus depend on what is required to 

produce the moral realm.

While Kuwait’s regime was on balance superior to that o f Iraq, few would 

have defended its normative value, and ‘a popular uprising would have been 

greeted almost everywhere with enthusiasm. And yet the purpose o f the war was 

nothing more or less than the restoration o f this regime, the semifeudal despotism

Ramsbotham, op. cit. 1994, p. 310.
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o f the al-Sabah f a m i l y . T h e r e  are two main problems with the allies playing the 

internal community-legitimising card: They needed to show that what they were 

reinstating was legitimate, and they needed to show a consistent concern for the 

internal constituencies of states. They failed both tests. For Nusseibeh, the moral 

credibility o f an intervention can only be established if  there is at least a 

demonstrated resolve to address the underlying causes o f injustice, regardless o f
352the prevailing dictates of national interest. This was not the case in the Gulf 

intervention, thus this set o f legitimising claims lacks such credibility, and it does 

not fit as a model for the determining rationality o f coalition decision makers. 

Overall, the mobilisation o f so awesome a force to protect the independence o f a 

small patrimonial state whose hereditary rulers had recently suspended the 

democratic rights o f their own subjects was deeply anomalous.

However, we must also consider the role played by the internal 

constituencies o f the coalition members. For Mayall, the Hurd speech above 

amounted to a frank, if tacit, admission that public opinion can force governments 

into actions that are possibly against their own instincts and in dubious accord with 

the established rules o f international relations.^^^ O f course, public opinion itself 

may also be moulded by governments through the media to more closely 

approximate to the interests o f the governing elites. It is not the purpose o f this 

chapter or even the thesis as a whole to enter into this debate in any detail, but the 

role of interest groups in applying pressure to the coalition leadership will be 

briefly considered regarding the extent to which an alternative rationale for 

intervention may present itself

Conspiracy theorists have pointed to the role o f the Jewish lobby and the 

military industrial complex in pushing the American leadership into adopting a 

military solution to the Gulf crisis; the former in order to remove one o f the chief 

threats to the state o f Israel; the latter in order to provide a post-Cold War
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justification for military expenditure. Yet this does not provide sufficient 

explanation for the overall popularity o f the war among the citizens o f the allied 

countries (albeit with a significant and vocal minority actively opposed). Mass 

media are probably more culpable in this regard. Edward Said, the Arab-American 

journalist and academic, wrote the following on 12‘'̂  January 1991 in an article for 

the Guardian newspaper:

N ever in my experience have nouns designating the Arab world or its components been so 
bandied about: Saddam Hussein (pronounced ‘Sa damn Hoos ayn’), Kuwait, Islam, 
fundam entalism , and so on. Never have they had so strangely abstract and dim inished a 
meaning, and rarely does any regard or care to accom pany them , even though the US is 
not at w ar with all the Arabs but might very well b e ... During the past decade nearly every 
film about American com m andos pits a hulking Rambo or a technically w hizlike Delta 
Force against Arab/M uslim  terrorist-desperados; now it is as if  an alm ost m etaphysical 
need to rout Iraq has sprung forward, not because Iraq’s offence, though great, is 
cataclysm ic, but because a small non-white country has disturbed or rankled a suddenly 
energised super-nation imbued with a fervour that can only be satisfied with com pliance or 
subservience from ‘sheiks,’ dictators, and cam el-jockeys.... So first comes the 
unexamined moral mission, then, in the media, the military-geostrategic. I cannot recall a 
single mainstream television guest or programme that raised the issue o f  what right ‘w e’ 
had to get Iraq out o f  Kuwait; nor were there program m es that dealt with the enorm ous 
human, social and economic costs to the Arabs o f  an American strike.^^’

Images o f the Other are crucial for determining the decision-making 

climate and for responding to feedback. Simon’s concept o f satisficing, adopting 

the first policy that seems adequately to fit the available information, can also be 

applied to i m a g e . P e o p l e  tend to adopt the first image o f the Other that seems to 

fit his actions. This need not be an instinctive thing but may be thought the result 

of a rational decision-making process. If the individual believes that his first, 

tentative guesses will soon be corrected if  they are wrong and can be o f assistance 

if  they are right, he will not hesitate to make them. Although such highly 

uninformed decision-making violates the precepts o f true rational choice (see the 

discussion on rationality and rational models in chapter two), the structural 

conditions o f incomplete information, information overload and time constraints, 

when combined with reliance upon standard operating procedures and the 

bureaucratic nature o f foreign policy formulation, make its occurrence all too 

frequent. This is especially the case when other members o f the dominant cosmos 

or in-group reinforce such images. Unfortunately Baybrook and Lindblom’s theory 

o f incrementalism governs the modification of images as well as the later stages o f

Said, Edward. ‘Empire o f  Sand’ The Guardian Newspaper 12 January 1991
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dec is io n -m ak in g .T h erefo re  actors will proceed longer down blind alleys before 

they realise that their basic assumptions need revision. They will ‘ignore 

information that does not fit, twist it so that so that it confirms, or at least does not 

contradict, their beliefs, and deny its validity -  Confirming evidence, by contrast,
358is quickly and accurately noted.’

Thus in-group perceptions among members o f the Atlantic Community, 

and their shared perceptions o f out-groups can modify decision-making processes 

in a number o f ways. The cosmos-chaos distinction can serve not only to influence 

the policies directed at those seen as being ‘beyond the pale,’ but also because o f 

perception o f self (and by extension other members o f the Community) as ‘good,’ 

internal costs are incurred in terms o f psychological trauma from acting in a way 

inconsistent with this perception. To the extent that value hierarchies are socially 

constructed and reinforced, decision-makers will thus heed subconsciously as well 

as consciously images generated by their internal and external constituencies.

But even Said ultimately places the blame on the state as agenda setter 

rather than the media. He reserves his harshest criticism of the media for 

sheepishly following the govemment-policy model and trafficking in ‘expert’ 

middle East lore using biased pro-govemment policy talking h e a d s . T h u s ,  far 

from responding to their internal constituencies, the allies could also be accused o f 

dictating to them and misrepresenting them. So the Gulf intervention can be seen 

as a war waged by one state’s elite (after manufacturing the consent o f its internal 

constituencies) on behalf o f a second state’s elite (with very little claim to 

represent its internal constituencies) against a third state’s elite that systematically 

abused its internal constituencies.

Yet, as pointed out by Elshtain, no state ‘scapes whipping’ when measured 

up against strong standards o f justice, and just war deplores creating false 

equivalencies. ‘There is a big difference between being paid low wages for hard 

work; being denied the franchise; and being tortured or gassed because one’s 

politics is “ incorrecf’ or because one is a member o f an ethnic minority which

see Allison, Graham. Essence o f  Decision Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1971, 
Baybrooke and Lindblom Types o f  Decision M aking  in Rosenau (ed) International Politics and  

Foreign Policy (revised edition) New York: Free Press (M acmillan), 1969.
Jervis, M, Perception and Misperception in International Politics. Princeton, NJ: Princeton 

University Press, 1976, p. 143. 
ibid.
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cannot defend itself against a dominant and violent m a j o r i t y . A l t h o u g h  the 

allied claim that their actions were primarily motivated by concerns for the well

being o f the people o f Kuwait does not hold water, it is still conceivable that on 

balance the intervention was morally just according on the balance o f human rights 

violations. Next, therefore, we need to consider the moral standards o f external 

constituencies. If Allied or Iraqi decision-makers could be seen to be acting in 

scrupulous accord with such standards, at least a case could be made for the 

structural constraint o f international norms upon rationally egoistic policy 

formation.

External Constituencies

The coalition made explicit appeals to the external constituency o f the 

global community, and implicit appeals to the notion o f shared humanity in an 

attempt to justify the intervention. The first o f  these need not be seen as 

incompatible with a state-centric interpretation o f rights. Boutros-Ghali admits as 

much in his Agenda for Peace. The reason that Walzer was able to support the 

G ulf intervention in particular, yet be opposed to intervention in general, was that 

it was an intervention to reverse the prior violation o f the rules o f the global 

community, without which there would be nothing but anarchy. Within this view 

lies the assumption that all cultures share the vision o f an international community 

o f sovereign states. The second concept is broadly in line with the human rights 

literature, and does mark a break with state-centric theories o f justification, as it 

emphasises the right o f the individual qua human being rather than as a member o f 

a community. Indeed, individual rights are often seen as rights against the political 

communities to which they belong.

While it is apparent that the global community argument did form part o f 

the rationality o f justification for the western powers, not only does this not 

necessarily mark a break with realist-compatible traditions, it may also reinforce 

notions o f these states acting in line with traditional national interest 

considerations. The rules o f co-existence and interaction in the global community 

were essentially drawn up by these same powers in order to reflect their world-

Elshtain, J.B., Just War as Politics: What the G u lf War Told Us A bout C ontem porary Am erican  
Life in Jean Betiike Elshtain (et al) edited by David E. DeCasse But Was it Just?: R eflections on the  
M orality  o f  the Persian G u lf  War'Hevj York: Doubleday 1992 p. 47.
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view and preserve the status quo in their interest. While we have already seen that 

states were not uniquely a product o f the Westphalian system, but may have 

emerged in other regions (including the Gulf) prior to European interaction, this 

does not mean that the same value is placed upon statism, or the prioritising o f the 

state as political forum.

Saddam Hussein may have broken the rules o f interstate interaction, but it 

is possible that he was appealing to a higher, or at least alternative, set o f justifying 

criteria. Matthews has identified how ‘charismatic leaders like Saddam Hussein 

can appeal to the peoples o f the other Arab states over the heads o f their leaders on 

two grounds. One on the ground of Islam, Islamic unity and orthodoxy; secondly 

on grounds o f pan-Arabism, Arab nationalism and Arab brotherhood.^^' Certainly 

Saddam Hussein attempted this approach. He told delegates at an Islamic 

conference in Baghdad that ‘we are taking the right path for peace and jihad, not 

only for all Muslims but for all mankind... the showdown is not for territory. It is 

not a limited showdown for temporary objectives.’ While the coalition 

attempted to play down the autocratic nature o f the Al-Sabah regime in Kuwait, 

the Iraqis touched a Middle Eastern street nerve by arguing that the oil-rich Gulf 

Arabs were corrupt and decadent and that their wealth should be shared evenly 

throughout the region.

Hussein played up the classical Muslim view of a world divided into the 

dar-ul-Islam (the House o f Islam or the House o f Peace) and the dar-ul-harb (the 

House o f War). Ideally, conflict should not occur in the house o f Islam, but if  it 

does it should be settled by Muslims themselves, rather than ‘American women in 

shorts.’ ‘The polity o f the Muslim world is seen as self-regulating and, by 

definition, non-Muslims from “the House o f War” cannot bring peace to “the 

House o f Peace.’” ^̂  ̂While to Western ears this sounds like sheer hypocrisy and 

propaganda o f the crudest kind, the Iraqi portrayal o f events met with some 

sympathy and success in the region.

Matthews notes that the Iraqi invasion o f Kuwait was seen by Arabs all 

over the region as the beginning o f the forced Arab unity that would bring the 

wealth o f the G ulf states to the service o f the bankrupt and poverty stricken Arabs

Matthews, K., The G u lf Conflict and International Relations London: Routledge, 1993 p. 21.
W oollacott, Martin, ‘Saddam rallies faithful for w ar’ The Guardian Newspaper 12 January 1991
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o f the north, who were manifesting an increasing envy o f and contempt for the 

wealth and profligacy o f the Gulf A r a b s . L i k e w i s e  Ramsbotham points to the 

huge demonstrations that were mounted in early 1991 in Algeria, Bangladesh, 

Egypt, Indonesia, Jordan, Morocco, Pakistan, Syria, Tunisia, as being not just a 

‘street’ manifestation, but, according to most Arab or Muslim commentators, as 

reflective of widespread sentiment.^^^

Saddam Hussein’s position was actually morally untenable with regard to 

the external constituency to which he was appealing as jihad is forbidden against 

fellow Muslims. ‘Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait contravened the Koran, which urges 

Muslims to “fight for the sake o f Allah those that fight against you, but do not 

attack them first. Allah does not love aggressors.’” ^̂ *’ Yet it does raise questions 

regarding the universalist claims o f the West concerning the rules o f global 

society.

The values for which the coalition claimed to be fighting do form part o f an 

external constituency beyond the state, but it may be that this community is just 

one o f a number o f such communities, none o f which is universal in nature. For 

Micheal Nazir-AIi, ‘[t]he conflict in the Gulf has brought to the surface, yet again, 

the mistrust that seems to be endemic to relationships between Muslims and 

C h r i s t i a n s . I n  a report o f support for Iraq among the Syrians, a number of 

Islamic fundamentalist groups called for confronting what they described as the 

‘new Crusader invasion.’ *̂’*

Although to the western, secular reader it may seem anachronistic to talk of 

international polifics in terms o f religion, such analysis points to the important 

analogy o f liberalism as an article o f faith, or a geopolitically bounded rather than 

a universal set o f beliefs. If coalition values were limited to a smaller constituency 

than the global society then they may in fact have been merely an extension o f the 

national interest o f dominant states. This concept and the potential effect upon 

rationalities for justification o f intervention are explored further in later chapters. 

Basically it relates back to the concentric circles o f international system and

Right Rev. Michael Nazir-Ali. ‘Saddam rallies faithful for w ar’ The Guardian Newspaper 12 
January 1991

Matthews, K., The G u lf Conflict and International Relations London: Routledge, 1993, p. 56.
Ramsbotham, op cit p. 309.
Ken Matthews, The G u lf Conflict and International Relations London Routledge 1993 p. 186.
Right Rev. Michael Nazir-Ali. Op cit. 12 January 1991
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society introduced in chapter one. Even if Atlantic Community decision-makers 

acted in accordance with the dictates of their own larger normative constituency, 

the universalism required for a liberal new world order is not proven to exist in this 

case.

The implicit appeal to human rights has also been questioned. As 

previously mentioned, these are seen essentially as rights against states, thus critics 

have found their co-option by state-centric forces unpalatable. Michel Foucault 

identifies an ‘international citizenry, which has its rights, which has its duties, and 

which promises to raise itself up against every abuse o f power, no matter who the 

author or the victim. After all, we are all governed and, to that extent, in 

solidarity. ’ Furthermore, ‘because they claim to concern themselves with the 

welfare [bonheur] o f their societies, governments have arrogated to themselves the 

right to draw up a balance sheet, to calculate the profit and losses, o f the human 

misfortune [malheur] provoked by their decisions or tolerated by their negligence.’ 

He therefore exhorts the international citizenry always to make an issue o f this
370misfortune, to keep it in the eyes and ears o f governments. Although logically, 

perceiving human rights as rights against states does not preclude other states 

acting to enforce the rights o f another state’s citizenry against domestic 

oppression, there remain concerns over the hypocrisy and inconsistency o f such 

high-handed statesmen.

If the coalition forces were truly motivated by concerns o f a shared 

humanity they would have applied them more consistently and have shown more 

evidence o f concern for the post-intervention order in both Kuwait and Iraq. 

Furthermore, they would have shown concern for the effect o f their own actions 

upon the civilians o f a defeated Iraq. In a meeting with Douglas Hurd, Farouq al- 

Shara, the Syrain foreign minister, called on western countries to keep the 

promises they had made during the conflict, unlike their behaviour after the First 

World War when many of their pledges were broken. “ ‘These nice words about 

peace, security and the new international order should be honoured,” he said in a 

clear reference to statements by US and British leaders that a solution to the Arab-

‘Crisis in the Gulf: Syrians denounce “Crusaders’” The Independent Newspaper 5 February 
1991, p. 2.

Forbes, I., ‘Beyond the State’ in Ian Forbes and Mark Hoffman (eds.), Political Theory, 
International Relations and the Ethics o f  Intervention, London Macmillan 1993 p. 225.
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Israeli conflict must be urgently tackled after the end o f h o s t i l i t i e s . T h a t  they 

reneged once again on agreements to get tough with Israeli human rights abuses 

shows little more than lip service was being paid to humanitarian tenets, and that 

these would still lose out to national interest.

Likewise, as we have seen, the re-installed Kuwaiti regime was able to 

resume its own human rights abuses with even more impunity. Furthermore, the 

recent depleted uranium scandal is only the latest tragic human consequence o f 

actions against Iraq in the First Gulf War and its immediate aftermath. Having 

encouraged both the Kurds and Shias to rise up, after allied objectives had been 

achieved, the coalition abandoned these populations to the inevitable 

recriminations. The United Kingdom and United States steadfastly refused to lift 

sanctions against Iraq despite the mounting humanitarian tragedy. They even 

showed resistance to the concept o f ‘smart’ sanctions, whereby a military embargo 

would be maintained, but humanitarian supplies would be allowed passage.

Essentially, Allied governments refused to lift sanctions as long as Saddam 

Hussein remained in power, and prior to the Second G ulf War, the American 

government even built a ten-month delay into any process o f lifting sanctions, 

which would lead to the death o f an additional 5,000 Iraqi c h i l d r e n . I n d e e d ,  

exiled Iraqi writer Faleh’ Abd al Jabar pointed out that war would destroy the 

country but give Saddam Hussein another political lease o f life as the military was 

the main force which could remove him and offer change. Phebe Marr o f the 

National Defence University and specialists in the United States Defence 

Department belatedly came to the same conclusion after the war.^^^

The lack of evidence o f a humanitarian motivation for coalition actions 

should come as little surprise. Throughout the Cold War leading states had shown 

little enthusiasm for such concepts, and indeed, in General Assembly debates all 

the members o f the Security Council have consistently opposed a general right o f 

humanitarian intervention.^^*^ While China might well be concerned about adding

Cited by Forbes, I., B eyond the S ta te  in Ian Forbes and Mark Hoffman (eds.), P o litica l Theory, 
In ternational Relations an d  the E thics o f  Intervention, London Macmillan 1993 p. 226.
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Fred Halliday, Seminar on neutrality, Dun Laoghaire, 17 M ay 2000.
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pp. xiv-xv.
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an avenue o f criticism over Tibet, and Russia over Chechnya, some o f the doubts 

in Western minds might have concerned the creation o f a duty rather than a right to 

intervene. Perhaps guilt is a more convincing motive for coalition posturing over 

human rights in the build up to the intervention. According to The Independent 

leading article of 5 February 1991, ‘[fjor most members o f the anti-Saddam 

coalition, a ribbon of guilt runs through the G ulf War. Even if  the Soviet Union 

was Iraq’s chief supplier o f arms, they, too, helped build the military machine that 

they are now zealously s m a s h i n g . G u i l t  was also to play a major role in 

motivating these same states to intervene in Kosovo, precisely because they had 

shirked their duty to do so in both Rwanda and Bosnia.

Conclusion

Despite numerous allied claims of justification, there is little evidence to 

suggest anything but the most cursory humanitarian rationalisation dictating 

coalition behaviour. What evidence there is tends to remain consistent with an 

essentially state-centric view o f the world, emphasising state concerns over and 

above those o f their internal and external constituencies. While global or 

international community rule-defence or standards o f behaviour do seem to have 

had some bearing upon the decision-making processes o f participants, it is 

debatable whether this goes beyond a reflection o f the national interests o f the 

dominant states within this society, which also happen to be the chief protagonists 

in the coalition.

Thus the case o f intervention in the G ulf reveals a shifting o f motivation 

from direct-action national interest, to the defence o f rules o f behaviour that favour 

the national interest o f dominant states and facilitate their coexistence in an 

international society. It is an exaggeration to claim that it heralded the start o f  a 

new humanitarian world order, or even a world order based on globally shared 

norms of any sort.

Yet due to the massive use o f different sets o f justifying criteria by all 

belligerents, over and above those o f national interest, restraining and enabhng 

normative structures were likely to play a vital role in future intervention decision

making. Through our chronological case study progression the importance for

‘Arms control needs sharp teeth’ Leading Article, The Independent newspaper 5 February 1991.
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future crises o f lessons learned from previous acts o f intervention or non

intervention will be demonstrated. The continued broadcasting o f propaganda 

based on these justifying criteria during the First G ulf War also demonstrated the 

need for decision-makers to win over vital target audiences in both their internal 

and external constituencies. Partly this was due to the historical legacy o f Cold 

W ar propaganda claims, partly because o f increased media penetration, and in part 

because o f an increased sophistication and normative awareness among members 

o f the Atlantic Community’s civil society. These trends will be followed through 

our next case study, non-intervention in Rwanda, to the case o f humanitarian 

intervention in Kosovo.
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Chapter 5: The Crisis in Rwanda and Non-intervention

Introduction

This chapter refers to the horrendous events in Rwanda in 1994 and the 

failure o f the international community to react to them as the ‘crisis.’ This was the 

standard terminology used by members o f the international community for much 

o f the period in question as there was a deliberate attempt to avoid the 

consequences in terms o f obligations that would ensue from any more specific 

admission o f the nature o f unfolding events such as terming it a genocide. 

However, the intention here is not to be mealy mouthed and deny (as so many 

others have done) the fact that a genocide occurred, but rather in order to highlight 

two conflicting elements o f the term crisis in the Rwandan context. The first 

interpretation of the term crisis is that it refers to an extremely dangerous situation 

that demands an urgent response. We shall see that the events that unfolded in 

Rwanda amounted to such a situation, but that the international community (except 

belatedly and to a totally insufficient degree) failed to respond. The second 

interpretation is that a crisis refers to a turning point, and it will be argued that such 

was the magnitude o f failure on the part of the international community that the 

parameters o f the international operating environment within which decision

makers act were permanently changed.

This chapter and the one following will consider which constraints were 

operating upon decision-makers in the international community that prevented 

them from acting sooner or more effectively. For this case o f non-intervention, 

these will be rationalized into three categories: normative principles that constrain 

or enable decision-makers to authorize intervention, international legal principles, 

and realpolitik considerations. This chapter contends that normative and legal 

considerations should at the very least have enabled decision-makers to authorise 

intervention if  not actually requiring them so to do. The following chapter 

demonstrates that the international community’s non-intervention in the 

humanitarian crisis in Rwanda was, therefore, due to other considerations o f 

national interest.

These reflections draw upon Chinese interpretations o f  crisis based on the characters that make 
up the term in written Chinese.
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Essentially the findings are that by the time o f the Rwandan crisis, despite 

the New World Order proclamations o f George Bush Senior, and the aspirations of 

the avowedly liberal internationalist Clinton administration that followed, the 

evolution of an international normative community o f shared values had not made 

much progress since the G ulf War, and indeed may even have taken a step or two 

back thanks to the Somalia debacle. However, the newfound ascendancy o f 

international law plays a significant role, not so much in guiding the actions o f the 

international community as in guiding their excuses for inaction. Finally, the end 

o f the crisis sees international decision-makers having their hands forced to some 

extent by pressure from their internal and external communities, and holds the 

promise that non-state-centric humanitarian considerations will play a greater role 

in future conflicts. The Kosovan intervention might not have happened without the 

Rwandan non-intervention.

History

Before the genocide Rwanda was the most densely populated state in 

Africa and one o f the most densely populated in the world. Within its narrow 

borders lived more than seven million Rwandans, divided roughly into 85 per cent 

Hutu, 14 per cent Tutsi and one per cent Twa (otherwise known as Pygmy). 

However, with the exception of the Twa, these divisions were more socio

economic in origin than ethnic, a distinction that will have important consequences 

for our later analysis. In general the Hutus farmed the land, and the Tutsi bred 

stock.

Historically, as social standing was heavily dependent upon the number o f 

cattle possessed by the head o f the household, this gave the Tutsi the appearance o f 

an aristocratic caste. A number o f pseudo-scientific racial theories had been 

imposed through external colonization by first the Germans, and later the Belgians, 

and others had been cultivated indigenously, that tried to explain the differences 

between the two groups in terms o f racial heritage or characteristics (such as size 

o f  nose!) but in fact there was considerable inter-marrying (particularly in the 

south o f the country) and social movement was possible for Hutu to become Tutsi 

by acquiring enough cattle, or for Tutsi to become Hutu by falling on hard times. 

Moreover, there were some who were considered Tutsi who farmed the land and 

others who were stockbreeders yet still considered Hutu. Finally, when colonial
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masters and later leaders o f an independent Rwanda imposed a system of ethnic 

identity cards, it was possible to change one’s identity to reflect that o f those in the 

ascendancy through the judicious application o f financial inducements.

In the 1885 Berlin Conference that carved up the spoils o f Africa among 

European powers, Rwanda and neighbouring Burundi were re-designated the 

territory o f German East Africa, despite no white man ever having visited Rwanda 

at the time, let alone any German. It was not until 1894 that the first white man 

came to the country, a German count named von Gotzen. In 1897 Germany set up 

its first administrative offices and instituted a policy o f indirect rule through the 

local aristocracy.^^^ As the majority o f the local aristocracy were Tutsi, German 

policy served to reinforce the position of the Tutsi as a privileged ruling class, with 

the Tutsis given sanction and support to impose their will on the Hutus. This
378system has been described as ‘dual colonialism.’ German policy contributed to 

the solidifying o f boundaries between the groups, one concrete example being the 

removal o f Rwanda’s few Hutu chiefs (in the north-west), and their replacement 

with Tutsis. When this policy provoked a popular Hutu uprising in 1910, colonial 

military forces were used to bolster the position o f the Tutsi a s c e n d a n c y . I n  part 

German colonial policy was dictated by need (there were only 5 civil servants 

covering the whole country in 1914) and in part by a racial hierarchical ideology 

that perceived the Tutsi as a superior breed o f African.^***

However, the German period o f colonial administration had a limited 

impact upon the country, serving mainly to reinforce processes that were already 

evolving with the gradual conquest o f Hutu chieftains by the Tutsi monarchy. Far 

greater changes were wrought (albeit in the same general direction) after 

Germany’s defeat in the First World War, when the territory was placed under 

Belgian administration, first under the League o f Nations Mandate System and 

then, after 1946, under the United Nations International Trusteeship System. 

Belgium administered its empire according to the dictates o f ‘paternalism’, an 

ideology that decreed the African insufficiently developed to look after his own

Philip Gourevitch, We wish to inform you that tomorrow we will be killed with our fam ilies: 
Stories from  Rwanda, London: Picador, 2000, p. 54.
” *ibid.

Guy Vassall-Adams, Rwanda: An Agenda fo r  International Action, Oxford: Oxfam, 1994, p. 8. 
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affairs, requiring rather a ‘firm hand’ lest Hke a child he hurt him self or others with 

incautious actions. In Rwanda this meshed with the concept o f the Tutsi as a higher 

form o f African, almost a proto-European, and as such capable o f guiding those 

lesser developed than himself (i.e. the Hutu) while still requiring ultimate direction 

from Europeans.

Thus Belgian indirect rule required a more rigid stratification o f Rwandan 

society. Customary relations between Tutsi lords and Hutu serfs were reorganized 

with the introduction o f chiefdoms and sub-chiefdoms to reinforce Tutsi 

domination and leading to the elimination in the 1930s o f most the remaining Hutu 

chieftainships. ‘The result was that in 1959, 43 o f the 45 chiefdoms and 549 o f the
381559 sub-chiefdoms were under the control o f the Tutsis.’ Not surpnsmgly then, 

during later conflicts between the groups, the Belgians were perceived by Hutus as 

being pro-Tutsi and anti-Hutu. In such a climate the Belgian authorities also 

progressively introduced ethnic identity cards. It has been claimed that through the 

implementation o f these cards, the ethnic differences imposed on Rwandans 

became the means to determine who got what in a country o f scarce resources, 

including who had the right to go to school and then into the country’s civil 

service. The Belgians came to rule Rwanda side by side with a small Tutsi 

aristocracy, and the supposed racial superiority o f  the Tutsi became something o f a 

self-fulfilling prophecy. ‘Ethnic identity cards, and the distinctions they provided 

became a lasting part o f Rwandan s o c i e t y . T h e  cards played a key role in the 

selection o f victims for the genocide.

The early and colonial history o f Rwanda therefore saw the seeds of 

genocide sown by the percepdons and policies o f members o f the international 

community rather than pre-existing irreconcilable ethnic cleavages among 

Rwandans themselves. Thus the argument that the genocide was an African 

problem best left to Africans to sort out was as specious as it was callous. Colonial 

policies played an important role in exacerbating the divide between Hutu and 

Tutsi and in transforming it into an ethnic split while ensuring ‘that the important 

feeling o f belonging to a social group was fuelled by ethnic, indeed racial.

ibid.
Elizabeth Neuffer, The Key to My Neighbour’s House: Seeking Justice in Bosnia and Rwanda, 

London: Bloomsbury, 2002, p. 88.
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hatred.’ Individuals attempting to build a political power platform further 

manipulated ethnic hatred, and support for them came from those groups suddenly 

disadvantaged by changing circumstances resulting in an ‘expectancy gap’ (a 

psychological term referring to the disenchantment o f individuals when they 

receive less than what they perceive as their just deserts). The international 

community had a double moral duty to take action to counter the genocidal 

consequences. International decision-makers were obligated not only by the 

demands o f a shared humanity, but also because o f the burden o f responsibility 

imposed by the actions o f their predecessors.

Modern History and the United Nations

The 1950s brought great changes to the balance o f power and ideas both 

without and within Rwanda. The power o f Belgium and its global reach capacity 

was in precipitous decline. Consequently Belgium was losing its grip on all its 

colonies, including Rwanda. The declining fortunes o f its patron were matched by 

those of the Tutsi aristocracy. Across Africa and indeed the globe, the changing 

winds of decolonisation sponsored by the United Nations General Assembly and 

Trusteeship Council went hand in hand with a wave o f democratization. Under 

such international pressures the Belgian Government began to institute democratic 

reforms in Ruanda-Urundi (Rwanda and Burundi) intended to lead the territories to
384independence.

In response to the majority rule principle o f decolonisation, the authorities 

started to replace Tutsi officials with Hutus. The Tutsi reacted by pushing for 

independence under their monarch. Social confrontation within Rwanda intensified 

as the younger generation o f both Hutus and Tutsis became radicalised through the 

absorption o f ideas o f majority rule for the former, independent rule for the latter, 

and concepts o f racial superiority for both. In 1959 following the death o f the Tutsi 

king, skirmishes between the two sides escalated while the Belgian authorities 

looked on. Ultimately hundreds o f Tutsi were killed and thousands fled to

Destexhe, op. cit 1995, p. 41.
Boutros Boutros-Ghali, The U nited Nations an d  Rwanda 1993-1996, N ew  York: United  

Nations, 1996, p. 8.
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neighbouring countries during the violence that marked the start o f  what became 

known as the ‘Hutu peasant revolution’ or ‘social revolution.

In 1960 the Belgians established a provisional Rwandan government 

dominated by the Hutu party headed by Gregoire Kayibanda, who in turn became 

the first post-colonial ruler o f the country when self-governing status was granted 

in 1962. The new administration was a one-party dictatorship under which the 

Tutsi were to suffer systematic discrimination. Furthermore, as the economy 

stagnated and the regime entered difficulties, faced with a split in the Hutu ranks 

Kayibanda rallied his people against the ethnic enemy, scape-goating them for all 

Rwanda’s ills. ‘In the resulting violence, thousands more Tutsi were killed or fled 

abroad. Indeed, between 1959 and 1973, some 300,000 Rwandans, mostly Tutsi, 

left their country.

In 1973 Rwanda’s senior army commander. General Juvenal Habyarimana, 

seized power from Kayibanda in a bloodless coup. Habyarimana was every bit as 

autocratic as his predecessor, controlling the country through a one-party state 

structure backed by the troops o f the Rwandan Armed Forces (FAR) and his own 

elite Presidential Guard. However, it appears that Habyarimana was both more 

efficient and more competent than Kayibanda, extending bureaucratic control over 

the people until all were aware o f their place and rigidly confined there, but at the 

same time opening the country to Western investment. For a decade and a half the 

relative calm o f the country (leaving aside for now considerations o f structural 

violence) seemed to justify the nomenclature o f the ‘Switzerland o f Africa.’ *̂’

However, from 1986 the plummeting price o f coffee on the international 

market and a severe drought caused great economic difficulties, and fast on its 

heels came rising discontent with the regime. Internal demands for political reform 

and multi-party democracy were mirrored by similar demands from external aid 

donors. Under this combined onslaught Habyarimana’s political will faltered. In 

July 1990 he assented to the replacement o f single-party rule, and in September a 

National Commission was established to bring about a multi-party system.

Yet on 1 October 1990, just as these liberalization measures were about to 

take effect, exiled Tutsis launched an attack. The government and certain other

ibid.
N euffer, op. cit. 2002 , p. 91. 
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political organisations portrayed the enemy as not just the Tutsi-led Rwandan 

Patriotic Front (RPF) and Rwandan Patriotic Army (RPA), but rather as all Tutsi 

‘cockroaches.’ The treacherous Tutsi were accused o f wanting to return to power 

and re-enslave the Hutu majority. ‘And so Rwanda, its leaders turning to ancient 

myths about the Tutsi to consolidate their power, spiralled downward -  into ethnic
388hatred, chaos, and bloodshed.’ For the next three years, the rebels launched 

repeated assaults only to be beaten back by a combination o f a much-expanded and 

extensively re-equipped Rwandan military, and indirect (sometimes direct) 

military support from French forces. The consequences o f the civil war were the 

explosive growth o f propaganda and hatred-spewing media, thousands o f converts 

for new extremists ‘Hutu Power’ political organizations, retaliatory killings of 

Tutsis by Hutu extremists after each rebel attack and further displacement of 

communities.

Peace negotiations had begun on 10 August 1992 in Arusha, Tanzania, 

facilitated by the host government and attended by representatives o f the 

governments o f Burundi, Senegal, Zaire, Belgium, France, Germany and the US. 

Although continually delayed and interrupted by frequent outbreaks o f violence, a 

number o f protocols were signed over the course o f the following year, and the 

talks were concluded successfully on 3 August 1993 with the signing o f two final 

protocols. On 11 August 1993 Habyarimana and the Chairman o f the RPF signed
389the Arusha Peace Agreement. The Agreement required Habyarimana to share 

power in a transitional government and assembly that included the RPF, to reform 

the armed forces to allow RPF troops to be incorporated into them, and to allow 

the return o f refugees.

However, under pressure from the protests o f Hutu extremists and a mutiny 

by the army Habyarimana quickly denounced the accords as no more than a ‘scrap 

o f paper’ and refused to abide by them. Meanwhile, as ‘later evidence 

demonstrated irrefutably, extremist elements o f the Hutu majority, while talking 

peace, were in fact planning a campaign to exterminate Tutsis and moderate 

Hutus.’^ '̂ In October 1993 the United Nations Assistance Mission in Rwanda 

(UNAMIR) was deployed with a mission to facilitate implementations o f the

ibid. p. 96.
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Arusha Peace Agreement. Ahhough the cease-fire continued to hold until April 

1994, the repeated delays in establishing the transitional Government ‘resulted in a 

serious deterioration in security and an escalation o f violence throughout the
392  •country.’ Anti-Tutsi propaganda grew in virulence and human rights groups, 

European diplomats and even UN observers sounded the alarm of an imminent 

catastrophe, but the international community in general, and the UN in particular, 

focused on trying to get Habyarimana to comply with the Arusha Accords.

Then on 6 April, 1994, the plane carrying the presidents o f Rwanda and 

Burundi back from a meeting in Tanzania was shot down by a rocket, killing all on 

board. Mystery still surrounds who shot down the plane, but blame was quickly 

focused upon the Tutsis by Hutu Power extremists (although it could be speculated 

that a more likely explanation is that it was the extremists themselves who carried 

out the attack as Habyarimana had outlived his usefulness to their cause). The 

assassinations launched several weeks of the most intense and systematic waves o f 

massacres in which as many as 1 million people are estimated to have perished and 

led to the resumption o f the civil war, ‘provoking a mass exodus o f people away 

from the fighting with some 2 million Rwandans -  more than 25 per cent o f the 

population -  quickly becoming displaced within Rwanda or beyond its borders.

Thus the United Nations also bears some responsibility for the climate that 

caused the genocide. Encouraging decolonisation without ensuring adequate 

support for transitional regimes contributed to the expectancy gap that developed 

as many individuals found themselves to be no better, or in some cases, worse off, 

than they had been under European rule. This in turn fed the scape-goating o f the 

Tutsi, as it became harder to blame foreigners for the country’s problems. 

Likewise, at Arusha, the United Nations and the governments o f Tanzania, 

Burundi, Senegal, Zaire, Belgium, France, Germany and the United States 

focussed on getting a quick and legally binding peace treaty signed rather than 

upon the enforcement, implementation, investigation, reconciliation and 

reconstruction measures needed to make the agreement more than just a ‘scrap of 

paper.’ Finally, as we shall see below, in some cases members o f the international

B outros B outros-G hali, op. cit 1996, p. 3. 
ibid. p. 28. 
ibid. p. 3.
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community stand accused not just o f standing by in the face o f actions by a 

genocidal regime, but even o f supporting it.

Normative Justifications for Intervention

M ean w h ile , all across Rwanda: m urder, m urder, m urder, m urder, m urder, m urder, m urder, 
murder, m urder...

T ake th e  b est estim ate: e igh t hundred thousand  k illed  in a hundred days. T hat’s 
three hundred and thirty-three and a third m urders an hour -  or f iv e  and a h a lf  l iv e s  
term inated every  m inute. C on sid er a lso  that m ost o f  th ese  k illin g s  a ctu a lly  occurred  in the  
first three or four w e e k s , and add to  th e  death to ll the uncounted  le g io n s  w h o  w ere  m aim ed  
but did not d ie  o f  their w ou n d s, and the system atic  and serial rape o f  Tutsi w o m e n ..

Knowing what we now know about the speed and extent o f the genocide in 

Rwanda, it seems mystifying that the international community could have held 

itself back. Surely no possible normative claims regarding the moral value o f the 

state, or that o f recognizing a regime ‘as if it is legitimate’ in the interest o f 

‘toleration,’ could weigh as anything more than insignificant compared with the 

evils being perpetrated by the regime? That being the case, it seems clear that 

decision-makers in the dominant states o f the international community must, at 

least at the time, have acted in accordance with the dictates o f a different set o f 

enabling and constraining criteria.

However, in the interest o f demonstrating with some degree o f detached 

analysis that this was the case (at least at the time) it is important to address the 

criteria o f non-state-centric humanitarian justifications in a step-by-step objective 

manner. It is also important to address whether decision-makers had sufficient 

information at the time to make choices based on normative considerations, or 

whether their failure to do so was based on ignorance o f humanitarian demands 

rather than a policy o f ignoring them.

Jus ad  Bellum

In previous chapters we noted that communitarians such as Walzer and 

Thomas put forward a pragmatic case against intervention, whether humanitarian 

or not. However, even Walzer acknowledges that acts or practices that ‘shock the 

conscience o f humankind’ are, in principle, not tolerated, and indeed there is a 

normative consensus on the possibility o f a universal ‘bad’, even if  there is no such
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thing as a universally acknowledged ‘good.’ In the terms o f international society, 

genocide is the leading candidate for consideration as a universal bad. Thus an 

intervention to prevent genocide would universally be considered a just one 

providing other just war criteria are met, and indeed clearly ftilfils the prerequisite 

o fju st cause.

In terms o f right intention, as an intervention did not occur until after the 

event in Rwanda, and then the French Operation Turquoise can be described as 

having, at best, mixed motivation, it is hard to assess whether an intervention 

would have been just. Counterfactuals always pose such difficulties. However, 

assuming that the intervention would have been intended first and foremost to stop 

the killing and would have been unlikely to be characterised as a war for revenge, 

a war to satisfy bloodlust or a war for imperial ambition, it should have been no 

problem for actors to receive the endorsement o f competent authorities, as both the 

United Nations and Organisation o f African Unity directorates were pushing for 

action by states with the capacity to intervene.

Given that most o f the killings were carried out by very primitive weaponry 

a determined international effort would have had a very high probability o f 

success, thereby fulfilling the fourth just war criterion. Observers on the ground 

have repeatedly claimed that any determined show o f force by the international 

community would have been enough to nip the genocide in the bud, even if  only 

by giving the majority an excuse not to participate, and General Dallaire, the 

commander o f UN forces, claimed that: T could have stopped them. We could 

have stopped the militia at that time with force. All I needed were the troops I had 

on the ground plus another 2,500 men.’ ’̂  ̂According to Scott Feil, at a conference 

to discuss this claim three years after the genocide, the Carnegie Commission on 

Preventing Deadly Conflict, the Institute for the Study o f Diplomacy at 

Georgetown University, and the US Army reached a consensus that Dallaire’s 

assessment was an accurate one and that a force o f 5,000 operating with air 

support, logistics, and communications, and deployed with a Chapter VII mandate, 

‘could have averted the slaughter o f a half-million people.

Philip Gourevitch, op. cit. 2000, p. 133.
Neuffer, op. cit. 2002, p. 117.
Nicholas J. W heeler, Saving Strangers, Oxford: Oxford University Press 2000, p. 225,
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In terms o f proportionality o f ends, it is doubtful whether any would claim 

that the end achieved by non-intervention was preferable to that which could have 

been brought about by a determined and timely intervention to stop the genocide. 

It will probably never be known how many perished as a result o f  the non

intervention, but estimates vary from a very conservative (and consensually 

viewed as the lowest possible figure) 500,000 to over one million souls. The vast 

majority of these deaths were Tutsi, and barely 100,000 survived the holocaust.

Gerard Prunier has painted a vivid picture o f the realities o f the genocide, 

pointing out that in clearing the bodies for fear o f infection, such was their number 

in the cities that garbage trucks had to be resorted to, whereas in the hills they were 

often piled to a height o f four or five feet. Furthermore, the killings were not in any 

way clean or surgical. ‘The use o f machetes often resulted in a long and painful 

agony and many people, when they had some money, paid their killers to be 

finished off quickly with a bullet rather than being slowly hacked to death with a 

panga.' He catalogues mass sexual abuse and murder o f women, babies being 

smashed against a rock or thrown alive into pit latrines, mutilations (breasts and 

penises often being chopped off) and concludes with a quote from The Economist: 

‘Brutality here does not end with murder. At massacre sites, corpses, many o f them 

those o f children, have been methodically dismembered and the body parts stacked 

neady in separate piles.’ [‘Rwanda: no end in sight’. The Economist (23 April 

1994).]^ ’̂

Thus with regard to simple utility, or to put it more crudely, in terms o f 

body count, intervention would not only have been justified, it was in fact a duty 

incumbent upon the international community. It could o f course be argued that 

Western leaders were abiding by just war criteria in that intervention was 

considered to be a last resort. However, in normative terms this simply does not 

hold water as far more suffering was entailed as a result o f the delay than would 

have occurred as a result o f a speedy, even hasty intervention. Again Prunier points 

out that 80 per cent o f victims were slain in about six weeks between the second 

week o f April and the third week o f May, and soberingly; ‘If  we consider that

Gerard Prunier, The Rwanda Crisis: H istory o f  a Genocide, London: Hurst and Co., 1995, pp. 
255-6.
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probably around 800,000 people were slaughtered during that short period the 

daily killing rate was at least five times that o f the Nazi death camps.

The goal o f peace is a more complex problem for this analysis. It could 

certainly be claimed that by concentrating on the civil war rather than the genocide 

and looking first to obtaining a ceasefire and the implementation o f the Arusha 

Accords, the international community firmly fixed their sights upon the goal o f 

peace. It could also be argued that any peace imposed from outside would only 

have been a negative peace, would have perpetuated the structural violence, and 

lasting peace would only be possible through the processes outlined at Arusha. The 

consequences o f victory for either side would have been a perpetuation o f the 

dominance of one group over another. Finally, there is the fear that intervening 

within the borders o f a sovereign state would lead to the breakdown of 

international order and the interstate system upon which it is built leading to an 

eternal war o f all against all.

However, this is simply to avoid the central issue. Victory for the Hutu 

Power extremists would have led not simply to domination, but to the 

extermination o f the Tutsi. Even if  had it been unconscionable for the W est to 

intervene on the side o f the Tutsi, especially in the incarnation o f the RPF, this 

would not necessarily have invalidated an intervention to disarm all sides. In this 

case it might well have been possible to ‘force people to be free’, and even if  this 

were not the case, the removal of a people’s right to self-determination is a lesser 

evil than the removal of their right to existence. Finally, so horrific were the 

practices, few could have objected to Rwanda being made a special case o f failed 

statehood, one that need not establish a precedent that could be claimed to allow 

the intervention in any state and thus the breakdown o f international order.

Jus in Bello

It is unlikely that any commentator would have considered the use o f 5,000 

or so UN peacekeepers to stop a genocide and save the lives o f hundreds o f 

thousands a disproportionate use o f force. Even if  the UN troops were given a 

strong mandate to open fire on the perpetrators o f genocide, it is unlikely that they 

would have killed as many Hutu as died in the refugee camps after fleeing the

ibid. p. 2 5 6 .
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advancing RPF forces, let alone the number o f human lives that were lost as a 

result o f not acting. Thus the force that General Dallaire called for would have 

accorded with the proportionality o f means doctrine.

By contrast the French force used for a ‘humanitarian mission’ in 

Operation Turquoise is far more open to question. Under the authority o f a chapter 

VII mandate, the French had far more competence to open fire than did UN forces. 

They also had far greater means with which to do so, with 2,500 troops, 100 

armoured vehicles, a battery o f heavy mortars, eight Super-Puma helicopters and 

four Jaguar fighter-bombers, four Mirage ground-attack planes and four Mirage 

jets for reconnaissance, and nearly 300 soldiers from French special forces. 

According to Linda Melvem, France spent 1 per cent o f its annual defence budget 

on a sixty-day operation for what was ostensibly a very limited humanitarian goal, 

and as she notes: ‘It was an awful lot of military power for what was strictly a 

humanitarian operation.’ ’̂’

Thus, as concluded by Wheeler, multilateral Western intervention would 

just have certainly secured a Chapter VII mandate as it is inconceivable that the 

Security Council would have blocked it, given the way it responded to the French 

request for a mandate, despite considerable misgivings about the humanitarian 

character o f Operation Turquoise. ‘In April and May 1994, members would have 

been only too happy to authorize African or Western states to intervene to end the 

killing. Certainly, no member o f the Security Council wanted to be publicly 

exposed as blocking military intervention out o f doctrinal concerns for Article 2(7) 

o f the Charter.

A more complex problem concerning intervention in Rwanda was how 

consistently to follow the principle o f discrimination. As mentioned in previous 

chapters, the principle o f discrimination imposes an obligation upon intervening 

forces to discriminate between combatants and non-combatants, always erring on 

the side o f caution, even at greater risk to one’s own combatants. Yet in Rwanda, 

‘non-combatants’ were often carrying out the genocidal killings. As noted in the 

official United Nations Blue Book report, ‘political party militiamen and gangs o f 

armed civilians went from house to house killing thousands o f Tutsi civilians...

Linda M elvern, A P eop le  B etrayed: The Role o f  the PVest in R w a n d a ‘s Genocide, London: Zed 
Books, 2000 , pp. 212-3 .

W heeler, op. cit. 2000 , p. 241.
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using pre-established lists and maps to locate their victims.’"*®' Furthermore, much 

o f blame for incitement to commit genocide rests with civilian authorities and 

media organizations.

Rwanda’s civilian authorities utilized the hierarchical structure o f the 

society to manipulate the general populace. From the ‘interim Government’ down 

through the prefectures to the lowest level o f bureaucratic organization civilian 

officials mobilized a predominantly civilian mob to carry out acts o f genocide. 

Those who resisted, from the heads o f prefectures down, were added to the list o f 

enemies and dealt with accordingly. For many in the Hutu extremist parties 

Habyarimana’s regime had in fact been too moderate and squeamish about 

carrying out the ‘final solution’ of the Tutsi problem. Indeed the slain president 

had been perceived as a traitor for eventually signing the Arusha accords. Hutu 

Power politicians from a number o f political parties urged ever-greater efforts to 

eliminate the Tutsi ‘cockroaches’ and those soft-hearted Hutus who protected 

them, whipping their followers into a frenzy of action.

The Government-controlled Radio Rwanda contributed a part towards the 

broadcast o f ethnic hatred, but could almost be viewed as moderate compared to 

the broadcasts o f the ‘privately’ controlled (actually set up by the brother-in-law 

and son-in-law o f Habyarimana) Radio Television Libre des Mille Collines which 

‘broadcast unceasing messages o f hate, such as “the grave is only half full. Who 

will help us to fill it?” Christened “the radio that kills” by it opponents, it was the 

basic instrument o f propaganda for the Hutu extremists, and the militias rallied in 

support o f its slogans.’"'*’̂  Other media that participated in the propagation of 

genocide included the monthly journal Kangura which, two months after war 

broke out in October 1990, published a ‘Call to the Conscience o f the Bahutu 

Peoples’ accompanied by the ‘Ten Bahutu Commandments’ exhorting the Hutus to 

stop feeling any pity for the Tutsis, and ordering them to ‘regard as traitor every 

Hutu who has persecuted his brother Hutu for reading, spreading and teaching this 

[Hutu] ideology

B outros B outros-G hali, op. cit 1996, p. 37. 
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However, this discussion ignores the normative principle behind the 

doctrine o f discrimination, that o f the protection o f human hfe. The opening Hnes 

o f the Charter o f the United Nations eloquently express this principle:

W e the Peoples o f  the  United Nations de term ined  to save succeed ing  genera tions from the 
scourge o f  war, which  tw ice  in our l ifetime had brough t  untold sorrow  to m ankind ,  and to 
reaffirm faith in fundamental hum an rights , in the  dignity and worth  o f  the hum an 
person ,. . .  and for these  ends  to practice to lerance  and live together in peace  and security, 
and to ensure,  by the acceptance o f  princip les  and the  institutions o f  m ethods,  that  a rmed 
force shall not be used, save in the co m m o n  in teres t , . . .  have resolved to com bine  our  
efforts to accomplish  these  aims.

Yet although the genocide in Rwanda was one of the greatest instances of 

human suffering since the Second World War, and certainly the most preventable, 

‘the capacity o f the United Nations to reduce human suffering in Rwanda was 

severely constrained by the unwillingness o f Member States to respond to the 

changed circumstances in Rwanda by strengthening UNAM IR’s mandate and 

contributing additional t r o o p s . N o  amount of mitigation based on the difficulty 

o f identifying combatants, killers, the victims and who constituted legitimate 

targets for military action can excuse the deliberate hamstringing o f the United 

Nations effort.

General Dallaire repeatedly requested more troops, more equipment, a 

stronger mandate, or at the very least permission to seize the weapons that were 

being openly accumulated and distributed with the death lists throughout Rwanda 

in preparation for the genocide. However, ‘no weapons, no additional troops, not 

even drinking water and rations were forthcoming for the g e n e r a l . M e l v e m  

notes that ‘because o f the constant pressure by the Americans in the Security 

Council, supported by Britain, to cut the costs and resources o f the mission, most 

units in UN AMIR had one or two days’ water, a maximum of two days’ rations, 

virtually no stocks o f fuel and about twenty rounds o f ammunition for each 

soldier.’"'*’'’ International leaders and U.N. staff treated the extermination campaign 

as an unfortunate consequence o f the war, something akin to ‘collateral damage’ 

and devoted their energies to trying to obtain a cease-fire between the belligerents.

Boutros Boutros-Ghali,  op. cit 1996, p. 4. 
Neuffer ,  op. cit. 2002, p. 117.
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‘They waited two weeks to take action and then it was to reduce the number of 

peacekeepers in Rwanda.

Even if  it had been truly impossible to identify legitimate targets for 

military action, a reinforced UNAMIR, national troops such as those dispatched to 

evacuate Europeans and Americans or a combined force o f both, could have been 

used to confront the perpetrators o f genocide, interpose themselves between the 

killers and their intended victims, or at the very least provide a counterweight to 

the military and paramilitary forces at the disposal o f Hutu extremists in order to 

encourage dissenters to refuse to join in and thereby immediately save lives.

The Special Rapporteur o f the UN Commission on Human rights noted that 

as a result o f  the genocide in Rwanda, the expectation that the international 

community, in the name o f a new global era, could and would act swiftly and 

resolutely in the name of peace, justice and global solidarity suffered a distinct 

setback. The massive killings and chaos that erupted throughout the country should 

have led to a clear, resolute stand by the international community, which in turn 

could have significantly curbed the violence. ‘Instead, lives that could have been 

saved were lost.’”*®* The international community failed to fulfil its obligations 

under the principle o f discrimination because they did not take sufficient measures 

to ensure that minimal suffering was caused to civilians during the time o f war. 

This duty is incumbent not only upon the belligerents themselves (who were even 

more culpable according to the principle as they deliberately targeted civilians) but 

also upon external agencies that have the capability to protect civilian lives while a 

conflict rages.

Just as individuals have the moral and (under many domestic jurisdictions) 

the legal obligation to prevent a murder being carried out in front o f them if they 

are able to do so without great risk to their own safety, so members o f the 

international community have an obligation to stop the murder o f a population, if 

they are able to do so without significant threat to their own populations. Just as 

during times o f war the onus is upon a belligerent nation to discriminate in favour 

o f civilian life (no matter what their nationality) even at increased risk to its own 

troops, so too must third parties accept some small risk in order to prevent the

A lison D es Forges, Leave N one to Tell the Story: G enocide in Rwanda, N ew  York: Human 
rights Watch, 1999, p. 595.
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massacre o f thousands. Instead, at the first sign o f threat to their own nationals or 

national interest, members o f the international community cut and ran, leaving 

civilians in Rwanda at the mercy o f the mob.

On 12 April, in the wake o f the brutal slaying o f its 10 peacekeepers 

guarding the Prime Minister, Belgium announced its intention to pull out its 

contingent, one o f the largest and best equipped in UNAMIR. W ith the departure 

o f the Belgian contingent and o f non-essential personnel from other contingents, 

UNAM lR’s troop strength had was reduced from 2,165 to 1,515, the number o f 

military observers from 321 to 190, and much o f its heavy weaponry was lost. On 

21 April Bangladesh, provider o f the largest contingent, announced its fears 

regarding continued participation. Thus, also on the 21 April, the Security Council 

voted to adopt Resolution 912, which reduced personnel to 270 and caused 

UNAMIR to cease to exist except as an intermediary.

The killings continued, and the international community decided to look 

once more at the situation. On 17 May 1994, the Security Council adopted 

resolution 918 according to which, acting under Chapter VI o f the Charter o f the 

United Nations (the one entitled Pacific Settlement o f Disputes, i.e. still taking a 

state-centric traditional war-fighting view of the crisis), it was decided to expand 

the original UNAMIR mandate and to authorize an increase o f its force level to 

5,500. ‘Under the new mandate, the mission, to be known as UNAMIR II, was to 

contribute to the security and protection o f displaced persons, refugees and 

civilians at risk in Rwanda, including the establishment and maintenance o f secure 

humanitarian areas, and to provide security and support for the distribution o f 

relief supplies and humanitarian relief operations.

However, even with the new mandate, the permanent members o f the 

Security Council made it clear that none of their forces was to be used. Debate 

continued with each state looking out for its individual interests, until a consortium 

of eight African states agreed to provide the manpower on condition that the 

richer, better equipped countries provided the materiel. The United States offered 

to lend 50 armoured vehicles, while the United Kingdom offered to supply 50 

trucks -  according to Guy Vassall-Adams a totally inadequate response from 

governments with two o f the best-equipped military forces in the world. However,

ib id ,  p. 48.
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Vassall-Adams also notes that some African governments failed Rwanda by 

making ‘exorbitant demands for their battalions’ instead o f making reasonable
. 410requests.

Continued squabbling led to further delays, the most distastefiil behaviour 

perhaps coming from the Clinton administration, which, instead o f lending the 

armour to the Africans, decided to lease it to the UN, at a time when Washington 

was billions o f dollars in arrears on membership dues, for a price o f fifteen million 

dollars.^" Thus even by the end o f May, there were no new UN forces on the 

ground, and the Secretary-General deplored the fact that the international 

community ‘appears paralysed in reacting’, almost two months after the start o f  the 

killings, ‘even to the revised mandate’ given by the Security Council, and that: 

‘We must all recognize that... we have failed in our response to the agony o f 

Rwanda, and thus have acquiesced in the continued loss o f human lives. Our 

readiness and our capacity for action has been demonstrated to be inadequate at 

best, and deplorable at worst, owing to the absence o f collective political w ill.’""^

Thus I would concur with Wheeler that the killings in Rwanda in 1994 

confronted the society o f states with the first case o f genocide since the Holocaust, 

and that international society abjectly failed to honour humanity’s promise to the 

Jews o f ‘Never Again.’ Likewise I would agree that the Rwandan genocide 

showed ‘how limited were the claims made for a new doctrine o f UN-authorized 

humanitarian intervention that had gained currency in the aftermath o f the 

interventions in Iraq and Somalia.’""  ̂Once the crisis had reached this stage, the 

final criterion o f ju s  in bello, the concept o f a limited war, could in all probability 

never have been brought into play. A return to the status quo ante bellum was 

neither possible nor desirable, and while a limited intervention at the start o f  the 

massacres could well have been successful, after the death o f so many there was no 

solution available save that o f significant regime change, violation o f sovereignty 

and punishment o f the guilty. Some have called for the ultimately victorious RPF 

to return to the negotiating table with the perpetrators o f genocide, but it is 

understandable that this has met with a less than warm reception.

Guy Vassall-Adams, Rwanda: An A gen d a  f o r  In terna tiona l A ction , O xford: O xfam , 1994, p. 44, 
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The onus is now upon the international community to make up for its sins 

o f  omission and do everything in its power to support the new government in its 

task o f rebuilding a ravaged country. In the future there may come a time when the 

international community can ask (but never demand) that the Tutsi make greater 

efforts to share power with their now far more numerous countrymen, and even 

move in the direction o f majoritarian rule. But that time is not now, and cannot 

come until the politics o f Rwanda have been de-ethnicised to a sufficient degree 

that all can feel secure.

Internal and External Constituencies

The internal and external legitimacy o f a state holds considerable weight 

with regard to assessing the legitimacy o f any intervening force. In terms o f 

external legitimacy, the international community consistently acted as if  the 

Habyarimana regime and its successor, the interim government, were the 

legitimate representatives o f the people o f Rwanda. This caused considerable 

difficulty in deciding how best to proceed. An armed intervention against a de 

facto  and de ju re  internationally recognized sovereign government goes against 

many o f the principles enshrined in the Charter o f the United Nations. 

Furthermore, as previously mentioned, any armed intervention, whether or not 

inspired by humanitarian motives, may be objected to on rule-utilitarian the 

grounds that even if in the short-term it will lead to less suffering, in the long-term 

breach o f the rule will lead to an increase in net misery. In passing judgment upon 

one o f its members the international community ran the risk o f an international 

breakdown of order, with each state claiming moral superiority and thus the right 

to intervene within the borders o f any o f its neighbours.

However, it is unlikely that intervention in Rwanda would have opened 

such floodgates. As the first case o f genocide in the United Nations era, it is 

unlikely that any would have objected to it being viewed as a special case 

deserving o f the full attention o f the international community and direct action by 

the nominated representatives o f this community. Furthermore, the international 

community does have means at its disposal for legitimating such action. Under 

Article 39 o f the UN Charter the Security Council could have determined that the 

crisis amounted to a threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act o f aggression, 

and after the failure o f Article 41 sanctions could have endorsed Article 42
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operations for which Members o f the United Nations would have been bound to 

provide forces under Article 43. Given the numbers o f refugees on the move and 

the presence o f armed factions in neighbouring countries, it would have been easy 

to make this claim. A strict adherence to these procedures would have minimized 

any threat to international order, thereby negating rule-utilitarian objections.

The internally illegitimate nature o f both the Habyarimana and interim 

governments add weight to this permissive interpretation. Habyarimana seized 

power in a coup, ruled as a virtual dictator for much of his period o f office, and 

was certainly not answerable to his people or open to their endorsement o f his rule 

through frequent, regular and fair election procedures. When international pressure 

and domestic unrest did eventually force him to agree to democratic reforms, he 

frequently reneged on agreements and commitments. In 1993 Joseph Kavaruganda, 

head o f the Supreme Court and the country’s Court o f Appeals, wrote angrily to 

Habyarimana detailing the various times he had violated the country’s laws and 

broken the agreements he had signed and asking; ‘When you violate the law, do 

you do it in the interests o f the Rwandan people? In the spirit o f the constitution? 

N o . ’^'^

The credentials o f the interim government were, if  anything, even more 

spurious. Having in all likelihood been responsible for the death o f the previous 

incumbent, those next in line for the presidency were either overlooked or 

murdered by the leaders of the new regime. Opposition parties were excluded from 

the administration, despite formal power-sharing agreements, their leaders slain, 

and although the interim government was nominally multi-party, it was solely 

composed o f the Hutu Power elements o f each o f the coalition partners. Yet this 

lack o f democratic credentials would not have been enough in itself to remove all 

the trappings o f legitimacy bestowed by international recognition. This only came 

about as a result of the complete disregard for the well-being, and indeed 

deliberate persecution, o f a large sector of the populace by these regimes. 

Increasing support has been forthcoming (including from the last two Secretaries- 

General o f the United Nations) for the notion that tyrannical states cannot derive 

sovereign rights from the human rights of those very individuals they are 

oppressing.

Neuffer, op. cit. 2002, p. 100.
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Even before the genocide began in earnest, there was growing international 

awareness o f the human rights abuses perpetrated by Habyarimana’s regime 

against Tutsi. ‘In February and May 1992 the human rights non-governmental 

organization (NGOs) Africa Watch and Amnesty International drew attention to 

violations committed by the regime since 1990. Amnesty noted the extrajudicial 

executions o f more than 1,000 Tutsi, the use o f torture against detainees, “dozens 

o f disappearances” , and the imprisonment without charge or trial, o f  more than 

8,000 people.’'*'̂  In March 1993 an International Commission on Human Rights, 

consisting o f experts from several human rights NGOs, and coordinated by Africa 

Watch and the International Federation o f Human Rights, found that the Rwandan 

government had killed about 2,000 o f its own people between October 1990 and 

January 1993, most o f whom were Tutsi or Hutu belonging to opposition parties, 

and that ‘authorities at the highest level, including the President o f the Republic, 

consented to these abuses’. This prompted the UN to launch its own investigation. 

Bacre Waly Ndiaye, the Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary and 

Arbitrary Executions for the UN Commission on Human Rights, published his 

report in August 1993, which closely endorsed those o f the Commission even 

going so far as to note that ‘there is a certain elite which, in order to cling to 

power, is continuing to fuel ethnic hatred’.'"'’

So neither the Habyarimana regime nor the interim government counted as 

legitimate representatives o f the people, and therefore could not derive sovereign 

rights from those very individuals that they oppressed. Furthermore, when it comes 

to balancing the prevention through intervention o f mass abuse o f individual 

human rights, against the costs in terms o f human rights violated by the 

intervention, once the prerogatives o f political sovereignty and territorial integrity 

have been stripped away, there is little question that the international community 

not only had a right to intervene, but also a utilitarian duty. This duty became ever 

more inescapable as the violation o f citizens’ human rights by those who were 

supposed to be protecting them escalated, and became known to members o f the 

international community. Wheeler points out that ‘The warning lights were 

flashing at least a year before the genocide began and the UN received intelligence

Vassall-Adams, op. cit. 1994, p. 25. 
ibid. pp. 25-26.



reports in early 1994 warning of the risk of g e n o c i d e . E v e n  if  these warnings 

about the nature o f Habyarimana’s regime were not enough to provoke 

intervention, the reports that soon came out about the regime that had replaced him 

should have been. On the 8 April a UN officer in Rwanda reported to UN 

headquarters in New York:

On 7 Apri l,  1994, the first day o f  the conflict U N A M IR  received hundreds  o f  calls for 
assistance. A s m any  w ere  responded to as possible. Unfortunate ly ,  not all could  be 
answered  due to the roadblocks,  firing and d irected  fire at U N A M IR  vehic les. Som e o f  
these unfortunately  resulting in death or hostage  t ak in g . . .A l l  U N A M IR  cam ps  have 
sheltered civilians terrified by the ruthless cam paign  o f  ethnic c leans ing . . .  Civil ian 
casualties are impossib le  to even estim ate  at this t im e but initial indications are that they 
are quite  heavy  and primarily  ethnic in nature . In addit ion banditry  is be ing  conducted  and 
political cleansing o f  the opposition has occurred .. . . '"*

On Saturday 9 April in Gikondo, a massacre in a church was witnessed by 

two Polish military observers, and its aftermath filmed by Polish peacekeepers. 

‘Over the next three months, massacres like this became commonplace. But at 

Gikondo there was photographic proof The Polish peacekeepers thought that 

Gikondo should alert the world, for they recognized what was happening as 

genocide.’”*''̂  On the 28 April Oxfam warned that half a million Tutsi were at risk 

in a pattern o f systematic killing that amounted to genocide."'^'’ By May, the United 

Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights was reporting that since April 

1994, the world had witnessed in Rwanda ‘a human rights tragedy o f 

unprecedented dimensions’, with the torture and killing o f ‘hundreds o f thousands 

o f civilians, including large numbers o f children and wom en’. Furthermore, 

‘millions were forced to leave their places o f residence, seeking refuge in other 

areas o f Rwanda or abroad’ while ‘others are trapped between the lines o f fighting 

or are forcibly detained’, and ‘disease and famine threaten those who, so far, have 

escaped death.’

During the days and weeks that followed the assassination o f the President, 

violence spread out to other areas o f the country (from the capital) and reached an 

unprecedented scale: it has been estimated that more than 200,000 people, the 

majority of them innocent civilians, including children and women, had been

Wheeler, op. cit. 2000, p. 208. 
N euffer ,  op. cit. 2002, p. 113-4, 
Melvern, op. cit. 2000, p. 133. 
Wheeler, op. cit. 2000, p. 225.
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killed. According to well-informed sources, the numbers may be considerably 

higher and may exceed 500 ,000 /^‘ By this point, if not before, the interim 

government had clearly lost any claim to legitimacy, and thus became a legitimate 

target for external intervention. That such intervention was not forthcoming was in 

part due to the role and perceptions of the internal and external constituencies o f 

Member states.

The writings o f Raphael Lemkin, the Polish Jewish lawyer who invented 

the term genocide in 1944 in reaction to the holocaust, and was the driving force 

behind the General Assembly’s adoption o f the Genocide Convention, make clear 

that such events impose a moral duty on all to take action. He noted that ‘to treat 

genocide as a crime that only concerns an individual nation makes no sense 

because by its very nature the author is either the state itself or powerful groups 

backed by the state.... By its legal, moral and human nature, genocide must be 

regarded as an international crim e.’ Thus ‘the crime o f genocide ipso facto  affects 

the entire human r a c e . T h a t  the Permanent Members o f the Security Council 

didn’t appear to view things this way either shows ignorance o f events in Rwanda, 

or reveals that such nomiative constraints were not universal in their interpretation 

or application at the time o f the Rwandan genocide, or that they didn’t perceive the 

events as equating to genocide. These possibilities will be discussed below in the 

following sections dealing with information, the binding duties o f international 

law, and the concept o f genocide.

Forewarned but not forearm ed

Some decision-makers may have been constrained through lack o f 

information from acting in accordance with the dictates o f international normative 

rules. The comments o f Representative Maxine Waters, an African American 

Democrat, best serve to illustrate this position. She claimed that she didn’t know 

what position to take, as although she would normally have favoured federal action 

in such a case, she ‘didn’t know whether the Hutus or Tutsis were correct’ so she 

couldn’t tell anybody what she thought they should do. ‘Commenting on her

Report o f  the United Nations High Commissioner fo r  Human Rights on his mission to Rwanda o f  
11-12 May 1994, 19 May 1994.

Destexhe, op. cit 1995, p. 14.
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participation in a meeting at the White House to advise CHnton, she revealed: “A 

lot o f people were like me -  they didn’t know from crap” .’"*̂^

In addition to the lack o f press coverage in the early stages, other 

commentators have pointed out that official channels were also deficient in 

providing important details. Neuffer notes that: ‘UN Diplomats -  U.S. ambassador 

Madeleine Albright chief among them -  labored under the widespread perception 

that Rwanda was gripped by civil war, not genocide,’ and that ‘even the UN 

Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali’s report on Rwanda’s violence, delivered to 

diplomats on April 21, failed to mention the organized nature o f the massacres.

The Rwandan representative who coincidentally held a seat on the Security 

Council at the time the genocide began, blamed the ‘spontaneous violence’ on a 

strong reaction to the presidential assassinations, UN Special representative 

Jacques-Roger Booh-Booh depicted it as a resumption o f the civil war and 

downplayed the killing o f civilians, ethnic assaults were depicted as mutual, and in 

the early stages ‘Boutros-Ghali, reluctant to place the onus on Rwandan officials, 

cited “unruly members of the Presidential Guard” as the driving force behind the 

violence.

Iqbal Riza, one o f the secretariat officials responsible for briefing the 

Security Council, said that for the first week the information they received, except 

for one sentence, in one cable (which anyway was contradicted by Booh-Booh’s 

report), gave the impression that all they were dealing with was a serious 

breakdown o f the ceasefire. Furthermore, as debate in the Security Council is often 

shaped by recommendations from the Secretary-General acting on advice from 

officials in the secretariat who receive all the cables from UN commanders, the 

absence o f such recommendations in the Rwandan case contributed to the 

indecision and paralysis. Thus it is perhaps not surprising that ‘in the first four 

weeks o f genocide, the fact that a systematic and continuing slaughter was taking 

place in Rwanda was not once discussed at length in Council m eetings’, as 

‘everyone in the Secretariat in New York was preoccupied with the civil w ar’ and

Quoted in Arthur Jay Klinghoffer, The International D imension o f  Genocide in Rwanda New 
York: New York University Press, 1998, p. 98.

Neuffer, op. cit. 2002, p. 123.
Klinghoffer, op. cit. 1998, p. 46.
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that this preoccupation meant that ‘no attention was given to the contribution that 

the peacekeepers could continue to make, even without reinforcements.’"*̂^

Not surprisingly, Boutros-Ghali has been defensive o f his role and that o f 

his personnel in the fiasco. He claims that ‘During this critical period, I kept the 

Security Council continuously informed regarding developments in Rwanda,’ and 

points out that, ‘on 7 April in New York, following a briefing by my Special 

Adviser, the Council condemned the acts o f violence resulting in the deaths of 

civilians, government leaders and the Belgian peace-keepers,’ while ‘on 9 April 

1994, the Assistant Secretary-General for Peace-keeping Operations briefed the 

Security Council on the fighting and disorder in Kigali.’ Furthermore; ‘Two days 

later, as the situation throughout Rwanda worsened, he briefed the Council 

a g a i n . Y e t  even he notes that as late as his special report o f 20 April 1994, he 

was continuing to place emphasis on the ‘intransigence o f the Rwandan parties’, 

and the prospects (or lack o f them) ‘o f a cease-fire being concluded in the coming 

days.’̂ '̂

Yet despite all these mitigating circumstances, and the acknowledgement 

that certainly some decision-makers were labouring under a misapprehension 

about the situation caused by lack o f information, it stretches credulity to claim 

that the key decision-makers o f the international community were not aware o f 

what was happening and therefore can be absolved o f the guilt o f not acting in 

accordance with the dictates o f international normative regulation. We have 

already addressed some o f the early warning signals that should have alerted the 

decision-makers, and according to Vassall-Adams, these were only some of 

‘numerous unmistakable signs, for anyone who cared to observe them, that 

violence on a terrifying scale was imminent.’ Thus the Security Council must have 

been fully aware o f what was taking place, as they had access to the information 

contained in the reports by human rights NGOs as well as reports from UNAMIR 

personnel passed on by the Secretariat.

Indeed, as early as December 1993, Boutros-Ghali referred to attacks upon 

civilians in the demilitarized zone in northern Rwanda, and stated ‘a well-armed 

and reportedly ruthless group was operating in the area, with a view to disrupting

M elvern , op. cit. 2000 , pp. 153-166.
B ou tros B outros-G hali, op. cit 1996, pp. 39-40.
ibid. p. 43.
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or even derailing the peace process.’"’̂ ’ Rwandan and European human rights 

groups had been sounding the alarm of an imminent catastrophe for some time 

while European diplomats dashed off worrying cables (with the exception o f the 

French, who provided $15 million in military aid to the Rwandan government). 

Waly Bacre Ndiaye, the UN Special Rapporteur o f the Commission on Human 

rights, dispatched to Rwanda to investigate after human rights groups there 

clamoured for his presence, discovered that some 2,000 Tutsi civilians had been 

victims o f summary executions since 1990 in what appeared to be genocidal acts, 

as the Tutsi were being killed ‘solely because o f their membership o f a certain 

ethnic group.’ ‘He called on the UN to act immediately, recommending that 

international human rights observers and civilian police be placed in high-risk 

areas to sound the alarm if killings recommenced.’"’̂ *’

To the charge that Members might still have been ignorant, as all these 

reports emphasized the civil war rather than the genocide except for a single 

telegram from Dallaire, and that the Secretariat was remiss in passing on 

information,"*^' we can note that NGO reports certainly did not ignore the 

imminence o f gross violations of human rights, and the general himself claims that 

in his daily situation reports and more frequent telephone calls he had ‘made it 

abundantly clear that genocide was l o o m i n g . I n  1998 evidence was uncovered 

that supported Dallaire’s claims, and demonstrating that his advanced warning of 

the Rwandan genocide was read more widely than previously thought. Apparently 

he had been authorised to pass on the warning to the French, Belgian and 

American embassies in Kigali, which in turn relayed the information to their 

respective capitals. Thus previous claims that, although Dallaire sent UN 

headquarters a fax on January 11, 1994 warning it o f  the preparations for mass 

killings, Boutros Boutros-Ghali did not inform the Security Council o f the message 

and rejected the general’s request for permission to disarm the forces preparing for

Vassall-A dam s, op. cit. 1994, pp. 30-31.
Neuffer, op. cit. 2002 , p. 100.
W heeler claim s that the Secretariat never informed U N SC  M embers o f  D aillaire’s request for 

reinforcements. But also notes that ‘even i f  members had been aware o f  Dailliare’s request for 
reinforcements, it is by no means clear that this would have been sufficient to persuade them to 
provide additional troops.’ W heeler, op. cit. 2000 , p. 222.

M elvern, op. cit. 2000 , p. 153.
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the genocide, lose their relevance. Key decision makers must have been 

informed.

Furthermore, Western states maintain some of the most extensive security 

and espionage networks in the world. European states have long prided themselves 

on their ‘human resources’ in sub-Saharan Africa and other troubled regions, 

whereas the United States boasts a capacity to conduct electronic surveillance 

world-wide. It is inconceivable that none o f these services picked up what was 

happening and relayed it to their political masters. In fact, the US State Department 

had received an analysis from the CIA that concluded that should the Arusha 

Process collapse, half a million people would die in Rwanda."*^"*

French intelligence in particular must have been even more aware o f the 

potential for genocide. Indeed, France maintained a military mission and a sizeable 

detachment o f intelligence officers in Rwanda throughout the early stages o f the 

genocide. As pointed out by Fergal Keane: ‘With their contacts inside the army 

and at every level o f government and the state media, Paris could not have been 

ignorant of the genocidal intentions o f many officers and officials. For the French 

to suggest otherwise would be a lamentable comment on the abilities o f their own 

intelligence service and d i p l o m a t s . K l i n g h o f f e r  concurs, noting that: ‘Ample 

warning o f catastrophe was provided through extensive human rights 

investigations, so this was not a case o f being unaware.

The actions o f Western states also seem to bear this analysis out. It seems 

that foreknowledge o f the hell that was about to break out contributed to the speed 

with which Europeans and North Americans acted to get their people out. Melvem 

queries why no one has ever explained the speedy exodus from Rwanda when 

there was no such evacuation during other crises, and no similar evacuation from 

Burundi after the assassination o f the President.'*^’ Furthermore, the ignorance 

defence became increasingly untenable as events unfolded. By mid-April the UN 

headquarters in Kigali had been given a written report from two UN military 

observers who had witnessed a massacre in which an estimated 10,000 people had

‘UN genocide alert widely circulated,’ The Telegraph, M onday 13 April 1998. 
W heeler, op. cit. 2000, p. 213.
Fergal Keane, Season o f  Blood: A Rwandan Journey, London: Penguin, 1996, p. 26. 
K linghoffer, op. cit. 1998, p. 3.
M elvern, op. cit. 2000, p. 142.
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died/^* and by the end o f the month the catastrophe was rightly a matter of 

growing anguish in Africa and throughout the world.

Reports were coming out o f large-scale massacres o f civilians throughout 

the country, but especially in the south, with estimates already as high as hundreds 

o f thousands of victims. Two hundred and fifty thousand were displaced in the 

north, 65,000 in the east and 1.2 million in the south and southwest, with 400,000 

having already fled across international borders to neighbouring countries. Thus 

there were plenty o f first-hand accounts available, and what was described 

concerning the genocide was all the more horrific for the way in which it was 

carried out, often with machetes, axes, cudgels and iron bars. ‘Women and young 

girls were systematically raped, tortured and maimed, while males were subjected 

to torture and extreme degradation before being killed. Children who were not 

killed became helpless witnesses to these atrocities.

On 4 May, the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights 

called for the convening o f an emergency session o f the Commission on Human 

Rights to discuss the deaths o f 200,000 to 500,000 people, the majority o f them 

innocent civilians, including children and women, which were estimated to have 

been killed."'^^ The High Commissioner visited Rwanda on 11 and 12 May, and in 

his subsequent report noted that ‘hundreds o f thousands o f civilians, including 

large numbers of children and women, have been killed, often after being subject 

to torture,’ that ‘the violence unleashed during the last six weeks exceeds by far 

even the worst of previous outbursts o f hatred and intolerance,’ and that ‘the 

situation in Rwanda can be characterized as a human rights tragedy’ calling for 

‘the strongest condemnation by the international community’ and ‘effective 

international action to prevent a further escalation o f human rights violations.’"'"̂ '

However, although he ‘clearly expressed the condemnation by the entire 

international community o f the massive and extremely grave human rights 

violations,’ expressly mentioning human rights instruments to which Rwanda is a 

party, it seems that he spoke out of turn, for the international community continued 

to prevaricate. Member States did not respond quickly to the Secretary-General’s

ibid. p. 163.
Boutros Boutros-Ghali, op. cit 1996, pp. 44-45.  
ibid. p. 61.
R eport o f  the United N ations High Com m isioner f o r  Human rights on his m ission to R wanda o f  

1 1-12 M ay 1994. 19 May 1994.
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request in May 1994 for contributions o f troops, equipment and airlift services to 

meet the requirements o f UNAMIR II, and those Member States that did offer to 

provide troops did not possess certain essential equipment. It seemed that not only 

were Permanent Members unwilling to provide troops, they were also extremely 

hesitant to give, or even lend equipment that would allow others to intervene. The 

endless delays appeared to finally get to the Secretary-General and he went public 

over the genocide. On 4 May, on the United States television news programme 

Nightline he stated: ‘Here you have a real genocide, in Kigali.’ At a press 

conference at United Nations Headquarters on 25 May, he reiterated:

It is a genocide  w hich  has been com m itted . M ore than  200 ,000  peop le  have been k illed , 
and the  in ternational com m unity  is still d iscussing  w hat ou g h t to  be done. I have  tried . I 
w as in con tact w ith d ifferen t heads o f  S tate, and 1 begged them  to send troops. I w as in 
con tact w ith d ifferen t o rgan izations and tried m y best to  help  them  find a so lu tion  to  the  
prob lem . U nfortunate ly , let m e say w ith great hum ility , I failed. It is a scandal. 1 am  the  
first one to  say it and 1 am  ready to repeat it.'’'*̂

It was not until the 22 June that the French finally intervened, and not until 

a month later that the first units o f a truly international presence arrived on the 

ground -  after the genocide was over and the RPF had claimed victory in the civil 

war. It took public denunciations from their internal (press, NGOs) and external 

(Secretary-General o f the United Nations, United Nations General Assembly) 

constituencies to get key decision-makers to even talk about possible intervention 

in the face o f a clear humanitarian catastrophe amounting to genocide, and even 

then action was held up by these same influential players while national interest 

was evaluated.

Thus clearly decision-makers (with a few honourable exceptions such as 

the representatives of New Zealand and Czechoslovakia) acted in accordance with 

a set o f enabling and constraining criteria different from those o f normative 

justification for intervention. International decision-makers knew what was 

happening, but either decided that they were not bound to act, or that the events did 

not amount to genocide, and only such a universal ‘bad’ compelled them to do so. 

We will first turn to whether, with knowledge o f at least some of the events 

transpiring in Rwanda, they were either enabled or bound under international law 

to act.

B outros B outros-G hali, op. c it 1996, p. 51.
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Legal Justification for Intervention

In the chapters on the Gulf War it was noted how Western decision-makers 

paid great attention to the dictates o f international law (at least to state-centric 

elements) and in a significant departure from the pre-Cold W ar operating 

environment, felt both constrained and enabled by international legal structures. 

The question was then raised whether international legal guidelines would 

therefore be the determining considerations for future armed international 

intervention. Rwanda presents us with an interesting test case for this hypothesis. 

In fact, there were elements o f international law that both enabled and constrained 

the right o f international intervention.

Firstly, despite the posturing o f the interim government, Rwanda was 

clearly a failed state by the time the genocide was taking place. That being the 

case, it would have been difficult for any o f the parties to have claimed sovereign 

immunity from armed international intervention on the basis o f their representation 

o f the Rwandan state and its people. Sovereign rights accrue with the achievement 

o f de facto  and de ju re  control over a territory. At no time during the crisis did any 

party possess either, let alone both o f these prerequisites. The interim government 

acted on the international stage as if  it was the recognized government on Rwanda, 

but in actual fact only a government o f national unity created in accordance with 

the Arusha Agreement could have claimed this legitimately. Moreover, as time 

progressed the interim government controlled a rapidly shrinking portion o f 

Rwandan territory, thus losing its de facto  legitimacy. Although the rebel forces 

increasingly gained de facto  legitimacy, it was not until the crisis was over that the 

international community endowed the new government with de ju re  recognition. 

Thus many commentators feel that armed intervention is much easier to justify 

against a failed state.

Secondly, the legality o f action against a state is to a certain extent 

dependent upon the law-abiding nature o f those acting in the name o f the state. The 

United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights pointed this out to the 

combatants during his mission to Rwanda o f 11-12 May 1994, noting that Rwanda 

was a party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political rights; the 

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment o f the Crime o f Genocide; the 

Convention on the Non-Applicability o f Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and
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Crimes against Humanity; the Convention on the Rights o f the Child; the 

Convention relating to the Status o f refugees and the Protocol thereto; the four 

Geneva Conventions o f 1949 and the 1977 Additional Protocols thereto.^^^ All of 

these instruments, as well as a plethora o f African regional international legal 

institutions and international norms, had already been violated by the time the 

High Commissioner’s visit, despite all sides acknowledging themselves bound by 

the rules o f international humanitarian law.

Boutros-Ghali in his Agenda for Peace noted that in conditions o f crisis 

within a country, ‘preventative deployment’ could only come about as a result o f  a 

request by the host government or the consent o f all parties.' '̂*"' At no time could 

these conditions have been fulfilled in the Rwandan case. Furthermore, the Charter 

o f  the Organization o f African Unity states that it is ‘the inalienable right o f all 

people to control their own destiny’ and that the organization was ‘determined to 

safeguard and consolidate the hard-won independence as well as the sovereignty 

and territorial integrity of our States, and to fight against neo-colonialism in all its 

f o r m s . T h u s  it could be claimed that rather than give the appearance o f neo

colonial interference, and mindful o f the neutral non-intervention rule regarding 

civil wars established by the Nicaragua case. Western decision-makers felt 

constrained from acting, or at the very least that they could only support action by 

OAU Members.

Yet the OAU was at the forefront o f those pushing for Western 

intervention. When African states did volunteer the manpower to intervene on 

behalf of the international community. Western states were at best hesitant to 

provide them with the wherewithal to do so. Furthermore, an act o f military 

intervention in a civil war could have been made legal through endorsement by the 

competent authorities.

It is inconceivable that an international military force would not have 

received Chapter VII endorsement. Under Article 39 the Security Council could 

have determined the situation in Rwanda a ‘threat to the peace, breach o f the 

peace, or act o f aggression,’ and, given the cross-border fighting, refugee flows

Report o f  the United Nations High Commissioner fo r  Human rights on his mission to Rwanda o f  
11-12 M ay 1994. 19 May 1994.

Boutros Boutros-Ghali, An Agenda For Peace: Preventative Diplomacy, Peacemaking and  
peace-Keeping, U.N. Doc. 1992.
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and mass killings, there was sufficient evidence for at least two o f these conditions. 

Articles 43 and 44 would then have allowed a military force to be assembled of 

contingents from Member states, and then this force could have been inserted in 

accordance with Article 48. The fact that the far less legitimate French intervention 

rapidly received a Chapter VII mandate through a unanimous vote o f the Security 

Council shows the feasibility o f this approach. Furthermore, even when the 

international community did receive such legal endorsement, they still 

conspicuously failed to act with any degree o f urgency. UNAM IR’s mandate and 

Dallaire’s resources were so limited that Blue Helmets felt compelled to stand by 

and bear silent witness as acts o f genocide were carried out before their very eyes.

However, on 13 May, in response to a request from the President o f the 

Security Council, the Secretary-General o f the United Nations recommended to the 

Security Council that it authorize the establishment o f UNAMIR II, ‘a force 

numbering 5,500 troops, including five infantry battalions, with the credibility, 

armament and high mobility to deter hostilities.’ In addition, he called upon the 

Council ‘to decide on an expanded mandate under which UNAMIR II would 

support and provide safe conditions for displaced persons and other groups in 

need, and provide security to humanitarian agencies to assist with the distribution 

o f  relief supplies.’ The expanded mandate did not amount to enforcement action, 

as provided by Chapter VII o f the Charter, but it was expected that the force would 

be sufficient to deter perpetrators o f genocide, and in any case would be allowed, 

and indeed required, ‘to take action in self-defence against persons or groups who 

threatened protected sites and populations and the means o f delivery and 

distribution o f humanitarian r e l i e f Y e t  although on 17 May in Resolution 918, 

the Security Council authorized an expanded force and mandate for UNAMIR II, 

the international community appeared reluctant to deploy the strengthened peace

keeping operation. ‘Most crucially, no other troops were to be deployed pending 

attempts to arrange a ceasefire as UNAMIR II was not to be subjected to danger.’

Thus Klinghoffer has referred to Resolution 918 as ‘largely a delaying 

tactic, encouraged by the US, to deflect criticisms regarding UN a c t i o n . A s  a 

result, in a report to the Security Council on 31 May, Boutros-Ghali noted that:

B outros B outros-G hali, op. cit 1996 p. 46. 
K linghoffer, op. cit. 1998, p. 52.
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The  delay in reaction by the international c om m unity  to the genocide  in R w anda  has 
demonstra ted  graphically  its extrem e inadequacy to respond urgently  with p rom pt  and 
decisive  action to hum anitarian  crises en tw ined  with a rmed conflict. H aving  quickly  
reduced U N A M IR  to a minimal presence on the  g round, since its original m anda te  d id not 
allow it to take action when  the carnage started, the international c o m m u n i ty  appears  
paralysed in reacting  a lmost two m onths  later even to the  revised m anda te  established by 
the Security Council .  W e all must recognize  that,  in this respect,  w e  have failed in our  
response  to the  agony o f  Rwanda, and thus have acquiesced in the continued loss o f  
hum an lives. O ur  readiness and capacity  for action has been dem onstra ted  to be inadequate  
at best, and deplorable  at worst,  ow ing  to the absence o f  the collective polit ical will.'’'**

On 8 June the Security Council passed Resolution 925 calling for the 

immediate deployment o f two additional battalions and an extension o f the 

UNAMIR mandate to 9 December 1994. Yet still nothing happened, and at the 

annual Summit of Heads o f State o f the OAU, held in Tunis on 13 June 1994, 

Boutros-Ghali lambasted the ‘bitter failure’ o f the ‘international community as a 

whole.’ Despairingly, with the deployment o f UNAMIR II effectively stalled and a 

time frame o f 3 months opening up for the undertaking o f duties under the new 

mandate, on 19 June the Secretary-General mooted the possibility o f French 

intervention. The Security Council swiftly concurred; on 22 June adopting 

Resolution 929 whereby acting under Chapter VII it authorized member states 

cooperating with the Secretary-General to establish a temporary operation under 

French command and control.

The swiftness o f the French response was in marked contrast to UNAMIR 

II deployment. The first units o f Operation Turquoise were deployed that same day 

(the French clearly foresaw no trouble getting clearance despite this being only the 

sixth time the Security Council had authorized member states to use military force 

under chapter VII, and only the second time military force not under UN command 

had been authorized for the purpose o f achieving humanitarian ends.)^"^  ̂Oxfam, 

one o f the most vocal o f the NGOs during the Rwanda crisis, publicly questioned 

how it was that the French force could be mobilized within a matter o f days when 

W estern governments had refused to provide logistic support for UNAMIR 11.'̂ *̂̂

The situation in Rwanda was clearly sufficiently horrific for members o f 

the international community, acting either individually or collectively, to gain legal 

endorsement for intervention, and international law, as a whole, is essentially 

permissive o f acts o f intervention under such conditions. That members o f the

Boutros Boutros-Ghali,  op. cit  1996, p. 51. 
ibid. pp. 52-54.
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international community did not act to prevent the genocide until it was too late 

demonstrated that they did not feel compelled by international legal instruments to 

do so. Indeed, much of international law is permissive rather than prescriptive, 

enabling states to intervene militarily within the borders o f another state, but not 

requiring them so to do. However, international law regarding the crime of 

genocide constitutes an important exception to this rule. In ignoring the normative 

and legal obligations imposed upon the international community when faced with 

genocide, decision-makers were either dismissing the notion that genocide was 

occurring, or dismissing the idea that they were indeed structurally bound to act 

when confronted with it. In the final section o f this chapter, we will address the 

notion that, although decision-makers attempted to claim the first exemption - that 

genocide was not in fact taking place - this was done precisely because o f an 

awareness o f obligation and subsequent compunction under the second clause.

Genocide

Although Klinghoffer feels that international law concerning the crime o f 

genocide allows for the prosecution o f criminals after the fact but does not, due to 

the lack o f interventionary mechanisms, offer protection for the victims, his is a 

minority v o i c e . B y  far the majority o f ‘the teachings o f the most highly qualified 

publicists o f the various nations,’ recognised as subsidiary means for the 

determination o f rules o f law by the Statute of the International Court o f Justice, 

hold the position that it is not only a right, but also a duty o f all states to take 

action against the perpetrators o f genocide. Thus for Destexhe, the Convention on 

the Prevention and Punishment o f the Crime o f Genocide is ‘a legal instrument that 

has been ratified by 120 countries and which, according to the International Court 

o f Justice, holds to generally accepted values which oblige all states, even those 

which have few links with the international community, to “punish and prevent 

genocide” .’ Furthermore, not only does the convention state that the authors and 

instigators o f a genocide must be brought to trial, but also that ‘there is nothing to 

prevent a state which is party to the Convention, even if  it is not directly affected 

itself, from calling for sanctions against violations committed in another signatory

W heeler, op. cit. 2000, p. 233. 
K linghoffer, op, cit. 1998, p. 105.
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country, as should be the case in R w a n d a . W h e e l e r  concurs with regard to this 

legal obligation incumbent upon all to prevent and punish the crime o f genocide, 

as does Des Forges.'*^^

Indeed, it is hard, upon reading the Convention, to come to any conclusion 

other than that the obligation to intervene exists. Under Article I the Contracting 

Parties undertake to prevent and to punish the crime o f genocide -  not just to 

punish. Furthermore, ‘any Contracting Party may call upon the competent organs 

o f the United Nations to take such action under the Charter o f the United Nations 

as they consider appropriate for the prevention and suppression o f acts of 

genocide’. No Contracting Party made such a call, but had they done so there 

would have been an additional obligation for multilateral intervention. Thus the 

only justification for Klinghoffer’s position is the lack within the Convention o f 

specific enforcement measures. However, this is because the crime is considered 

so heinous that all are required to intervene by whatever means they can to bring 

genocide to an end, rather than certain competent authorities being given the sole 

prerogative o f doing so. Hence all contracting parties are required to act 

individually to prevent and punish genocide, and if  they do not have the capacity 

so to do, they are still under an obligation to raise the matter within the 

international arena in order to alert and require all Contracting Parties with the 

appropriate means to act either independently or through the United Nations.

In order for the obligations incumbent upon Contracting Parties to the 

Convention to have legal force, it is necessary for the crime o f genocide, or for the 

additional acts punishable under the Convention (conspiracy to commit genocide, 

public incitement to commit genocide, attempting to commit genocide, or 

complicity in genocide) to be taking place. Furthermore, it is necessary for there to 

be an awareness that such acts were taking place. We have already looked at the 

degree to which the international community was aware o f some o f the horrific 

events unfolding in Rwanda; we now need to turn to whether these constituted acts 

punishable under the Convention, and therefore demanding o f intervention.

It is not simply enough to identify large numbers o f instances o f m an’s 

inhumanity to man. Despite the horrific nature of such events, we must endeavour 

to remain as objective as possible. Just as the crime o f genocide entails specific

Destexhe, op. cit. 1995, pp. 14-15.
W heeler, op. cit. 2000, p. 209; Des Forges op. cit. 1999, p. 595.
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obligations for the international community, so there are specific prerequisites that 

have to be met in order for genocide to be identified as occurring. ‘The specificity 

o f genocide does not arise from the extent o f the killings, nor their savagery or 

resulting infamy, but solely from the intention: destruction o f a group.’ 

Adhering to a strict definition is not simply a matter o f legal niceties. As pointed 

out by Destexhe, the term genocide has progressively lost its initial meaning and is 

becoming dangerously commonplace, used as a shocking epithet in order to draw 

attention to contemporary situations o f violence or injustice. ‘“Genocide” has been 

used as synonymous with massacre, oppression and repression, overlooking that 

what lies behind the image it evokes is the attempted annihilation o f the entire 

Jewish race.’"̂ ^̂

Returning to the work o f the instigator o f the genocide legislation, Raphael 

Lemkin, we discover the following definition: ‘In the same way as in a case o f 

homicide the natural right to the individual to exist is implied, so in a case o f 

genocide as a crime, the principle that any national, racial or religious group has a 

natural right to exist is clearly evident. Attempts to eliminate such groups violate 

this right to exist and to develop within the international c o m m u n i t y . T h u s  what 

makes genocide a single and undifferentiated crime is that it is a pre-meditated, 

organized and state-sponsored campaign to eliminate a ‘people.’ Article II o f the 

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment o f Genocide offers the following, 

more detailed definition. Genocide means any o f the following acts committed 

with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious 

group, as such

Killing members o f the group;
Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members o f the group;
Deliberately inflicting upon the group conditions o f life calculated to bring about 
its physical destruction in whole or in part;
Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
Forcibly transferring children o f the group to another group.

We therefore need to analyse whether the actions o f the Rwandan 

government amounted to a criminal act, ‘committed with intent to destroy, in

D estexhe, op. cit. 1995, p. 4.
ibid. p. 6.
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whole or in part,’ a particular group targeted ‘as such’.'̂ ^̂  The variables to be 

considered are whether a criminal act o f sufficient magnitude to warrant 

intervention was committed, whether the Tutsi were an ethnic group, the 

involvement o f those acting in the name o f the government, whether there existed 

an intent to eliminate the Tutsi and whether they were targeted for being Tutsi.

The first o f  these, that a criminal act o f sufficient magnitude was being 

perpetrated is hard to contest. Perhaps the only consideration that might have 

militated against intervention was that there had been a number o f previous 

massacres in the history o f Rwanda, and it could have been considered that this 

was just another ritual bloodletting in the long-running feud rather than something 

new, quite different, and horrific beyond comparison.

However, as pointed out by both the Secretary General o f the United 

Nations and the Special Rapporteur o f the Commission on Human Rights, the 

extent o f the massacres was unequalled in space and in time; ‘they spread like 

wildfire throughout the country from 6 April up to the end o f the hostilities and 

even beyond that date.’ Also, ‘the horrific nature o f the massacres is apparent from 

the way in which the Tutsi were killed: in most cases they were attacked with 

machetes, axes, cudgels, iron bars, etc. until they breathed their last. Moreover, the 

massacres were systematic and spared nobody, not even babies. The victims were 

hunted down even in their final refuge; orphanages, hospitals and churches.’ Thus 

the newest round o f hostilities between the protagonists gave rise to ‘grave,
458massive and systematic violadons o f human rights.’ Furthermore, according to 

Des Forges: ‘The major intemadonal actors -  policymakers in Belgium, the U.S., 

France, and the U.N. -  all understood the gravity o f the crisis within the first 

twenty-four hours even if they could not have predicted the massive toll that the 

slaughter would eventually take.’"̂ ^̂

The second criterion has been insufficiently addressed by the literature, yet 

it has an important bearing on whether an act o f genocide was committed requiring 

international intervention. The Convention applies to national, ethnical, racial or

Raphael Lemkin, Axis Rule in O ccupied  Europe. W ashington: Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace, 1944. Quoted in Destexhe, ibid. p. 4.

R eport o f  the S p ec ia l R apporteur o f  the Com m ission on Human Rights on the situation  o f  human 
rights in Rwanda, including sum m aries o f  his m issions o f  9-20  June, 29-3  J June an d  14-25 O ctober  
1994 an d  2 7  M arch-3A pril and 2 5 -2 8  M ay 1995, 2 Novem ber 1995.

ibid.
Des Forges, op. cit. 1999, p. 595.
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religious groups. It does not apply to groups targeted ‘for reason o f politics, social 

class, sexual orientation or mental handicap,’ and while political killings were 

considered genocidal by the General Assembly in 1946, they were eventually 

removed from the final document due to Soviet pressure. ‘This presents the 

problem o f distinguishing ethnic killings from political killings when attempting to 

invoke the Convention. In reality, ethnic annihilation often bears significant 

political overtones.’̂ '’*’

The Hutu and Tutsi are not ethnic groups according to standard definitions, 

for they both speak the same language and respect the same traditions and 

taboos."*' '̂ As mentioned in the section on Rwandan history, although there were 

distinguishable social categories in existence before the arrival o f the colonisers, 

the division was essentially socio-economic rather than ethnic or racial, and social 

movement was possible both before and after colonisation. Thus neither can they 

be considered national or racial groups. Finally, the religious affiliation o f both 

groups was essentially similar, mostly catholic with a significant protestant 

minority.

However, the colonisers saw fit to exaggerate and reinforce pre-existing 

stereotypes, and ultimately to impose social stagnation between the groups. Thus 

in the second half o f the twentieth century, in the rural areas o f Burundi and 

Rwanda where the majority o f the populations continued to live, the social 

differences between Hutu and Tutsi ceased to be seen as such and became an 

ethnic divide, and each group scape-goatcd and persecuted the other upon 

achieving social dominance. ‘Hutu-Tutsi antagonism has since become absorbed 

by the people themselves, even if  it does not really correspond to an 

anthropological distinction, and is therefore politically relevant. ’ Nigerian 

polifical scientist J. ‘Bayo Adekanye has explained that ethnicity is an historic 

phenomenon dependent on social forces and subject to reconstruction and 

manipulafion yet ulfimately based on current self-definifion.'’’’'* As both Tutsi and 

Hutu label themselves and the other group in distinctive terms, their self-

K linghoffer, op. cit. 1998, p. 105. 
Destexhe, op. cit 1995, p. 36. 
ibid. p. 9. 
ibid. p. 36.
K.linghoffer, op. cit. 1998, p. 7.
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perception as distinct ethnic groups is enough for them to be considered such in 

terms o f evaluation under the Genocide Convention.

Regarding the third consideration, involvement o f those acting in the name 

o f  the government has been extensively catalogued, some o f which has been 

reproduced above. In addition, Klinghoffer has noted that: ‘Government ministers 

played a direct role in the incitement. Minster of Information Eliezer Niyitegaka 

made speeches encouraging killings, and Minister o f Youth Callixte Nzabonimana 

at a meeting in Gitarama criticized the residents for not having done their “work.” 

On April 19, interim president Sindikubwabo called for the killing of 

“accomplices” in Butare, his home town.’ Furthermore, once the interim 

government came to power, the government-controlled Radio Rwanda was 

transformed into an extremist outlet; and RTML’s vitriolic commentaries remained 

staple fare,̂ *̂ ^

Likewise Vassal-Adams claims that the pattern o f events over the 

following two months was already clear by the end o f April. ‘In those areas 

controlled by the “interim government”, genocide was proceeding with ruthless 

efficiency.’'"̂ *’ Thus in his report, the Special Rapporteur o f the Commission on 

Human Rights on the situation o f human rights in Rwanda, noted that although 

both sides in the civil war were guilty o f human rights violations, far more 

massacres were committed by the interim Government than by the Patriotic Front. 

He singled out the ‘Rwandese State authorities and, in particular, senior national 

political figures, such as a number o f ministers, various elements o f the 

government security forces, such as the Presidential Guard, the Rwandese Armed 

Forces and the gendarmerie, and certain local authorities, prefects and mayors’ as 

being responsible for the atrocities.'**’̂

With regard to the fourth variable, Klinghoffer notes that ‘intent must be 

present but is difficult to prove.’"'*’̂  Yet for the Special Rapporteur ‘a clear and 

unambiguous intention is contained in the constant incitements to murder put out 

by the media (particularly RTLM) and reproduced in leaflets.’ Furthermore, even 

if  that were not so, ‘the intention could have been deduced from the facts

ibid.
Vassall-Adams, op. cit. 1994, p. 37.
Report o f  the Special Rapporteur o f  the Commission on Human Rights on the situation o f  human 

rights in Rwanda, including summaries o f  his missions o f  9-20 June, 29-31 June and 14-25 October 
1994 and 27 March-SApril and 25-28 May 1995, 2 November 1995.
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themselves, on the basis o f a variety o f concordant indications: preparations for the 

massacres (distribution o f firearms and training o f members o f the militias), 

number of Tutsis killed and the result o f a policy o f destruction o f the Tutsi. 

Thus even if members of the international community were somehow ignorant o f 

the explicit statements o f intent by members o f the interim government, failed to 

take into account the warnings o f NGOs, and didn’t receive United Nations 

reports, they should still have been able to piece together what was happening 

from other information.

The final consideration is only challenged by the fact that some o f those 

killed by government forces were Hutu moderates. However, this problem is more 

apparent than real, as not only did many witnesses confirm that the screening 

carried out at roadblocks to check identities and determine who were to be killed 

was aimed essentially at the Tutsi, but also the main enemy, identified with the 

FPR, was the Tutsi invenzi (cockroach). ‘The Hutu moderate is merely a supporter 

o f the main enemy, and is targeted only as a traitor to his ethnic group, which he 

dares to o p p o s e . T h u s  for Destexhe, Hutu Power extremists, inheriting the 

‘colonial lunacy’ o f classifying and grading different ethnic groups in a racial 

hierarchy, constructed an ideology frighteningly similar to that o f Hitler’s Nazis, 

singling out an internal enemy as the source o f all the nations ills. ‘While the Jews 

were described by the Nazis as “vermin”, the Tutsis were called invenzi (“the 

cockroaches that have to be crushed”). Anti-Tutsi propaganda presented them as a 

“minority, well-off and foreign” -  so similar to the image developed to stigmatise 

the Jews -  and thus an ideal scapegoat for all Rwanda’s problems.

Therefore the Special Rapporteur felt that all the conditions for labelling 

what was happening in Rwanda a genocide had been met, and as the crisis 

developed more and more commentators were to use the language o f genocide not 

just because o f the magnitude o f the killings, ‘but because o f their organized and 

selective nature and because there was an attempt to carry them to the point where 

targeted populations would be completely annihilated.’ Ultimately this 

increasing consensus even included Members o f the Security Council, the

Klinghoffer, op. cit. 1998, p. 105.
R eport o f  the Specia l R apporteur o f  the Com m ission on Human R ights on the situation  o f  human  

righ ts in Rwanda, op. cit. 1995.
ibid.
D estexhe, op. cit. 1995, p. 28.



Secretary General o f the United Nations, and by early June, ‘even, in an odd 

moment, the French Foreign M i n i s t e r . H o w e v e r ,  the Permanent Members o f the 

Security Council, and their leading decision-makers, on the whole steadfastly 

avoided the ‘G-word’ and its implications.

Conclusion

Members o f the international community, manifested as both 

representatives o f states and representatives o f international organizations, had a 

clear normative duty to do something about the Rwandan crisis. External 

influences were greatly responsible for the evolution o f the conditions that fostered 

ethnic hatred. The avowed non-discriminatory policies o f states and organisations 

added the burden o f shared humanity. The crisis was o f sufficient magnitude to 

fulfill with a stark clarity, almost all generally accepted preconditions for 

launching a just war. There was little or no clash with normative values accorded 

political communities, as successive Rwandan regimes had lost all claim to 

legitimacy. Key decision-makers within the international community were aware 

o f the magnitude o f the crisis.

International law was supportive o f intervention, and intervening states or 

organizations would have had no problem in receiving specific legal endorsement 

from the most competent authorities. Genocide was certainly occurring in Rwanda, 

and all five permanent Members o f the Security Council, as well as Rwanda itself, 

had ratified the Genocide Convention. It is tempting, therefore, to conclude that the 

influence o f universal norms, or even that o f international law, upon decision

makers identified in the chapters on the Gulf War, was not apparent in the case o f 

Rwanda.

However, although it is true that the international legal regime did not 

appear sufficient to compel decision-makers to act, it did appear sufficient to 

structure their evasions. The reluctance to term the Rwandan crisis a genocide 

stems directly from the fact that decision-makers felt that such an admission would 

obligate them to act in an arena in which they were fearful o f becoming involved. 

Hence the United Nations Security Council Resolution o f the 17 May, while not 

using term, paraphrased Genocide Convention by referring to ‘the killing o f

Prunier, op. cit 1995, p. 238.
Gourevitch, op. cit. 2000, p. 152.
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members o f an ethnic group with the intention o f destroying such a group, in
1 1 • i474whole or m part.

When tackled on the Clinton administration’s reluctance to use the ‘g- 

word’, substituting instead the phrase ‘acts o f genocide may have occurred,’ and 

asked how many ‘acts’ make up a genocide, Christine Shelley, a State Department 

spokeswoman, initially tried to defend this semantic squirm by stating that she 

w asn’t in ‘a position to answer,’ but that: ‘There are formulations that we are using 

that we are trying to be consistent in our use o f ’ However, ‘Shelley was a bit more 

to the point when she rejected the denomination o f genocide, because, she said, 

“There are obligations which arise in connection with the use o f the term.’” "'̂ ^

Likewise, prior to the adoption o f Resolution 929, which authorized its 

intervention in Rwanda, France declared that it would intervene in Rwanda only if 

it had explicit Security Council authority. ‘The implication is that it would have 

been constrained from acting in the absence o f this collective legitimation.’"*̂  ̂

Only after devising a new (and bogus) interpretation o f the Genocide Convention 

that, instead o f obliging signatory states to prevent genocide, merely ‘enabled’ 

such preventative action, were American officials able to use the g-word without 

anxiety regarding what they would thereby commit their country to do."*̂  ̂Thus the 

major agents o f non-intervention were aware o f the compelling force o f 

international legal rules, and either acted in accordance with them, or tried to avoid 

coming under the competence o f certain legal jurisdictions and the inevitable and 

perhaps irresistible pressure to do something.

The final question remains, o f course, why did decision-makers feel the 

need to try to avoid being compelled to act in accordance with international law? 

Sadly, the answer returns us once more to the chauvinistic self-interest o f states. 

Yet, that internal constituencies finally forced states to act, apologise for previous 

inaction, and promise not to stand impotently by should such a scenario be 

repeated, demonstrated that normative considerations would also not automatically 

be trumped by traditional interpretations o f national interest. Rather, that which 

had hitherto appeared to be little more than hollow phrases seemed likely to gain 

real influence over decision-makers through the medium o f public opinion and

K linghoffer, op. cit. 1998, p. 7.
G ourev itch , op. cit. 2000 , pp. 152-3.
W heeler, op. cit. 2000 , p. 15.
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civil society. The next chapter will consider the elements o f national interest that 

helped initially restrain states from acting, yet ultimately appeared to compel them 

so to do.

Gourevitch, op. cit. 2000, pp. 153-4.



Chapter 6: Raison d’Etat and Non-intervention in Rwanda

Introduction

The previous chapter revealed ample normative and legal considerations 

permissive o f international intervention in Rwanda, and even some that might be 

considered prescriptive. Non-intervention, at least early on in the crisis, showed 

that decision-makers felt that national interest, and their own political positions, 

were best served by looking after the material considerations o f their individual 

states rather than the well-being of foreigners. However, the lengths that decision

makers went to in order to mask this reasoning demonstrated the continued 

potential compelling force o f normative and legal considerations. These 

considerations did eventually impinge upon the rationales o f decision-makers 

through the medium of international and domestic public opinion, to the extent that 

not only were formerly reluctant states compelled to take action over Rwanda, but 

also future intervention decisions were likely to be weighted by normative 

structures.

It became increasingly clear that if foreign policy was to reflect national 

interest, defined as the collective interest of individual citizens, then more account 

needed to be taken o f their wishes. Initial public opinion in western countries and 

media was supportive of their countries’ policies over Rwanda, and served to 

reinforce the reticence o f decision-makers. However, horrific images projected into 

living rooms through multiple channels o f mass media, led to public disgust with 

policies towards both Rwanda and Bosnia-Herzegovina. This, combined with guilt 

among senior decision-makers over the consequences o f their inaction, meant that 

intervention was to be far more likely and timely over Kosovo.

This chapter considers, first, the original state-centric considerations of 

national interest that structured the actions o f key decision-makers in potential 

intervening countries and international organizations, and second, the growing 

influence o f internal and external constituencies upon the decision regarding what 

constitutes national interest. The Gulf W ar did not represent the paradigmatic shift 

claimed by liberals, and inaction over Rwanda demonstrated that there remained 

much validity to the Realist position. However, ironically, it may be that it was 

precisely this inaction that stimulated foreign policy movement in a normative
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direction, as those values championed during the G ulf War and taken on board by 

civil society came back to haunt national and international decision-makers. 

Humanitarian intervention was not made inevitable by the G ulf War, but it was 

made possible. Neither was it made inevitable by Rwanda, but inaction in the face 

o f humanitarian catastrophe was made a harder policy to support.

National Interests

Boutros-Ghali identifies a general ‘peace-keeping fatigue’ as a cause o f the 

unwillingness o f members to contribute troops and funding to UN operations."^^^ 

UN resources were spread thin with commitments in Macedonia, Bosnia, and 

Haiti, and Member States were unwilling to contribute further to UN operations in 

the wake o f the costly (in terms of lives, money and prestige) debacle in Somalia. 

UN operations were seen as financially overblown, wasteful, incompetently 

managed, and irrational in terms of cost-benefit analysis, as contributing states 

were open to just as much criticism for missions going wrong as they were for 

failing to act, but with significant additional costs. This precipitated a vicious 

circle o f states not willing to contribute men and material resources to under

funded UN missions which would place them at significant risk, and this in turn 

leading to further chronic under-funding. Thus Dallaire in detailing his shock at 

how poorly the UN had equipped his mission explained: ‘It is a wonder that we 

were able to conduct any operational activities on the ground even six months after 

the mandate approval. In my opinion, no state would have permitted its troops and 

its operations to be put into such a predicament.’'*̂ ’

It was all very well for states without the resources to continuously call for 

them to be put at the use o f the United Nations without contributing in a like 

fashion themselves, but understandably those states which were continually called 

upon to contribute their money and manpower had begun to feel somewhat put 

upon. The most vocal representatives mentioned above were from New Zealand, 

Czechoslovakia and a number o f African states, who not only did not have the 

resources to act themselves, and so were unlikely to be called upon so to do, but 

also were not already contributing to other high profile and costly UN missions.

Boutros Boutros-Ghali, The United Nations and Rwanda 1993-1996, New York: United 
Nations, 1996, p. 50.
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Those Members who were already contributing, or who were most Hkely to be 

called upon, had from the outset tried to scale down the commitment to the UN 

Rwandan operation. Even Resolution 872, which established a mandate for 

monitoring the cease-fire engendered by the Arusha Agreement, had invited the 

Secretary-General ‘to consider ways o f reducing the total maximum strength of 

UNAM IR’ and requested him to ‘seek economies and ... report regularly on what 

is achieved in this regard.

Not surprisingly then, the leading international decision-makers focused on 

evacuating their own citizens and expatriate employees, rather than multilateral 

intervention to save Rwandan lives. At least initially, individual national interest in 

terms o f financial well-being and security o f one’s own citizens, and national 

prestige and influence were to the fore. ‘Meanwhile most staff at the U.N. were 

fixed on averting another failure in peacekeeping operations, even at the cost of 

Rwandan l i v e s . T h e  major state entities involved in the crisis were Belgium 

(the former colonial power), the United States (as world leader and major 

contributor o f both money and manpower for UN operations since the end o f the 

Cold War) and France (Security Council Permanent Member, leader o f La 

Francophonie, and eventual intervening power). Thus in this section we will 

consider the state-centric, realpolitik rationale o f decision-makers from each o f 

these countries.

Belgium

Belgium’s policy towards Rwanda was confused from the outset. On the 

one hand, as former colonial masters, the Belgians felt a degree o f responsibility 

for the country. On the other, Belgian decision-makers were keenly aware o f their 

limited resources. Belgium was initially active in support o f a multilateral 

intervening task force under a UN umbrella. Indeed, W illy Claes, the Belgian 

Foreign Minister, had asked the United Nations to modify the UNAM IR mandate 

to allow the international soldiers to intervene militarily and stop the slaughter."^*^ 

Yet Belgian nationals were being deliberately targeted by Hutu Power extremists

Elizabeth Neuffer, The K ey to M y N eighbour's House: Seeking Justice in Bosnia and Rwanda, 
London: Bloom sbury, 2002 , p. 103.
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in terms o f propaganda, incitement to murder and physical acts. The brutal torture 

and execution o f ten Belgian peacekeepers assigned to protect the Prime Minister 

of Rwanda hit the country hard, seeming to cause a paralysis among both the 

people as a whole and decision-makers. Thus in the long run Belgium hardly 

reacted at all.

After the repatriation of the Belgian forces, the chief o f staff had informed 

the political decision-makers that the army would never again take part in any 

peacekeeping operations under a UN command."^^^ So Belgium was forced to join 

the ranks o f those calling for action but unwilling or unable to contribute much to 

any intervening force. Belgium’s role in the crisis amounted to extricating its 

peacekeepers with a minimum of dishonour,"*^"' then making sure that they would 

not be reinserted in an under-equipped operation lacking both means and mandate 

to protect themselves, let alone Rwandan civilians. Essentially Rwanda sounded 

the death knell o f Belgium’s African involvement.

The United States

Alan J. Kuperman challenges accusations o f culpability in the Rwandan 

tragedy laid out against the United States. He claims that in fact, although U.S. 

intelligence reports from the period remain classified, they probably mirror those 

o f international news media, human rights organizations and the UN, as the US 

had virtually no in-country intelligence resources committed to ‘what was 

considered a tiny state in a region of little strategic value.’ Therefore, he claims, 

Clinton would not have known a genocide was taking place until about April 20 as 

[1] violence was initially depicted in the context o f a two-sided civil war that the 

Tutsi were winning; [2] violence was reported to be waning when it actually was 

accelerating; [3] most early death counts were gross underestimates and never 

suggested genocidal proportions; [4] the initial focus o f international reporting was 

almost exclusively on Kigali, a relatively small city, missing the large scale 

holocaust being carried out in the countryside; and [5] no credible and 

knowledgeable observers, including human rights groups, raised the prospect that 

genocide was occurring until the end o f the second week. This, combined with

Gerard Prunier, The Rwanda Crisis: H istory o f  a Genocide, London: Hurst and Co. 1995, p. 234 
ibid. p. 274.
Des Forges, op. cit. 1999, p. 595.
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much higher estimates of the number o f troops that would have been required to 

stop further atrocities at this later decision-window, and the fact that most o f the 

large massacres were over with by late April, means that any form o f military 

intervention (and Kuperman considers a number o f different scenarios) could only
485have saved a fraction o f the Tutsi who were ultimately killed.

However, this still does not exonerate American decision-makers, as 

indications that any civilians could have been saved from the genocide (and the 

figures o f up to 25% mentioned by Kuperman are hardly insignificant) still imply a 

duty to intervene, regardless o f the numbers of troops that would have been 

needed. Furthermore, even if American decision-makers were not aware that a 

genocide was taking place until 20 April, this does not account for refusal to 

acknowledge it, let alone do anything to prevent it until long after that date. It is 

clear that something other than obligations imposed by considerations o f humanity 

or international law was at the forefront of American decision-makers’ minds for 

much o f the crisis. As not only American participation but also American 

leadership was vital, the repercussions o f the American refusal to act, or even to 

support the actions o f others, meant that more died than needed to. We must now 

turn to the rationale behind American inaction.

First, as the world’s leading economy and military power, America faced 

greater calls upon its resources from the international community than did any 

other state. Therefore America was particularly susceptible to the ‘peacekeeping 

fatigue’ mentioned above. After the Arusha Accords were signed, Rwanda was no 

longer seen as a priority, and in the light o f rising costs and thinly spread 

resources, the US was balking at paying 30% of the peacekeeping costs.^^^ More 

importantly, America was most seriously affected by the Somalia debacle, as it had 

been American troops who were killed and then had their bodies dragged through 

the streets o f Mogadishu. Somalia drew comparisons with Vietnam, and created a 

similar anti-interventionist mind-set among American decision-makers, and indeed 

the wider American public. In response the Joint Chiefs o f Staff had pushed for a 

limit on U.S. involvement in any UN mission, and Members o f Congress had 

expressed concerns that the United States was acting as the world’s policeman.

Alan J. Kuperman, ‘Rwanda in Retrospect,’ Foreign Affairs 79 (1) 94-98 January/February 
2000, pp. 94-118.
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The result was Presidential Decision Directive (PDD) 25, which was made public 

at the beginning o f May. This stated that the USA would contribute to operations 

‘only where its nation’s interests were engaged and that its soldiers would always
487rem ain under national command and control.’

There are ways in which American national interest could have been 

construed to allow intervention in Rwanda in accordance with PDD25. 

Ramsbotham and Woodhouse point out that the directive states that it is in the US 

national interest to support peace-enforcement operations where ‘there is a threat 

to or breach o f international peace and security... defined as one or a combination 

o f  the following: international aggression; or urgent humanitarian disaster coupled 

w ith violence... or gross violation of human rights coupled with violence; or threat
4RR • • •o f  violence.’ However, the Clinton admmistration chose to weigh other 

determinants o f national interest more heavily. The lives o f American soldiers 

were considered to far outweigh those o f any number o f Rwandan civilians, or the 

duty owed to common humanity.

Furthermore, America had no strategic interest in Rwanda. The USA had 

been supplying a relatively small quantity o f arms since the early 1980s (for the 

1993 financial year, US military sales were estimated to be worth $600,000) but 

Africa had receded in importance since the end o f  the Cold War, and Rwanda had 

never featured prominently in American policy in the first place.'**’ Finally, at first, 

internal communities seemed to favour a non-interventionist stance. The major 

organs o f the press were against intervention, the majority o f the public were 

against putting American lives at risk (thus there was no public outcry at the 

hands-off approach taken by the administration to the crisis). Congress and the 

m ilitary wanted America to shy away from UN operations, and Republican Senate 

leader Bob Dole indicated on April 10 that he opposed any American role in 

Rwanda as no vital national interest was at stake there.^’** Thus on May 25 Clinton 

came out against intervening in Rwanda precisely because there was no national 

interest at stake.

N icholas J. W heeler, Saving Strangers, Oxford: Oxford University Press 2000, p. 224.
Quoted in W heeler, ibid.
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Not only did the Americans fail to intervene, they also took the lead in 

restraining the international community as a whole from taking action. In the early 

stages, US Ambassador Albright informed the Security Council that Washington 

was opposed to the reinforcement o f UNAMIR under any circumstances, and that 

the US position was that all UN peacekeepers should be withdrawn."*^' She also 

testified before the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee, that it would have been 

‘folly’ for the USA to venture too quickly into this African ‘maelstrom’ noting 

that: ‘We want to be confident that when we do turn to the UN, the UN will be 

able to do the job .’ ‘In a clear sign o f how far the Somali debacle had shaken the 

earlier US confidence in liberal internationalism, no member o f the House 

Committee challenged Albright by arguing that the USA was failing to live up to 

its responsibilities under the Genocide C o n v e n t i o n . A f t e r  securing the drastic 

reduction in UNAMIR, in response to pressure from the ambassadors o f 

Czechoslovakia, New Zealand, and Spain, who, ‘sickened by the barrage of 

irrefutable evidence o f genocide in Rwanda’, had begun pushing for the return o f 

UN troops, the United States demanded control o f the by now non-existent 

mission.

With the genocide almost complete, on 13 May the Security Council 

prepared to vote once again on restoring UNAM IR’s strength, but Ambassador 

Albright got the vote postponed by four days. When, on the 17 May, the Security 

Council finally agreed to dispatch 5,500 troops for UNAMIR, at American 

insistence this was to be done very slowly with only 850 troops and 150 observers 

arriving in the first wave then reporting back. The remainder would be dispatched 

later, if  needed."^’  ̂Not only were the numbers o f the mission agreed on 17 May to 

be severely restricted, but so too was the mandate, with force only being 

sanctioned to protect civilians in danger and help get aid to them. In addition, the 

United States lobbied hard to confine the newly agreed intervention to the borders 

o f Rwanda rather than the more ambitious plan advocated by the Secretary- 

General o f the United Nations for a direct insertion via Kigali airport.

At the same time, according to Wheeler, the Clinton Administration 

mobilised against those governments, N G O’s, and media that wanted to name

Neuffer, op. cit, 2002, p. 119.
W heeler, op. cit. 2000, pp. 228-9.
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Rwanda a genocide. ‘The administration reportedly issued a secret directive to 

officials that they were not to use the word genocide, because this would raise the 

awkward legal question as to whether the U SA was obliged to intervene under the 

1948 C o n v e n t i o n . F o l l o w i n g  the American lead, the Security Council as a 

whole also couldn’t bring itself to pass a resolution containing the g-word. Thus 

the Clinton Administration danced around the subject with phrases like ‘acts o f a 

genocidal nature may have occurred’ while the Security Council paraphrased the 

wording o f the Convention without actually referring to it by name.

Finally, in its dealings with the United Nations and those African states 

which had declared themselves ready, but not able without external support, to 

intervene, American decision-makers showed themselves to even be more 

concerned with American dollars than Rwandan lives. Potential intervening 

African states informed the UN that they would need equipment, heavy lift 

support, and their costs underwritten. Given the U N ’s budgetary crisis (largely a 

result o f  the United States not paying its dues), financing and equipping UNAMIR 

II was to depend upon direct contributions from W estern States, chiefly the US.

The difficulties o f securing even this level o f support were highlighted by 

the undignified haggling between the Americans and the Ghanaians over the 

resources the latter needed to bring their existing forces up to battalion strength. 

The Pentagon tried to supply the agreed fifty armoured personnel carriers (APCs) 

as cheaply as possible and arguments raged between the UN and the USA as to 

who was to cover the costs o f transport. ‘The result o f all this was that the APCs 

did not arrive in Uganda until the end of June and it took a fijrther month for the 

vehicles to arrive in Kigali, by which time it was too late for the hundreds o f 

thousands o f Rwandans who had perished in the previous weeks.’

Thus it was not until it was all over bar the shouting that American 

decision-makers felt that it was safe to come off the fence. On July 15, with the 

total victory o f the RPF assured, the United States broke diplomatic relations with 

the interim government, ordered that the Rwandan embassy in Washington be 

closed, and decreed that embassy personnel leave the country within five working 

days, with Clinton stating: ‘The United States cannot allow representatives o f a

Philip Gourevitch, IVe wish to inform you that tomorrow we will be killed with our fam ilies: 
Stories from  Rwanda, London: Picador, 2000, p. 2000, p. 151; Neuffer, op. cit. 2002, p. 126.
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regime that supports genocidal massacre to remain on our soil.’'*’*’ Therefore, even 

the supposedly liberal Clinton administration was demonstrated to be in thrall to 

the concept o f national interest defined in state-centric realist terms, long after the 

post-Cold War new world order was supposed to have constructed an international 

rule o f law and adherence to global normative constraints.

France

France’s historical and strategic outlook with regard to Rwanda differed 

greatly from that o f the United States. Not only was France the only major power 

to eventually intervene in Rwanda, but also, according to Gourevitch, was 

‘chafing’ for the opportunity to do so."̂ *̂  ̂France’s strategic interests in Rwanda 

meant that its intervention was never demonstrated to be an impartial mission, nor, 

ultimately, was it destined to be a humanitarian one. As can be seen from French 

actions before, during and after the genocide, French decision-makers were 

equally, if not more heavily, influenced by traditional state-centric and power- 

political considerations o f national interest, than were the American and Belgian 

political elites. French national interest extended to the maintenance o f 

Francophone regimes in the face o f perceived Anglophone expansion, regardless 

o f their human rights records. Furthermore, extensive ties between the socio

economic, political and military elites in France and Rwanda added to the 

perceived obligation to Rwanda’s rulers rather than Rwanda’s people. In many 

ways French policy towards Africa at this time mirrored American policy towards 

repressive but anti-communist regimes during the Cold War. Habyarimana may 

have been a bastard, but he was France’s bastard.

France first signed a military assistance agreement with Habyarimana’s 

dictatorial regime in the 1970s, but following the RPF invasion in 1990, France

escalated its support and became directly involved, sending its own soldiers and

military advisers to Rwanda. In 1992 France enabled the Rwandan government to 

buy Egyptian arms worth $6 million, at a time when evidence o f human rights 

abuses was already in the public domain and when France was an observer at the 

Arusha peace talks. The purchase included ‘automatic rifles, mortars, long-range

ibid. p. 229.
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artillery, shoulder-fired rocket launchers, munitions, landmines, and plastic 

explosives’. Following an RPF offensive in February 1993, France more than 

doubled its military contingent on the ground from 300 soldiers to over 600, and 

was observed ‘providing artillery support to Rwandese government forces, 

manning armed checkpoints, and advising the Rwandese army during combat 

situations.’ "*̂* Thus France’s decision-makers were at this time clearly more 

heavily influenced by the duty owed to a friendly (to France at any rate) regime 

than the duty owed to common humanity.

When the crisis erupted, the French landed 190 paratroopers on the 

morning o f the 9th with a mission to evacuate all foreign nationals who wanted to 

leave but no Rwandans. Yet the French embassy was ‘full o f  dignitaries o f the 

Habyarimana regime who did not trust the situation and were trying to flee, while 

the embassy’s Rwandese personnel, who were mostly Tutsi, was cold-bloodedly 

abandoned to certain death.’ Those saved included Mme. Habyarimana, her 

children, her brother Seraphin Rwabukumba with his death-squad colleague 

Alphonse Ntirivamunda and a number o f other Hutu extremists, and a large 

number o f exclusively male ‘employees’ o f the Sainte-Agathe orphanage (formerly 

a charity o f Mme Habyarimana) who did not seem to know the children they were 

supposed to be taking care o f  At the same time ordinary people clinging to the 

gates were pushed back by the French gendarmes, and France denied political 

asylum to the five children o f murdered Prime Minister and leading Hutu moderate 

Agathe Uwilingiyimana."’’^

High-ranking French government officials continued to receive their 

interim government counterparts throughout the crisis. ‘Foreign minister Jerome 

Bicamumpaka visited on April 25-26. Also welcomed were the leader o f the Hutu 

extremist CDR party Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza and the alleged organiser o f death 

squads Protais Zigiranyirazo.’ *̂’̂  According to research carried out by the Arms 

Division o f Human Rights Watch the French government or French Companies 

operating under government license also continued physical support for the interim 

government, the genocidal heirs o f Habyarimana, delivering arms to the Rwandan 

forces five times in May and June through the town of Goma, just across the

V assall-A dam s, op. cit. 1994, p. 27. 
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border from Gisenyi, in Z a i r e . H e r e  again we see the French authorities far more 

concerned with the well-being of their friends, no matter how culpable, than with 

the well-being o f innocent civilians, no matter how desperate their circumstances.

Thus for Destexhe, the French involvement in Rwanda was in keeping with 

the unorthodox rules that govern the links between France and the countries it 

fosters in the region, based on personal relationships between the French 

politicians and businessmen and individual African leaders, but also driven by a 

vague strategy o f bolstering Francophone regimes in the face o f the expanding
502Anglophone influence in Africa. An important consideration for rational 

decision-making based on national interest in the French political arena was that 

Rwanda was Francophone, as were the political, military and economic elites with 

whom Paris had cultivated ties over two decades, but most o f the members o f the 

RPF were English-speaking, having grown up in Anglophone Uganda (which was 

also backing the rebels).

The Arusha process was also considered to be ‘Anglo-tainted’ due to 

Tanzania’s leading role, as was UNAMIR itself since its logistic line ran into 

Uganda to the city o f Entebbe. ‘French policy since 1990 had been influenced by 

such considerations, and they were evident in 1994 when France acting jointly 

with Senegal developed logistics in Francophone Zaire and equipped Francophone 

troops to replace the departing soldiers o f “Operation Turquoise” . T h u s  in order 

to rescue its investment o f military and political prestige in Rwanda, as well as to 

ensure some form o f francophone succession, it is not surprising that the French 

were keen to intervene, and that ‘communication between Paris and Kigali 

remained constant, cordial, and often downright conspiratorial.

The manner o f the French intervention, and tactics pursued by commanders 

in the field, demonstrated that French priorities had changed little. France still 

wanted to defend its friends, rather than being primarily motivated by a concern 

for the safety o f individual Rwandans and protection o f their human rights, unless 

o f course those individuals were francophone. Prunier therefore notes that although 

media pressure and lobbying by some NGOs had put the possibility o f a French
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return to Rwanda back on the political agenda, what finally pushed President 

Mitterrand into making up his mind was President Nelson M andela’s statement on 

13 June at the Tunis meeting o f the OAU. Another representative o f the ‘Anglo- 

Saxon world’ was advocating intervention in French-speaking Rwanda. Unlike 

Museveni, the Anglophone Ugandan president whose inclination to intervene the 

French had successfully thwarted, ‘M andela’s years o f political struggle and 

symbolic place in the continent’s politics had turned the old anti-apartheid fighter 

into an almost Christ-like figure,’ whose credentials were impeccable, and against 

whom Paris would be helpless.

Further motivation, should it have been required, was provided on the same 

day by the fall o f the interim government’s headquarters in Gitarama. Indeed, the 

RPF continued to advance throughout most o f the country, reaching the Zairian 

frontier on 18 July while 1.5 million Rwandans, almost exclusively Hutus and 

including the bulk of the former Rwandese Government Army, fled before them in 

what UNHCR described as the largest and most sudden population movement in 

modem history. Not surprisingly, the RPF were deeply unimpressed by French 

claims o f neutrality and humanitarian intervention. In particular they expressed 

strong opposition to the French initiative to establish a safe humanitarian zone in 

south-western Rwanda, raising concerns that such efforts would serve to protect 

those responsible for genocide and to preserve the Hutu-led ‘interim 

Govem ment’ ®̂̂

RPF fears appeared well founded. Even at this late stage, the French were 

still looking out for their friends. The French claimed that the ‘humanitarian zone’ 

was needed to protect the fleeing population in conformity with Resolution 929. 

However, although the Security Council had been explicit in providing 

authorization for Operation Turquoise that it should be ‘impartial’, and several 

members made it clear in their statements on Resolution 929 that they were not 

supporting an ‘interposition’ force between government forces and the RPF, the 

French Government and its commanders on the ground made it clear that the RPF 

would not be allowed to enter the zone. Furthermore, according to Wheeler, the 

‘strategists in the Elysee hoped to use French intervention to create a secure base 

for the rump government and its forces to regroup. It is no coincidence that the
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zone was set up on the day that the RPF took K i g a l i . T h e r e  is evidence that not

only did French commanders refuse to arrest suspected war criminals, prevent the

looting o f towns in the zone, or close down the radio station that continued to

broadcast hate propaganda, they even assisted, in some cases, key leaders o f the
snsgenocide to slip over the border into neighbouring Zaire.

Klinghoffer links the decision to form a ‘safe humanitarian zone’ with an 

effort to halt the RPF advance, as on the same day (June 4), French troops were 

ordered to defend the town of Gikongoro, and to prevent RPF entry into the 

protected area. Although in protesting the attempt by RPF soldiers to enter the 

zone (met by French forces), French charge d ’affaires Herve Ladsous proclaimed 

that armed persons would not be permitted access, ‘no matter what their origin,’ it 

was apparent that retreating FAR troops were entering it at will with no attempt to 

disarm them. Klinghoffer further accuses the French o f cooperating with interim 

government officials within their zone, failing to pass on information gathered on 

the perpetrators o f genocide to UNAMIR, and permitting two suspects handed 

over by local officials to leave with departing French troops for Zaire where they 

were released.^®’

Further evidence has emerged concerning the nature o f French motivation 

for intervention. Despite the impressive firepower o f the French force, it was not 

equipped with materiel suitable for a humanitarian mission. This fact was later 

admitted by the Government o f F r a n c e . ^ As  a result, it is perhaps not surprising 

that Operation Turquoise made little difference to the death toll. Indeed, some 

commentators have claimed that the French intervention led to more deaths than 

would have occurred had the crisis been allowed to run its course. For Gourevitch, 

‘the single achievement o f the Operation Turquoise was to permit the slaughter of 

Tutsis to continue for an extra month, and to secure safe passage for the genocidal 

command to cross, with a lot o f its weaponry, into Z a i r e . ' Total RPF victory was 

what ultimately ended the genocide, thus French-imposed delays to the 

achievement o f this objective only exacerbated matters.
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In addition, Dallaire felt that French intervention weakened and endangered 

his own mission, and reduced the likelihood of UNAMIR being able to do 

anything to reduce the death toll. He cabled New York: ‘UNAMIR had been 

waiting for expansion to help stop massacres... the ineffective reaction to meeting 

the critical needs of the mission has been nothing less than scandalous... this has 

directly led to the loss of many more Rwandese lives. The French deployment 

would further reduce the chances of another country donating either troops or
c  1 ")

equipment to UNAMIR.’ Thus as Wheeler notes: ‘In the case of the French 

intervention in Rwanda, the point is not that lives were saved but that more lives 

could have been saved had France selected military means that were appropriate to 

its humanitarian claims.

If Paris had truly been motivated by humanitarian concerns, its purposes 

would, as bluntly proclaimed by Ambassador Colin Keating of New Zealand, have 

been better served by helping to supply, fund and push for a stronger mandate for 

UNAMIR II. That the French Government was as hesitant as any other in taking 

this route, had voted along with the rest of the Security Council to cut UNAMIR, 

and did nothing during the worst of the genocide to prevent the killings, despite 

probably greater knowledge of what was happing than any other member of the 

international community, shows that its priorities lay elsewhere.

Klinghoffer sums up France’s decision to intervene in Rwanda as being 

based firstly upon the fact that the RPF was gaining a decisive military advantage 

and that the RPF was an Anglophone movement with close Ugandan connections; 

secondly upon the belief that carrying out humanitarian intervention would help 

erase the negative international publicity and domestic reaction to France’s strong 

support for the former Habyarimana regime and interim government; thirdly upon 

political considerations concerning providing a safe haven for retreating FAR 

soldiers thereby looking after allies and at the same time improving the country’s 

image among Francophone African states; fourthly upon strategic considerations 

concerning the strengthening of an emerging French sphere of influence within 

Belgium’s former colonies; and finally, (possibly) upon the need rescue some
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French soldiers captured by the RPF, an episode hushed up by both s i d e s . A l l  of 

which is consistent with French decision-makers acting with a cynical disregard 

for humanitarian considerations, but in the interests o f their own country and its 

allies defined in terms o f security, economics and prestige.

The United Nations

Although not a state entity, UN decision-makers during the crisis could be 

seen acting in the best interests o f the organization to which they belonged rather 

than the interests o f those whom they were honour and duty bound to protect. For 

Wheeler, ‘It was an article o f faith among members o f the Secretariat that, were the 

UN to suffer another disaster like Somalia with more peacekeepers being killed, 

the organization would suffer a possibly fatal blow to its credibility.’^'^ Robie 

Olhaye, the Representative o f Djibouti, declared at the time: ‘It is an unbelievable 

travesty for Rwanda to bum while the United Nations fiddles. The crime may lie, 

in fact, not in the violations o f human rights and the killings, but in the fact that 

this can and will happen again, and we will be just as ill-equipped to deal with it 

then as we are now.’ '̂**

However, the UN machinery remained paralysed. It was only when the 

Secretary-General lost patience and went public with the genocide debate (after 

some hard lobbying by NGOs) that the Security Council felt compelled to at least 

talk about a possible intervention. Yet even then haggling over costs meant that 

nothing was done. Thus, ultimately, the Secretary-General felt compelled to turn to 

the French, despite the serious doubts about their impartiality and suitability for the 

task, as they not only offered the troops and equipment, but also offered to pay for 

the intervention, and were prepared to go at much shorter notice. In fact France 

was already preparing in anticipation o f the call, had positioned its forces in 

Central Africa on 16 June, and an advance team of French troops had already 

arrived at the Zairean border airfield o f Goma by 20 June. When the Security 

Council gave the go ahead on the 22 June, the first French units were able to go

K linghoffer, op. cit. 1998, p. 82.
W heeler, op. cit. 2000 , p. 216.
K linghoffer, op. cit. 1998, p. 55.
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into action that same day. By contrast, UNAMIR II was no closer to 

deployment, and indeed was not expected to be ready until October.

Despite their misgivings, no Member o f the Security Council voted against 

the French intervention, and indeed gave it the Chapter VII mandate allowing ‘all 

necessary means’ including the use o f force long craved by UNAMIR. Ultimately 

the shame o f supporting a partisan intervention by allies o f the perpetrators o f the 

genocide was seen as less than the shame o f doing nothing. Besides which, if  

France were criticized, then the critics would have automatically put themselves 

forward to take over all the costs involved, and no member o f the international 

community was prepared to take on such a burden. Thus the international 

community as a whole must share any guilt over French actions.

Decision-makers o f all those countries that had the capacity to act to 

prevent or end the genocide decided that the material interests o f their own nations, 

and/or the United Nations came before the calls o f shared humanity. While much 

undermined in theory, Realism was clearly not extinct in practice at the time o f the 

Rwandan crisis. However, the crisis did demonstrate that to some degree the state- 

centric focus o f national interest was being challenged. Many o f the key decision

makers were hesitant to act over Rwanda because they feared domestic 

repercussions, and that the press and public opinion would not be supportive o f an 

interventionist stance. As press coverage and the mood of public opinion changed, 

pressure mounted for national decision-makers to take action on behalf o f fellow 

human beings, whether nationals or not. In the next section we will look at the role 

played by public opinion and the internal constituencies o f a state in formulating 

the national interest upon the dictates o f which it is assumed decision-makers act.

Internal and External Constituencies

The Atlantic Community

Western racism has been identified as one reason that intervention was not 

forthcoming. Fergal Keane, a reporter who has also written an insightful book on 

the Rwandan genocide, recorded an interview with his translator in Rwanda at the

Melvern, op. cit. 2000, p. 210.
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time o f the Kosovan intervention. Asked what the Rwandans thought about 

Kosovo ‘M ichael’ rephed: ‘We are amused by you white people. So much concern 

when it is on your own doorstep. Is it because they have white skins that there is so
518much attention being paid?’ Such an attitude is perhaps understandable. 

However, many as the failings o f the international community were, and are, 

identity based solely on skin colour was probably not the main culprit here. In fact 

such a simplistic analysis misidentifies the true nature o f western prejudice.

Although many of the dominant countries in the international community 

have large black populations, ‘there was no significant Rwandan-American 

community, and the media rarely covered events there. African-Americans were 

reluctant to draw attention to black on black violence, preferring instead to focus 

on interracial strife in South A f r i c a . W h a t  made intervention easier in Kosovo 

than in Rwanda (aside from guilt over non-intervention in Rwanda and Bosnia), 

was that the victims were seen as European, and thus, at the very least, peripheral 

members o f the Atlantic Community, in a way that Africans, no matter what their 

colour, could never be. Any racism on the part o f the internal and external 

constituencies o f potential intervening states had more to do with the fact that the 

crisis involved Africans, than it did with the fact that the majority o f the victims 

were black.

Here we must return to the geopolynomic entity previously identified as the 

Atlantic Community. Analysis o f post-Cold War humanitarian crises and the 

international response to them demonstrates that what began as a geostrategic 

entity had evolved through increased levels o f interaction to the status o f an 

international society incorporating geopolitical, geoeconomic and even geocultural 

elements. Members o f the community identify easily with other members o f the 

community, but find it a great deal more difficult to empathise with those outside 

the community. An attack on a European group is seen much more easily as a 

crime committed on America’s doorstep than is an attack on human rights in 

Africa, even if  the geographic distances from the societal core are similar. Again, it 

is a question o f where we draw the line between the cosmos o f international 

society and the chaos of what lies beyond.

Fergal Keane ‘Rwanda and Kosovo: the same beneath the skin’ The Sunday Telegraph, Sunday 
II April 1999.

Klinghoffer, op. cit. 1998, p. 97.
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There are a number o f consequences o f placing Africa outside the Atlantic 

Community. First, anything beyond the pale is automatically considered a problem 

o f greater magnitude and perhaps unfathomable complexity as ‘they’ are not like 

‘u s .’ Whether or not there is a true dissonance in patterns o f rational thought 

between Africans and members of the Atlantic Community, that decision-makers 

often appear to believe this to be the case might help explain why they were loathe 

to offer an opinion let alone to initiate action during the Rwandan crisis. It also 

helps explain why so many decision-makers claimed that they did not and cold not 

know what was happening. Second, unfortunately the entire continent has been 

stereotyped in the perceptions o f many decision-makers as a hotbed o f tribal 

violence and failed states (prejudice reinforced by the preceding crisis in Somalia) 

about which little can be done. The fact that any attempt at genocide actually 

reflects a degree of sophistication, social organization and development well
520beyond this seems to have escaped many.

Similar perceptions were prevalent about the Balkan region; hence little 

was done to prevent ethnic cleansing in Bosnia. However, the fact that action was 

swiftly taken and terms such as genocide bandied about with regard to Kosovo was 

to a large degree the consequence o f these two international failures, but also 

because Kosovan Albanians were ultimately seen as closer to membership o f the 

Atlantic Community. Africans were not worth the cost o f intervention as they were 

too far removed from societal norms, and thus could not be integrated in the 

foreseeable future.

The distinction between simple racism and the prejudice based on 

geosocial identity manifest by western decision-makers is an important one, as 

ultimately this particular form of geopolitics can pose a threat to international 

security. The leap from a cosmos-chaos dichotomy to friend-foe is only too simple. 

Nazi German geopolitik was based precisely on this interpretation o f world 

politics. Geopolitik was centred on the revolutionary view that ‘the unitary rule o f 

western European civilisation came to an end with the rise o f the great non- 

European powers, the nationalist awakening o f the Asiatic peoples and the First

A s pointed  ou t by  Prunier: ‘It is not because o f  its ‘p rim itiv en ess’ that R w anda could  su ffer from  
a genocide; quite  the  c o n tra ry ....  In Rw anda, all the  p re -co n d itio n s fo r a genocide  w ere  present: a 
w ell-o rgan ised  civil service, a sm all tigh tly -con tro lled  land area, a d isc ip lined  and o rderly  
p o pu lation , reasonab ly  good com m unications and a coheren t ideo logy  co n ta in ing  the  necessary  
lethal po ten tia l.’ Prunier, op. cit 1995, p. 238.
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World War. An epoch of a new and global struggle for power then began. In this
521struggle age-old restraints, social and moral are cast o f f . The logical conclusion 

drawn was that the time for co-operation in order to jointly rule the world was 

over. Each nation was now on its own, fighting for survival with the weak quite 

rightly perishing. With the elimination o f the weak, a new world order o f vast 

power blocs dominated by those surviving strong nations would emerge. Modem 

technological development meant that only ample territorial possessions would 

guarantee national survival, thus frontiers only marked transitory power situations. 

Therefore, German geopoliticians argued, revisionism had to be thrown out o f the 

window in favour o f a much more aggressive and expansionist foreign policy

Similar reasoning with regard to the post-Cold War world can be found in 

Samuel Huntingdon’s ‘Clash o f Civilisations.’ Thus the early stages o f the 

Rwandan crisis demonstrate that if  there was truly a liberal new world order and an 

international society, it was not yet global in nature, but limited rather to 

interactions within the borders o f the Atlantic Community. What happened beyond 

the borders o f this community was not at this time seen as directly the concern o f 

its members, except to the degree that external events posed a threat. Thus, even if  

traditional national interest considerations no longer solely ruled the actions of 

decision-makers, where they had been replaced it was mainly with ‘Community 

interest’ rather than true international norms. As a consequence o f such 

perceptions, Rwanda was chiefly seen, at least in the early stages, as an African 

problem, one that the Africans themselves should deal with.

Certainly some African Members were quite pro-active in pushing for an 

intervention (at least compared to Western Members), and ultimately African 

countries provided the majority of UN forces in UNAMIR II. As early as 12 April, 

the African Group of the United Nations met in special session, and urged the 

Council to take urgent actions to help protect the lives and property o f civilians in 

Rwanda, and to consider expanding the size and mandate o f UNAMIR. ‘The 

African Group also emphasized the readiness o f the OAU to cooperate with the 

United Nations in efforts to implement the Arusha Agreement, and strongly 

appealed to the international community to increase humanitarian assistance. 

Also, on 21 April 1994 the OAU Secretary-General Salim Salim informed the

Robert Strausz-Hupe, G eopolitics, N ew  York: Putnam’s Sons, 1942, p. IX
Boutros Boutros-Ghali, op. cit. 1996, p. 40.
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Secretary General o f specific efforts being undertaken by Governments in the 

Great Lakes region to assist in securing a cease-fire in Rwanda. ‘The Secretary- 

General himself had met with representatives o f the “ interim Government” and the
523RPF in an attempt to resolve the conflict.’

Thus Western efforts in the early days o f the crisis focused on protecting 

their own nationals and those o f other states with whom they closely identified, i.e. 

other Europeans and North Americans. One thousand five hundred Belgian, 

French and Italian troops were dispatched within the first week following the plane 

crash to evacuate embassy staff, dependents, and other foreign nationals. ‘So 

urgent did the UN deem the evacuation that it was the only time during the 

genocide that Dallaire was authorized “to act beyond [his] mandate” and provide 

assistance,’ and according to Neuffer, ‘the West could not have provided a clearer 

signal o f its indifference to the genocide’s p l a n n e r s . T h e  troops were under 

strict orders only to help expatriates (although the French also rescued the embassy 

dog and key members o f Habyarimana’s clique ), and Tutsi embassy employees 

were left to their fate. For Prunier, ‘the hurried evacuation was a disgrace. Some 

Tutsi who had managed to board lorries heading for the airport were taken off the 

vehicles at militia roadblocks and slaughtered under the eyes o f the French or 

Belgian soldiers who, obeying their orders, did not react.

Unfortunately, African nations did not have the resources to deal with the 

problem alone, and in the same letter mentioned above, the OAU Secretary- 

General expressed concern after learning that some members o f the Security 

Council might be contemplating a weakening o f the UNAMIR presence or the 

possible withdrawal o f the mission. He made the important point that, while it was 

true that the conflict in Rwanda was essentially an African problem, he felt it was 

equally true that ‘the conflict had security and humanitarian implications o f 

universal concern.’ He therefore appealed to the United Nations to continue its 

efforts in Rwanda, noting that African countries might interpret a withdrawal o f 

the United Nations mission at that point as a sign o f indifference or lack o f concern 

for the African tragedy.

ibid. p. 42.
N euffer, op. cit. 2002, pp. 117-8.
W heeler, op. cit. 2000, p. 219.
Prunier, op. cit. 1995, p. 235.
B outros B outros-G hali, op. cit. 1996, p. 40.
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When the Security Council made the decision to cut UNAMIR forces he 

repeated his accusations o f a lack o f concern about Africa and referred to a double 

standard with Europe, and ‘in fact, the Security Council (Resolution 941) approved
528of 6,500 extra troops for Bosnia six days later.’ At least in the early stages o f the 

crisis, Atlantic Community decision-makers were therefore clearly more concerned 

with those with whom they could easily identify, rather than all those with whom 

they shared a common humanity. Their decision-making was structured by their 

external constituency operating environment. However, the Rwandan crisis was 

also to demonstrate an increased responsiveness on the part o f decision-makers 

towards internal constituencies.

The press and pubic opinion

The domestic constituencies of international actors can only influence them 

to the degree that they are informed o f the issues facing decision-makers. Thus the 

role o f the media, especially in Western democracies, is o f crucial importance 

when analysing the structural constraints within which these decision-makers 

operate. In the case o f Rwanda, the media was negligent in its duty to bring events 

to the attention o f the general populace. In the early days reports and reporters in 

Rwanda were thin on the ground as most international news agencies had 

concentrated their people in the South o f the continent to cover democratic 

transition in South Africa. In particular Klinghoffer has noted that the Anglophone
• 529media demonstrated disregard for the events m the country. The Francophile 

media was initially more attentive, perhaps feeling that their readers would have 

more interest in events in a French-speaking African country than their English- 

speaking neighbours, regardless o f events in Anglophone South Africa. A story on 

the Gikondo massacre appeared in the French newspaper Liberation on 11 April, 

and in Le Monde on the 12*'’.

Yet although the word genocide was used in the first article, it then 

disappeared from ftiture reports as a ‘fog o f misinformation shrouded what was 

happening as the western press described the situation in Rwanda as “chaos and 

anarchy”, something which seemed pre-ordained, “an orgy o f ethnic violence”,’ in 

which Rwanda was described as a ‘failed central African nation suffering from a

K linghoffer, op. cit. 1998, p. 49.
K linghoffer, op. cit. 1998, p. 3.
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centuries-old history of tribal warfare.’ An international inquiry (The 

International Response to Conflict and Genocide: Lessons from the Rwandan 

Experience. Joint Evaluation of Emergency Assistance to Rwanda. Copenhagen, 

March 1996) chastised the international press for characterising the genocide as 

tribal anarchy. This was fundamentally irresponsible, as in failing to report that 

genocide was taking place, an avenue for generating public pressure for something 

to be done to stop it was removed. Therefore the media ‘contributed to 

international indifference and inaction, and possibly to the crime itself.

However, when reasonable numbers o f Western journalists arrived in 

Rwanda on their way back from covering President M andela’s inauguration in 

South Africa, there was a visible impact upon the decision-making elites o f leading 

Western states. Wheeler notes that horrifying television images o f mutilated bodies 

floating down blood-soaked rivers, growing evidence that a genocide was taking 

place, and pictures of a terrible human exodus as up to half a million fled across 

the Tanzanian border in search o f safety, embarrassed the Permanent Members o f 

the Security Council that its only response had been to reduce UNAMIR.^^^ In 

addition, representatives o f smaller Member States, most notably New Zealand and 

Czechoslovakia, responded to media coverage and briefings from NGOs by 

applying pressure behind the scenes and by threatening to go public with their 

criticisms o f UNSC policy and inaction. This led to an informal meeting o f the 

Security Council on 28-29 April. The New Zealand Ambassador was the President 

o f the Council for April, whereas the Czech Ambassador Karel Kovanda’s family 

‘were survivors o f the Holocaust and his words must have carried considerable 

moral force when he likened the U N ’s current approach as “rather like wanting
533Hitler to reach a ceasefire with the Jews”.’

A lengthy and circular debate was eventually brought to a head when 

Keating, the New Zealand Ambassador, threatened the Council that, if there was 

no agreement, he would table a draft resolution supporting his statement 

condemning the killings as genocide. This would require a public vote exposing 

the positions o f each country to the glare o f world public opinion. Eventually a 

compromise was reached thanks to ‘the drafting ability o f the British, known for

M elvern, op. cit. 2000, p. 137.
ibid. p. 138.
W heeler, op. cit. 2000 , p. 225.
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framing resolutions with mind-numbing ambiguity, a watered-down statement was 

issued, and while the statement quoted directly from the Genocide Convention, it 

did not use the word g e n o c i d e . T h i s  statement reflected a need to respond to the 

growing international demand from domestic publics and humanitarian NGOs for 

action to stop the killings. ‘Media coverage o f the genocide finally galvanized the 

UN into action, and the Secretary General in a major volte-face had written to the 

Council the day before its Presidential Statement to express his growing concern 

about the security o f civilians in Rwanda.

Yet although the Security Council’s enfeeblement o f UNAMIR, subsequent 

inaction in the face o f truly horrendous events, and public squirming over 

semantics, eventually led to criticism and even ridicule by both domestic 

constituencies and the international community as represented by the United 

Nations General Assembly, it was still unclear which direction public opinion 

dictated decision-makers should jump. The American predicament is symptomatic 

o f that facing the international community as a whole. Editorials in the American 

media lambasted the Clinton Administration for failing to acknowledge the 

existence o f an ongoing genocide, yet at the same time, as a manifestation o f the 

‘Somalia syndrome’ (a new form of the Vietnam syndrome which reflected US 

public horror at pictures o f American casualties) preached against exposing US 

troops to danger in terms o f a military intervention. Increasingly, however, the 

price o f inaction in terms o f damage to reputations came to outweigh 

considerations o f action costs. One commentator notes that by the end o f June, 

‘stung by shame, criticized for failing to react swiftly, both the UN and the United 

States searched for a solution.

Inaction had become unsupportable. American decision-makers were still 

naturally and rationally keen to keep the costs o f any action to a minimum while 

gaining the maximum possible public relations benefit from being seen to do 

something, but the problem could no longer be dismissed as having nothing to do 

with American national interests. ‘Desperate to have something to show for the 

constant American protestations o f concern about Rwanda, administration officials 

took to telling reporters that Washington was contributing to a public-health

ibid. p. 226.
Melvern, op. cit. 2000, p. 180.
W heeler, op. cit. 2000, p. 226.
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initiative in Uganda to clean up more than ten thousand Rwandan corpses from the 

shores o f Lake V i c t o r i a . I n  addition, the United States and other Permanent 

Members were swift to endorse the proposed action by France, despite its dubious 

legitimacy, as at least someone would then be seen as doing something. Ultimately 

a chance at redemption was found in the vast and spectacular human tragedy o f the 

Hutu migration fleeing the RPF advance, and in the misery o f the refugee camps 

over the borders. Ironically America and the international community showed 

compassion for Rwanda by leaping to the aid o f those who included in their ranks 

the perpetrators o f genocide.

Yet even this belated action demonstrated a change in rational calculations 

among decision-makers and the impact of internal and external communities. If  it 

was not rational in terms o f cost-benefit analysis o f material national interest to 

intervene in the Rwandan crisis itself, it was even less so to intervene in its 

aftermath. While it is possible to identify national interests that may be at stake 

within the borders o f another functioning state entity, it is hard to identify any that 

might be present in sprawling refugee camps in the borderlands. America and the 

rest o f the international community chose not to act while genocide was taking 

place in Rwanda because it did not serve their material interests or those o f their 

citizens to do so. The international community, led by the United States, chose to 

act over the refugees because o f guilt over previous inaction, and pressure from 

citizens and the international community that helped redefine national interest in 

terms o f reputation and compassion as well as direct material interests.

Even though the French were keen to intervene from the outset, internal 

and external constituencies played a key role in facilitating the French military 

action. It has already been noted that French decision-makers were not willing to 

intervene without the legal sanction o f the international community. However, 

there is considerable evidence that no matter the material interests o f France in 

Rwanda, and the strong personal ties between the two countries’ elites, decision

makers would also not have been able to authorise intervention without the 

endorsement o f their internal constituencies. In addition to the material interests in 

intervention listed above, we can identify a number o f other reasons for the 

markedly different attitude o f French international decision-makers.

Neuffer, op. cit. 2002, p. 129. 
G ourevitch, op. cit. 2000, p. 154.



Wheeler makes a good case for identifying internal constituencies and 

media pressure as the reasons for its viability and swift implementation when other 

states were still haggling over administrative details. Wheeler claims that a 

dramatic shift in policy took place among French decision-makers. On 10 May, 

Mitterand stated that ‘the international community could not act as a global police 

force and send peacekeepers to all the places where people fight,’ and this position 

was supported by Prime Minister Edouard Balladur and Defence Minister Francois 

Leotard, ‘who took the view that France could no longer assume the role o f a 

hegemonic power in Africa.’ Yet this position apparently became ‘increasingly 

untenable as abhorrent television pictures o f the killings and lobbying by NGOs 

generated growing domestic pressure on the French government to act.’ ^̂ * 

Conveniently for French decision-makers, as pointed out by Prunier, ‘Rwanda and 

its chopped-up babies now looked as if they could give good political mileage in 

terms o f public opinion ratings.

Wheeler considers French civil society to have been better prepared for 

pressuring for humanitarian intervention, due to the efforts o f Medecins Sans 

Frontieres and high-profile figures in the French humanitarian movement in 

creating strong public support in France for the idea that ‘individuals in distress 

have a right to humanitarian assistance and that this creates a correlate duty on the 

part o f the international community to deliver it.’ ‘̂’° He also points to the fact that 

the justification given by French ministers to their electorate for intervention in 

Rwanda was to save lives. Having floated the idea on Radio France Internationale, 

Foreign Minister Alain Juppe wrote in the daily Liberation on 16 June that France 

had ‘a real duty to intervene in Rwanda... to put an end to the massacres and 

protect the populations threatened with extermination.’ Likewise, French Prime 

Minister Eduard Balladur portrayed Operation Turquoise as a moral act aimed at 

stopping genocide, claiming that no French strategic interests were involved.^"" 

According to Destexhe French concern with the international legal elements o f 

intervention in seeking the authorization of the Security Council, from which it 

received the go ahead for Operation Turquoise on 22 June 1994, also reflected a 

more evolved normative lobby in France, and that ‘The purely humanitarian

™  W h e e le r , op . cit. 2 0 0 0 , p. 23 5 .
P ru n ie r, op . cit. 1 9 9 5 , p. 28 2 .
W h e e le r , op . c it. 2 0 0 0 , p. 23 6 .
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format o f the operation, which was to be conducted in a neutral and impartial 

manner, was strongly emphasized in the Security Council’s resolution.

However, it is clear that such public opinion was only a necessary and not a 

sufficient structural condition for intervention. It was permissive rather than 

prescriptive, as France had many pressing realpolitik rationales for pushing to be 

allowed to intervene while all others were holding back. Thus the structure o f the 

international operating environment within which statesmen made their rational 

decisions, and from which they received feedback at the time o f the Rwandan 

crisis, was ambiguous. This may in itself help explain the hesitancy o f decision

makers to commit themselves to firm policy positions.

Conclusion

At first sight it would seem from the above assessment that by 1994, not 

only was there still no sign o f the brave new norm-ruled world in which 

international military interventions took place according to the dictates o f 

humanitarian need, but also that the more limited legalistic vision inspired by the 

G ulf War was proving to be nothing more than a mirage. Material national self- 

interest appeared to dictate the rational decision-making o f leaders. However, this 

would be a false impression, and ignores a few key, if  somewhat subtle elements 

o f the Rwandan non-intervention.

Firstly the UN and Member States were ultimately compelled to take some 

form of action by pressure from international and domestic public opinion fuelled 

by information from NGOs and the media. Secondly, the French acknowledged 

that despite their eagerness to intervene they would have been prevented from so 

doing without the legitimation o f Security Council endorsement. Furthermore, they 

did everything possible to increase the legitimacy o f the intervention, from trying 

to include other members o f the European Union, to eventually including token 

contingents from African members o f La Francophonie. Thirdly, what prevented 

other Members o f the Security Council from admitting that a genocide was taking 

place was an awareness that if  such were proven, then international law would 

compel them to intervene, regardless o f costs and the dictates o f individual national 

interest. Finally, the failure to act in this instance increased international normative

W heeler, op. cit. 2000 , p. 231; K linghoffer, op. cit. 1998, p. 54.
A lain  D estexhe, op. cit. 1995, p. 53.
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pressure for action in the next case o f ‘practices that shock the conscience o f 

humankind,’ Kosovo. As Fergal Keane noted at the time o f the Kosovo 

intervention, in many ways it was ‘an exercise in assuaging guih, the guilt felt over 

Bosnia and Rwanda.

In fact, the Rwandan case is so complex because it marks a transitional 

stage in the evolution o f post-Cold War international society. It supports a version 

o f our first hypothesis: that state-centric rational considerations cause military 

intervention, or in this case prevent it from happening. Yet intervention was 

eventually forthcoming even though there was even less at stake in terms of 

material interests than there had been at the start o f the crisis. The aftermath and 

ultimate multilateral humanitarian intervention supports, at least in part, our 

second hypothesis: that non-state-centric normative considerations cause military 

intervention. Yet if  such considerations truly dictated decision-making, it is hard to 

understand why it took so long to mobilize a humanitarian mission.

That domestic and international civil society appear to play a greater role in 

positional shift among decision-makers during the Rwandan crisis than they did 

during the Gulf War would also lend credence to our third hypothesis: that the 

post-Cold War new world order represents a shift from international system to 

world society. Yet the dominance o f realpolitik considerations early on in the crisis 

appears to refute this contention. Essentially we have reached a position where 

state-centric considerations o f material national interest continue to weigh heavily 

upon decision-makers’ calculations as to whether it is rational to embark upon a 

particular military escapade. There would appear to have to be some national 

interest involved in order to provoke participation, and the greater the national 

interest, the more likely is participation. However, the concept o f national interest 

has been expanded to include considerations o f the will o f  the people and 

reputation within the international community. Internal and external constituencies 

appear to have been increasingly sensitised towards normative considerations 

through the efforts o f non-governmental organizations, pressure groups, human 

rights activists, and the impact of ever more pervasive mass media (twenty-four- 

hour global news coverage, the internet, e-mail, etc.) and the justifications o f 

international actors themselves.

Fergal Keane op. cit. 1999
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By placing such emphasis on the legality o f their actions in the G ulf War, 

coalition leaders helped raised normative expectations concerning the legitimacy 

o f future actions. By emphasising the role o f international society it conferring 

legitimacy upon military action against Iraq (particularly the endorsement o f the 

United Nations, international law and the multinational/multiethnic nature o f the 

coalition), the allies ensured that dissenting voices from international societal 

sources would be heard concerning future actions or inactions. The Rwandan crisis 

added two new considerations to the heritage o f the G ulf War. First was an 

awareness that mass-media could not only be used by governments to manipulate 

the perceptions o f their internal constituencies (nintendowar during the Gulf 

campaign) to support military forays, but that mass media could also mobilise 

internal constituencies to put pressure on decision-makers to enter into campaigns, 

and that revulsion or compassion could exercise as much influence o f the pubic as 

appeals to their rationality.

During the Gulf War the hottest television pictures were those that depicted 

surgical allied strikes. Contradictory footage was minimal, and while pictures o f 

collateral damage caused discomfort, they were overwhelmed in volume and 

intensity by those showing the triumph o f the values and technology o f the Atlantic 

Community, and thus were easily dismissed as enemy propaganda. In Rwanda, the 

most striking pictures were those that either showed the sheer magnitude o f the 

tragedy, or showed its most human consequences. There were no heroic images to 

counter those o f horror. There was no convincing threat to national interests that 

could be made into a bogeyman with which to stir up jingoism for the party line.

During the Cold War, with the ever-present Communist threat, it was easier 

for governments to engineer support for foreign policy. Indeed, during this time 

loyal opposition parties found it very difficult to criticise their governments for 

fear o f appearing treasonous. Likewise, the Atlantic Community was remarkably 

successful in transferring this image o f threat to Saddam Hussein in the immediate 

aftermath o f the Cold War. During the Rwandan crisis the national interest party 

line was essentially delegitimised when used as a bulwark against overwhelming 

normative demands for humanitarian action.

Guilt, the second consideration, is closely linked to the first. Key decision

makers during the Rwandan crisis were still in office leading up to the decision to 

intervene in Yugoslavia over Kosovo. It is to be hoped that these liberal.
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democratic individuals felt true remorse over their failure, and that this was their 

motivation to ensure that such horrors could never again take place on their watch. 

However, even if  they were simply cynical political animals, it is unlikely that any 

reputation could withstand two such stains, and thus whether they truly felt guilty 

or were merely held to be guilty by their constituencies, the leaders o f the Atlantic 

Community had considerable rational incentive not to allow a repeat o f the 

Rwanda debacle.

President Clinton expressed this guilt during a visit to Rwanda in March, 

1998. He first acknowledged that a genocide had taken place, that the killings were 

neither spontaneous, accidental, nor the result o f  ancient tribal struggles, and that 

people everywhere had the capacity to slip into pure evil. Furthermore, he stated 

that ‘we cannot abolish that capacity, but we must never accept it. And we know it 

can be overcome.’ He conceded that the world had not acted quickly enough and 

accepted the collective guilt, stating ‘the international community, together with 

nations in Africa, must bear its share o f responsibility for this tragedy, as well. We 

did not act quickly enough after the killing began. We should not have allowed the 

refugee camps to become a safe haven for the killers. We did not immediately call 

these crimes by their rightful name: genocide.’ Precisely the failings for which the 

leadership o f the Atlantic Community had been called to task, during and after the 

crisiŝ '*"̂  Clinton went on acknowledge how this guilt would impinge upon future 

deliberations. He noted that although we cannot change the past, we can and must 

do everything in our power to help build a future without fear, and full o f  hope.

W e ow e to those w ho died and to those who survived who loved them , our every effort to 
increase our vigilance and strengthen our stand against those w ho would com m it such 
atrocities in the future -  here or elsew here. Indeed, w e ow e to all the peoples o f  the world  
w ho are at risk -  because each bloodletting hastens the next as the value o f  human life is 
degraded and v io lence becom es tolerated, the unimaginable becom es more conceivable -  
w e ow e  to all the people in the world our best efforts to organize ourselves so that w e  can 
m axim ize the chances o f  preventing these events. And where they cannot be prevented, w e  
can m ove quickly to m inim ize the horror. '̂*^

Clinton further revealed that he was instructing his administration to 

improve its systems for spotlighting countries in danger o f genocidal violence, and

P residen t Clinton A po log izes  Text o f  President C linton’s address to genocide survivors at the 
airport in K igali, Rwanda, on March 25, 1998, as provided by the W hite H ouse and reported by The 
Associated Press, March 25, 1998.
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outlined the necessity for the international community to have the ability to act 

when genocide th re a te n s .M a d e le in e  Albright, the United States Ambassador to 

the UN during the Rwandan crisis and Secretary o f State during the Kosovo 

campaign, is perhaps the best example of the transformation wrought upon the 

rational calculations o f key decision-makers as a result o f inaction guilt. As noted 

above, she was instrumental in putting ever more barriers in the way o f American 

intervention in Rwanda. However, post-Rwanda she became such a fierce advocate 

o f the humanitarian use o f military interventionary force, that Kosovo has been 

termed by many ‘M adeleine’s W ar.’

In an online forum discussion piece from April 1999 entitled ‘Madeleine 

Albright: the spiritual patron o f the disaster in Kosovo’ it was claimed that ‘If  

victory has a hundred fathers but defeat is an orphan, it is now time to trace the 

lineage o f the humanitarian and strategic catastrophe in Serbia to Secretary o f State 

Madeleine Albright.’ Furthermore, it was noted that that Albright had first 

threatened Milosevic with bombs more than a year previously, saying the United 

States would not ‘stand by and watch the Serbian authorities do in Kosovo what 

they can no longer get away with doing in Bosnia,’ and that this was starkly at 

odds with the role she played in 1994 when she ‘urged the Security Council not to 

send U.N. reinforcements to Rwanda, even though more than half a million people 

were being m a s s a c r e d . C l i n t o n  noted in 1998 that ‘She pushed, and she pushed, 

and she pushed. She was always out there, and that made a big difference to 

me ’548 gĵ g ccrtaiuly a key decision-maker during both crises.

Robert DiPrizio in his analysis o f US humanitarian interventions in the 

post-Cold War era notes that not only did Albright drive US policy in the case o f 

Kosovo, but also there is clear evidence that she was strongly motivated by a 

desire to thwart another round of ethnic cleansing in Europe, and that it is hard not 

to believe that the key decision-makers felt guilty about Bosnia and Rwanda.^”*̂  

This author recently had the opportunity to ask the former Secretary o f State 

herself whether this was the case. Albright confirmed that the previous cases where

ibid. See also, BBC News Special Report ‘Clinton Speaks Out on Rwandan G enocide” 
W ednesday, March 25, 1998 http://news.bbc.co.Uk/l/hi/special_report/1998/03/98/africa/69581.stm  

ibid.
‘M adeleine Albright: the spiritual patron o f the disaster in K osovo’ Arianna Online, filed April 

1, 1999 http://www.ariannaonline.com/columns/files/040199.html 
ibid.
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the United States and the international community had ‘waited too long to go in’ 

had ‘played a huge role’ in determining policy over Kosovo.^^*’ So proactive did 

she become with regard to the use o f force that she apparently once asked Colin 

Powell: ‘W hat’s the point o f having this superb military you’re always talking 

about, if we can’t use it?’ (In his memoirs Powell wrote that he almost had an 

aneurysm, he was so upset.

However, this is not to suggest that as a result o f Rwanda, the leaders o f the 

Atlantic Community would authorise any and all humanitarian missions put before 

them, only that it probably made them more conscious o f the likely consequences 

o f inaction and the costs involved in terms of reputation. Rwanda demonstrated the 

ongoing relevance o f material considerations combined with an awareness o f how 

normative considerations could form part o f the operating environment within 

which rational decisions were made. Rwanda also demonstrated the significance o f 

the cosmos-chaos divide in determining the likely course o f action by the 

international community.

The Atlantic Community was evolving into a meta-actor, but certainly 

could not be equated with the normative global village envisioned by liberals 

dreaming of perpetual peace and the end o f history. A geopolitical motive rather 

than a humanitarian one can even be attributed to Albright’s apparent conversion 

at some time between our second and third case studies. Albright closely identified 

with East-Central Europe in a way that she did not with Africa. Twice during her 

childhood her family was forced to flee Czechoslovakia, once in 1939 following 

Hitler's annexation o f the country and again in 1948 after the Communist 

government stripped her father, who had been the Czech ambassador in Belgrade, 

o f his citizenship. Thus her enthusiasm for countering totalitarian regimes in the 

region may have had far from global normative roots. The next two chapters will 

assess the motivations for action by the Atlantic Community over Kosovo in more 

detail.

Robert C. DiPrizio, US Humanitarian Interventions in the Post-Cold War Era APSA 
conference, San Francisco, August-September 2001.

Interview with M adeleine Albright, Graduate School o f International Studies, Ewha University, 
Seoul, Korea, 12 N ovem ber 2002. 

http://www.zpub.com/un/un-ma.html 
Ariana Online, op. cit. April 1, 1999.
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Chapter 7: Raison d’Etat and NATO’s Kosovo Campaign

Introduction

Chapters 3 and 4 revealed an increased concern for the dictates of 

international law demonstrated by Atlantic Community decision-makers when 

formulating intervention policy with regard to the first conflict in the Gulf, but also 

an essentially state-centric hierarchy o f preferences with regard to rational 

decision-making. That being the case, although classical realism proved no longer 

to be truly ‘realistic’ in its portrait o f how decisions are made by rationally egoistic 

statesmen (if indeed it had ever been), decisions still seemed to be made that 

prioritised the interests o f states rather than those o f individuals or the larger 

demands o f shared humanity. Thus, based on this case, one or more o f the 

reformed state-centric or power political paradigms would seem to explain why 

states intervene in the post-Cold War world better than does the resurgent liberal 

internationalist or idealist paradigm.

This impression to a certain extent is reinforced by the inaction o f most 

members o f the Atlantic Community when faced with a humanitarian crisis and 

failed state in Rwanda. However, victory in the Cold War had imposed a degree of 

responsibility upon the Atlantic Community for the construction o f post-war order, 

and the education and politicisation o f internal and external communities through 

the wider dissemination o f information and images as a result o f  the 

communications revolution meant that leaders were more likely to be held to 

account for their actions or inactions. Likewise, the use o f high-technology 

propaganda and normative language to justify intervention in the G ulf came back 

to haunt decision-makers over Rwanda. In particular key figures such as 

Madeleine Albright and Bill Clinton suffered damage to their personal and national 

prestige, proving that immoral actions or inactions, even if  in the national interest, 

could carry rational costs.

Intervention in future cases o f humanitarian catastrophe became more 

likely again as a result o f Rwanda, just as it seemed to have been removed fi'om the 

political agenda by the Somalia debacle. However, we still haven’t reached a point 

where humanitarian considerations would always win out in analysis o f whether 

members o f the international community would intervene, just that they would at
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least be weighed in the balance along with more traditional state-centric concerns. 

In addition to these two sets of variables, we must also consider the cosmos-chaos 

divide. Intervention for humanitarian reasons is always more likely if human rights 

abuses are happening on the doorstep of the Atlantic Community to people that 

seem ‘just like us’ rather than in some geopolitically and geoethnically remote 

location.

David Campbell has argued that in the case of Bosnia, it was the very 

similarity of individuals suffering through the conflict to members of the Atlantic 

Community that paralysed decision-makers and publics alike. He quotes Slavoj 

Zizek as saying that: ‘the unbearable fact is that in a sense there is no difference: 

there are no bloodthirsty “Balkanians” in Sarajevo, just normal citizens like us’ 

and thus to maintain distance we emphasize compassion for the victim rather than 

action in the face of the incomprehensible.^^^ However, in conversation with 

Madeleine Albright, a key decision-maker in the Clinton administration, it became 

clear that frustration over inaction in Bosnia and failure by the European and 

global communities on the doorstep of the Atlantic Community made it much 

more likely that the superficially similar circumstances surrounding Kosovo would 

lead to an American-led NATO action, just as the visual horrors or Rwanda 

ensured that similar images would not be endured in silence and inaction.^^"* The 

combination of the two sets of guilt and the two sets of motivations for action 

proved irresistible.

This brings us to consideration of our third case study, Kosovo. The 

eagerness to get involved shown by liberal representatives of the Atlantic 

Community contrasts most vividly with reluctance over Rwanda, as does the 

relative absence of considerations of material national interest compared with the 

Gulf At the time much was made in the press and in public debate of the idea that 

liberal politicians in the Atlantic Community were the new hawks, whereas 

conservative or realist commentators were comparatively non-interventionary. 

However, this reversal of roles should not surprise us too greatly when we consider 

the nature of costs and benefits that were being evaluated by those in power

David Campbell, ‘Violence, Justice, and Identity in the Bosnian Conflict’ [21-37] in Jenny 
Edkins, Nalini Persram, and Veronique Pin-Fat eds. Sovereignty and Subjectivity. Boulder: Lynne 
Rienner, 1999 p. 22.

Interview with Madeleine Albright, Graduate School o f  International Studies, Ewha University, 
Seoul, Korea, 12 November 2002.
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(predominantly liberal hawks). To an extent the brave new world was dawning, but 

perhaps with not such a utopian horizon. Normative considerations held sway, but 

perhaps for cynical motivations concerning prestige, guilt, and electoral gain.

History

According to Ivor Roberts, it had been long known that Kosovo was a 

crisis waiting to happen, and indeed had been waiting to happen since 1912 when 

Serbian soldiers reoccupied Kosovo for the first time in over five hundred years. 

‘In their own eyes they arrived as the new Crusaders, an army o f liberation. But for 

the majority o f the population they were seen as colonialists and very quickly as 

o p p re s s o r s .B e c a u s e  o f the prevalence o f such conflicting myths it is important 

to have some idea o f the history and demography o f the region.

The Balkan wars o f the early twentieth century (of which the First World 

War could be seen as forming the Third instalment) saw the newly energised, 

mostly Christian nations o f the region fighting first in alliance against the sick man 

of Europe, the decaying Ottoman Empire o f Turkey, and then against each other 

over the spoils. For many, the First World War itself was seen as a consequence o f 

the existence o f multi-ethnic empires. Thus in this particular post-war era, 

identified in chapter 1 as the golden age o f liberal internationalism, it was decided 

that the principle o f national self-determination should be followed in redrawing 

the boundaries o f Europe ante-bellum so that each nation should have a state, and 

each state contain but a single nation. While never particularly achievable in 

practice, this principle was violated particularly blatantly with regard to the 

creation o f a union of southern Slavic peoples (Yugoslavia) out o f the ashes o f the 

Ottoman and Habsburg (Austro-Hungarian) empires in the hope that a strong 

middle-sized power would emerge that would lend stability to the region. 

Unfortunately, the Union itself was never particularly stable, the peoples within it 

not all Slavic, and the animosity between them continued unabated. W henever 

possible Croats took advantage o f and persecuted Serbs and vice versa and both 

these groups oppressed Muslims, whether Bosnian or Albanian, just as Muslims 

had done to them under the Ottomans.

Ivor Roberts, ‘Introduction’ 8-9 RSP W orking Paper: The K osovo Crisis: R efugee Studies 
Programme, Queen Elizabeth H ouse, University o f  Oxford June 1999 [Papers from a W orkshop  
held on 18 May 1998 at Green C ollege, University o f  Oxford], p. 6.
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During the Second World War, Catholic Croats under Nazi German 

patronage were in the ascendancy. After Germany’s defeat by the Soviet Union, 

the Orthodox Slavic Serbs took over. The new communist regime organised the 

country along federal lines demarcated as the Socialist Republic o f Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, the Socialist Republic o f Macedonia, the Socialist Republic o f 

Slovenia, the Socialist Republic o f Serbia, the Socialist Republic o f Croatia and 

the Socialist Republic of Montenegro, but the new entity was ruled out o f Serbian 

Belgrade by Marshal Tito. Kosovo has long been a particular bone o f contention 

even by Yugoslav standards.

In its current incarnation (after the 1991-92 collapse) the Federal Republic 

o f Yugoslavia is made up o f two republics: Serbia and Montenegro. The Republic 

of Serbia includes two autonomous (in name at least) provinces, Vojvodina in the 

north and the Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Metohija in the South. 

Although in Serbia as a whole Serbs are in the majority, they constitute a minority 

of the population in Kosovo where ethnic Albanians form the majority. Indeed, 

roughly 90% of the population o f the Autonomous Province are ethnic Albanians, 

linguistically distinct from the Serbs and predominantly Muslim rather than 

belonging to the Christian Orthodox Church o f the Serbs. Conflict between these 

groups can be traced back for centuries and such is the symbolic importance o f the 

strife that for many ‘the Yugoslav crisis began in Kosovo, and it will end in 

Kosovo.

Yet this division was generalised and systemised by the politicisation o f the 

issue in the nineteenth century during the growth and expansion o f the Slav 

Christian states in the Balkans. For Noel Malcolm, it was the policies imposed 

from above by the Serbian and Montenegrin governments from the first moment o f 

their conquest of Kosovo in 1912 that created systematic hostility and hatred on a 

scale that the region had never seen before. From the signing o f the 1913 Treaty 

of London designed to lay to rest problems in the Balkans, the Serbs embarked on 

a largely unsuccessful policy o f Serbianisation in Kosovo. Furthermore, intense 

nationalist indoctrination convinced the majority o f Serbs that Kosovo is sacred

^^^Noel M a lco lm ,/Toiovo . - S h o r t  H istory, London; Macmillan, 1998, p. xxvii
i b i d .  p. XXX.
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Serbian land,^^* but the majority o f the population have remained Albanian, and 

indeed their numbers increased rapidly compared with those o f the Serbs.

However, Campbell’s rejection o f the concept o f ancient animosities as the 

cause o f the conflict in Bosnia is also accurate when applied to Kosovo. Here too 

the issues o f ethnicity and nationalism can be thought o f as ‘questions o f history 

violently deployed in the present for contemporary political g o a l s . I n d e e d ,  for 

much of the communist period, although often engaged in a political struggle for 

dominance, open hostility was generally avoided. After the Second World War the 

status and conditions o f ethnic Albanians improved greatly with their recognition 

as a distinct national group, the recognition o f their language as one o f 

Yugoslavia’s official languages, and recognition o f a right to Albanian education. 

These gains were undermined by the repressive policies enforced in Kosovo under 

the auspices o f the Vice-President o f Yugoslavia and chief o f the state security 

police, Alexander Rankovic,^^® but the see-saw o f ethnic power politics in the 

Province was to swing back once more in favour o f the Albanians with Rankovic’s 

disgrace in 1966. ‘Serbs and Montenegrins lost their dominance in the political and 

administrative apparatus o f Kosovo which became increasingly Albanian. This 

process was reinforced in 1974 when a new constitution gave Serbia’s two 

provinces, Kosovo and Vojvodina, considerable autonomy.

Yet even if  not the actual cause o f the outbreak o f violence, the availability 

for manipulation o f masses by elites, o f historical myths o f oppression and struggle, 

was certainly a contributory factor. This was especially true when the Serb 

minority felt itself discriminated against or threatened, and with the disintegration 

o f the old regime, demagogues were able to rally considerable numbers around 

historical banners. Aggressive policies pursued by the ethnic Albanian 

administration caused more than 130,000 Serbs to leave Kosovo, which meant that 

when combined with the extraordinarily high Albanian natality rate, the Albanians 

achieved their present numerical d o m i n a n c e . U p o n  the death o f Tito on 10 May 

1980, Kosovo Albanians demanded that their region be upgraded from 

Autonomous Province to seventh Yugoslav Republic. This political ambition was

Sir Reginald Hibbert, The Kosovo Question: Origins, Present Complications and Prospects: The 
David Davies Memorial Institute o f  International Studies: Occasional Paper No. 11 May 1999, p. 2.

Campbell op cit 1999 p. 31.
Amnesty International, Kosovo: the evidence London 1998, p. 26.
ibid. p. 27.
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rejected, and when combined with the severe economic problems faced by the 

community led to civil unrest in 1981, with widespread demonstrations in support 

o f the demand that Kosovo cease to be part o f Serbia and be granted the status o f a 

republic. Hundreds were killed and a state o f emergency declared. In 1987 the 

League o f Communists of Serbia, with Slobodan Milosevic at the helm, committed 

itself to reasserting Serbian control over Kosovo.

On the 23'̂ ’̂ March 1989 the autonomy of the province was effectively 

abolished by constitutional changes, leading thousands to demonstrate in towns 

across the province. The Albanian University o f Pristina was closed, as were all 

institutions o f Albanian secondary education. There were a number o f deaths as the 

protests were ruthlessly crushed, a series o f mass arrests followed by more deaths, 

then in a series o f mysterious cases in March and April 1990, thousands o f children 

were taken to hospital suffering from stomach pains, headaches and nausea. A 

rumour sprang up that they were being deliberately poisoned at the schools (where 

separate teaching sessions for Serbs and Albanians had been introduced). 

‘W hatever the true explanation, most Albanians did believe that their children 

were being poisoned, and in some parts o f Kosovo they attacked the houses o f 

local Serbs. This gave the authorities the excuse they needed for another 

crackdown.

In July 1990 the Serbian parliament suspended Kosovo’s parliament and 

government after Albanian deputies declared independence. The majority o f ethnic 

Albanians refused to recognise Serbia’s authority and started to establish ‘parallel’ 

institutions including parliament, president, taxation (voluntary), education and 

health, while offering support to the Democratic League o f Kosovo, led by Ibrahim 

Rugova. The Serbian authorities responded with a slate o f draconian legislation, 

arbitrary arrests and police violence.

Serbian law allows the arrest and summary im prisonm ent for up to two m onths o f  anyone 
who has comm itted a ‘verbal crim e’ such as insulting the ‘patriotic feelings’ o f  Serbian 
citizens, it also permits a procedure known as ‘informative talks,’ under w hich a person 
can be sum moned to a police station and questioned for up to three days: in 1994 15,000 
people in Kosovo were questioned in this way, usually w ithout being told the reason for 
the sum m ons... many graphic testim onies exist o f  severe beatings with truncheons, the 
application o f  electric shocks to the genitals, and so on. Also widely violated in Kosovo 
are the official rules for the lawful search o f people’s houses: homes are frequently raided 
w ithout explanation, and goods and money confiscated (i.e. stolen) by the police. In 1994

David Binder ‘K osovo’s violence, past and present’ The Washington Times, 31 March 1998 
Malcolm, op. cit. p. 345.
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alone the Council for the Defence o f  Human Rights and Freedoms in Kosovo recorded 
2,157 physical assaults by police, 3,553 raids on private dwellings and 2,063 arbitrary 
arrests.

The Dayton Accords

In March 1992 the Yugoslav Republic o f Bosnia and Herzegovina 

exploded into a three-way civil war between the largest group o f the population, 

Muslim Bosnians who wanted to break away from the Federation, indigenous 

Croats and their backers from newly independent Croatia who wanted to break 

away from the breakaway Republic, and indigenous Serbs and their backers who 

either wanted to remain part o f Yugoslavia or wanted as much territory as possible 

to become part o f a greater Serbia. Reports o f human rights violations on all sides 

were quick to surface.

In response to these reports, the United Nations Security Council passed 

Resolution 780 in November 1992, requesting that the Secretary-General establish 

an impartial Commission o f Experts to examine and analyse information on 

violations o f international humanitarian law committed in the territory o f the 

former Yugoslavia. The Commission, as well as delegations from the Conference 

on Security and Co-operation in Europe and independent delegations from France 

and Italy, chronicled instances o f concentration camps and mass-killings. In May 

1993, in the face o f what has been termed ‘overwhelming evidence,’ the Security 

Council decided to act, passing Resolution 827 to establish an international 

criminal tribunal under Chapter VII o f the United Nations Charter, legally binding 

all Member states to take whatever steps were required to implement it and enforce 

compliance. However, according to Laura Palmer and Christina Posa, the Tribunal 

remained a hollow promise o f justice until 1995. Only after the slaughter in the UN 

safe haven o f Srebrenica in July 1995 was the international community galvanised 

to take action.^*^^

As with Rwanda, it took a bloodbath for humanitarian concerns to override 

national interest, but guilt over allowing the bloodbath to happen heightened 

normative constraints on decision-makers. The international community made the 

unprecedented move o f creating two judicial institutions, the International

ibid. pp. 349-50.
Laurt Palmer and Christina Posa, ‘The Best-Laid Plans: Implementation o f  the Dayton Peace 

Accords in the Courtroom and on the G round’ Harvard Human Rights Journal Volume 12 Spring 
1999 (3(1-384) pp. 363-364.
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Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia during the war to prosecute 

individuals accused o f violations of international humanitarian law, and the Human 

Rights Chamber for Bosnia and Herzegovina to provide a legal structure within 

which Bosnian citizens could seek legal redress for post-war governmental 

violations o f human rights.

The obligation o f belligerents to co-operate with the Tribunal was made 

explicit in Article IX o f the General Framework Agreement, which also invited the 

Security Council to establish a multinational military implementation force (IFOR) 

to assist in implementing the military aspects o f the Framework Agreement. 

Acting on this invitation, the Security Council passed Resolution 1031, and in 

December 1995, sixty thousand IFOR troops were deployed in Bosnia pursuant to 

the Agreement. The General Framework Agreement (popularly known as the 

Dayton Peace Accords), signed on December 14, 1995, transcended a simple 

cease-fire, and anticipated the long-term reconstruction o f a democratic, 

multiethnic Bosnia. ‘To achieve this goal, the Framework Agreement seeks to 

entrench human rights norms in the new state both by incorporating existing 

international human rights agreements and by establishing new human rights 

institutions.

However, the Dayton Peace Accords on Bosnia came as a crushing blow to 

the ethnic Albanians in Kosovo. Rather than the hoped for general settlement for 

peace in the region, it didn’t even mention Kosovo, and the economic sanctions on 

Serbia were lifted soon afterwards. In 1996 the international community 

recognised the existing borders o f the Federal Republic o f Yugoslavia, leaving the 

Kosovan Albanians trapped within them, unlike the Slavic Slovenes, Croats, 

Macedonians and Bosnian Muslims. Finally, there was the failure to implement the 

education agreement concluded in September 1996 with the help o f the Comunita 

di Sant’Egidio organisation to bring Albanians back into the formal education 

system. Taken together, these factors militated against the prolongation of 

Rugova’s peaceful Gandhian policy and acted in favour o f more direct action.^^*

Up until the Dayton Peace Accords, the Kosovo Albanian response to 

Belgrade’s apartheid-like regime was non-violent. However, a radicalisation

ibid.
ibid.
R oberts, op. cit. p. 7.
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process among the younger generation o f Kosovo Albanians produced a massive 

student movement as well as a small, but efficient, militant underground. Inter

ethnic tensions in Kosovo increased at a rapid pace. In early march 1998 the 

Special Anti-Terror Units and the Special Task Police Units o f the Ministry o f the 

Interior o f the Republic o f Serbia cracked down on the Kosovo Albanian guerrilla 

movement in the central Kosovo region o f Drenica with such force that it has 

become known as the Drenica massacre, triggering off armed resistance by a 

‘Kosovo Liberation Arm y’ (Ushtria Clirimtare e Kosoves, UCK).^^^

What then ensued was something akin to a civil war, for even though the 

Serbian authorities held all the machinery o f the state with which to attack the 

Albanian cause, and were certainly not shy in putting it to use, even before this 

final upsurge in violence that ultimately led to NATO intervention, the KLA had 

been killing more people in Serbia (Albanian and Serb alike) than had been killed 

in any other recent world terrorist hot spots with the exception o f Algeria and 

Kashmir.^™ After raging for a year this civil war became international on March 

24, 1999 when U.S.-led NATO forces launched cruise missiles and bombs at 

targets throughout the Federal Republic o f Yugoslavia. The following sections will 

consider why the Atlantic Community felt compelled to intervene.

Realism  and Kosovo

According to Realism, institutions, rules and norms are no more than the 

by-product o f the national interests o f the powerful states that create them, a fact 

illustrated by UN ineffectiveness in organising a response to the crisis compared to 

NATO military intervention. For realists, force remains the final arbiter in 

international politics, with the powerful doing what they will and the weak 

suffering what they must. O f course, the most powerful is the global hegemon, and 

for realists NATO action can be read as action to support American interests, 

rather than any pretence at collective security.

Hence the United States was responsible for 60% of the total number o f 

sorties flown against Yugoslavia during the conflict, and 80% of strike sorties, and

Stefan Troebst: International Mediation in the Kosovo Conflict, 1992-1998: The Issue o f  
Education [10-26] RSP W orking Paper: The Kosovo Crisis: Refugee Studies Programme, Queen 
Elizabeth House, University o f  Oxford June 1999 [Papers from a W orkshop held on 18 May 1998 
at Green College, University o f  Oxford], p. 10.

Roberts, op.cit. p. 7.
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the Americans refused to allow their troops to serve under non-American NATO 

generals. Indeed, there have even been claims to the effect that the bombing o f the 

Chinese embassy was deliberate in order to prevent the Chinese sharing 

intelligence information with the Serbs.” ’ However, while these comments might 

serve as a realist interpretation o f NATO action once the decision to intervene was 

made, what they fail to identify is a clear realist justification for taking such a 

decision.

One argument that has been put forward is that the West coveted the 

natural resources o f the region. However, as pointed out by the Amnesty 

International Report, although naturally rich in resources, including large deposits 

o f lead, zinc, nickel and magnesium, Kosovo province is economically one o f the 

poorest regions in the Balkans. It is the most heavily populated region in the
572Federal Republic o f Yugoslavia and suffers from high unemployment. On the 

other hand, the cost o f the war and the damage it caused could, according to third 

party estimates, be as high as $100 billion. This is equal to over $50,000 for every
573  • •man, woman and child in Kosovo. Thus by the end o f the action, the prize was 

certainly not going to be worth having in terms o f material gain, especially when, 

according to International Institute for Strategic Studies estimates, the utilisation 

and replacement cost o f NATO’s campaign amounted to $11 billion with the 

peace-keeping and support for Kosovo estimated (by the United Nations) at a 

further $7.7 billion per annum.” ''

Another neo-realist justification is that the NATO action was concerned 

with ‘prestige’; the concept that power political theorists such as Robert Gilpin 

consider to be the true currency o f international politics. Perhaps the United States, 

and more especially the United Kingdom, wanted to improve their future 

bargaining power through the reinforcement o f their reputations at the expense o f a 

small Balkan nation. However, according to a survey carried out by the British 

Council after the war had ended, the reputation o f the United Kingdom in the 

Balkans suffered considerable damage as a result o f NATO’s bombardment, while

Patricia Owens IR in Theory and Practice: Case Studies Oxford University Press web support 
material Section 1 p5 http://www.oup.co.uio'best.textbooks/politics/globalization2e/theory-practice/ 

Amnesty International, op. cit. 1998, p. 29.
Marit Littman QC, Kosovo: Law & Diplom acy  London: Centre for Policy Studies, 1999, p. vii. 
ibid. pp. 25-26.
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Alliance countries which took a less hawkish view o f the campaign did not suffer 

such a loss o f approval

Alternatively, perhaps we should consider the reputation o f NATO itself It 

has been argued that in order to demonstrate its continuing relevance after the end 

o f the Cold War NATO needed a short victorious war. However, if this was the 

case, Yugoslavia was patently not the best-suited target. NATO could at best come 

across as the neighbourhood bully picking on one o f the smallest and poorest 

members o f the local community; at worst NATO faced being humiliated by a 

mission failure made possible, even if  not probable, by the difficult terrain and 

demographics o f Yugoslavia. Furthermore, this does not explain the decision to 

fight over Kosovo rather than any o f the richer, more appealing fragments o f the 

former Yugoslavia, especially as the other conflicts came sooner after the end o f 

the Cold War. Selectivity is not just a problem for liberal theorists o f intervention.

In line with traditional realist concerns o f military and political interest, for 

Noam Chomsky ‘the new interventionism’ is replaying an old record. It is an 

updated variant o f traditional practices that were impeded in a bipolar world 

system that allowed some space for nonalignment, a return to anarchy. ‘With the 

Soviet deterrent in decline, the Cold War victors are more free to exercise their 

will under the cloak o f good intentions but in pursuit o f  interests that have a very 

familiar ring outside the realm o f enlightenment.’^̂ *' Furthermore, it has been 

argued that the intervention over Kosovo was meant to further bloody the nose o f 

the old enemy, Russia. It was a way of reinforcing the victory o f the W est in 

Russia’s own back yard. However, the ftjrther humiliation o f Russia could serve 

neither military nor political interests o f Western states, as all it could accomplish 

in terms o f strategic change was a return to the insecurity o f the Cold War. By 

attacking Yugoslavia NATO was not damaging any remaining Russian military 

might, but was expending its own reserves. As already mentioned, it was not going 

to damage Russian prestige in the region as much as that o f the more hawkish 

participants.

President Clinton claimed that ‘[w]e act to prevent a wider war; to defuse a 

powder keg at the heart o f Europe that has exploded twice before this century with

ibid. p. 24.
Noam Chomsky, The New Military Humanism: Lessons From Kosovo. London: Pluto Press, 

1999, p. 11.
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catastrophic results’” ’ yet this was clearly an exaggeration o f the threat posed to 

international security by the situation in Kosovo. The most that could be 

realistically feared is that the war in Kosovo would be the cause o f escalating 

ethnic tensions in strategically critical Macedonia, and would lead to armed 

conflict. Zvonimir Jankuloski noted as the crisis escalated that the war in Kosovo 

would inevitably lead to a flow o f refugees into Macedonia and possibly into 

Albania. ‘The probably large number o f refugees from Kosovo would be both an 

economic burden and a proximate cause o f escalating ethnic tensions in 

Macedonia, possibly leading to armed conflict. Macedonia could easily be in the 

centre o f a new, third Balkan war, in which Albania, Bulgaria, Greece and even
578Turkey could be involved militarily.’

While a Macedonian war could conceivably lead to a ‘third Balkan w ar,’ it 

is far from clear why this slim possibility in itself would pose such a threat to the 

national interests o f the dominant states in NATO. Admittedly, such a war would 

be between states and would therefore be, by definition, an international conflict, 

and states that could conceivably be involved would include two NATO members, 

Greece and Turkey, yet this is a long stretch o f possibilities rather than 

probabilities let alone certainties, and it seems irrational to take such costly action 

in this case when there are far more pressing demands upon limited resources, and 

in the light o f NATO inaction in these cases (e.g. tensions over Cyprus). Indeed the 

arch-realist Henry Kissinger repeatedly and convincingly argued against the 

intervention saying that no vital US military or political interests were at stake.

Colin Gray, another well known realist authour, restates the traditional 

mantra o f the paradigm, that ‘moral outrage is not a sound base for policy,’ but 

nevertheless concedes that ‘periodically it is so insistent that prudent policy

makers must bow to its d e m a n d s . T h i s  gets closer to the true pressures upon 

decision-makers in favour o f NATO intervention over Yugoslavia. Indeed, the 

only power political argument that there is not sufficient material to refute is the 

classical military-industrial complex conspiracy theory, that all industrialised 

countries are permanently on the look-out for more wars to fight in order both to

Statement by the President to the Nation. March 24, 1999.
Zvonim ir Janiculoski: ‘Why M acedonia Matters: Spill-over o f  the Refugee Crisis from Kosovo 

to M acedonia’ 27-33 W orking Paper: The Kosovo Crisis: Refugee Studies Programme, Queen 
Elizabeth House, University o f  Oxford June 1999 [Papers from a W orkshop held on 18 May 1998 
at Green College, University o f  Oxford], pp. 31-32.
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justify existing defence spending and to generate more orders for the arms 

manufacturers and armies for the generals or jobs for the boys. It is hard to refute 

this particular theory because o f its very lack of testable hypotheses. Military- 

industrial conspiracy theorists would merely claim that this just shows how 

devious and embedded are the various elements that stand to gain from warfare. 

However, in the absence o f any substantial supporting evidence for these claims I 

feel that our time is better served analysing other potential rationales, state-centric 

or otherwise, for which a better case can be made given the available material.

While there may not be a rational cost-benefit utilitarian justification in 

terms o f national interest for the actions o f Alliance leaders, there may yet be 

something more akin to a rule-utilitarian justification for the action if  the national 

interest is extended to those rules that govern international society, and, having 

been set up by the dominant status-quo states, reflect their aggregated national 

interests. On the whole, conflict does not serve the interests o f the dominant status 

quo states. This is because: [1] In terms o f cost-benefit analysis it is unlikely to be 

directly beneficial to them. [2] It is likely to produce disruption o f international 

trade and investment patterns which, on the whole, produce beneficial effects for 

them. [3] Conflict is a source o f uncertainty in the international system, uncertainty 

can produce change, and this is precisely what status quo powers want to resist.

Thus, for self-interested as well as humanitarian reasons, it has served the 

interests o f dominant states to draw up a list o f  rules o f engagement. These rules 

have, over time, taken on a normative mantle, yet still, on the whole, reflect the 

interests o f states. The first o f these sets of rules concerns the legality o f going to 

war: i.e. a set o f circumstances in which the interests o f the international 

community as a whole are best served by intervening, and thus the action is 

endorsed. State-centric legal considerations with regard to N A TO’s intervention 

are considered in the next section.

International Law and Kosovo

The spokespersons o f the NATO allies made much o f the legal justification 

for their actions. Tony Lloyd, the British Minister o f State at the Foreign Office, 

accepted that ‘[a]ny military action by British forces would have to be lawful

Patricia  O w ens op cit 1998 Section 1 p. 5.
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under international law,’ while Robin Cook the Foreign Secretary claimed that ‘[i]t 

is clear we have legal authority for action to prevent humanitarian catastrophe.’ 

For George Robertson, the Defence Secretary, there was ‘no doubt that NATO is 

acting within international law. Our legal justification rests upon the accepted 

principle that force may be used in extreme circumstances to avert a humanitarian 

disaster.’ Mark Littman QC notes that the British Government was right to 

emphasise that NATO had to justify that its actions conformed with international 

law because the importance o f international law lies in the fact that ‘without it and 

the institutions created to enforce it, we would be back in the condition in which 

we were 100 years ago when all wars were lawful. In the past century the world 

has been struggling to escape towards a more civilised and peaceful society.

However, as outlined in Chapter I, the 1928 Kellog-Briand Pact, Article 

2(4) of the United Nations Charter and Article 51 on self-defence effectively 

established an international legal regime defensive o f sovereignty and prohibitive 

o f intervention. This prohibition is, according to Articles 53 and 64 o f the 1969 

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, part o f ju s  cogens, by which is meant a 

principle from which no derogation is permitted. Under Chapter VII Article 39 the 

UN Security Council is responsible for determining threats to international peace, 

breaches o f  the peace or acts o f aggression, and under Article 42 the Security 

Council is empowered to authorise a response. Luban characterises the UN 

position as:

(1) A w ar is un just i f  and o n ly  if  it is aggressive.
(2) A w ar is ju s t  if  it is a w ar o f  se lf-defence (against aggression). O r alternatively :
(2 ’) A w ar is ju s t  i f  and on ly  i f  it is a w ar o f  se lf-defence (against aggression).
(1 ’) A w ar is un just if  and on ly  i f  it is n o tju s t ,’*̂

NATO’s actions would appear to have violated the UN Charter and these 

broader tenets o f international law as it was not a war o f self-defence against 

aggression, but rather, conceivably, a war of aggression itself Furthermore, it 

could be argued that in initiating its military policy in the Balkans, NATO was

L ittm an op cit 1999 pp. 1-2.
“The Security Council shall determine the existence o f  any threat to the peace, breach o f  the 

peace, or act o f  aggression and shall make recommendations, or decide what measures shall be 
taken in accordance with Articles 41 and 42, to maintain or restore international peace and 
security. ” Chapter VII Article 39.

Luban, op cit 1985 pp. 197-198.
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violating its own constitution. NATO’s basic charter makes it clear that the 

Organisation respects the finality and authority o f the United Nations Security 

Council in matters o f international peace and security, and that NATO is envisaged 

as a defensive organisation only, and will not act militarily unless one o f its 

members is attacked. The charter also states that if  a NATO member is attacked, 

NATO will consult the UN Security Council before reacting.

These sentiments, particularly that NATO is subservient to the UN and that 

it exists in deterrence only, are clear from Article 1 and Article 5 o f the founding 

charter o f N A T O , a n d  are reflected in other agreements to which member states 

are party - for instance, Clause IV of the Declaration o f Principles Guiding 

Relations Between Participating States o f the Helsinki Accords Final Act o f 1975 

guarantees the territorial frontiers of the states o f Europe by clearly stating that: 

‘The participating states will respect the territorial integrity o f each o f the 

participating states. Accordingly, they will refrain from any action...against the 

territorial integrity, political independence, or the unity o f any participating state.’

NATO, and in particular the US Secretary o f State, Madeline Albright, 

justified their actions on the grounds that in rejecting the Rambouillet Agreement 

under which all sides renounced the use o f force in Kosovo, Yugoslavia had 

implicitly shown a disregard for international law and an intent to commit further 

acts o f violence. The accords reached at Rambouillet were meant to put an end to 

the conflict through a 3-year interim agreement that would provide democratic 

self-government, peace, and security for everyone living in Kosovo. In fact the 

document in question was not so much an agreement as an ultimatum. The Interim 

Agreement for Peace and Self-Government in Kosovo of February 1999 was, as 

often emphasised by Albright, a ‘take it or leave it’ proposition in which NATO

Article 1 The Parties undertake, as set forth in the Charter o f  the United Nations, to settle any 
international dispute in which they may be involved by peaceful means in such a manner that 
international peace and security and justice are not endangered, and to refrain in their 
international relations from  the threat or use o fforce in any manner inconsistent with the purposes 
o f the United Nations. Article 5 The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more o f  
them in Europe or North America shall be considered an attack against them all and consequently 
they agree that, i f  such an armed attack occurs, each o f  them, in exercise o f  the right o f  individual 
or collective self-defence recognised by Article 51 o f  the Charter o f  the United Nations, will assist 
the Party or Parties so attacked by taking forthwith, individually and in concert with the other 
Parties, such action as it deems necessary, including the use o f  armed force, to restore and 
maintain the security o f  the North Atlantic area. Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a 
result thereof shall immediately be reported to the Security Council. Such measures shall be 
terminated when the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to restore and maintain 
international peace and security.
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and the US attempted to coerce Yugoslavia into accepting Rambouillet in clear 

violation o f Articles 51 and 52 o f the 1980 Vienna Convention on the Law of 

Treaties.

Article 51 o f that Convention, ‘Coercion o f a Representative o f a State,’ 

observes that ‘The expression o f a State’s consent to be bound by a treaty which 

has been procured by the coercion o f its representative through acts or threats 

directed against him shall be without legal effect.’ Furthermore, Article 52 o f this 

Vienna Convention states: ‘A treaty is void if  its conclusion has been procured by 

the threat or use o f force in violation of the principles o f international law 

embodied in the Charter o f the United Nations.’ In particular, reference here is to 

Appendix B o f the agreement, the so-called ‘military implementation annex,’ 

granting NATO free and unrestricted access throughout the FRY, immunity from 

local legal processes, and authority to detain certain individuals.

According to Richard Becker, there were, in fact, no negotiations at all, and 

no sovereign, independent state could have signed the Rambouillet agreement, as 

Appendix B of the accord would have opened the door for the occupation o f all o f 

Yugoslavia. Thus the Accord was ‘a declaration o f war disguised as a peace 

agreement.’ He therefore compares the situation to Austria’s note to Serbia that led 

to World War I and quotes Winston Churchill on the issue:

“This note was clearly an ULTIM ATUM ; but it was such as had never been penned in 
modern tim es... [I]t seemed ABSOLUTELY IM POSSIBLE that any State in the world 
could accept it, or that any acceptance, however abject, would satisfy the aggressor.” *̂'*

NATO’s actions may also have violated ‘lesser’ international conventions. 

The bombing destroyed Serbian religious and historical sites, violating the 1954 

Hague Convention for the Protection o f Cultural Property in the Event o f Armed 

Conflict. NATO delighted in presenting graphic images o f their success in 

crippling Yugoslavia’s infrastructure, including mass destruction o f chemical 

plants, gas storage facilities and oil refineries but failed to inform the media o f the 

inevitable ecological consequences o f such assaults or the long-term impact on 

surviving human beings and unborn children. Such tactics could violate the 1976

Richard Becker, The Rambouillet Accord: A Declaration o f  War D isguised as a Peace  
Agreement International Action Center, New York http://w ww .srpska- 
mreza. com/1 i brary/facts/Ram bo. htm 1
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Convention on the Prohibition o f M ihtary or Other Hostile Use o f Environmental 

Modification Techniques and the 1977 Protocol I Additional to the Geneva 

C o n v e n tio n s .F in a lly , danger to the environment and ecosystem apart, the 1949 

Geneva Convention (IV) Relative to the Protection o f Civilian Persons in time of 

War specifically prohibits deliberate attacks on civilians. While NATO clearly 

targeted civilian infrastructure if not individuals per se, ‘collateral damage’ is not a 

satisfactory explanation for the 1,500 or so Serbs killed during the bombing 

campaign.

On April 29, 1999, Yugoslavia unsuccessfully attempted to stop the NATO 

campaign via the International Court o f Justice. Among its arguments was that 

NATO had violated the 1948 Convention on Free Navigation on the Danube, 

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the 1966 International 

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. In that April initiative, 

Yugoslavia also invoked the 1949 Geneva Convention (IV) Relative to the 

Protection o f Civilian Persons in time of War. Yugoslavia also relied on Article IX 

of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment o f the Crime o f Genocide, 

adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on 9 December 1948. While the 

case was rejected, principally on the grounds o f jurisdiction,^*^ the arguments 

mentioned do carry due weight not only in the quantity o f international 

conventions and charters but also in the quality o f the responsibilities inherent in 

these documents.

On this interpretation, the NATO action in Yugoslavia certainly appears to 

rest on shaky legal foundations. In particular, it was not an action o f individual or 

collective self-defence, had not been sanctioned by the UN Security Council, and, 

however distasteful we might have found the actions o f the Belgrade regime, 

Serbian forces were not technically waging a war o f aggression despite allied 

attempts to portray it as such. President Clinton talked o f a ‘just and necessary

"Care sh a ll be  taken in 'warfare to p ro tec t the na tu ra l environm ent aga in st w idespread , lon g
term an d  se v ere  dam age. This p ro tection  includes a  proh ib ition  o f  the use o f  m ethods o r m eans o f  
w arfare which a re  in tended o r  m ay be  expec ted  to cause such dam age to the natural environm ent 
and thereby to  p re ju d ice  the health o r survival o f  the population .  ”

Press Com m unique 99 /39 (2 July 1999) N o member o f  the UK team addressed any o f  the 
propositions or legal authorities cited on behalf o f  the complaint. They concentrated entirely on a 
jurisdictional issue: a caveat to the U K ’s acceptance o f  the Court’s com pulsory jurisdiction where  
the other party had m ade the com plaint less than 12 months after accepting the Court’s jurisdiction. 
The Y ugoslav case fell within this exception to the U K ’s general acceptance and so it fell on this 
technicality.
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w ar’ against Slobodan Milosevic, the same leader who started the wars in Bosnia 

and Croatia.^*^ However, an act o f aggression in state-centric terms requires the 

crossing o f state boundaries, and this didn’t actually happen in the Kosovan 

conflict until NATO intervened. Indeed, it is even problematic to accuse Milosevic
588o f  acts o f aggression in previous Balkan conflicts. Allied claims regarding the 

dangers o f escalation were clearly an exaggeration o f the threat posed to 

international security by the situation in Kosovo, besides which. Article 39 o f the 

UN Charter clearly states that it is up to the Security Council to decide upon such 

definitions.

Ultimately, the only legal bases for war under state-centric codified 

international law (the only universally recognised international law) are self- 

defence, collective self-defence (i.e. going to the aid o f another state being 

victimised by an act o f aggression), or UN Security Council endorsement. NATO 

could not claim self-defence or Security Council endorsement, thus all that 

remains is collective self defence, and for that they needed to demonstrate they 

were acting to reverse a prior act o f intervention in another state. The legal 

standing o f Kosovo therefore becomes core to the argument.

The legal position o f  Kosovo

In determining the legitimacy o f NATO actions we must address the 

identity o f Kosovo. If  the entity could be seen as an independent state, Yugoslavia 

committed an act o f aggression in violation o f international law, and NATO was 

justified in collectively defending the Kosovans in anticipation o f a Security 

Council ruling. If Kosovo is viewed as an integral part o f a sovereign state, against 

whose territorial integrity and political independence NATO acted, NATO, 

according to codified law, was the aggressor. In which case, state-centric 

considerations o f codified international law clearly did not motivate Atlantic 

Community decision-makers to intervene.

The importance of Kosovo in Serbian quasi-historical mythology and its 

m odem  incorporation into the pan-Slav states o f the early 20'*’ Century has been

C linton op. cit. 1999.
S ta tem ent by the President to the  N ation. M arch 24, 1999
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exhaustively documented. Although disputed by some c o m m e n ta to rs ,s in c e  

the 1913 negotiation o f the London peace treaty and the Florence protocol in the 

aftermath o f the First Balkan war, Kosovo has legally been deemed an integral part 

o f Serbia. The Versailles Treaty o f 1919 further acknowledged Yugoslav 

sovereignty over Kosovo and Metohija with a League o f Nations’ Commission 

defining the Yugoslav-Albanian border in 1921. After the Second World War, the 

Tito regime recognised Kosovo as an autonomous region o f Serbia. Article 2 o f the 

1974 constitution declared that the ‘SFRY consists o f the SR o f Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, SR Macedonia, SR Slovenia, SR Serbia - including the Socialist 

Autonomous Republic o f Vojvodina and the Socialist Autonomous Province o f 

Kosovo, SR Croatia and SR M ontenegro.’

Importantly, from an international legal standpoint, the Belgrade authorities 

had exercised de facto  and de ju re  control over the province for an extended period 

o f time. Thus any intervention in the pre-conflict was an intervention in the 

internal civil affairs o f what by that time was the rump Yugoslav state. 

International law does provide for intervention in civil conflicts, but again the 

indicators are not good for NATO legitimacy. In the Nicaragua case, the 

International Court o f Justice upheld what has become known as the neutral non

intervention rule, whereby states are prohibited from aiding either side in a civil 

war.̂ *”

Thus Robert Fisk writing in the Independent newspaper noted that the 

British Government, while correctly accepting that the Kosovo bombing could not 

be justified if  it involved a grave breach of international law, wrongly assured the 

public that it did not involve such a breach, while refusing the Yugoslav challenge 

to have the point tested before the International Court o f J u s t i c e . T h e  British 

Government’s justification for NATO’s intervention in Kosovo was that it was

A select list m ay include Elsie, R 'K osovo-in the Heart o f  the Powder Keg' East European 
M onographs, 1997, M alcolm , N 'Kosovo: a Short History' Papermac, 1998, Silber, L 'The Death o f  
Yugoslavia' Penguin, 1995, Singleton, F 'A short history o f  the Y ugoslav peoples' Cam bridge 
University Press, 1985, W eller, M 'The Crisis in K osovo' (19 8 9 -1 9 9 9 ) Prospect B ooks, 1999 and 
W est, R 'Black lamb and grey falcon: a journey through Yugoslavia' M acmillan, 1955.

See  M uenzel, F ‘What does public international law have to say about K osovar independence?’ 
as delivered on 'K osovo & Yugoslavia: Law in Crisis' presentation o f  JURIST: The Law  
Professors’ Network [1999] @ http://jurist.law.pitt.edu

It is interesting to note that the International Court o f  Justice itse lf stated in its Nicaragua 
judgm ent o f  1986 that in the absence o f  any justification unequivocally provided for by the UN  
Charter "....the use o f  force  cou ld  not be the appropria te  m ethod to m onitor o r  ensu re ....respect  
[fo r  human rights]. ”
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necessary ‘to avert what would otherwise be a humanitarian disaster in Kosovo’ 

(Hansard, col. 161,23 March 1999) and the claim that there is, or ought to be, a 

principle that it is lawful for force to be used against another State, without the 

authority o f the Security Council, where this is necessary ‘to avert what would 

otherwise be a humanitarian disaster.’ (Hansard, col. 161,23 march 1999).^’^

However, even the Government’s own advisors had previously come down 

against this position: ‘The overwhelming majority o f contemporary legal opinion 

comes down against the existence o f a right o f humanitarian intervention’ and, 

‘...finally, on prudential grounds, the scope for abusing such a right [of 

humanitarian intervention] argues strongly against its creation’ -  Foreign Office 

Policy Document No. 148 (1986).^^'* Therefore, not only did the main participants 

in the conflict recognise that their actions would be illegal without an international 

legal right o f humanitarian intervention, but they also knew that there was no such 

right and that, in fact, from a state-centric viewpoint, it was not desirable to have 

such a right enshrined in international law. Thus defence o f codified international 

legal principles did not justifiably form the motivation for NATO intervention.

Nevertheless, here we may have the beginning o f a case for defending 

NATO action. Codified international law does recognise the right o f self- 

determination o f peoples, and some authorities have advocated a right to intervene 

on the side o f people struggling to establish their own political identity in the face 

o f oppressive and coercive actions from the dominant community to which they 

currently belong. This view is also widely reflected in state practice as witnessed 

by the Reagan and Brezhnev doctrines, and the Paquete Habana Case established 

that international law can be created through such means. This is reflected in 

Article 38 o f the Statute o f the International Court o f Justice. Also cited by the 

Statute are ‘the teachings o f the most highly qualified publicists o f the various 

nations, as subsidiary means for the determination o f rules o f law.’ The 1974 

Definition o f Aggression (a General Assembly resolution) specifically recognised 

not only the right to self-determination, but also the right to seek and receive 

support against alien domination, and it might be claimed that ethnic differences

Littman, op. cit. 199 9  p. v. 
ibid pp. i, vi , 2 ,  3, 
ibid.
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between the invading Orthodox Serbs and majority indigenous MusHm Albanians 

in Kosovo are such as to fulfil this last criterion.

However, despite endorsement o f customary international legal principles 

by the International Court o f Justice and many Member states, customary 

international law is not universally held as being equal to codified international 

law. Thus it cannot automatically be taken as forming part o f the decision-making 

operating environment o f statesmen, even if we were to accept that, at least since 

the First G ulf War, legal restraints exerted a telling influence. Rather, customary 

law is more akin to a set o f normative rules that can, under certain circumstances, 

operate to constrain those in normative agreement with their principles. The 

difference between the two sets o f rules is most clearly highlighted by the 

codification project currently underway by which generally accepted customary 

rules are given full legal force by being written down in treaty form. Until such 

time as this project is complete, these justifications form more appropriately part o f 

a different set o f international rules o f behaviour, those o f the just war tradition.

The Jus ad Bellum

The first consideration o f the international rules for mounting a military 

campaign is that o f  ‘just cause,’ usually perceived as resistance to aggression, or 

the prevention o f horrific practices. As discussed above, the resistance to 

aggression criterion does not provide a good fit in this case. A better claim, relied 

upon in most NATO propaganda regarding the conflict, was that NATO acted to 

prevent horrific practices. In the wake o f the disintegration o f Yugoslavia, 

Milosevic emphasised the province’s strategic and historical importance to an 

increasingly insecure Serbian population.^^^ Harsh legal, economic and security 

reprisals followed in the late-1980s.^^*^ By 1997, the Kosovar Human Rights 

Committee was reporting 1,740 cases o f political torture. Among these were 79 

children, 56 elderly people, 413 members o f political and human rights groups, 40 

journalists and 295 teachers. 587 o f the victims were seriously hurt, 5 were killed,
597the body of one returned with his eyes dug out. M ilosevic’s propaganda was

See generally, Laura Silber, The Death o f  Yugoslavia. London: Penguin, 1995.
See Marc W eller, The Crisis in Kosovo 1989-1999: From the dissolution o f  Yugoslavia to 

Rambouillet and the outbreak o f  hostilities. Cambridge: Documents and Analysis Publishing Ltd,
1999, for a detailed account o f  this period.

ibid.
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successful in inciting further violence and hatred. He strove to convince the Serbs 

that the Albanians with their religion and polygamy would, through high birth

rates and fundamentalism, swamp the ancient plains o f Kosovo to an extent that 

this practice could be deemed a ‘genocidal increase.’

At the height o f the NATO campaign in Kosovo, statesmen from US 

President Bill Clinton, to the U K ’s Secretary o f State, Robin Cook, spoke o f the 

death toll among the Kosovar Albanian population as threatening to reach 100,000. 

With Serbia on the rampage, military action was wholly justified on the grounds o f 

humanitarian intervention. The Human Rights Watch Report on Federal Republic 

o f  Yugoslavia: Detentions and Abuse in Kosovo o f December 1998 noted that the 

Constitution of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia prohibited the restriction of 

individual liberty ‘as well as any extortion o f a confession or a statement’ and that 

‘No one may be subjected to torture, degrading treatment or punishment.’ Yet 

from the beginning o f the armed conflict in Kosovo in late February 1998, at least 

1,200 ethnic Albanians had been charged under Serbian law with ‘terrorism’ or 

‘anti-state activities,’ with widespread physical abuse and torture o f detainees. Five 

individuals had died from violence inflicted on them by police in police stations or 

prisons since July 1998, and more than fifty people since February 1998 had been 

executed by the special police forces after they were taken into custody, according 

to Human Rights Watch estimates. Hundreds o f other detainees were subjected to 

beatings to extract a confession or to obtain information about the KLA.

On one occasion, in tiie village o f  Golubovac on Septem ber 26, the police lined up and 
executed thirteen m en... Detained individuals include human rights activists, students, 
doctors, humanitarian aid workers, political party members, and lawyers, many o f  whom 
w ere physically abused .. ..Simply being an ethnic Albanian is often enough to merit an 
arrest and beating... defendants are rarely given a fair trial. In addition to the use o f  torture 
to extract confessions, defendants are often denied access to a lawyer, not allowed to view 
court documentation, or refused perm ission to present w itnesses on their beh a lf The 
governm ent exerts a direct influence on the outcom e o f  most tria ls....Such  violations are in 
clear contradiction to Serbian and Yugoslav law, which forbids the use o f  violence against 
detainees and guarantees due process. The Federal Republic o f  Yugoslavia has also 
ratified all o f  the international conventions forbidding torture and degrading treatm ent or 
punishment. Despite this, abuses in the legal system are treated with im punity... abuses 
will continue, not w ithstanding the recent U.S. brokered cease-fire and nascent peace

598process.

‘Federal Republic o f  Yugoslavia: Detentions and Abuse in Kosovo,’ Human Rights Watch 
/?eport December 1998 Vol. 10, No. 10 (D), pp. 1-4.
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Amnesty International detail similar atrocities, noting that between 28 

February and 6 March 1998 Serbian police killed at least 80 ethnic Albanians in 

the villages o f Likosane, Cirez and Donji Prekaz in the Drenica region o f Kosovo, 

including at least 12 women and 11 children. Furthermore, at least eight men, two 

o f them over 60 years o f age, were executed without due legal process by Serbian 

police in the village o f Ljubenic on 25 May 1998, while six days later, eight men 

from Novi Poklek near Glogovac were ‘disappeared’ after being detained by the 

police. ‘At least 58 people, but possibly up to 200, were killed between 17-21 July 

in Orahovac, during and after fighting to capture the town. Some o f these were 

reported to have been shot in extrajudicial executions.’ Amnesty claims that 

hundreds more have been ‘disappeared,’ and in August 1998 it was estimated that 

there are some 170,000 people from Kosovo province internally displaced within 

the borders o f the Federal Republic o f Yugoslavia, in addition to over 13,000 

refugees who have fled to other countries such as Albania during the course o f 

1998. Thus for more than a decade;

a system atic  pattern  o f  iium an righ ts v io la tions against the m ajo rity  e thn ic  A lban ian  
popu lation  has occurred  in K osovo prov ince  -  includ ing  to rtu re  and ill-trea tm en t by 
police , deaths in po lice  custody , and unfair tria ls  fo r political prisoners. L ack o f  effec tive  
red ress fo r these  v io la tions o f  basic hum an righ ts has con tribu ted  d irec tly  to  th e  o u tb reak  
o f  the  curren t c o n flic t ....  K osovo prov ince to d ay  is one  o f  the  b leakest, m ost fear-ridden  
p laces in the  w orld. People  unlucky  enough to  live there  are su ffering  a hum an righ ts 
crisis. W ith every  day that passes, g reater num bers o f  A lban ian  and Serb  c iv ilians lose 
their hom es. M any are to rtu red  and killed. T he v ictim s are m ain ly  e thnic  A lb an ian s bu t 
include Serbs. T hey  are sub jected  to a com bination  o f  de libera te  and ind iscrim inate  a ttacks 
by the  Serbian po lice  and the  Y ugoslav  m ilitary. Serious hum an rig h ts  v io la tions have  
occurred  in K osovo prov ince  for m any years bu t these  en tered  a new  ph ase  in F ebruary  
1998. T he 1998 arm ed conflict has g iven  rise to rap id ly  e scala tin g  levels o f  v io la tions, in 
p a rticu lar forced d isp lacem ent, ex trajudicial execu tions and o ther un law fu l k illin g s.’”

In the light o f such evidence it is perhaps not surprising that Bill Clinton 

should talk o f ‘A Just and Necessary W ar,’ and that Tony Blair, speaking in a 

Macedonian refugee camp, should claim that ‘This is a battle for humanity, it is a 

just cause, it is a rightful cause.’ However, given the negative consequences o f 

violating the legalist paradigm outline by Walzer, the prevention o f horrific 

practices is not in o f itself enough to justify an intervention contrary to the 

established norms o f interstate behaviour. In order to justify their behaviour the 

allies also needed to demonstrate that they were acting with ‘right intention.’

A m nesty  In ternational op cit pp. 6-18.
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George Robertson summed up NATO intentions as ‘Serbs Out, NATO In, 

Refugees Back,’ on the basis that only under these circumstances could the 

humanitarian disaster o f ethnic cleansing o f Albanians in Kosovo be averted. 

Indeed, it is hard to dispute the legitimacy o f an intervention with the avowed 

purpose o f preventing a genocide. However, a number o f caveats must be raised 

with regard to the avowed intent o f NATO forces. Firstly, according to John Swain 

and a number o f other commentators, there never was a genocide in Kosovo, and it 

was dishonest and wrong for western leaders to adopt the term in the beginning.^®*’ 

By the end o f 1999 there was a substantial downsizing o f the estimates.'’*̂’

In their latest reports on the conflict, the UN and the US State Department 

have remarked that the number o f ‘war crim e’ dead in the region may not reach 

2,500. In February 2000, Human Rights Watch reported that at least 500 civilians 

died in 90 separate NATO bombing incidents in the Former Yugoslavia during the 

Kosovo c a m p a i g n , b u t  their investigation found no evidence o f war crimes 

except for NATO violations o f international humanitarian law. For Robert Fisk, it 

remains a sad and devastating fact that the vast majority o f war crimes, almost the 

entire mass dispossession and ‘ethnic cleansing’ o f Albanians, occurred after 

NATO had begun its war.*^”  ̂ NATO failed in its stated objective o f averting a 

humanitarian disaster in Kosovo.

It did not prevent tine disaster o f tine Albanian exodus but, on the contrary, either caused or 
precipitated it. It also caused an additional humanitarian and environmental disaster 
throughout the whole o f  Yugoslavia. It has not, despite praiseworthy efforts to do so, 
succeeded in stopping ethnic cleansing in Kosovo. It has only reversed the roles o f  
persecutor and persecuted. Furthermore, it has not solved the underlying problems in 
Yugoslavia. The region will remain unstable for the foreseeable future.*’”''

NATO may have felt the need to bloat the number o f civilian deaths in 

Kosovo because it was unsure o f the legal basis o f its intervention. Then again, it 

could have been due to poor intelligence reports, hardly inspiring confidence in the 

legality o f a dramatic departure from established codified international law and 

norms o f interstate behaviour. It could be, and has been claimed, that the ends

*°°John S w a in ,‘Lost in the Kosovo Numbers G am e’ The Sunday Times 2> \ October 1999.
see Swain, J “Lost in the Kosovo numbers game” The Sunday Times 31 Oct 1999 and Rufford, 

N “Cook accused o f  misleading public on Kosovo massacres.” The Sunday Times 31 Oct 1999. 
'Civilian Deaths in the NATO Air Campaign' Human Rights Watch Report 12, No. 1 (2000) 
Fisk, quoted in Littman op. cit. 1999.

604 • i_ • J  . .  • •ibid. pp. ni-iv.
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justified the means, and that the intervention at least had the merit o f preventing 

further human rights abuses that would otherwise have occurred.^®^ However, even 

if  evidence uncovered since seizing control o f Kosovo makes NATO's case,^^^ 

such pre-emptive strike, hypothetical or post-hoc justifications are always of 

dubious legality and legitimacy. On the other hand, one o f the most regrettable 

aspects o f these recent revelations o f NATO exaggerations is that they detract fi-om 

the undoubted harm suffered by Kosovan civilians. The revised figures o f 2,000 or 

so deaths compared with as many as 1,500 Serb civilians killed during NA TO’s 

bombing, cast doubt upon claims o f normative justification.

Finally, as ever in assessing intervention, there is the question o f 

selectivity. If  NATO leaders were truly motivated by humanitarian outrage, why 

Kosovo and not other instances where such outrages have occurred and are 

occurring? For Chomsky, ‘the events in Kosovo alone suffice to eliminate from 

consideration the primary and most exalted argument for the resort to force: that 

the NATO bombings, undertaken with humanitarian intent, open a new era in 

which the reigning super-power and its junior partner, suffiised with previously- 

undetectable nobility, promise to lead the way to a new era o f humanism and 

justice.’ He exhorts us to ‘ask how the same enlightened states behave 

elsewhere.’*’'’̂

In fact, on numerous occasions the participating states acknowledged that 

their actions over Kosovo marked a break with their inactions in the past, and 

highlighted how this signified a new humanitarian order. Yet this claim remains 

somewhat disingenuous until the principles behind their intent in Kosovo are 

universalised. As pointed out by Chalmers, the Kosovo operation sets an important 

precedent that cannot fail to be used to measure the adequacy o f Western responses 

to humanitarian disasters elsewhere in the world.* '̂^  ̂Thus a broad consensus was 

articulated by the New York Times global analyst Thomas Friedman: ‘From the 

start the Kosovo problem has been about how we should react when bad things 

happen in unimportant places.

Remarks by Lord Robertson, NATO Secretary General, at the press conference to mark the first 
anniversary o f  the Kosovo air campaign 21 March 2000.

As Lord Robertson claims o f  the OSCE report ‘Kosovo/Kosova As seen, As told”
Chomsky op. cit 1999, p. 38.
Malcolm Chalmers Kosovo: The crisis and beyond. London: Saferworld, 1999, p. iv 
Chomsky op. cit. p. 5.
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Next we need to assess the ‘competent authority’ just war criterion, perhaps 

the weakest element o f NATO justification. NATO members justified their actions 

under the 1948 Genocide Convention and other general humanitarian principles on 

the grounds that if  they did not intervene, ethnic cleansing o f genocidal scale 

would have occurred. The perception was that little could be achieved through the 

usual UN channels due to the inevitable veto by Russia and China. NATO felt that 

action was demanded and that the strict written rule o f international law should be 

overridden by demands o f human compassion.

This amounted to a claim that today human rights are no longer o f 

exclusive concern to the particular state where they may be infringed, but rather 

their abuse may be used to justify interventions into otherwise internal disputes. 

Increasing intervention by the international community, through international 

bodies, in internal conflicts where human rights are in serious jeopardy was used 

as evidence. NATO argued that in the light o f reports by international 

organisations testifying to the magnitude o f human rights violations, in turn 

acknowledged by the UN,*" and as Yugoslavia consistently defied resolutions and 

decisions o f the Security Council, itself crippled by indecision,**'^ it was entitled to 

similarly intervene. However, as mentioned above, the authority claimed by 

NATO in terms o f both international law and the common practice o f states was 

tenuous at best. Thus the essentially state-centric justification o f competent 

authority does not really apply in this case.

Concerning ‘reasonable chance of success,’ we have seen that in many 

ways, according to their originally declared intentions, the NATO action did not 

succeed, and indeed there had been many warnings prior to the intervention that 

military action would merely exacerbate ethnic cleansing and the refugee problem. 

However, NATO commanders have pointed out that at least the fighting was all 

but stopped, and some degree o f disarmament achieved. Lord Robertson o f NATO 

has noted that at the end of the day, Serb forces were out, KFOR was in, and the

A s early  as 1990, th e  O rganisation  o f  A frican  U nity  a ttem pted  to  m itigate  th e  L iberian  civil w ar, 
and co n tinues to  try  and find a so lu tion  to th e  p rob lem s bese tting  the  fo rm er A frican  sta te  o f  Zaire. 
S om alia  in E astern  A frica  has seen in ternational in te rven tion , w h ile  in C entra l A frica  a ra th e r 
belated  a ttem pt w as m ade in R w anda to  stop the  genocide o f  T u tsis in the  m id  1990s.

S ecurity  C ouncil R esolution , 1199 (1998).
See th e  d raft reso lu tion  sponsored  in the  S ecurity  C ouncil by  B elarus, India and the  R ussian  

Federation  (U N  Doc. S /1999/328).
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refugees were home, and that this is as good a definition o f success as you can 

get.

Despite the difficulties faced in terms o f terrain and demographics (the 

interspersing o f antagonistic populations), NATO commanders were always 

confident that at the very least they could remove the state o f fear under which the 

majority o f the population o f Kosovo had been living, could bring an end to the 

state-sponsored victimization o f the Kosovar Albanians, improve the living 

conditions o f those who stayed and those who returned, and in a nutshell, win the 

war. And this, they claim, is precisely what was achieved.'’'"*

However, it is the consequences o f achieving their objectives that has 

attracted sustained criticism. This leads us on to the fifth just war criterion, that o f 

proportionality o f ends, according to which it is incumbent upon planners to assess 

the likely effects, not only o f their actions, but also o f their inactions. For the 

NATO commanders, the consequences o f non-intervention were too horrible to 

comprehend. Despite the statistics listed above, there was a genuine fear that 

ethnic cleansing o f a level likely at the very least to destabilize the region, if not to 

amount to genocide, was already occurring, or was about to do so. Even if  it now 

turns out that there is a lower death toll in Kosovo than expected, this still does not 

erase the culpability o f the Serbian military and political leadership. In many 

instances, one rape o f an elderly woman, one killing o f a Kosovar child resonated 

to such an extent that whole villages fled and ethnic cleansing achieved its 

objective. Frustratingly, the increasingly revisionist Western media are now, as one 

paper has put it, ‘lost in the Kosovo numbers game.’^'^

It is estimated by the World Health Organisation and the US-based Center 

for Disease Control that as many as 20,000 Kosovar women (4.4 per cent o f the 

population) were raped in the two years prior to NATO’s forces entering the 

benighted territory. ‘Numbers to match Bosnia, if not m o r e . F o r  John Swain, 

the only point that has ever needed to be made over Kosovo is that Serbian forces 

were committing atrocities on a scale that had to be stopped militarily because

Lord Robertson, Secretary General o f  NATO Kosovo: One Year On (30 June 2000) 
ibid.
The Sunday Times, op. cit. 31 Oct. 1999.
Helena Smith ‘K osovo’s Tragic War Babies’ The Observer 16 April 2000.
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Milosevic had proven himself impervious to all forms o f diplomatic, economic or 

moral pressures since the war began early in 1998.* '̂^

However, some questions have been raised regarding NATO objectives in 

intervening. Although spokesmen continually stated that they were not interested 

in the further dismemberment o f Yugoslavia, they must have been well aware that 

this was the likely consequence o f the particular line o f action they took. The 

Badinter Commission stated that the administrative borders o f the six Yugoslav 

republics should become the international borders o f those countries formed from 

the ashes o f the Socialist Federal Republic o f Yugoslavia, reflecting a wish to 

avoid the chaos o f ethnic fragmentation made likely should minorities within those 

borders be recognised. Thus the international community had for some time 

refused to recognise the claims o f the Albanian population o f Kosovo.^'*

When NATO action reversed this policy by supporting the KLA, it was 

done in the full knowledge o f the demands for independence continuously 

expressed since the referendum in favour o f independence at the beginning o f the 

decade. Indeed, one o f the expressed ‘ends’ o f the NATO campaign was ‘Serbs 

out.’ Under such circumstances, it would be impossible for Belgrade to continue to 

exercise its authority and sovereignty. Indeed, there were also signs o f 

encouragement for Montenegro to break away from the rump Yugoslav state and 

for the citizens o f Serbia to overthrow their government, both surely going beyond 

the legitimate end o f putting an end to Kosovar Albanian suffering. Finally, the 

end o f establishing limits to sovereignty (as was the expressed intent o f this 

watershed humanitarian intervention) was not legitimate according to state-centric 

traditions o f just war.

The question o f last resort is particularly difficult. For the Secretary 

General o f NATO ‘we were absolutely right to act as we did ... Operation Allied 

Force was not only the right thing to do — it was the only thing to do.’^'^ This 

clearly implies a belief that reasonable people could reasonably conclude that all 

reasonable efforts at a non-military solution had been tried, had failed, and in all 

probability would have continued to fail. Yet according to Littman, not only is it is 

possible that the Kosovo problem could have been settled by diplomacy and

John Swain, Sunday Times op cit 31 October 1999.
Roberts, op.cit. p. 8.
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without the use o f force, it is certain that NATO did not make every effort to do so, 

as at a critical point in the discussions at Rambouillet, NATO abandoned 

diplomacy in favour of a package o f non-negotiable demands contained in a 

document described by Kissenger as a ‘provocation’ and as ‘an excuse to start 

bom bing.’

Furthermore, ‘it is likely that, if the terms which were agreed at the end of 

the campaign had been put forward at Rambouillet, then the ethnic cleansing and 

the war could have been averted.’*’̂ *’ Certainly the Rambouillet document is the 

single most contentious issue faced by NATO in maintaining their claim to last 

resort justification. We have already seen how NATO attempted to coerce 

Yugoslav acceptance of the ‘agreement’ in violation o f international treaty law, but 

it is also clear that Belgrade could not accept this document and still retain its 

sovereign claims. The non-negotiable military clauses put forward by NATO 

rather than any political settlement caused the collapse o f the negotiations.

These clauses have been described as a model for the military occupation 

o f an enemy country that had been defeated in war, providing for NATO not only 

to have the right to a complete occupation of Kosovo, but also to have an unlimited 

right o f access, for an unlimited time, for unlimited purposes, throughout 

Yugoslavia under conditions o f total immunity. Thus ‘it can be concluded 

therefore that NATO did not, before using force, explore, sufficiently or at all, 

alternative possibilities which could have led to a satisfactory peaceful settlement. 

In particular, in relations to the implementation o f the agreed political solution, 

NATO had abandoned diplomacy in favour o f dictation, backed up by the threat of 

force.

The goal o f peace is popular among the more state-centric proponents o f 

international order. Essentially, war is considered evil, except if waged in order to 

put an end to an existing conflict, or to ensure that war is less likely to take place in 

the future. NATO made few claims along these lines beyond the threat o f a 

‘Balkan explosion’ dismissed above. This is because civil conflicts are not 

classified as ‘wars.’ Rather, leaders like Britain’s Tony Blair emphasised a 

departure from the state-centric definition o f conflict as being the absence o f peace

Dinner Speech by Lord Robertson, NATO  Secretary General, IISS, Arundel H ouse, London 22  
March, 2000.

Littman op cit 1999, p. ii.
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between states. Thus in the declaration ‘A New Generation Draws the Line,’ he 

notes that ‘We are fighting for a world where dictators are no longer able to visit 

horrific punishments on their own peoples in order to stay in p o w e r . T h i s  is an 

explicit rejection o f state-centric just war criteria, authorising ‘morally superior’ 

states to take action against those who violate the rights o f their own people. 

Leaders o f the Atlantic Community were to be seen raising the rights o f 

individuals and the concept o f shared humanity over and above the rights o f states 

to political sovereignty and territorial integrity.

Conclusion

Overall, then, there is little rational motivation for the NATO action based 

on the state-centric tenets o f realism, codified international law, or the norms and 

rules o f international relations embodied in the ju s  ad bellum tradition. O f the three, 

the most convincing justifications can be found in the third body o f theory. Realist 

principles just do not seem to apply, and indeed even leading realist authors admit 

this fact, referring to the Kosovo campaign either as an exception to the normal 

state o f affairs in the international system, or a grave mistake in terms o f realist 

justifications.

Although NATO spokesmen repeatedly attested to the legality o f  the 

operation, there is much more evidence o f a breach o f generally accepted 

international law than behaviour in accordance with its tenets. However, while it 

could be claimed that legal claims were therefore a smokescreen for true 

motivations, we need not fall back on the realist considerations o f national interest 

already rejected. Although the humanitarian crisis may have been somewhat 

exaggerated, humanitarian motivations provide a better fit with the available 

evidence o f rational decision-making, especially when interpreted in the cynical 

light o f guilt, prestige, and media and electoral considerations.

It is admittedly a fine line between humanitarian motivations and 

humanitarian justifications, but this study is not dependent upon whether statesmen 

truly believed their justifications, only upon whether they truly needed to act 

according to such dictates for rational reasons o f national or self-interest. This 

provides a much more robust response to the challenge offered by both realists and

ibid. p. 13.
C ho m sk y  op. cit. p .3.
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critical theorists on this issue than the liberal response that such humanitarian 

excuses would not be offered unless they had to be. Thus this is a significant 

departure from commentators such as Nicholas Wheeler who refiise to engage the 

critics on their own ground claiming that such motivations are not testable.

As mentioned in chapter 1, Wheeler resigns himself to there being no 

conclusive response to the sceptic who argues that public legitimating reasons are 

always post hoc rationalizations.^^^ Yet this study attempts just such a response by 

using complex decision-making models to demonstrate at least the plausible 

possibility of humanitarian motivations in a language that even critics of liberal 

‘idealism’ could appreciate.

In a sense, humanitarian issues become part of the national interest of 

certain states, and also part of the cost-benefit analysis of rational statesmen, 

regardless of their morality. With regard to just war theory, only the considerations 

of just cause, right intention and proportionality of ends are convincing, and this 

probably relates to their close connection to the non-state-centric considerations of 

human rights. Indeed, here we find for the first time evidence of the primacy of 

non-state-centric over state-centric justifications of intervention. For further 

evaluation of these criteria in the Kosovo case, we need to turn to the more 

comprehensive discussion to be found in the following chapter.

Nicholas J. W heeler, Saving Strangers Oxford: Oxford University Press 2000, p. 9.
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Chapter 8: Humanitarian justifications and Kosovo

Introduction

The previous chapter demonstrated how few if  any o f the state-centric 

rationaHsations for intervention apply to the Kosovan case. For this reason a 

number of commentators, and indeed the participants themselves, heralded the 

intervention as constituting a significant break with the old traditions emphasising 

the rights o f states, and signifying the dawn of a new order that promoted the rights 

o f individuals and humanity as a whole against states which might oppress them. 

For Chomsky, the crisis in Kosovo has ‘excited passion and visionary exaltation of 

a kind rarely witnessed.’ Indeed he notes that ‘The events have been portrayed as 

“a landmark in international relations,” opening the gates to a stage o f world 

history with no precedent, a new epoch o f moral rectitude under the guiding hand 

o f an “idealistic New World Order bent on ending inhumanity.’” ^̂"*

However, such epoch-defining claims require a closer examination o f the 

details of NATO’s first intervention in a sovereign country. It marked a significant 

change in policy concerning the legal recognition o f states, from states as having 

rights qua states, to recognising governments as being entitled to claim state- 

centric rights only if  they legitimately represented the interests o f the citizens upon 

whose behalf they were claiming such rights. However, this does not mean that 

individual or human rights will now, as a matter o f course, trump those o f states. 

Furthermore, the intervention did not necessarily mean that NATO’s actions 

followed the dictates o f human rights, or that they will continue to do so in other 

spatial and temporal locations. We turn now to consider normative motivations for 

NATO intervention.

International Human Rights Law

As detailed in the previous chapter, customary law occupies an ambiguous 

position in terms o f the degree o f legal restraint that it imposes upon actors. 

Certain elements o f codified international law accord it equal legal status, but this 

is not universally recognised by all the leading experts or practitioners in the field. 

Rather, customary law is more closely equated with those more loosely defined
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normative rules o f behaviour that sometimes seem to constrain state behaviour and 

at other times do not. Most non-state-centric or humanitarian law appears to fall 

into the latter category. Thus in this section we will address the extent to which 

such criteria nevertheless served to enable or constrain practitioners during the 

Kosovan intervention. As customary international law is formed through the 

common practice o f states, it is increasingly seen to be equally, if  not more 

constraining upon the practice of states through the mutually constitutive process 

o f social construction explored in chapter one.

In his speech, ‘Law, Morality and the Use o f Force,’ Lord Robertson, the 

NATO Secretary General, makes an impassioned defence o f the legality o f 

NATO intervention through several claims. First, the UN Security Council had 

called, in successive resolutions, for action to be taken by the Yugoslav 

Government to preserve regional peace and security, including, for example, UN 

Security Council Resolution 1199, in September o f 1998, which expressed the 

international community’s concern over the excessive use o f force by Serb security 

forces, highlighted the impending humanitarian catastrophe, and called for a cease

fire by both parties to the conflict. Second, the UN Charter itself calls for action to 

be taken by the international community to respond to threats to peace and 

security, and in response to grave humanitarian emergencies, and that Kosovo 

qualified in both areas. Finally, that there is an ever-growing body of international 

law, including o f course the Universal Declaration o f Human Rights, that require 

the international community to respond when massive violations o f human rights 

are being committed, and that again, such violation occurred.*^^^

However, we have already seen that there are considerable difficulties 

concerning both the legality o f the procedure followed for sanctioning NATO 

intervention, and the legal basis for a right of humanitarian intervention in terms o f 

codified international law. Indeed, as Ved P. Nanda writes, there can be no 

disagreement on one salient issue, that NATO bypassed the UN Security Council, 

and that under the UN Charter the Security Council is unquestionably the only 

body authorised to use military action under its broad Chapter VII powers, or to

Noam Chomsky, The New Military Humanism: Lessons From Kosovo, London: Pluto Press,
1999, p. 1.

Lord Robertson, NATO Secretary General, Law, M orality and the Use o f  Force (Institut de 
Relations Internationales et Strategiques (IRIS) Paris, 16 May 2000) p. 2.
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delegate such action to regional organizations under Chapter VIII provisions o f the 

Charter.*’̂ ^

Yet Joiner and Arend have submitted that even if  this is the case, NATO’s 

action may indeed be viewed as evidence of an emerging customary international 

legal rule that ‘permits states to use military coercion to impede a government 

from committing large-scale atrocities in its own territory in circumstances where 

the Security Council is incapable of responding to the c r i s i s . J o i n e r  and Arend’s 

use o f customary international legal terminology is critical here. Legal positivists 

claim that only codified international law, such as the prohibition against 

intervention unless sanctioned by the Security Council, enshrined in the Charter o f 

the United Nations, really ‘counts’ in assessing the legitimacy o f military action. 

However, the International Court of Justice gives equal weight to customary 

international law, which is created by the practice o f states and the most highly 

qualified publicists o f the various nations. The practice o f states is precisely what 

we are talking about here, and publicists do not come much more highly qualified 

than Secretaries General of the United Nations, the last two o f which have written 

and spoken eloquently of the legal duty to protect the rights o f  individual human 

beings against the states which might abuse them.

Yet, even were we to acknowledge that a customary rule o f international 

law has arisen under which action may be taken in defiance o f the codified dictates 

o f  international law, we must still consider [1] to what extent NATO acted under 

the dictates o f humanitarian law, [2] the extent to which NATO action contravened 

or conformed to other principles of humanitarian law, [3] the extent to which such 

legal rules are considered to be equally, or even more binding than codified law 

before we may reach a conclusion regarding both the legitimacy o f the intervention 

and concerning NATO’s motivation.

Amnesty International has voiced serious concerns about the extent to 

which NATO forces participating in operation Allied Force adhered to the rules o f 

international humanitarian law on the conduct o f hostilities, specifically those laid

Ved P. Nanda, ‘N A TO ’s Armed Intervention in Kosovo and International Law ’ 1-25 Journal o f  
Legal Studies Volume 10 ‘Kosovo’ United States Air Force Academy 1999/2000 p. 1.

C hristopher C. Joiner and Anthony Clark Arend, A nticipatory Hum anitarian intervention: An 
em erging Legal Norm 27-59 Journal o f  Legal Studies V olum e 10 ‘K osovo’ United States A ir Force 
Academy 1999/2000, pp. 27-28.
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down to protect civilians and civilian objects."^^* Article 48 o f Protocol I Additional 

to the Geneva Conventions if 1949 sets out the ‘basic rule’ regarding the protection 

o f civilians:

In order to ensure respect for and protection o f the civilian population and civilian objects, 
the Parties to the conflict shall at all times distinguish between the civilian population and 
combatants and between civilian objects and military objectives and accordingly shall 
direct their operations only against military objectives.*^’

NATO spokesmen have denounced ‘the cynical Serb use o f civilian homes 

and buildings to hide weapons and vehicles, the intermixing o f military vehicles 

with civilian convoys and, sometimes, the use of human s h i e l d s . H o w e v e r ,  even 

if  the Yugoslav military were using civilians as human shields in violation of 

international law, this violation in itself does not release NATO from its legal 

obligations with respect to the civilian population, including the obligation to take 

the precautionary measures provided for in Article 57 o f Protocol It is not 

clear that NATO did take all the precautions required o f it under international 

humanitarian law.

Initially in the campaign, NATO aircraft were restricted to flying above 

15,000 feet to protect their aircraft and pilots from Yugoslav air defences. Yet 

NATO has conceded that an aircrew flying at this height would be able only to 

identify whether the objective was the intended one according to the planning 

preparations, but would be unable to tell whether, for example, civilians had 

moved within its vicinity. ‘The 15,000-feet rule thus effectively made it impossible 

for NATO aircrew to respect the obligation to suspend an attack once 

circumstances had changed on the ground rendering the objective no longer 

legitimate.

Additional Protocol I also put NATO forces under a legal obligation to 

warn civilians o f imminent attacks whenever possible {Article 57,2(c)} yet NATO

Am nesty International, ‘NATO/Federal Republic o f Y ugoslavia “Collateral D am age” or 
Unlawful Killing? Violations o f the Laws o f War by NATO during operation Allied Force’ (June
2000) p. 2.

ibid. p. 6.
Lord Robertson, NATO Secretary General, Kosovo One Year On 21 March 2000 p. 5.
Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions o f 12 A ugust 1949, and relating to the 

Protection o f  Victims o f  International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I) Adopted on 8 June 1977 by the 
Diplom atic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Development o f  International Hum anitarian Law 
applicable in Armed Conflicts entry into force 1 December 1979, in accordance with Article 95.

Amnesty International, op cit 2000, p. 14.
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chose not to issue warnings for fear that this might endanger the crew o f an 

attacking aircraft. Amnesty International have pointed out that given all the other 

measures taken in order to avoid NATO casualties, one might question whether 

sparing civilians was given sufficient weight in the decision not to give warnings, 

and anyway, considerations of pilot safety do not apply to Cruise missile attacks
,  • • - 6 3 3when agam no wammg was given.

Questions have also been raised regarding the legality (under international 

human rights law) o f some of the weapons employed by NATO. The use o f cluster 

bombs has not been specifically outlawed by international law, but has been 

singled out for criticism due their indiscriminate nature, and their high (5-10% 

depending on sources) dud rate leading to victims other than their intended targets. 

Furthermore, o f the 28,000 bomblets that failed to explode, the majority are lying 

between 10cm and 20cm underground, posing a detection and disposal problem 

greater than conventional landmines. Scores of civilians have been killed and 

hundreds maimed by unexploded munitions present due to insufficient precautions 

being taken in terms o f weapon selection and targeting. NATO is refusing to clear 

up this lethal aftermath of its operations, and NGO disposal teams have to lobby 

for funds from the US and NATO. Tt would be easier to use the Pentagon's trained 

weapons disposal teams, but cowardice among politicians and the consequences o f  

casualties even in a volunteer arniy appear tc> preclude it.’^̂ "* Yet the casualty rate 

among civilians appears to have been deemed acceptable.

The use o f depleted Uranium munitions has also not been specifically 

prohibited by international law, but in 1996 there were efforts in the UN to stop the 

production and use o f these weapons, amid fears that they violate humanitarian 

rules o f conduct, as the consequences of their use are serious diseases such as 

cancer, genetic anomalies and death and that ‘After U-238...1and can never be 

used for agriculture. The semi-life period of U-238 is 4.5 million y e a r s . T h e  Ad 

Hoc Committee on Depleted Uranium, composed o f representatives o f 

approximately 50 nations and 5 international organizations, found no evidence o f 

an increase in incidence of illness among peacekeepers in the Balkans, none o f the 

nations reported finding a health link between health complaints o f personnel

“ ^ b id . p. 16.
Jonathan Steele, ‘Death Lurks in the Fields’, The Guardian, 14 March 2000. 
Earthwatch 46 Midsummer 1999 p. 26 (Yan Keily-Hoffman).
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employed in the Balkans and Depleted Uranium munitions. Thus NATO claimed 

that the discussion and information shared reinforced the preliminary report o f the 

NATO Chiefs o f Military Medical Services, that at present, based on peer- 

reviewed medical scientific data, no link has been established between DU and 

reported cancers. ‘So, based on the data today, no link has been established 

between depleted uranium and any forms of cancer.

However, a British Atomic Energy Report stated that the total amount o f 

depleted uranium used by the UK and US in the G ulf War could theoretically kill 

500,000 and the British Government was warned o f a health risk to UK troops. 

The risks were further acknowledged in a Statement by the M inister for the Armed 

Forces on Depleted Uranium concerning the many tons used in Kosovo:

C onscious o f  tine potential risks w hich DU posed, w e issued p recau tio n ary  g u id an ce  to  our 
forces in K osovo about the need not to approach recen tly  s truck  o r burned  ou t veh ic les 
possib ly  hit by DU, w hich represent the main hazard, and to w ear su itab le  c lo th in g  i f  they  
had to w ork  in the  vicinity  o f  these vehicles.*^’

Such precautions and guidance were not offered to civilians, and the 

indiscriminate use by NATO of depleted uranium rounds appears to violate a 

number o f international humanitarian law provisions. Article 35(3) o f Additional 

Protocol I prohibits ‘methods or means ol' warfare which are intended, or may be 

expected, to cause widespread, long-term and severe damage to the natural 

environment,’ Article 35(2) prohibits ‘weapons, projectiles and material and 

methods of warfare of a nature to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary 

suffering’ and Article 36 notes that ‘[i]n the study, development, acquisition or 

adoption o f a new weapon, means or method of warfare, a High Contracting Party 

is under an obligation to determine whether its employment would, in some or all 

circumstances, be prohibited by this Protocol or by any other rules o f international 

law applicable to the High Contracting Party.’ NATO commanders did not 

engage in this process before deploying their arsenal.

The Secretary General of NATO has responded to criticism o f decreased 

bombing accuracy due to high flying by claiming that ‘modem weapon systems

B riefing  by N A T O  acting spokesm an Mark L aity  and sta tem en t by  A m b assad o r D aniel 
Speckhard ; C hairm an, A d  H oc Com m ittee on Depleted U ranium  January  24 , 2001.

C E EFA X  15 January  2001.
Protocol 1 op cit 1977.
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can strike from great ranges and heights with extreme a c c u r a c y . T h i s  was also 

the submission o f the Ministry of Defence to the Commons defence select 

committee, including a claim that even the accuracy o f dumb bombs was 

considerable. Yet a leaked Ministry of Defence report admitted that only two per 

cent o f 1,0001b unguided bombs had hit the target. '̂*® Only about one third o f the 

weapons used in the air campaign were precision-guided munitions, and almost 

one third o f precision-guided munitions missed the desired point o f impact.*^"*'

Amnesty International has criticised NATO for failing to meet its legal 

obligations in selecting targets and in choosing means and methods o f attack, 

highlighting the attack on the headquarters of Serbian state radio and television as 

a direct attack on a civilian object, killing 16 civilians and breaching article 52(1) 

o f Protocol I, thereby constituting a war crime. Also mentioned are the attacks on 

the Grdelica railroad bridge, the automobile bridge in Luane, and Varvarin bridge, 

where NATO forces failed to suspend their attack after it was evident that they had 

struck civilians, in contravention of Article 57(2)(b) o f Protocol

Finally, we must consider NATO’s strategic selection as unlikely to 

minimise civilian casualties and thus to be a violation o f the broad principles o f 

international humanitarian law. We have already noted that high-altitude bombing 

o f  civilian infrastructure was never likely to meet such legal obligations, but even 

the selection of the air campaign option itself, while effectively ruling out a ground 

campaign, is open to such challenges. By giving Milosevic a clear message that 

troops were not going to be used, and that NATO expected him to cave in after a 

relatively short-lived air campaign, NATO not only directly caused additional 

civilian deaths, but also gave Milosevic an incentive to hang on, and to intensify 

his ethnic cleansing programme, thereby indirectly contributing to further civilian 

casualties. M ilosevic’s stubborn resistance led NATO to escalate, to a 

disproportionate level, its use of force, resulting in further outrages by the Serbian 

regime.

In fact, at least partially as a result o f  NATO’s campaign, almost a million 

ethnic Albanians were either displaced within Kosovo or fled into Montenegro,

Lord Robertson, NATO  Secretary General, Kosovo O ne Year On 21 March 2000  p. 11.
Andrew Sparrow et al, ‘MPs attack Nato role in Kos;ovo War’, //le  D a ily  Telegraph, 25 October 

2000 .

A m nesty International, op cit 2000, p. 21.
ibid. p. 22.
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Albania, Macedonia and other places, and the province remains beset with ethnic 

hatred, violence, crime, and revenge killings, with little hope for the creation o f a 

multi-ethnic society. Tlie strategic objective o f Kosovan autonomy within 

Yugoslavia only served to embitter both sides. David Binder urges us to make no 

mistake that ‘[u]nder international duress, the Albanian Kosovars may settle today 

for a measure o f autonomy. But their goal is independence tomorrow and, 

ultimately, a Greater Albania stretching from Macedonia in the south-east to 

Montenegro in the north-west.’ NATO’s campaign made this desire a 

possibility, but at the same time NATO has repeatedly moved to thwart Kosovan 

ambitions, storing up further potential conflict, and thus civilian suffering, for the 

future.

NATO has dismissed allegations made in the Amnesty International report 

as baseless and ill-founded, citing the statement by Carla del Ponte, Chief 

Prosecutor of the UN's International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, 

to the UN Security Council that she was ‘very satisfied there was no deliberate 

targeting o f civilians or o f unlawful military targets by NATO during the bombing 

campaign,’ and that ‘following a full consideration o f my team's assessment o f all 

complaints and allegations, that there is no basis for opening an investigation into 

any o f those allegations or into other incidents related to the NATO bom bing.’ 

They thereby claim scrupulous adherence to iintemational law, including the law of 

war, throughout the conflict and that every effort was made to minimise civilian 

casualties.

However, even if  there was not enough evidence to build a firm case 

concerning breaches o f international law with regard to NATO intervention, this 

does not mean that international legal considerations were at the forefront o f 

decision-makers’ minds, only that any violations were not deliberate. In legal 

parlance, they lacked mens rea. In fact, the contention here is that decision

makers were primarily concerned with humanitarian justifications regardless o f 

whether they were supportive of or contravened codified international law. 

Furthermore, part o f the weakness of any possible charge brought against NATO 

under international humanitarian law is due to the indeterminacy o f the legal

David Binder, ‘ K osovo’s Violence, Past and Present’ The Washington Times, 31 March 1998.
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principles concerned. For these reasons we need to delve deeper into the basis for 

non-state-centric justifications of intervention. This will be done in the 

following section on ju s  in bello and the Kosovo campaign.

Joiner and Arend support the legal right of humanitarian intervention relied 

upon by NATO, but remain concerned that it might be susceptible to abuse by 

states (a concern reflected by legalists like Walzer). They therefore propose a 

number o f criteria to determine the legal permissibility o f anticipatory 

humanitarian intervention: ‘(1) the exhaustion o f peaceful means to resolve the 

crisis; (2) the inability of the Security Council to act; (3) the proportionate 

character o f the intervention; (4) the humanitarian motivation for intervention; (5) 

the significant scale o f the human rights violations; (6) a preference for multilateral 

action; and (7) non-opposition from the international community.

However, as previously noted. Joiner and Arend’s position is based on 

customary international law, itself a hotly contested concept. Furthermore, they 

themselves seem unsure as to whether these principles already form part of 

customary international law, are becoming part o f customary international law (in 

part as a result o f  NATO’s actions over Kosovo contributing to evidence o f the 

practice o f states), or should become part o f customary international law. 

Although, technically, custoniaiy international law is supposed to carry equal 

weight to codified law, and be equally constraining upon the rational egoism of 

decision-makers, it is a mistake to conflate the two sets o f rules in the way that 

Joiner and Arend appear to do. Even if there has been a shift in the practice and 

interpretation of international law, this clearly has not yet been adequately 

enshrined in the constitutive documents of international organisations or reflected 

in codified treaty law.

However, this does not necessarily mean that customary international law 

is inferior to the codified form, or that it will constrain state behaviour less. 

Although, in an operating environment such as existed during and in the immediate 

aftermath o f the First Gulf War, codified international law embodied that set o f 

rules which exerted the greatest influence upon rational egoists, it is apparent that 

operating environments change. Now socially constructed rules may offer greater

Statem ent by Lord Robertson, NATO Secretary General, in response to Am nesty International 
Report ""Collateral Damage" or Unlawful K illings/V iolations o f  the Laws o f  War by NA TO  
During Operation A llied Force".
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constraints upon decision-makers than what may be seen as the anachronisms of 

international law. This is, o f course, a further critique o f the stasis vision o f 

international politics offered by realist interpretations. Yet as it is not claimed that 

the operating environment is bound to evolve in a direction that will be more 

conducive to co-operation, this can also serve as a criticism o f liberal views. 

Socially constructed norms form part of a set o f international rules that, at present, 

or at least at the time of the Kosovan intervention, did not amount to international 

law, but may nevertheless be considered to be binding upon states. They are in fact 

part o f the just war tradition, which in turn is part o f what Kubalkove and Onuf 

would term the social rules of international society.

Social rules (the term rules includes, but is not restricted to, legal rules) make the process 
by which people and society constitute each other continuous and rec ip roca l...If a 
convention prompts agents to think that they should do som ething that they have always 
done, then the convention is indeed a rule.... As agents begin to realize that they should 
act as they always have, and not just because they have always acted that way, the 
convention gains strength as a rule... Agents often discover that particular rules are linked 
to other rules telling other agents what to do in the event that the relevant agents disregard 
the particular rules in question. Formal rules that are effectively backed up by other rules

; ; M6are legal.

According to this definition, the effective backing o f other rules or 

sanctions that may be incurred as a result of breaking rules is what makes them 

legal and imposes costs upon violators rathiir than any formal codification. The 

socially constructed nature of such rules makes them reflective o f the values o f the 

members o f the community, or at least the values o f the dominant members. Thus, 

although inherently conservative and somewhat resistant to change, they are yet 

susceptible to change if the value hierarchies o f the constitutive agents change.

It may still be desirable to codify such rules in the interest o f clarification 

and to prevent the very problem we are now faced with in terms o f conflicting sets 

of normatively justifying criteria. As pointed out by Kulbakove and Onuf, 

‘formality strengthens a rule by making its normative character clearer, in the 

process separating it from rules that are normatively more ambiguous (conventions 

for example).’ Furthermore, ‘agents are inclined to make rules legal and to follow 

them if  they are legal because they know what the rules are, how much they matter 

to other agents, and what consequences they can expect from not following

Joiner and Arend, op. cit. p. 43.
Kubalkove and Onuf, 1998, pp. 59, 67 & 69.
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them ,’*̂"'̂  Yet codification it is not essential in order to gauge the impact o f such 

rules. Thus Kosovo could be seen as the beginning o f a new custom o f 

humanitarian intervention, to some extent a new legal precedent, even if  it was 

illegal at the time. Christopher Greenwood has termed this the chronological 

paradox.*̂ "*̂

W hat is clearer under international humanitarian law and socially 

constructed norms is the guilt o f the Serbian authorities. All regimes have a duty to 

be tolerant o f minorities to the extent of actually granting them additional rights 

beyond and above those enjoyed by the majority o f citizens in a country. Any state 

which does not practise this degree of toleration o f diversity leaves itself open to 

condemnation from the international community. Any state which does not 

practice this degree o f toleration and conducts itself in a manner towards its own 

citizens that any rational being would find abhorrent is guilty under international 

law according to the shared norms of international society, the works o f eminent 

publicists, the practice of states and the intents and purposes o f the United Nations. 

That being the case, should the abuses be sufficient (according to the doctrine of 

proportionality) to outweigh the possible harm that would be done by external 

intervention, then every state o f superior moral standing not only has the right, but 

also the duty to intervene.

Thus Lord Robertson was being somewhat disingenuous in claiming that 

the intervention was a ‘just and necessary decision,’ and that ‘NATO not only 

acted to uphold international law in Kosovo but we also conducted our air 

campaign in accordance with international law.’ '̂*̂  However, he was on to 

something by claiming that ‘in marked contrast Milosevic violated virtually every 

provision o f  international law.’ This strand o f justification focuses on 

international norms of behaviour that stop short of legal recognition but still 

amount to ‘rules o f the game,’ or at least the ‘spirit of the game.’ Milosevic was 

certainly guilty o f failing to adhere to established norms o f behaviour. Both sides 

failed to play by the rules, but one may have been more culpable. We may not be 

in a position to judge the values of Serbian society, but this does not preclude us

ibid. p. 69.
Security Group Seminar, Aberystwytii, December 8 , 2000.
Remarks by Lord Robertson, NATO Secretary General, at the press conference to mark the first 

anniversary o f  the K osovo air campaign op cit 2000.
ibid.
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from saying that Serbian actions in Kosovo were an affront to all notions of human 

dignity and worthy of international reaction in the form of intervention in order to 

put a stop to them.

Jus in Bello

The legitimising elements listed by Joiner and Arend serve as reasonable 

benchmarks for the assessment of whether NATO waged a ‘just war’ over Kosovo, 

and are also very much in line with the wider debate on jus in bello. As previously 

mentioned, there have been attempts to codify much of the just war tradition in 

international law, but there remain a number of principles that amount to rules of 

behaviour that have yet to be formalised by their inclusion into international 

treaties or the constitutive documents of international organisations. Joiner and 

Arend’s ‘exhaustion of peaceful means to solve the crisis’ corresponds closely 

with the traditional formulation of ‘last resort’ and has been considered in the 

previous chapter. Their second criterion concerning the inability of the Security 

Council to act is essentially bound up with the same debate, and is open to the 

same questions concerning whether the Security Council was given sufficient time 

to prove its inability to act, and whether can we be sure that it could never have 

acted, or when we can know we have reached the point at which we can be sure 

that the Security Council could never act. There is perhaps merit in NATO’s 

claims regarding the inability of the Security Council to act, but only to the extent 

of a failure of one resort rather than a signal we have reached the last resort.

Overall, it is doubtful whether all alternatives had been explored, thus 

reasonable people cannot reasonably conclude that all reasonable efforts at a non

military solution had been tried, had failed, and in all probability would continue to 

fail. Yet this need not invalidate NATO’s actions in terms of jus in bello, or show 

that the actions were not constrained by such considerations. Indeed, non-state- 

centric just war criteria could yet serve to legitimise them, if for example it could 

be shown that non-intervention while exploring all other possibilities would have 

led to more human suffering than an early intervention. As pointed out by Lord 

Robertson, quoting the French playwright Jean Anouilh, ‘the only immorality is 

not to do what one has to do, when one has to do it.’^ '̂ This measurement of 

immorality strikes close to home for key decision-makers in the Atlantic
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Community given their non-intervention in Bosnia and Rwanda. Indeed, this is 

precisely the justification that NATO claimed, reflecting the doctrine o f 

proportionality, a key component of the jus in bello. This then is the first criterion 

we need to apply to NATO’s actions in this section.

It has been claimed that the ends justified the means, and that the 

intervention at least had the merit of preventing further human rights abuses that 

would otherwise have occurred. Lord Robertson has asked us to consider what 

would have happened had NATO not acted: ‘Milosevic would have concluded his 

policy o f violent expulsion.... Hundreds of thousands o f Kosovar Albanians would 

today be stranded in refugee camps throughout the region with no hope o f 

return.... An already unstable region would have been thrown into further massive 

political and economic turmoil.

However, Lord Carrington, Secretary General o f NATO 1984-88, and 

Chairman of the European Conference on Yugoslavia 1990-92, has said that 

N A TO ’s bombing actually precipitated the exodus o f the Kosovo Albanians into 

Macedonia and Montenegro, causing the ethnic cleansing, that NA TO’s action in 

Kosovo was mistaken, and that what we did made things much w o r s e . O n  the 

other side o f the political divide, Alice Mahon, the Labour MP who chairs the 

Balkans committee, said that although tlic deaths in Kosovo prior to the 

intervention were tragic, they did not justify the military action taken by NATO, 

especially in light of the 1,500 or more civilians killed during NATO bombing.^^'^ 

Even if  evidence uncovered since seizing control o f Kosovo makes NATO's 

case,^^^ such pre-emptive strikes, and hypothetical or post-hoc justifications are 

always o f dubious legitimacy.

Yet the intention (or mens rea) behind the action seems to have been to 

minimise the suffering of the Kosovar Albanians rather than exacerbate it, and 

intentions play a key role in the analysis of jus in bello. Post-hoc criticisms are just 

as flawed. It might now be possible to point to the evidence and say that NATO 

action contributed to ethnic cleansing and human suffering, but it is harder to say

Law, Morality and the Use o f  Force, op. cit. 2000.
Remarks by Lord Robertson, NATO Secretary General, at the press conference to mark the first 

anniversary o f  the K osovo air campaign 21 March 2000.
Mark Littman QC Kosovo: Law & D ip lom acy-C entre for Policy Studies London 1999, p. i.
Rufford, N “Cook accused o f  m isleading public on K osovo m assacres.” The Sunday Tim es 31 

Oct 1999.
A s Lord Robertson claim s o f  the OSCE report 'K osovo/K osova A s seen, A s told".
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that this would have clearly been the result at the time the decision was made. 

Perhaps the W est should have waited until more information was collected, but 

then they could have been criticised for inaction in the face o f human suffering, as 

was the case with Rwanda and Bosnia. Perhaps further legality and legitimacy 

should have been sought through independent or at least more widely-based 

multilateral verification, but again this would have taken time, even if  it had been 

ultimately practicable, and part of NATO’s argument for its action was precisely 

that such verification could not be obtained.

If, as seems to be the case, humanitarian intervention is developing away 

from exceptionalism towards a routine alternative (i.e. becoming a socially 

constructed norm of state behaviour), this controversy highlights the need for 

clearer and more formal rules (perhaps even codification) and more flexible 

authorisation procedures (perhaps even majority voting in the Security Council). 

Thus Chalmers does not overstate matters in calling this a ‘defining crisis for 

European security, for the international organizations that underpin that security, 

and for the balance between human rights and state rights in foreign p o l i c y . T h e  

clash between legality and legitimacy has never been so well illuminated.

However, another aspect of the proportionality doctrine that needs to be 

considered is whether the means employed by NATO were proportionate to their 

goals. Even if  the intervention was both necessary and justified in terms of 

humanitarian relief, the measures employed by NATO may have exceeded what 

was required to achieve the legitimate objectives, thereby rendering the action 

unjust. On the one hand it could be argued that 35,000 sorties flown in eleven 

weeks against a small, impoverished country was excessive. The deliberate 

crippling o f the Serbian civilian infrastructure could also be seen as 

disproportionate to the aim of getting the Serbian military to stop persecuting the 

Kosovar Albanians.

The rejection o f ‘anything goes’ morality in targeting under the 

proportionality doctrine calls into question strikes on bridges, metal processing and 

tobacco plants, telephone exchanges, car plants (even if  they do also produce 

hunting goods), fertiliser factories (even if they double as petro-chemical 

refineries, and especially when strikes release toxic phosgene, chlorine and

M alcolm  C halm ers K.osovo: The crisis and beyond R eport M ay 1999, p. i.
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hydrochloric acid into the atmosphere), t.v. stations, and o f  course, embassies! 

Finally, graphite bombing that short-circuits the nation’s electricity supply, high- 

altitude dumb bombing, and the use of munitions that poison the land or leave 

lethal bomblets to be discovered months or even years later by the unwary, might 

be considered disproportionate. Even the killing o f thousands o f Serbian military 

personnel could be seen as excessive or unnecessary.

Likewise, the refiisal to launch a ground campaign and indeed the overt 

nature o f this reftisal may also have resulted in more deaths and suffering than 

might otherwise have been necessary, thereby constituting an additional violation 

of the proportionality doctrine. Wheeler considers there to be a sharp contradiction 

between means and ends concerning the NATO action, in that only one reflects 

humanitarian concerns over proportionality. He feels that an invasion o f ground 

forces would have brought the conflict to an end sooner, and would have saved 

lives in the aggregate, even if  it would have cost more NATO lives.*^^  ̂It is unclear 

whether the doctrine o f proportionality requires you to value all lives equally, 

requiring the sacrifice or at least endangering of the lives o f a large number o f your 

own personnel if  such action will save a slightly larger number o f the enem y’s 

personnel or innocent civilians. It might be further argued that in the case o f 

humanitarian intervention, surroundud by dubious legal and legitimising 

justifications, there exists a higher duty of care.

Here, however, Colin Wight has come to the defence o f NATO. He claims 

that a land war would have required 200,000 troops, would have resulted in huge 

collateral damage, and would have brought the world closer to nuclear war than it 

has ever been (because of possible Russian counter-intervention). He 

acknowledges that the Kosovo campaign was a ‘war o f the third way,’ that 

balanced pragmatism and principle, in that NATO went to war for principle, but 

conducted the campaign according to the dictates of pragmatism (i.e. minimising 

their own losses rather than those of the enemy). But he also points out the ways in 

which NATO saved lives. This was not just as a result o f stopping ethnic cleansing 

and allowing the return of refugees, but was also through the provision o f food, 

shelter, etc.^^*

Secu rity  G roup Sem inar, A berystw ytii, D ecem ber 8 , 200 0 . 
ibid.
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When the UNHCR found itself overwhelmed, aid agencies turned to 

NATO rather than the UN for help, even though they were fighting the war at the 

s.ame time. The fact that NATO was able to provide this assistance shows how well 

endowed the military are for humanitarian as well as combat missions. Not 

surprisingly then, in enunciating NATO’s successes. Lord Robertson is at pains to 

emphasise the humanitarian benefits that have accrued as a result of the campaign 

and its aftermath.

T oday , one  year after the air cam paign cam e to  an end, th e  situation  in K osovo  is m uch 
better than  it w as. For the first tim e in m any years, the m ajo rity  popu lation , th e  K osovar 
A lban ians, need not hve in a constant state  o f  fear. T he sta te -sponsored , sta te -o rgan ised  
crim es o f  hatred com m itted  against K osovar A lban ians have  been ended. 1.3 m illion  
refugees and d isplaced persons have returned to th e ir hom es. 50 ,000  hom es have  been 
rebuilt. Last w in ter, not one person died due to a b itter w inter. A b o u t 1,000 sch o o ls have 
been c leared  o f  m ines and unexploded ordnance. A nd, pe rh ap s m ore sig n ifican tly  fo r the  
long-term , m ulti-ethnic civilian organisations have been created  to  beg in  to  govern  
K osovo in future.*^’

Joiner and Arend’s ‘humanitarian motivation’ and ‘scale of human rights 

violations’ have been dealt with in the previous chapter, and the jus in bello 

principle of ‘discrimination’ between military and civilian targets has been dealt 

with above. A preference for multilateral action, and whether there was significant 

international community opposition  to the intervention, form part o f the external 

constituency considerations dealt with below. ‘Limited W ar’ is the final jus in 

bello criterion considered in this section. Even if we acknowledge that changing 

international legal norms of humanitarian intervention now allow resistance to 

aggression to be applied within a state, those who wish to intervene should still be 

restricted by legalist notions of limited goals. That is to say, intervention to stop or 

reverse the consequences of aggression is justified, but nothing more than that. 

Here NATO justification falters. NATO’s stated war aims and the demands at 

Rambouillet, were more than measures calculated simply to reverse aggression; 

they amounted to a dictatorial interference in the internal affairs of a sovereign 

state beyond that necessary for preventing current human rights violations. Even if 

part of a strategy for preventing future violations, such actions are not justified 

under the doctrine of limited war.

A ddress by T he Rt. Hon. Lord Robertson, Secretairy G eneral o f  N A T O  A t T h e  C lub  o f  T hree  
Luncheon, 30 June 2000  Chateau du Lac, Genval, B elg ium  "K osovo: O n e  Y ear on".
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NATO countries pursued a war aimed at the Serbian regime and the 

person o f Slobodan Milosevic beyond the humanitarian remit. These policies were 

even continued after the conclusion of overt Kosovo hostilities. Robert Fisk in the 

Independent newspaper has claimed that in just a few short sound-bites NATO 

succeeded in bestialising a whole people in order to support a war that went 

beyond the restoration o f the status quo ante bellum.^^^ But the most damning 

evidence comes from the words and actions o f Atlantic Community decision

makers.

During the bombing, the official residence of Milosevic in Belgrade was 

destroyed by an air-strike, casting doubt on claims by Ken Bacon, a Pentagon 

spokesman, that NATO was ‘not targeting President Milosevic or the Serb People,’ 

but rather ‘the military and the military infrastructure that supports the instruments 

o f oppression in Kosovo.’*’*' Contrary to the claim that the building was destroyed 

because it served as a ‘presidential command centre’ the attack has been cited by 

analysts as evidence that the alliance was ‘out to get him ,’ as it was the second 

target in two days aimed at Milosevic’s family and close supporters. ‘By hitting 

those close to Milosevic the alliance planners believe that the cost o f being 

associated with him will be too great.

At one point Tony Blair suggested that driving Slobodan Milosevic from 

power had become the main aim of NATO’s campaign. In an interview on 

American television he said that ‘There is no doubt that while Milosevic remains 

we have a significant problem. There is no doubt that for people in Kosovo to 

return to their homes and be expected to live in any sense under the rule o f 

Milosevic is now extremely difficult to contemplate. In the longer term, we have to 

see how we can ensure that this man Milosevic is not allowed to terrorise this 

region anymore.’ This position coincided with that o f the American President, Bill 

Clinton, who commented in a Sunday newspaper article that: ‘The region cannot 

be secure with a belligerent tyrant in its m i d s t . A t  the same time, Robin Cook, 

the British Foreign Secretary, called for the international community to take over

Quoted in Mark Littman QC Kosovo: Law & Diplomacy -  Centre for Policy Studies London 
1999, p. ii.

Julian Manyo and Ben Rooney, ‘Allies Hit Milosevic Close to Hom e.’ The D aily Telegraph 22 
April 1999.

ibid.
Andrew Sparrow and Ben Fenton, ‘Milosevic Must Go, Says Blair.’ The D aily Telegraph, 19 

April 1999.
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the running o f Kosovo after a full withdrawal o f the Serb army as Milosevic had 

lost the right to rule there.

This direct and illegitimate personal campaign against a foreign head of 

state was continued by a variety of means even after the end o f hostilities. 

President Clinton apparently ordered the implementation o f a covert six-point 

package o f measures against the Serbian leader that included ‘cyber-sabotage’ 

(breaking into M ilosevic’s bank accounts to drain his funds as part o f a clandestine 

CIA plan to overthrow him); the funnelling of cash to anti-Milosevic politicians in 

Serbia; giving money to newspapers and radio stations opposed to the Belgrade 

regime; making contact with Yugoslav military commanders thought to favour a 

change in leadership; scattering pamphlets across Serbia promising funds to 

rebuild the country if Milosevic were to be ousted; and launching a propaganda 

campaign to persuade the public that his grip on power was slipping.^*^^

There is a well-documented history o f overt economic pressure being 

applied by the West upon the Serbian populace in order to persuade them to rise up 

against their President. During an address to the Romanian parliament in May 

1999, Blair held out the prospect of post-war aid to rebuild Serbia if  it ‘cast out’ 

Slobodan Milosevic. He promised that ‘Serbia can rejoin the world community 

too. But that prospcct will on ly  be a reality when corrupt dictatorship is cast out 

and real democracy r e t u r n s . I n  June Robin Cook insisted that Milosevic would 

be tried for war crimes, and European and American leaders made clear that there 

would be no money for the rebuilding of Serbia until he had gone.

President Chirac of France claimed that ‘It is completely legitimate that 

aid goes to a country on the condition that it makes an effort to have institutions 

and a regime in conformity with the requirements o f human rights,’ and that it 

have a democratic regime.'^*’̂  In October 1999 the European Union backed moves 

to oust Milosevic by offering financial support to towns controlled by his political 

opponents,*’̂ * and in March the following year European leaders warned that

George Jones, ‘Milosevic Has Lost the Right to Rule in Kosovo, Says C ook.’ The D aily  
Telegraph, 20 April 1999.

Philip Sherwell, Sasa Nikolic and Julius Strauss, ‘Clinton orders “cyber-sabotage” to oust Serb 
leader.’ The D aily Telegraph, 4 July 1999.

G eorge Jones, ‘Blair tells Serbs to ‘cast out’ Milosevic.’ The D aily Telegraph, 5 May 1999.
Christopher Lockwood, ‘Milosevic must stand trial. Cook tells Serbs.’ The D aily Telegraph, 5 

June 1999.
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sanctions would remain in force against Serbia as long as he remained in power 

while at the same time promising more support for Montenegro and the ‘forces o f 

democracy’ within Serbia.

Not surprisingly, the EU in particular, and the West in general have been 

accused o f illegitimate meddling. What is perhaps surprising is that the accusations 

came not only from the Milosevic regime, but also from opposition groups, the 

very people who were supposed to be the beneficiaries. When the EU promised to 

lift economic sanctions against Yugoslavia if  the opposition won the elections, 

leading opposition politicians warned that the W est’s growing involvement was 

giving the elections a legitimacy they did not deserve, that such interference 

amounted to blatant bribery, and that it could backfire among voters still angry 

after N A TO ’s bombing. Vuk Draskovic, Serbia’s best-known opposition leader, 

condemned the West for forcing his party into the elections while saying they are 

unlikely to be fair. He said; ‘They have pressured us to accept electoral standards 

they themselves would not accept. Every day they make statements saying these 

elections are irregular and undemocratic, yet still they force us to participate.’*'™ 

Upon the opposition victory, the EU did lift economic sanctions, but the 

circumstances were far from unconditional. It was made clear that the new 

government would liave to make su l)stantia l progress before relations could return 

to normal, and that ultimately Milosevic would have to be delivered for trial. In 

fact, the Clinton administration had suggested that the extradition o f Milosevic 

should be a condition for lifting of sanctions, but the EU had persuaded 

W ashington that this was too much to ask.*’”

We have moved well beyond Walzer’s ‘tolerance’ and W estphalian state 

sovereignty. What is less clear is why. Individual human rights played a role in the 

motivation o f NATO decision-makers, but so too did the desire to establish a 

regime in Serbia with which they could do business, and an interest in the ultimate 

absorption o f a remodelled Yugoslavia into the democratic and capitalist ‘club.’ 

National interests of various Western states played a role, as did public opinion 

within these states and the various media of communication between the two.

Am brose Evans-Pritchard, ‘Sanctions will remain while you do, Brussels tells M ilosevic.’ The 
Daily Telegraph, 25 March 2000.

Julius Strauss, ‘EU accused o f  meddling over Serb poll pledge.’ The D aily Telegraph, 19 
Septem ber 2000.
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Nowhere are the competing demands of internal and external constituencies upon 

the decision-making apparatus of Western states made more apparent than in the 

policy statements of the President of the United States. Thus these will form a 

significant part of the next section of analysis. Consideration o f the internal and 

external constituencies will also encompass Joiner and Arend’s final two criteria 

and NATO statements on the issue.

Internal and External Constituencies

Kosovo presents us with the interesting dynamics o f appeals by decision

makers to their internal and external constituencies based on internal and external 

human rights justifications. In other words, human rights violations in Kosovo 

were denounced as wrong and needful of remedy even if such a remedy were to go 

against state-centric international legality and just war legitimacy, because they 

constituted an attack on the notion of a wider humanity, and also because they 

were attacks on individuals whose rights were more important than those o f the 

state or regime doing the persecuting. The appeals were launched directly to the 

citizens o f the intervening countries, and to the international community. However, 

additional appeals launched to other constituencies reflected more traditional state- 

centric concerns. NATO intervened for m ixed  motives, as shown in the following 

Presidential statements, but at the very least, we can say that one motivation was 

humanitarian, and that NATO leaders felt tho intervention to be necessary in order 

to be seen to be acting in accordance with public sentiment.

Because the war in Kosovo was NATO’s first intervention in a sovereign 

country, and because o f the questionable legitimacy of the operation, building a 

case to sway public opinion was crucial. ‘“Public opinion wins wars,” General 

Eisenhower said during the second world war, a remark that is as apt today as it 

was then.’ President Clinton’s general public statements were, therefore, 

understandably geared toward winning the support o f that particular internal 

constituency. It is therefore informative to evaluate which justificationary 

arguments he emphasised in these statements. In his first public statement on the 

issue, prior to discussions with the United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan,

A m rose Evans-Pritchard and Lutz Klevcman, ‘Sanctions lifted to g ive  nation a new start.’ The 
D a ily  Telegraph, 10 October 2000.

John Sw ain, ‘Lost in the K osovo Numbers Game’ The Sunday Times 31 October 1999.
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in March 1998, it is clear that human rights featured most strongly, rather than 

security or other considerations o f national interest that might have been 

emphasized at other times in other circumstances.

T he U nited S ta tes and 1 condem n in tine strongest possib le  term s ex cessive  v io len ce  that 
has led to  the  death  o f  innocent c iv ilians there. W e be lieve  th e  cause  o f  it is the 
inadequate  response  by the Serbian G overnm ent to the  leg itim ate  con cern s o f  the  
A lban ian  m inority  in Serbia, but m ajority  in K o so v o .... W e do not w ant th e  B alkans to 
have  m ore p ic tu res like w e ’ve seen in the last few  days, so  rem in iscen t o f  w h a t B osnia 
endured . A nd 1 w ant to m ake it very clear that to m e it’s a very  serious is su e ... .  W e 
believe that no option  should be ruled in o r ou t now.^’^

Here it is interesting to note that not only does Clinton emphasise the 

human rights implications o f  what was happening, but also the impact o f  media 

pictures, the lessons o f  failing to intervene in previous cases o f  human rights 

abuse, and the fact that a military intervention to counter human rights abuses 

would not be ruled out. These points, together with the determination to make any 

intervention multilateral, were restated with considerable force two months later:

W ell, I have authorized  and approved accelerated  N A T O  planning. A nd w e are 
su p p o rtin g  and w ork ing  with the British to get the  strongest po ss ib le  reso lu tion  th rough  
the  U nited  N ations. W e’re still try ing  to w ork  out the w o rd in g  o f  the  reso lu tion , bu t we 
have no d ispu te  over the phrase that you have focused on, w hich  is to use  all necessary  
m eans to try  to  avoid ethnic cleansing and the  loss o f  hum an life ... th e  m ain th in g  is th a t 1 
am  d e term ined  to do all I can to stop a repeat o f  the  hum an carnage  in B osn ia  and the 
e thn ic  cleansing.^^"*

The emphasis on human rights and the attempts at coahtion building 

continued in the public statements leading up to the intervention, and during the 

conflict itse lf In a joint statement on the situation in Kosovo with the Russian 

President in September 1998, Clinton deplored the heavy suffering inflicted on 

innocent civilians, and announced that the ‘threat o f  humanitarian catastrophe is 

becom ing ever more real.’*̂^̂ In October Clinton told reporters: T think the most 

important thing now is for us to save lives, return people to their homes, get them 

the humanitarian aid they need, and to remove completely and irrevocably the 

threat o f  aggression by the Serb military and other forces in Kosovo.

Public Papers o f th e  Presidents: W illiam  J. Clinton 1998 Book I: Jan u ary  1-June 30, 1998 
(W ash ing ton  DC N ational A rchives) M arch 11, 1998 pp . 355-366.
" “ ibid. Ju n e  9, 1998 p. 922.

Public  Papers o f th e  Presidents: W illiam  J. Clinton 1998 Book II: Ju ly  l-D ecem b er 31, 1998 
(W ash ing ton  DC N ational A rchives). Septem ber 2, 1998 p. 1501.
'^^Sbid, O ctober 137, 1998 p. 1794.
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In his radio address of February 13, 1999 Clinton explicitly linked 

American national interest with the protection o f human rights and made a case for 

a proportional intervention in anticipation of further suffering if  action were not

taken. And in March he hailed the success o f threat o f force in preventing

ftirther human rights abuses. Clearly, however, this claim o f success proved 

premature and later in the same month, in preparation for military action, he once 

again reminded the public of the horrors that had been perpetrated by the Serbian 

regime:

A s w e prepare to act, we need to rem em ber the lessons w e have  learned in th e  B alkans. 
W e should  rem em ber the horror o f  the w ar in B osnia, th e  so u n d s o f  sn iper fire aim ed at 
ch ild ren , the faces o f  young men behind barbed w ire, th e  desp a irin g  vo ices o f  th o se  w ho 
th o u g h t noth ing could be d o n e .... We should rem em b er th e  th o u san d s o f  peop le  facing  
h u n g er in the  hills o f  K osovo last fa ll... W e should  rem em b er w hat hap p en ed  in the 
v illage  o f  Racak back in January -  innocent m en, w om en, and ch ild ren  taken  from  th e ir
hom es to a gully , forced to  kneel in the dirt, sp rayed  w ith  gunfire, no t b ecause  o f
an y th ing  they had done but because o f  w ho they were.*’’

Upon announcing the air-strikes against Serbian targets in the Federal 

Republic o f Yugoslavia, Clinton noted that they were intended to fulfil three 

objectives: ‘First, to demonstrate the seriousness o f NA TO’s opposition to 

aggression and its support for peace; second, to deter President Milosevic from 

continuing and escalating his attacks on helpless civilians by imposing a price for 

those attacks; and third, if necessary, to damage Serbia’s capacity to wage war 

against Kosovo in the future by seriously diminishing its military capabilities.’̂ *̂  

Two things are noteworthy: first, that in appealing to the American public, Clinton 

places shared humanity above isolationist considerations and fears o f American 

body bags, demonstrating either that the character o f American public opinion had 

undergone a significant paradigm shift, finally kicking the ‘Vietnam syndrome,’ or 

that he was attempting to facilitate such a shift. Again, it is not proposed to enter 

into a debate here about whether politicians lead or follow public opinion (in actual 

fact I see something akin to socially constructed agent-structure dualism at work). 

Suffice it to say that any democratic statesman must be at least to some extent in

Public Papers o f  the Presidents: W illiam  J. C linton 1999 Book I: Jan u ary  I-Ju n e  30, 1999 
(W ash ing ton  DC N ational Archives). February 13, 1999 p. 190.
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tune with his electorate. Second, nowhere here does Clinton refer to national 

interest in its traditional security incarnation, international law, or the international 

community o f states and their common practices. These topics were raised in 

statements to very different audiences and constituencies.

A study of statements meant for more specialist audiences than the general 

public reveals a reversal of motivation priorities, with security and alliance or 

multilateral considerations placed ahead o f humanitarian intervention criteria. In a 

message to the Congress on economic sanctions against the Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia in June 1998, Clinton highlights how such measures were necessary to 

prevent Serbia from destabilising other countries in the region, and that they would 

be taken in conjunction with the European Union. He refers to the findings o f the 

Contact Group, and chooses to emphasise the security threats presented by an 

unstable Kosovo noting that, as the current situation in Kosovo is untenable, that 

the risk o f an escalating conflict requires immediate action and that if  unresolved, 

the conflict threatens to spill over to other parts of the region. Thus he states:

T he U nited S ta tes attaches high priority to the security  in terests o f  ne ig h b o rin g  sta tes and 
to  ensu ring  security  o f  the borders. It is also o f  particu lar im p ortance  th a t d evelopm en ts 
in K osovo  should  no t disrupt progress in im plem enting  th e  D ayton peace ag reem en t in 
B osn ia  and H erzegovina. T his threat to the  peace o f  the  reg ion  co nstitu tes an unusual and 
ex trao rd inary  th reat to  the national security  and foreign po licy  o f  the  U nited  States.^®'

In a statement on the United Nations Security Council Resolution on 

Kosovo he emphasises that the resolution ‘makes clear that the deterioration o f the 

situation in Kosovo constitutes a threat to regional peace and security,’ and in 

remarks at the International Monetary Fund/World Bank Annual Meeting he 

claims that: ‘We all agree that Kosovo is a powder keg in the Balkans. If  the 

violence continues, it could spill over and threaten the peace and stability of 

Bosnia, o f Albania, o f Macedonia, and other countries in the region.’ Likewise, 

his remarks on United States foreign policy in San Francisco underlined that the 

clear national interest was in fact to ensure that Kosovo is where the trouble ends, 

because: ‘If  it continues, it almost certainly will draw in Albania and Macedonia, 

which share borders with Kosovo, and in which clashes have already occurred,’ 

and it could affect US allies, Greece and Turkey, as well as re-igniting tensions in

op. cit. 1998 Book I. June 10, 1998 p. 933.
op. cit 1998 B ook 11. Septem ber 23, 1998 p. 1648. and O ctober 6, 1998 p. 1742.
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Bosnia.*^*  ̂Thus when Clinton wrote a letter to Congressional leaders reporting on 

air-strikes against Serbian targets in the Federal Republic o f Yugoslavia, he 

mentioned that thousands of innocent Kosovar civilians have been killed or 

injured, underlining that:

The continued repression o f  Kosovars by tine FRY military and security police forces 
constitutes a tinreat to regional security, particularly to Albania and M acedonia and, 
potentially, to Greece and Turkey. Tens o f  thousands o f  others have been displaced from  
their hom es, and many o f  them have fled to the neighboring countries o f  Bosnia, A lbania, 
and Macedonia.**'*

Furthermore, he emphasizes the legal and multinational support for the 

intervention, in that: ‘The FRY government has failed to comply with U.N. 

Security Council resolutions, and its actions are in violation o f its obligations 

under the U.N. Charter and its other international commitments. The FRY 

government’s actions in Kosovo are not simply an internal matter. The Security 

Council has condemned the FRY actions as a threat to regional peace and security. 

The FRY government’s violence creates a conflict with no natural boundaries, 

pushing refugees across borders and potentially drawing in neighbouring countries. 

The Kosovo region is a tinder-box that could ignite a wider European war with 

dangerous consequences to the United States.

It is clear that all these motivations had some impact upon the decision to 

act, and on a number o f occasions Clinton explicitly acknowledges this fact. First, 

in his address to the nation on air-strikes against Serbian targets in the Federal 

Republic o f Yugoslavia, he notes that ‘we act to protect thousands o f innocent 

people in Kosovo..., to defuse a powder keg at the heart o f Europe..., and we act 

to stand united with our allies for peace. By acting now, we are upholding our 

values, protecting our interests, and advancing the cause o f p e a c e . S e c o n d ,  in 

an interview with Dan Rather of CBS News in reply to a question asking why U.S. 

pilots were being sent to fly every day ‘through the shadow o f death in a place far 

away,’ he notes that; ‘First and most important, because there are defenceless 

people there who are being uprooted from their homes by the hundreds o f 

thousands and who are being killed by the thousands..., Secondly, we haven’t

op. cit. 1999 Book 1. February 26, 1999 p. 274.
ibid. March 26 , 1999 p. 459.
ibid.
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been asked to do this alone. All our NATO allies are doing it with u s.... Thirdly, 

we do not want to see the whole region destabilized..., and fourthly, we believe we 

can make a difference.

It is interesting to note that the most hawkish o f the Western leaders 

throughout the intervention, Tony Blair, was also the leader with most public 

support for his actions. A Gallup survey of March 1999 showed a large majority of 

Britons supporting NATO’s military action against Yugoslavia (58% versus 33% 

who thought the action morally wrong or imprudent). Furthermore, few in the 

country at that time believed aerial bombardment alone would be enough to bring 

Milosevic to heel, and so considered that ground forces would have to be deployed 

(70%). According to professor Anthony King writing for the the Daily Telegraph 

newspaper (who commissioned the poll), public concerns about the use o f force 

were clearly based far more on practical considerations than on any principled 

objection to outside intervention in the affairs o f a sovereign state, as more than 

two-thirds o f Britons believed ‘recent actions in Kosovo constitute a humanitarian 

outrage and should not be tolerated by the outside world.

By contrast, at the same time, only 46% o f Americans supported the air 

war compared with 43% opposed. Thus the White House was forced to launch a 

‘propaganda blitz’ to shore up support for even continuing the air war, let alone 

participating in a ground campaign. ‘Madeleine Albright, the Secretary o f State, 

William Cohen, the Defense Secretary, Sandy Berger, the national security 

advisor, and Gen. Wesley Clark, the Nato Supreme Commander, hogged TV 

screens to allay widening concern that America is embroiled in battle without an 

“exit strategy.’” '’*̂  Partly this difference can be linked to the difficulty o f a 

scandal-hit president appealing for support on the grounds o f morality. It also yet 

again raises the question of whether politicians lead or follow public opinion. But 

most importantly, it reveals the impact that internal constituencies can have upon 

foreign policy formulation, either allowing or compelling a more aggressive stance 

from Blair, either permitting or forcing restraint from Clinton.

ibid. March 31, 1999 p. 475.
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Even with Clinton’s more cautious approach, one former defence official 

argued that, contrary to advancing American interests, Clinton was ‘happy using 

force only when our national interests are scarcely i m p l i c a t e d . Y e t  this merely 

serves to reinforce the impression that the Kosovo mission represented a new, 

more normative approach to military intervention, for, as noted by Nusseibeh, the 

moral credibility o f an intervention can only be established if  there is at least a 

demonstrated resolve to address the underling causes o f injustice, regardless o f the 

prevailing dictates o f national interest.*’’ '

In marked contrast to the Gulf conflict, this time round the victorious allies 

showed almost as much concern for the post-bellum  situation as they did for the 

ante bellum. The aim was not simply ‘restoration plus,’ the restoration o f the status 

quo prior to the commencement of hostilities. NATO and other W estern agencies 

stayed not only to keep the peace, but also to provide humanitarian assistance, to 

repair infrastructure damage, to give economic assistance, and to introduce 

democratic government and the rule of law. Chalmers has estimated that the costs 

o f future European engagement in the Balkans will total EURO 5 billion a year in 

defence spending and perhaps a further EURO 6 billion annually in economic aid. 

This is unlikely to see a return in terms o f national interest for the parties 

concerned. ‘But a coinmitiuent to (lie integration o f the region’s democracies into 

European institutions, backed by the resources necessary to turn that pledge into 

reality, can do much to ensure that the awful events of Kosovo are never repeated
■ T -  • ■>(>92m Europe agam.

Some commentators feel that Kosovo has opened the floodgates for 

humanitarian military intervention. Others feel that the costs involved - not only 

material, but also in terms of prestige and open-ended commitments - are such that 

the mission is unlikely to be repeated in other spheres. Not only did Kosovo 

provoke unprecedented comment on the justifiability of such intervention, it also 

led, and indeed continues to lead, to a great deal of debate on the questions o f how 

and in what circumstances Westem powers should be willing to intervene to 

prevent similar atrocities taking place elsewhiere in the world. Chalmers claims that

N usseibeh, S., Can Wars be Just? A Palestinian V iewpoint o f  the G u lf  w a r  in Jean Bethke 
Elshtain (et al) edited by David E. DeCasse But was it Ju st? : reflections on the m ora lity  o f  the 
P ersian G u lf  W ar York Doubleday 1992, p. 76.
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the lessons o f Europe’s experiences in the Balkans also have wider implications 

for its external policies and that ‘The commitment to humanitarian values cannot 

stop at the Mediterranean Sea. If Europe’s foreign and security policy is to reflect 

its values, therefore, increased assistance to Central and Eastern Europe should not 

be at the expense o f development assistance to other parts o f the world.

However, this thesis contends that, because commitment to shared norms 

and values has become part of the national identity of W estern states, they will 

form part o f a new rational balancing act in which human rights will be weighed 

alongside security, prosperity and proximity considerations. Commitment to 

humanitarian values may well stop at the Mediterranean Sea. One o f the factors 

that made the Kosovan intervention possible whereas other cases were ignored was 

that it was happening on the threshold of the ‘civilised’ Atlantic Community rather 

than in the chaotic periphery of the ‘other.’ Clinton made this clear to his internal 

constituencies in a radio address: ‘Our Nation cannot do everything. We can’t end 

all suffering. We can’t stop all violence. But there are times when looking away 

simply is not an option. Right now, in the middle o f Europe, at the doorstep o f 

NATO, an entire people are being made to abandon their homeland or die, not 

because o f anything they’ve done but simply because o f who they are.’'̂ '̂*

The concern for internal and external constituencies and the balancing act 

between traditional realist interests and those dictated by considerations o f the new 

normative international regime are also a])parent in NATO deliberations. One 

realist interpretation o f the intervention is that NATO had to find a new raison 

d ’etre with the end o f the Cold War. That is as may be, but it could be that a new 

mission has been found in upholding non-state-centric values, those o f human 

rights and the norms of a wider international community (whatever the borders o f 

that wider normative international community prove to be). C linton’s remarks at a 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization Commemorative Ceremony are telling:

W e ’re in K osovo because we w ant to rep lace ethnic c lean sin g  w ith to le ran ce  and 
decency , v io lence  w ith security , d isintegration w ith resto ration , iso la tion  w ith  in tegration  
into the  reg ion  and the  continent. W e want south-eastern  E urope  to  travel the  sam e road  
as W estern  Europe h a lf  a century ago and Central E urope a decade ago.

But w e are fundam entally  there because the  A lliance w ill no t have  m ean ing  in the 
21®‘ cen tury  i f  it perm its the slaughter o f  innocents on its doorstep . T his is no t a question

ibid.
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o f  territoria l conquest or political dom ination but s tan d in g  for the  va lues that m ade 
N A TO  possib le in the  first place.'’’’^

NATO leaders fully embraced normative international community 

considerations. The first article of the Joint Statement o f the NATO heads o f 

government on April 23 stated that the crisis in Kosovo represented a fundamental 

challenge to the values for which NATO had stood since its foundation: 

‘democracy, human rights and the rule of law.’*’̂  ̂ But at the same time close 

attention was also paid to geographic proximity considerations, with the 

Washington Summit Communique stating that these principles, forming the basis 

o f our collective defence, embodied the ‘transatlantic link that binds North 

America and Europe in a unique defence and security partnership.

In the first meeting of the NATO Military Committee and the EU Military 

Committee on 12 June 2001, Lord Robertson noted that ‘The EU and NATO have 

undertaken to further strengthen and develop their co-operation in military crisis 

management on the basis of shared values, equality and in a spirit o f partnership.’ 

Furthermore, in his speech at the SACLANT Symposium in Kiev on 5 July 2001 

the Secretary General noted that ‘in an increasingly interdependent community o f 

nations, standards such as democracy anti human rights are as important as arms 

control treaties and border agreements.’*’̂ * Yet at the Annual Journal o f  Common 

Market Studies Lecture at the Royal Institute o f International Affairs he tied these 

issues and the Kosovan campaign in particular back in with traditional security and 

national interest concerns.

Regional conflicts will confront us with a cruel ch o ice  betw een  co stly  in d iffe rence  and 
costly  engagem ent. T he scarcity o f  natural resources m ay  have  m ajo r econom ic, po litica l, 
and perhaps even m ilitary ram ifications. A nd an eco n o m ic  d o w nsw ing , an env ironm ental 
d isaster, or a regional conflict could give m igration  an en tire ly  new  d im ension . K osovo  
gave us a g lim pse o f  that.^’^

ibid. April 23, 1999 p. 607.
T he W ashing ton  D eclaration, ibid. April 23, 1999 p. 609.
W ashington Sum m it C om m unique, ibid. April 24, 1999 p. 613.
‘U kraine and N A TO : M aking the Right Choices for the 21st C e n tu ry ’ Secretary  G enera l's  

Speech at the SA C LA N T  Sym posium  Kyiv, 5 July 2001.
A nnual Journal o f  C om m on M arket Studies Lecture Speech b y  th e  Secretary  G eneral at the 

Royal Institu te o f  International A ffairs, C hatham  House "European D efence: C hallenges and 
Prospects" London, 11 June 2001.
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Chapter nine returns therefore to modelling how these various structures 

and operating environments impinge upon the rational decision-making o f 

individuals.

Conclusion

There remains clear evidence up to, including, and in the immediate 

aftermath o f the Kosovan intervention that the normative international community 

is not one o f global consensus. Russia and China consistently emphasised the 

illegality o f NATO operations and even went as far as issuing a joint communique 

rejecting the notion of human rights-based intervention and reaffirming the 

principle o f sovereignty under international law.™** Their interpretations o f the 

question o f legitimacy clearly differ from those o f the Atlantic Community. 

Indeed, on the whole, much of the world continues to view legitimacy in state- 

centric terms. We have not therefore reached a point where a liberal new world 

order can be declared.

At the same time, within the Atlantic Community, pressures from internal 

and external constituencies are beginning to make themselves felt, and rationally 

egoistic decision-makers in the countries that make up this cosmos can no longer 

act purely according to the dictates of nanow  national interest. This is not to imply 

that within the Adantic Community all intervention will be normative, that outside 

the borders a state o f nature will prevail, or that considerations o f legitimacy will 

have a consistent impact for all states within the cosmos at all times. The partial 

case study in chapter nine further demonstrates this.

What the Kosovan case demonstrates is the importance o f history, and that 

normative considerations can have a crucial impact upon rational decision-making. 

The Kosovan and Rwanda cases together demonstrate the importance o f 

geopolitical and geoethnic divisions not only in determining national interest, but 

also in determining the impact of morality with regard to the legitimacy o f 

intervention. Where and how the borders are drawn will affect not only who gets to 

play the role o f moral crusader, but also when and where ‘humanitarian military 

intervention’ takes place. From the available evidence, it appears likely that the

www.russiatodav.com 11 December 1999.
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borders will be drawn around the Euro-Atlantic community o f democratic states 

with their shared value systems and pooled security interests.

Indeed, in a speech at The Hague Lord Robertson appeared to concede as 

much, stating that ‘today, all of the countries o f the Euro-Atlantic area are on the 

same team — sharing a common vision of how a democracy should work, and the 

role that the military should play within that democracy. At the same time, we 

are all working together, in the field, to uphold that vision where it has been 

challenged most directly -  and true civil-military cooperation is the key to our 

success in these missions as well.’’*” The concluding chapter will also show the 

limitations of this international consensus.

™' N A T O  Speech 9 M ay 2001 "Perspectives on Dem ocratic C iv il-M ilitary  R elations and R eform " 
Speech by N A TO  Secretary G eneral, Lord Robertson at the C entre for E uropean  Security  S tudies 
C onference  "T aking Stock on C ivil-M ilitary Relations" T he H ague, 9 M ay 2001.



Chapter 9: Back to Which Future?

Introduction

It is both ironic, and in a way fitting, that this analysis begins and ends with 

war in the G ulf However, whereas the first war against Iraq was heralded as a 

return to the inter-war liberal internationalist ideals o f collective security, the 

second one seems to represent a rejection of such values and a return to the amoral 

politics o f national interest pursued during the realist-dominated Cold W ar period. 

Operation Iraqi Freedom is far from the humanitarian mission the name suggests. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, some anti-war critics have dubbed the war Operation 

American Oil, in reference to the supposed realpolitik motivations o f key decision

makers. In his January 1991 State of the Union Address in the aftermath o f the 

Cold War and at the time of the First Gulf War, George Bush Senior proclaimed a 

‘New World Order to achieve the universal aspirations o f mankind -  peace and 

security, freedom and the rule of law.’ As a result, that conflict was pursued in 

close accordance with international law. The same cannot be said o f the Second 

G ulf War currently being enacted by his son. In this concluding chapter we will 

first look at the origins of the current war against Iraq. Next we will consider the 

implications o f this and the preceding case studies for future rational decisions to 

intervene militarily in other countries.

Both proponents and opponents have been guilty o f oversimplification. It is 

not just about oil (as many critics would have it, and as would appear to be 

indicated by early concentration on securing the oil production and delivery 

infrastructure). It is also not about September 11 as many American sources would 

have it (there has been very little evidence forthcoming linking Saddam Hussein 

with Osama Bin Laden), or about the rights and freedoms of the citizens o f Iraq. 

All three are, however, important subsidiary motivations. Oil forms part o f the 

vital national interest o f states, and, as we have seen, without considerations o f 

national interest being involved it is almost impossible to get statesmen to act. 

Likewise September 11 provided an impetus for action by the United States 

against all enemies that appeared to threaten her security. Finally, collateral benefit 

accruing to the civilian population of Iraq is being used to offset concerns about
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collateral damage inflicted upon them during the campaign to remove Saddam 

Hussein.

The most likely prime motivation, and the one given by British Foreign and 

Commonwealth sources as driving Prime Minister Tony Blair, is a concern for the
702proliferation o f weapons of mass destruction. In other words, not so much a fear 

that Saddam Hussein would use such weapons (although he has done so in the 

past), but, in the wake of the terrorist attacks of September 11, that he would be 

willing to pass them on to others. This is not to imply that Saddam Hussein 

represented the most serious threat, or that an intervention based on the threat he 

posed was proportionate and thereby justified. Rather, given that diplomacy is 

often the art o f the possible, Saddam Hussein represented the most ‘doable’ of 

those regimes seen as sources o f international terrorism, both in strategic terms (a 

number o f close neighbours were willing to offer logistic support) and in terms o f 

public relations (Saddam Hussein was sufficiently notorious that is was hoped his 

demise would evoke litde sympathy among internal or external constituencies).

Thus, this case study does not fit the pattern o f those previously considered, 

as it is primarily a security based-intervention rather than one with a humanitarian 

basis (regardless of nomenclature). However, given that it is the most recent (and 

at the time of writing co n t in u in g )  n iil ilary  intervention involving the leading 

members o f the international community, and given its controversial nature and the 

radical impact it is likely to have upon international society, it is fitting that we 

treat it in a similar manner to the preceding cases in order to assess the 

implications for future interventions.

Realism and the Second Gulf War

Not surprisingly there is much to recommend the current campaign in 

realist dogma. Many of the realist factors listed in chapter 3 with regard to the First 

G ulf War are, if  anything, more applicable to the Second. If  the Iraqi regime has 

truly continued to manufacture weapons of mass destruction and developed long- 

range delivery systems for them, then Iraq poses an even greater risk to regional 

security, America’s ally Israel, and international order. Likewise the old war-for- 

oil argument has been made by many, and perhaps this time with more justification.

C hristopher R obbins, D eputy  C h ief o f  M ission, British E m bassy, S eo u l. ‘D ip lom acy: T h e Q uest 
for S ta b ility ’ Talk g iven  at E w ha U niversity, Seoul, March 7 , 2 0 0 3 .



A new democratic regime in Iraq would not only reduce security threats to the 

allies, but also would be to the economic benefit o f their citizens.

Larry Lindsey, President George W Bush's economic adviser, recently 

noted that increased oil production in a free Iraq could drive down oil prices, and 

that ‘when there is a regime change in Iraq, you could add three million to five 

million barrels [per day] of production to world supply, [thus] the successful 

prosecution o f the war would be good for the economy.’™̂ This time, however, 

there is a new spin, as not only would freely available Iraqi oil lead to a reduction 

in the price o f oil imports upon which the West is so heavily dependent, but it 

would also lead to a reduction in the dependence upon Saudi Arabia, allowing the 

Western powers in general, and the United States in particular, to get tough with 

the regime there. Since the start of the war, oil prices have fallen, and tumbling 

stock markets have steadied, something predicted by a number o f commentators, 

and thus included in a cynical, rational, cost-benefit realist assessment o f the 

reasons for fighting a war.

The geostrategic argument is that the war was not just about oil, but rather 

was a conscious effort to gain strategic control over the whole o f the Middle East, 

with a crescent o f allies and bases running from Turkey down to Israel, across to a 

‘liberated’ Iraq and finally up to a transformed Afghanistan. A cursory glance at 

the map also demonstrates the danger that both Iran and Syria would be in should 

the United States attempt to complete this process, and both have been put on 

notice o f further American intent. A more ambitious interpretation o f US strategic 

aims concerns the encirclement of China. Following the First G ulf W ar the 

American military ended up with a presence in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, 

Qatar, Oman and the United Arab Emirates. The campaign in Afghanistan led to 

an American presence in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, 

Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and Georgia. America has long based significant military 

forces in Japan and South Korea, and of course North Korea is also on the hit list. 

So dramatic has the post-Cold War American military expansion been (in terms o f

Quoted in Toby Harnden, ‘Ousting Saddam would be ‘good business”  The D a ily  Telegraph, 17 
September 2002.
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dispersal rather than absolute figures) that some observers have referred to the 

process as the new imperialism.™"^

However, the realist argument is too facile. It is quite likely that 

intervention against Iraq will actually lead to increased international instability, 

resentment o f the Western intervening powers, and, consequently, a reduction in 

their security as they will face an increased terrorist threat. America and her allies 

have been remarkably successful in extracting oil from Iraq itself and from other 

sources without the need for a costly military intervention. If  the intervention were 

truly about oil, it raises the question ‘why now?’ An earlier intervention would 

have led to a longer period o f any ensuing benefits. If there was no pressing need 

before, why should there be at present, when the global economy was just showing 

signs o f recovery from the events of September 11? Furthermore, in going it alone, 

America and its motley ‘coalition of the willing’ risked others initiating 

international boycotts and diplomatic and economic reprisals that would be 

severely damaging to the well-being of citizens o f the intervening states. Finally, if 

America were truly flexing hegemonic muscle, why would its representatives feel 

the need to dress up the action in normative clothing?

No statesmen relied upon this set of justifying criteria, but rather all 

appealed to different intcipretations of intcmational law, showing that, in this case 

at least, decision-makers felt constrained in their actions by international rules and 

conventions and felt the need to appear to be in compliance with them. Statesmen 

clearly do care whether their actions are seen to be morally defensible, and the 

debates surrounding the Second Gulf War, like those concerning the military 

action a decade previously, were fought in our newspapers and on our televisions 

on the battleground of truth and righteousness. Whether such normative concerns 

are the result o f  genuinely held beliefs in right and wrong, the result o f  fears that 

the rest o f the world might turn against a statesman who acts in too Machiavellian 

a fashion, or purely a cover for more cynical motivations, is not important at this 

juncture. What is important is that all the protagonists felt a need to gain 

endorsement for their actions. This being established we may turn to alternative 

sets o f justifying criteria that can be and have been used to justify a military

™‘' P ro fesso r A bbott G leason from  the W atson Institute o f  In ternational S tud ies , B row n U niversity , 
du rin g  a v isit sponsored  by the K orea Foundation. Ew ha W om ans U niversity , M ay 1, 2003.
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intervention, in order to assess under which conditions a second G ulf War may be 

seen as a just war.

Codified International Law and the Second G ulf War

As has been noted in previous chapters, codified international law is not 

greatly supportive o f military intervention across the boarders o f sovereign states. 

The 1928 Kellog-Briand Pact essentially outlawed war as an instrument o f national 

policy except (implicitly) when fought in self-defence or (as it only referred to 

national policy, and did not supersede the Covenant o f the League o f Nations) 

when authorized by the Council of the League o f Nations. Article 2(4) o f the 

United Nations Charter reinforces this position and the doctrine o f state 

sovereignty, requiring states to refrain from the threat or use o f force against the 

territorial integrity or political independence o f a state, or in any other manner 

inconsistent with the purposes o f the United Nations. States may only legally resort 

to force in the interest o f individual or collective self-defence (Article 51) in 

anticipation o f an action sanctioned by the UN Security Council. According to 

Articles 53 and 64 o f the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law o f Treaties, the 

prohibition in Article 2(4) of the Charter is part o f ju s  cogens, as was stated 

previously by which is meant a p rincip le from which no derogation is permitted, 

and is often reflected in the drafting o f international treaties. Essentially, the UN 

position is that the only military intervention that can be justified is one to resist or 

reverse an act o f aggression.

Under Chapter VII Article 39, the UN Security Council is responsible for 

determining threats to international peace, breaches o f the peace or acts o f 

aggression, and under Article 42 the Security Council, not individual Member 

States, is empowered to authorize a response. Thus each state, according to 

international law, has a duty of non-intervention into the affairs o f other states. At 

the basis o f this duty lies the concept o f state sovereignty. The prohibition against 

intervention was embodied in General Assembly Resolution 2625, as one o f the 

‘Principles o f International Law Conceming Friendly Relations Among States.’ 

Further confirmation can be found in the rulings o f the International Court o f 

Justice. In the Corfu Channel Case, the ICJ rejected claims to any alleged right to 

intervenfion under international law; whereas in Nicaragua v. US, the judges stated
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that a linchpin o f the Court’s argument was that ‘the principle o f non-intervention 

is an integral part o f customary international law .’

However, international law does outline some conditions under which 

military intervention is permitted. Article 41 of the UN Charter allows the isolation 

o f an aggressor state in economic, diplomatic and political terms and (under 

Article 42), if  such measures prove inadequate, military action to give effect to 

Security Council decisions. Article 51 notes that ‘Nothing in the present Charter 

shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if  an armed 

attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations, until the Security Council 

has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace and security.’ In 

addition, the Nuremberg trials established a limit to state sovereignty, and the UN 

Charter Preamble reaffirms faith in fundamental human rights without 

discrimination. This is also reflected in the wording o f Articles 1(3), 55 and 56.

Iraq has ratified the 1948 Universal Declaration o f Human Rights, and the 

1966 Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and Economic and Social Rights, and 

therefore may be seen to be open to being held accountable for violation o f these 

accords. The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment o f the Crime o f 

Genocide has been ratified by 120 countries and, according to the International 

Court o f Justice, holds to generally accepted values which oblige all states, even 

those which have few links with the international community, to ‘punish and 

prevent genocide.’ Furthermore, not only does the convention state that the authors 

and instigators o f a genocide must be brought to trial, but also that ‘there is nothing 

to prevent a state which is party to the Convention, even if  it is not directly 

affected itself, from calling for sanctions against violations committed in another 

signatory country. Thus the justifications available under international law are;

1. Security Council endorsed action with regard to a threat to international 

peace and security

2. Self defence and collective self-defence

3. Counter-intervention

4. Human rights

5. Genocide
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America is undoubtedly a victim of aggression. Under international law it 

is therefore perfectly entitled to wage a war o f self-defence. Likewise under 

international law America’s allies are entitled to come to her aid in anticipation of 

a Security Council ruling. Yet, we are faced with the problem that Iraq did not 

commit the September 11 atrocities. Most of the normative rules by which 

international society has been governed are explicitly state-centric -  that is to say 

that they concern the rights held by states and the duties they owe to one another. 

I f  a rule is broken by a state, it is usually fairly simple to identify the culprit and 

target punishment accordingly. However, in this instance, a strangely amorphous 

non-state or trans-state entity was responsible for the crimes, and it has been 

deemed necessary to go after those in the international community who support A1 

Q a’eda and terrorism as a whole. The more recent attacks in Bali further 

complicate matters, as it is not even clear whether they were the work o f A1 

Q a’eda, its supporters, Islamic extremists sympathetic to the cause, or other 

fanatics with a different axe to grind.

Afghanistan was first to pay the blood debt, followed by Iraq, and possibly 

in the future those other states designated as belonging to the ‘Axis o f Evil’ (Iran 

and North Korea) with the recent addition of Syria. Yet, the logic o f retribution 

dictates that the target o f vengeance must have close and proven links with those 

who sinned against the victim turned avenger. While there now appears to be 

significant evidence linking A1 Qa’eda with the attacks, and linking the Taliban in 

Afghanistan with Osama bin Laden and his network, the chain o f evidence breaks 

down in the cases o f the Axis of Evil. While these three states, or individuals or 

groups within their borders, may have given succour to terrorists, little evidence 

has been brought forward to link them to these particular crimes. Until such 

evidence (if it exists) is publicly presented, vengeance and punishment do not form 

a just basis for military action against any o f the three, including Iraq. It is not 

enough simply to have individuals within the borders of a territory with links to 

terrorism in general. Such is very dangerous ground given the support offered to 

the Irish Republican Army (a terrorist organization responsible for a series o f 

bloody bombing campaigns in Britain and Ireland and against British targets in 

third countries) by many in North America over the past decades, let alone the 

number of A1 Q a’eda sympathizers present within the borders o f  American allies. 

Rather, America must ‘produce the body.’ Furthermore, international law as it has
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evolved over the last two hundred years has been explicit in rejecting the 

legitimacy of vengeance as a motive for military action.

Here it is important to note the origins o f international law. Historically it 

has been associated with a Christian worldview (one o f the reasons why its claims 

to universal validity have often been rejected), and while references to retribution 

and vengeance (including that mentioned above) are to be found in the Bible, they 

have been superseded by the more authoritative injunctions set out by Christ (the 

Messiah rather than just a prophet according to Christian canons) to turn the other 

cheek and leave the question o f justice to the final heavenly court. It is the New 

Testament, rather than the Old, which most clearly sets Christianity apart from the 

other ‘religions of the book’ (Islam and Judaism), and it is on such foundations that 

an essentially pacifistic international law has been built. Indeed, international law 

has tended to endorse violence only as a way of preventing greater violence.

American spokespersons therefore sought to justify action by identifying 

Iraq as a threat to international peace and security. However, the U.S. was not 

justified in acting according to these criteria without Security Council 

endorsement. Some diplomats have argued that in fact the Security Council has 

already given notice o f the Iraqi threat, and that previous resolutions (including 

Resolution 678, which gave the go-ahead for the 1991 G ulf War, and Resolution 

687, which set out the ceasefire terms) give the required endorsement. Yet it is 

likely that the passage o f time is sufficient to disqualify this legal reasoning -  legal 

acts and principles lapse over time as contexts change, and they need to be 

renewed in order to retain validity. Besides, a claim that Iraqi possession o f 

weapons o f mass destruction justifies military intervention is problematic from a 

normative viewpoint for the nuclear-armed West, and none o f the multilateral 

antiterrorist convenfions provides for sanctions against states that assist terrorists 

or offer them a safe haven.

Some attempts have been made to build a case based on the last two criteria. 

Certainly Saddam Hussein has been a clear violator o f human rights, and his 

massacres of Kurdish and Marsh Arab minorities could be seen as severe enough 

to be described as at least attempted genocide, given that, as outlined in Chapter 5, 

Article II of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment o f Genocide 

defines the crime as any of the following acts committed with intent to desfroy, in 

whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such: killing
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members o f the group; causing serious bodily or mental harm to members o f the 

group; deliberately inflicting upon the group conditions o f life calculated to bring 

about its physical destruction in whole or in part; imposing measures intended to 

prevent births within the group; forcibly transferring children o f the group to 

another group.

However, legal positivists sometimes reject such conventions, as General 

Assembly Resolutions are only considered ‘advisory’ rather than ‘binding’ upon 

Members. In order to move beyond this positivist position, we must accept 

alternative sources o f legal justification. This is possible through an examination o f 

customary international law and generally established international norms and 

rules o f behaviour that may be considered enabling or binding even if  not 

enshrined in a particular written document. The Paquete Habana Case established 

that ‘where there is no treaty and no controlling executive or legislative act or 

judicial decision [i.e. codified or positive law], resort must be had to the customs 

and usages o f civilized nations, and, as evidence o f these, to the works o f jurists 

and c o m m e n t a t o r s . T h i s  ruling is reiterated in Article 38 o f the Statute o f the 

International Court o f Justice, which refers to ‘international custom, as evidence o f 

a general practice accepted as law;’ and ‘the teachings o f the most highly qualified 

publicists o f the various nations, as subsid iary  means for the determination o f rules 

o f law .’™̂

These legal concepts hold important implications for our analysis o f 

military action against Iraq. If  states generally act as if, and leading publicists 

recognize, sovereignty is not inviolate, then indeed, an international legal 

justification o f military action in violation of sovereignty is available. If  

sovereignty can be challenged, and there are certain things that states may not do 

to or with their citizens, then the normative value attached to non-intervention 

must be weighed against that attached to other commonly held values that are 

being violated in order to judge the legitimacy o f intervention. This implies a 

crucial theoretical shift from an interpretation o f justification based purely upon 

codified international law (legality) towards one embracing wider principles o f just 

war (legitimacy).

The Paquete Habana, 175 U.S. 677 (1900).
Statute o f  the International Court o f  Justice, entered into force on 26 June 1945.
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Just War and the Second Gulf War

Just war theory concerns both the legitimacy o f the decision to go to war

{X\\Q jus ad bellum) and the legitimacy of the war as it is waged (the jus in bello). In

the absence o f any specific UN Security Council resolution giving legal 

endorsement to military action against Iraq, the United States and her allies were 

forced to rely on these more vague principles of ‘legitimacy.’ As we saw earlier, 

the essential canons o f this tradition with regard to the jus ad bellum clearly 

advocate:

1. Just Cause -  usually perceived as resistance to aggression, or the

prevention of horrific practices. Without Iraq undertaking some new

course o f action that clearly shocked the conscience o f mankind, allied 

action faltered at this hurdle. The cause is just only if  it prevents ongoing 

misdeeds, not if it is merely punishment for past transgressions.

2. Right Intention -  wars for revenge, wars to satisfy bloodlust or imperial 

ambition, are not justifiable under the tradition’s criterion o f ‘right 

intention.’ There are at least suspicions regarding American motives.

3. Competent Authority -  in Ihe modern international political arena this 

means that America needed to demonstrate it had the support o f the 

international community rather than just one or two close friends. This 

would o f course have been most clearly demonstrated through UN 

endorsement.

4. Reasonable Chance of Success -  The suffering likely to be caused by any 

military intervention can only be justified if  the legitimate goals o f the 

intervention are achieved. However, the allies were never short o f  

confidence that they would prevail.

5. Proportionality of ends -  certainly ‘war is hell,’ and a fair degree o f  

suffering is to be expected, but in assessing the proportionality o f ends 

leaders must consider not just the likely effects o f intervention, but also 

those o f non-intervention. This became the prime justification offered by 

America and her supporters: that i f  Saddam Hussein and his evil regime 

had been left in place, more human suffering would have come about than 

occasioned by allied intervention.
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6. Last Resort -  all reasonable efforts at a non-military solution having been 

tried and having failed, bearing in mind the continued costs in terms of 

human suffering caused by any further delay. This is clearly a problem for 

the American case, as many more diplomatic avenues awaited exploration. 

However, George W. Bush made it clear that he considered all such efforts 

doomed to fail, just as he perceived the weapons inspections to have failed 

as Saddam Hussein ‘deceives, delays and denies’ while killing his own 

people, terrorising his neighbourhood and developing weapons of mass 

destruction.’™̂

7. The Goal of Peace -  it was also claimed that peace could not be achieved 

as long as Saddam Hussein remained in power, and that the replacement of 

his regime with a more democratic one would contribute to the peace and 

stability of the whole region. Of course a sub-text to this is that a 

democratic regime in Iraq would also help secure the flow of oil to the 

West, and lessen dependency upon Saudi Arabia. Furthermore, as, at the 

time of writing, allied forces are mopping up resistance in Baghdad and 

Basra, spokespersons are admitting that it is likely to be a long time before 

democracy is set up in Iraq.

In recent years just war theory has moved on from the state-centric focus of 

jus ad bellum to a position where greater emphasis is placed on jus in bello. That 

is, the ends no longer necessarily justify the means, but rather how the war is to be 

fought must now form an integral part of the analysis of the legitimacy of going to 

war. The binding principles related to this tradition include:

1. The proportionality of means doctrine -  which dictates that no more military 

force is used than is necessary in order to achieve morally legitimate political 

and military objectives. Ironically, most criticism of means during the 

campaign was centred on whether the United States used enough force to 

achieve the military aims. Just as there were critics who concluded that by 

stopping at the Iraqi border during the first Gulf War, Allied forces stored up

G eorge W. Bush speaking in Washington on 18 September 2002 as British and US diplom ats 
tried to w in over members o f  the UN Security Council w ho were sceptical about the need for a new
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more long-term suffering for the Iraqi people (especially for those who had 

risen in response to allied urging), so too some felt that the limited forces used 

in the second Gulf War showed a lack o f commitment that could have 

prolonged the agony. Yet the relatively swift victory showed that this criticism 

is perhaps unwarranted.

Further evidence of concern for the proportionality o f means doctrine 

can be found in Allied statements to the effect that they will not dictate the 

post-war Iraqi order, but will seek to facilitate the establishment o f a friendly 

and stable regime in consultation with the international community and the 

Iraqi people themselves. However, it appears that, at least in the case o f the 

American leadership, this commitment is likely to be reneged upon. While the 

British leadership expressed the hope that the United Nations would play a key 

role in the reconstruction of Iraq, leading to a swift withdrawal o f Allied forces 

and early elections, American statements have given the impression o f wanting 

to limit the role of international community to humanitarian assistance, and 

show no eagerness to replace the American military authority. The long- 

awaited US draft resolution released on May 8, 2003 envisaged a lengthy US- 

UK occupation and a limited UN role. Yet the spectacle o f undisputed victors 

o f a hard fought military and political campaign still returning to the world 

body in search of legitimising endorsement o f their plans demonstrates that the 

Allies are hoping to rule not purely through right o f conquest.

2. Discrimination -  that every effort be made to preserve civilian life, even in the 

face o f increased costs on the part of the belligerents. In order to claim any 

degree of legitimacy, any military intervention must take far greater care to 

avoid civilian casualties than was the case in the first G ulf War or the Kosovo 

intervention. International public opinion is no longer prepared to accept 

massive ‘collateral damage’ as a result o f bombs going astray while American 

pilots fly at an altitude too high for accuracy in the name of self-preservation 

and a reduction in the number of American body bags. In fact, if  the early 

reports of American munitions selection are to be believed, far greater care 

was exerted this time to avoid civilian deaths. Less reliance was placed on 

high flying and therefore indiscriminate bombing. Land forces were used far

resolution in view o f  Saddam's offer to admit weapons inspectors. Toby Harnden, ‘Bush renews
his drive for war’ The Daily Telegraph 19 September 2002.
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earlier than either o f the previous two cases o f military intervention studied 

here. That the allies were confident that they were operating in a more humane 

way was evident by taking ‘embedded’ journalists to all the areas o f action.

3. The concept o f limited war -  a more recent addition to the just war tradition 

that restricts the targets of belligerent states to those that will directly 

contribute to the reversal of the wrong that legitimised the intervention in the 

first place. That is, targets that help perpetuate the wrong are legitimate up to 

the point where the wrong has been reversed. After that time, there are no 

legitimate targets, and during that period, it is unjust to develop alternative 

agendas and authorize military action to achieve goals other than those 

sanctioned by the original mandate. This is in sharp contrast to the concept o f 

‘total war’ advocated by some Allied commanders (such as Sir Arthur 

‘Bomber’ Harris who was responsible for authorizing the blanket bombing o f 

German cities) in dealing with the Axis powers during World War II and 

which led not only to the nuclear devastation o f Hiroshima and Nagasaki, but 

also to the firebombing of Tokyo, and the destruction o f much o f historic 

Dresden and Hamburg.

Thus if  it is agreed that the legitimate aim is the ‘unfettered access’ o f 

UN weapons inspectors to all Iraqi sites and the elimination o f  any and all 

weapons o f mass destruction, should Saddam Hussein have eventually agreed 

to these demands, it would not then have been legitimate for military action to 

take place. Even if international support were forthcoming for the removal o f 

Saddam Hussein, this would not necessarily extend to the imposition o f a pro- 

American regime. However, again American statements are not encouraging 

as they appear to be ruling out the participation o f a large number o f Iraqi 

political forces, by threatening to block the emergence o f any Islamic 

ftindamentalist regime along the lines o f that in place in Iran.

Internal and External Constituencies

The legitimacy endowed by internal and external constituencies is of 

crucial value in this case. That Saddam Hussein presided over a brutal regime that 

many Iraqis were glad to see the back o f  was demonstrated by the scenes o f 

jubilation when it became clear that the regime could no longer strike back. 

However, the Allies could never have been sure of the degree o f resentment
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towards Saddam Hussein. While it was true that the periodic farcical endorsements 

o f the regime via the ‘ballot box’ held little or no legitimacy, it was also apparent 

that the West did not have sufficient evidence to prove that Saddam Hussein was 

ruling against the wishes of the majority o f his subjects. Indeed, the Allies 

appeared surprised by the degree of resistance put up by Iraqis, even when cut off 

from their leadership. There were not the widespread defections encountered in the 

Afghanistan campaign. Furthermore, if the Allies were truly motivated by 

concerns for the internal constituencies of Iraq, it is hard to see why they waited a 

decade or more to intervene. The plight o f Iraqi civilians had not suddenly 

worsened, unless it was as a result o f Allied-imposed sanctions.

In terms o f internal constituency legitimating therefore, we must turn 

instead to whether at the very least western protagonists have the support o f their 

subjects. Here our task is somewhat easier, as in the relatively open western 

democratic regimes dissent is more easily expressed and noticed. Democratic 

leaders automatically attract prima facie legitimacy by virtue o f (at least 

theoretically) gaining the support of something approaching the majority o f the 

voters at the ballot box. That this wasn’t the case for George W. Bush could have 

undermined his endorsement credentials. However, since September 11, 2001 

opinion polls have consistently shown high public support for the President’s 

handling o f the ‘War on Terrorism,’ and at any rate Bush is now accepted by the 

majority o f Americans as having been the legitimate winner in free and fair 

elections even if  the electoral college system enabled him to be elected with 

significantly fewer votes than his opponent. Britain’s Tony Blair has no such 

legitimacy problems after winning a second crushing electoral victory, and putting 

clear water between his party (Labour) and those of the opposition (Conservatives 

and Liberal Democrats).

Both pro-intervention leaders have faced public displays o f dissent. On 

October 6, thousands marched in dozens o f cities across the US against Bush’s 

aggressive stance, and on 29 September 150,000 marched through London to show
708their opposition to the war. These opposition movements continued throughout 

the hostilities. Yet Bush and Blair have remain ahead o f their detractors in terms o f 

public support, with more than fifty percent supporting their national leaders in

David Millward, ‘Police say 150,000 marched in protest’ The D aily Telegraph 30 September 
2002 .
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opinion polls in both countries throughout the conflict (polls in the United 

Kingdom initially reflected little enthusiasm for unilateral action, but showed a 

steady rise in support concerning the legitimacy o f allied action as the war 

progressed, peaking at around 66%, whereas polls in the US demonstrated a 

similar two-thirds majority in favour from the outset).

The Allied leaders are also bolstered by support from loyal opposition 

parties. In the UK the main opposition Conservatives showed steady solidarity 

with the Labour Government, and even though the Liberal Democrats initially 

expressed disquiet they became less vociferous as the hostilities progressed for fear 

o f appearing disloyal to the troops. In America the support o f the loyal opposition 

was given a degree o f legal force on 16 October 2002 by the Joint Congressional 

Resolution Authorizing Military Force in Iraq, which was passed overwhelmingly 

by both the House o f Representatives and the Senate. Therefore, even if  faced with 

more obvious displays o f public dissent, it can be claimed that western leaders 

command greater internal legitimacy than does Saddam Hussein. However, just 

being seen as the ‘good guys’ does not automatically give you the right to 

intervene militarily against the ‘bad guys.’ For such action to have any degree of 

legitimacy it must be endorsed by the external constituency.

As mentioned above, for the United States to demonstrate comprehensively 

the legality of its actions in intervening militarily against Iraq, it needed to receive 

explicit United Nations Security Council endorsement. For such actions to be 

considered at least somewhat legitimate, even if not fully legal, the U.S. would 

need to secure and demonstrate the support o f a wide body o f nations. This could 

have been done either through Security Council resolutions, or through those o f the 

General Assembly o f the United Nations. In the absence o f endorsement from 

either o f these two bodies, the United States needed to build a broad-based 

coalition to actually take part in the fighting.

The US and the UK were active diplomatically in trying to secure the 

support o f the other Permanent Members in the Security Council, and they gave 

ground with regard to their initial demands that force against Saddam Hussein be 

explicitly authorised, and that troops should follow if arms inspectors were 

blocked from carrying out their job in an unfettered manner. However, as pointed 

out by Stephen Robinson, unlike the First G ulf War, the Second was to take place 

against a backdrop of diplomatic failure. Not only were the actions o f the first
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President Bush legitimated in a continuing process o f endorsement by the highest 

forms o f international representation, but he also harnessed a coalition o f 28 

nations to actively participate. James Baker, then Secretary o f State flew, 100,000 

miles in a 10-week period leading up to the key UN resolution o f November 1980, 

while Colin Powell scarcely left American shores to expand the ‘coalition o f the 

w illing’ after Resolution 1441 was passed in November 2002. Thus the US failed 

to even secure the full support of staunch allies like Turkey, Mexico, Canada and 

Chile.™^ Therefore, Allied action was of exceedingly dubious legality, and at very 

best, o f  limited or mixed legitimacy.

It is clear that Allied leaders were essentially interested in maintaining 

support for the action within the US and UK. Although evidence is now emerging 

that Blair had to restrain Bush from acting immediately against Iraq in the 

aftermath o f the September 11 tragedy, demonstrating concern about securing 

more international support and preferably a ftirther Security Council resolution in 

order to bolster the legitimacy o f the operation, this in itself was a reflection o f 

concerns for internal constituency support in the United Kingdom.’ ’  ̂The timing of 

war is based on a number o f factors. Military action was not taken sooner because 

o f a genuine desire by the British in particular to get UN Security Council 

endorsement, and by the Americans not to be seen going it alone. Both o f these 

policies were reflective o f opinion polls in the relevant countries at the time. The 

majority o f Britons only supported a war with the backing o f the Untied Nations, 

and the majority o f Americans only supported a war with the support o f at least 

one major ally. A summer 2003 campaign was impossible because the conditions 

would have made it impossible for allied troops to operate in nuclear, biological 

and chemical (NBC) protective clothing. September 2003 was considered, but 

rejected due to the destabilizing effect the uncertainty was having upon the global 

economy and friendly Muslim states.^"

Stephen Robinson, ‘There will be battles at W hite House when guns fall silen t.’ The D a ily  
Telegraph  19 March 2003.

According to Robin Cook, quoted in Colin Brown, ‘Cook: “Blair admitted to m e that Saddam  
had no usable W M D’” The D aily  Telegraph  05 October 2003.
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Lessons of the Second Gulf War

The Second Gulf War would appear to refute both our second and third 

hypotheses, that normative considerations are the prime motivator in instigating 

military intervention, and that since the end o f the Cold War we have moved from 

conditions o f an international system to a normative based international society. 

Clearly national leaders during the most recent conflict were more concerned with 

traditional and rational considerations o f national interest than they were with such 

normative consideration as the dictates of international law, customary thinking 

and practice related to just war theory, or international public opinion. However, 

just as a single case of humanitarian intervention should not be taken as heralding 

a new world order, so a single case of traditionally national interest inspired 

intervention should not be taken as a return to the old world order.

First, as noted in the beginning of this chapter, this case is different from 

the other cases considered as it is not primarily related to humanitarian concerns, 

but rather to security issues, thus we should not be unduly surprised to find high 

political dominance in the decision-making o f actors rather than the new-found 

importance o f low political issues trumpeted by liberals. Second, as noted in 

Chapter 2, the Atlantic Community model predicts that intervention will occur 

when any member o f the Atlantic Community is either directly or indirectly 

threatened, when the system they represent is threatened with being undermined, 

or when the national interest of a significant number o f these states is threatened, 

as well as when democratic values, human rights, self-determination and so forth 

are under attack. Increased normative awareness and constraints upon decision

makers guarantees neither that the only military interventions that take place will 

be o f a humanitarian nature, nor that humanitarian interests will be championed to 

the extent o f military intervention whenever and wherever they are threatened. 

Rather, in a rational evaluation of preferences, interests and costs, member states 

will give significant weighting to normative interests not included in traditional 

analyses o f world politics.

Despite there being a clear threat to the national interests o f dominant 

states in the Atlantic Community, and a more ambiguous threat to their national 

security and to the security of the international system they champion, it is

‘Analysis: Wesley Clark on the timing o f  w ar’ Times Online 19 February 2003 
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0„3-583044,00.html
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interesting to note that even with strong, egotistical leadership in place in the US, 

the UK and France, each o f the leaders in these country found it necessary to 

pander to public opinion within their countries. Likewise, each leader at various 

times found it necessary to make concessions to international public opinion, 

regardless o f the dictates o f national interest. The war was pursued with a far 

greater concern for the niceties of human rights than was the case in the far more 

justifiable actions o f the First Gulf War and Kosovo. Finally, by acting in defiance 

o f international public opinion over Iraq, George W. Bush is undermining the 

‘New World Order,’ proclaimed by his father in the aftermath o f the Cold War and 

at the time o f the First Gulf War. The essentially unilateral action has led to 

increased anti-Americanism, and international resistance to further attempts at 

leadership and coalition building. Therefore, it may mean that action by the United 

States against other rogue regimes such as North Korea has actually become more 

unlikely as a result o f the war in the Gulf rather than, as feared by many on the 

Peninsula, the next logical step.

In addition, internal constituencies in the United States are becoming 

polarised into pro- and anti-war camps. This polarisation is extremely damaging to 

the American polity, and it is likely that the administration will want to spend at 

least some time healing these wounds; and re-establishing social and political unity 

before embarking on another and perhaps even more divisive campaign. Indeed, 

further American military offensives are unlikely until after the next Presidential 

election at the earliest. Likewise, the Labour party suffered a sound beating in the 

most recent (May 2003) local government elections in the UK, with heavy swings 

towards the Liberal Democrats in many Muslim areas. Prime M inister Blair may 

also want to spend some time rebuilding consensus. All this reveals the importance 

o f history in foreign policy decision making, and this is a point we will be taking 

up in the next section dealing with the lessons o f the Post-Cold W ar period. 

However, that being said, there does seem to be evidence o f an increased 

aggressiveness and propensity to take military action to solve foreign policy 

problems in the leading liberal states o f the Atlantic Community, as a result o f 

increased frustration with and fear of dealing with states from the outlying chaos, 

in particular since September 11, 2001.
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Lessons of Post-Cold War Intervention

Often in our case studies we see decision-makers attempting to learn the 

lessons o f previous cases o f intervention or non-intervention. During the First Gulf 

W ar there was a great concentration on air power in order to minimize potential 

US casualties as a result of the Vietnam syndrome. American decision-makers 

were constrained by a perceived squeamishness among the electorate regarding the 

boys (and now sometimes the girls) coming back in body bags. There was a great 

reluctance to act over Rwanda because of the ‘Somalia syndrome.’ No decision

maker wanted to answer questions while the nation watched pictures o f the 

degradation o f American casualties in a conflict that few could comprehend. By 

contrast, military action over Kosovo was swift and decisive. Maybe too swift, 

given that diplomatic channels had in all probability been insufficiently explored, 

and that the consequences of the military action may have been as bad as if there 

had been no action. But this time decision-makers admitted to feeling public 

pressure following their failure to act over Rwanda and Bosnia. The swift and 

comprehensive action against Afghanistan and Iraq followed much public criticism 

in the wake o f September 11, that the US had been too lenient with those that had 

committed acts o f aggression against America and Americans in the past, and that 

this had simply served to embolden her enemies.

However, we have also seen how historically established normative 

traditions can prevent new policy initiatives as rules o f convenience or convention 

become legally binding and constraining. We turn now to how to build lesson- 

leaming and historical overshadowing into our model o f decision-making 

rationality with regard to intervention. Some work has already been carried out in 

this area. Braybrooke and Lindblom claim that policy is only created though a 

process o f ‘disjointed incrementalism’ (i.e. small undirected steps), and that rather 

than decision-making, for the vast majority of the time, ‘incremental drift’ is the 

norm.^'^ Or to put it another way, ‘rather than through grand decisions or grand 

alternatives, policy changes seem to come through a series o f slight modifications 

o f existing p o l i c y . T h e  influence of history is demonstrated to impinge upon 

decision-making by the revelation that the costs in changing policy are seen to be

D. B a y b rook e and C. L indb lom , ‘T ypes o f  D ec is io n  M ak in g’: in R osenau  op  cit 19 6 9  p. 22 3 , 
R. H ilsm an , ‘P o licy -M a k in g  is P o litics’ : in R osenau ibid p. 233 .



prohibitively high in all but the most unusual of circumstances. These costs accrue 

in a number o f different ways.

First, formulating new policy imposes time and resource costs on the 

administration. Second, determining new policy imposes effort and decision

making costs upon leaders. Third, new policy initiatives can entail prestige- 

commitments and costs: there is a great deal o f danger in being too closely 

associated with a new and untried policy initiative. Finally, in a number o f cases, 

researchers have identified how decision-makers have become prisoners o f the 

sunk costs o f policy history. This process has been termed entrapment. Materiel, 

lives, money and prestige sacrificed in the pursuit o f previous policy initiatives 

make it difficult to abandon such courses o f action without demonstrating at least 

some return for the investment. On the other hand, certain historical policy 

decisions may have involved costs so high in the estimation o f internal and/or 

external constituencies, that it becomes impossible for a decision-maker to 

consider repeating them. It takes a very strong leader to throw off the shackles o f 

history and buck the policy system, thereby reversing the direction o f policy drift.

Leadership strength is not necessarily measured in terms o f personality 

traits. Again we need to return to our rationality model in order to evaluate 

constraints upon individual decision-)iiakers and their ability to buck the system. 

The constraints acting upon decision makers in terms o f historical determinism or 

entrapment can be shrugged off by a sufficiently strong leader where strength is a 

function o f structure, role, personality, and operating variables. Thus, as mentioned 

in Chapter 1, in forecasting one needs to know [a] what is the impact o f the 

underlying structure? [b] what is the network o f roles and how widely are the roles 

defined (i.e. how much freedom does the decision maker have to act on his own 

initiative)? [c] where does personality fit in (if at all)? But we now add to this [d] 

what are the parameters of the contemporary operating structure? In part this 

involves what has been modelled in Chapter 2 in terms o f internal and external 

operating environment, but it also forms part o f each o f the structure, role and 

personality filters, as the impact of national, organisational and personal histories 

is felt.

In the case o f Tony Blair, the underlying nafional structure is one o f a 

parliamentary democracy within which the Prime M inister is the leader o f the 

largest party in what is essentially a two-party system. In the current instance this
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is generally a source of strength, as with a large overall majority it would take a lot 

to undermine his structural position. This would not be the case if Labour had a 

slim majority, or were operating a minority government. Then the structural 

conditions o f British leadership would be seen as a weakness. In terms o f role 

definition, the British Prime Minister is supposed to be the first among equals in 

the Cabinet. However, given that the Prime Minster appoints the rest o f  the 

Cabinet, as long as his position is dominant within his own party, he is fairly 

secure from challenge. Traditionally this would be seen as a source o f weakness 

for a Labour Prime Minister, as his is a party that historically has been bitterly 

divided over foreign policy and unified only in its anti-militarism, anti-imperialism 

stance. Yet Blair retains a great deal o f political capital as the leader who led the 

Labour party out o f the political wilderness. Thus he was able to ride the storm o f 

pacifist protest and resignations.

There is no doubting Blair’s political acumen and leadership strengths. Any 

politician that was able to take the socialist rump o f a party from which many 

moderates had left to form the Social Democratic Party, and drag it to policy 

ground more usually occupied by moderate Tories, while outflanking a number o f 

political heavyweights, is a force to be reckoned with. In the context o f the 

contemporaiy operating environment, Blair is coming from a position o f strength 

due the lack o f serious opposition both within and outside the government. The 

Conservative Party is hopelessly rudderless, and anyway, as the traditional party o f 

assertive foreign policy, could do little more than applaud Blair’s actions. The 

Liberal Democrat Party offered a quiet note of dissent, but as the third party in a 

two-party system, was unable to make much of an impact. Thus Blair is currently 

in a position to act essentially with impunity. However, this is a temporary 

situation, and as all the variables mentioned above are liable to fluctuate, Blair may 

yet, sometime in the future, find himself constrained by historical imperatives. 

Indeed, in what was perceived as an anti-war poll, in September 2003 Labour 

suffered its first by-election defeat in 15 years, being ousted from Brent East by the 

Liberal Democrats with a swing of 29%.

Traditionally, presidential systems are seen as granting greater ability to 

buck the system to the incumbent than do parliamentary ones. However, George W. 

Bush’s claim to the Presidency was in itself essenfially contested. With less than 

50% o f the electorate who actually bothered to vote, or whose votes were deemed
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to count, actually coming out in favour o f the new president, he was not 

immediately able to avail himself of the strengths o f his position. In the early days, 

a number o f commentators saw the proliferation o f strong capable figures in his 

cabinet as an attempt to bolster stmctural weakness. Likewise, Bush him self was 

not seen to command the necessary character traits o f a strong leader. A poor 

speaker, the butt o f many jokes concerning his intelligence and knowledge, and 

with a number o f skeletons in his closet, he did not look like a prime candidate to 

buck the system.

Yet in many ways September 11 was the making o f the Bush presidency. 

The swell o f patriotism and support for the administration that immediately 

followed the terrorist attacks meant that suddenly Bush was operating in an 

environment that gave him greater power to act militarily against those seen as 

potential threats to the United States than any president had enjoyed since the end 

o f the Cold War. In fact, such was the outrage of Americans, one could almost say 

that Bush was forced into lashing out, given the emergent scorn for perceived 

failed policies o f moderation in the face of previous attacks. This being said, here 

the personality traits of Bush fitted the moment perfectly. Always a man of action 

rather than words, or of deeds rather than thoughts, the image o f Bush the cowboy 

shooting from the hip and taking down those who threatened the good old US o f  A 

fitted perfectly the mood of the American public. It is hard to envisage A1 Gore, 

with his concerns about the niceties of international law, seizing the day in such a 

fashion had the positions been reversed.

Conclusion

This analysis o f recent intervention shows that in many ways liberals are 

right. Old ideas certainly seem to be new again. Democracy is spreading, 

sometimes peacefully, and sometimes through force o f arms. The many facets o f 

globalisation are leading to a world where interdependence contributes to peace 

because: [1] the costs of war resulting from the disruption to markets are 

exacerbated; [2] a culture of communication and compromise is fostered between 

mutually dependent dyads through repeated incidents and processes o f 

cooperation; [3] incentives for conflict are lower because in an open international 

economy, access to raw materials, finance, and markets is obtained at less cost 

than through conquest. This process operates at three levels: the global, whereby
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globalization and modernization have made all industrialized states 

interdependent; the regional, whereby certain regions o f the world are seen to 

represent zones o f economically induced peace (in particular the Atlantic 

Community); and the dyadic, whereby mutual dependence between pairs o f states 

is seen as reducing the likelihood o f them going to war.

Foreign policy decision-making does not take place in a vacuum, but is 

structured by formal organizations and informal normative regimes. International 

organizations help set the international agenda, and act as catalysts for coalition- 

formation, and as arenas for political initiatives, leverage and linkage. International 

regimes help determine the rules of the game, how other players’ moves are 

perceived, and the spirit in which the game will be played. Decision-makers have 

become increasingly sensitised to the wishes o f their internal and external 

constituencies (particularly as a result of the increased power o f the press and 

democratic public opinion as prophesied by members o f the Peace Movement wing 

o f the liberal tradition such as Bentham and James Mill). All these liberal elements 

form part o f the internal and external operating systems modelled in Chapter 2, and 

two-way communication between these various elements and the chief decision

makers in the Atlantic is facilitated by the impact o f the communications 

revolution. Their impact was demonstrated in concern for legality in the First Gulf 

War as shown in Chapter 3, the guilt over Rwanda displayed in Chapter 6, and the 

overriding concern for legitimacy and humanitarian justification in Kosovo 

demonstrated in Chapter 8.

Yet realist dictates o f power and national interest have not disappeared 

from the international scene entirely. Although liberal ideology is dominant in the 

post-Cold War world, there remain sufficient altemadve world-views to provoke 

bitter conflict with each other and with the dominant liberal paradigm. We cannot 

proclaim the end o f history until all live under liberal democratic regimes, and this 

remains at best a very distant prospect. Liberal regimes will continue to wage war 

upon illiberal opponents, and if  anything this process is picking up steam as the 

newly dominant liberal states pursue their ideological crusade. In many ways 

interdependence has merely given more states more things to fight over with more 

enemies. Although we have seem something o f a normative evolution in terms o f 

structural constraints upon decision-makers, strong leaders are still able to buck the 

system and act in an illiberal manner, and this is particularly the case when they



are able to appeal to serious security or national interest concerns, and when the 

supposed calming influence of public opinion is replaced by jingoistic fervour. The 

elements of leadership power are encapsulated in the structure, role and personality 

filters revealed in the ‘black box’ of the decision-making process modelled in 

Chapter 2. Their impact was felt in concerns for national interest in the Gulf 

(Chapters 3 and 9) and in a disregard for humanitarian concerns in the Gulf and 

Rwanda (Chapters 4, 5 and 6).

However, the post-Cold War new world order is a very different kind of 

operating environment, and thus the future is likely to resemble neither the failed 

liberal internationalist dream of the inter-war years, nor the amoral realist 

nightmare of the Cold War. Ironically, this is precisely because of the impact of 

what has gone before. The liberal victors of the Cold War are to a certain extent 

prisoners of their own claims to the moral high ground. More is expected of them 

in terms of acceptable behaviour than amoral pursuit of national interest. After the 

Cold War, both internal and external constituencies have been trying to define 

exactly what is expected of the leaders of the free world, and they in turn have 

been exploring the degrees of freedom remaining to them within these enabling 

and constraining structures.

At first, the dictates of codificd international law appeared to provide the 

best guidelines, but heavy state-centric emphasis fell victim to concerted attacks on 

the supposed moral legitimacy of the state. Increasingly, human rights are seen as 

rights against states, or at least the duties owed to citizens by those who govern in 

their name. Thus analysts turned to the broader concepts of jus ad bellum. 

However, this was still seen to represent too great an emphasis on the rights of 

states rather than individuals, and pressure was brought to bear for an approach 

that was more reflective of human rights. Jus in bello or concerns about how the 

war was to be waged became an integral part of the decision to go to war. 

Furthermore, massive violations of human rights were increasingly seen as not 

only allowing intervention, but also compelling it. The promotion and protection of 

human rights have become part of the national interest of the dominant states in the 

international community to an extent that such considerations have become largely 

internalised and in many cases are taken as read - a very different state of affairs 

from that prevalent during the Cold War. The role played a more pervasive, 

globalised, instantaneous media, and by an increasingly informed and articulate
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public opinion cannot be ignored by decision-makers standing for election on a 

regular basis.

Thus if  rational decision-making occurs when a decision maker evaluates 

the costs involved in taking a particular course of action and the benefits that may 

accrue as a result o f successful completion o f the project, all in the context o f a 

hierarchy o f values and a hierarchy of preferred outcomes, the traditional rational 

actor model o f a single unitary state collapses not just as a result o f  structural or 

bureaucratic complexities, but also due to parallel normative constraints. In other 

words, not only do we have to analyse the degree to which in a given case, 

structure, role and personality filters allow freedom of decision, but we also need 

to recognise the impact o f internal and external operating environments, and the 

role o f history in constructing parallel value hierarchies for the state, the internal 

constituencies, the external constituencies, and the decision-maker him self For 

members o f the Atlantic Community, therefore, the decision to intervene is based 

on a complex process o f consultation with the preferred outcomes o f the majority 

o f the electorate, o f the national interest defined in traditional realist terms, the 

wider integrated normative community, and the global security environment.

Not surprisingly, therefore, the best we can conclude is that sometimes 

rational calculation will come down in favour o f amoral national interest 

(assuming sufficient internal support), and sometimes in favour o f normative 

considerations o f the general good, depending on the relative strengths o f different 

elements in the process, and the successes or failures o f preceding cases based 

primarily on either of these approaches. That there is now such a thing as a 

normative debate demonstrates a degree of progress in a liberal direction, but not 

sufficient to proclaim a new world order. Thus we currently live in neither a realist 

world, nor a liberal world, but rather something in between. The in-between state 

o f being has perhaps best been described by the rationalists o f what has - 

somewhat inaccurately, given the number of nationalities associated with it - been 

described as the English School. Like realism, English School rationalism begins 

with anarchy, but unlike realism it acknowledges that the sense o f belonging to the 

community o f humankind has left its civilizing mark upon the state and 

international relations. This type of rationalism shares the liberal or cosmopolitan 

concern that the international system fails to accommodate the principles o f 

freedom and equality to a sufficient degree, but is probably less optimistic about
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the prospects o f change to the degree envisioned by Utopians, and thus is often 

described as the mid-point between the polar extremes o f realism and liberal 

idealism.

While in Chapter 1 rational egocentric approaches were set up in opposition 

to socially constructed interpretations, in many ways English School rationalists 

can be seen as the forerunners of social constructivists. They acknowledge the 

existence and role played by international anarchy, but also point to the relatively 

high degree of international order that nevertheless exists. Thus there is more to 

international relations than the realists suggest, but less than the cosmopolitans 

desire. Rationalists point to the existence of an international society that constrains 

the behaviour o f states, but also acknowledge that this international society should 

not be taken for granted, but must be actively maintained and encouraged. Some 

members o f the English School and their intellectual descendents have emphasized 

the role played by a common culture in the formation o f international society, but 

others have shown that whether or not units share a common culture, at some point 

the regularity and intensity of their interactions will virtually force the 

development o f a degree of recognition and accommodation among them. 

However, all acknowledge that an international society is more stable and more 

likely to endure in the presence o f shared normative underpinnings.

Thus in the modem world we have a tightly knit, strong, stable normative 

international society that I have termed the Atlantic Community, a weaker but still 

somewhat integrated and interdependent wider international society, and a number 

o f states that exist outside the accepted boundaries o f either community. Such 

rogue states are an anathema to the values o f the core, and are likely to find 

themselves in conflict with America and her allies. States in the looser, wider 

community will choose sides in such conflicts according to where they perceive 

their rational self-interest most to lie.

Returning to our research hypotheses we find that to a significant extent in 

many cases state-centric rational considerations determine whether or not military 

intervention by Atlantic core countries in other states takes place, but not in all 

cases, and this is not the whole story. We also find that on occasion non-state- 

centric normative considerations can be the prime determinant o f whether or not 

intervention takes place, but again this is not always the case and is not the whole 

story, even if such considerations have been gaining weight over time. However,
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that there does seem to be a degree of normative shift along the axis identified in 

Chapters 1 and 2 from an extreme power-political state-centric international 

system towards a socially constructed and constraining world society (although we 

must be careful not to exaggerate the degree to which this has happened) suggests 

that our third hypothesis is the most accurate.

Therefore in returning to the three possible answers to the question ‘why do 

states intervene?’ posited in Chapter 1, we can reject number one; that there has 

been no change in the way states decide to intervene, that the world is still very 

much a power political world in which states and statesmen act purely according to 

the dictates o f national interest, and the question o f legitimacy is irrelevant as 

states will not intervene for genuine humanitarian reasons if  no national interest is 

involved; we can also reject number two: that the question o f legitimacy and 

genuine humanitarian concern have become key considerations for whether or not 

states intervene; but embrace number three: that legitimacy and humanitarian 

concern is sometimes a key consideration, and its salience is often dependent on 

previous actions or inactions and feedback with regard to prior policy from the 

internal and external operating environments. The value o f this thesis lies in 

demonstrating this to be true using the very rational and empirical methods utilised 

by critics o f new world order cla im s and that have hitherto been shunned by its 

advocates.
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